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SYNOPSIS
This thesis grew out of a personal interest in genetics and an admiration for the ground
breaking research by Gregor Mendel in establishing the foundations of the Science of
Genetics. As a high school science teacher I have been interested in how to best support
adolescent students’ to learn the experimental methodologies and the hypothesis of
monohybrid genetics, and how to improve their acquisition of the concepts and skills
required for an understanding of fundamental Mendelian inheritance.
Thirty years ago I collected a number of mouse mutants from pet shops and research
institutions and set about ensuring that they were pure breeding for particular traits that
students find appealing. Since this time I have used live mice in the teaching of high
school genetics and have recorded students’ questions, answers and reflections. I have
come to understand that for many students the study of high school genetics is not
intuitive but conceptually and linguistically difficult. However, I have found that
providing an experience of genetics using real mouse crosses to be an effective way to
proceed in teaching this problematic science topic.
This approach to teaching genetics has its constraints and for my thesis I used Microsoft
PowerPoint to create a technology-based multimedia learning environment called
“MouseGen”, which simulates cross breeding experiments with live mice. MouseGen
contains video clips, photographs, animations, audio and annotated photographic
diagrams (Multiple External Representations) and allows numerous students to access a
learning experience that had previously been only provided for a single class at a time. I
created coloured half disks (MER’s) to represent the different alleles of a gene to assist
students learn the abstract concepts of genetics. I have taken seven years to develop and
trial this multimedia program and have sought feedback from students and teachers
throughout the process.
The underlying pedagogical philosophy that I adopted when designing the MouseGen
program was a constructivist framework of learning and multimedia development that
places the learner at the centre of the process. I selected a pedagogical form of
constructivism that encourages students to be set tasks that are appropriate to their
cognitive and linguistic capacities, that requires them to be active participants in their
own learning, to work together, and to reflect upon and talk about their learning (Morris
& Adamson, 2010).
The overarching research question for this thesis was whether a Microsoft PowerPoint
resource, utilizing multiple external representations to product limits and designed
according to constructivist principles, will significantly improve student conceptual
development within an area of science that has been historically challenging for them.
I developed a number of test instruments to assess students’ acquisition of genetic
concepts and skills and to determine their perceptions of the usefulness of MouseGen in
learning fundamental genetics. This research adopted a mixed methods approach with
both qualitative and quantitative data collection. I am pleased to note that these
assessments show that participants rated the MouseGen software very highly and their
performance in the post test was significantly improved from the pre-test.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE

Young children and scientists have much in common. Both are interested in a wide
variety of objects and events in the world around them. Both are interested in, and
attempt to make sense of how and why things behave as they do.
(Osborne & Freyberg, 1985, p.1)

The Genesis of this Study
I will outline my personal interests and background that have led to the conception and
development of this thesis. As this information is personal and largely historical I have
used a narrative style to explain my motivation for creating an interactive multimedia
learning environment that simulates real mouse breeding experiments and introduces
genetic concepts and skills to female Biology students. The purpose of this study was to
measure the learning value and affective characteristics of an interactive multimedia
mouse breeding simulation (MouseGen) that was created using Microsoft PowerPoint.
Microsoft PowerPoint was selected as it is readily available on school networks and has
all the functionality required to enable teachers to routinely create hyperlinked
multimedia learning environments.

As I have personal interested in genetics and in mouse genetics in particular, I have
created a product which I could share with many more students than those in my
Biology or General Science classes to facilitate their learning of the experimental
processes and concepts of the science of genetics. The development of a multimedia
product arose out of an annual experience of using live mice as part of classroom
practice to introduce what I consider to be the fascinating world of genetics involving
bizarre mouse mutations. I have watched students’ reactions, listened to and recorded
their questions, answers and comments and noted their engagement and curiosity as
they endeavour to make sense of what they see with real mice crosses and how they
ultimately relate what they have learnt to their own heredity. My classroom experience
using mice breeding experiments over a period of about 15 years informed the
development of the multimedia product. The rapid development of information and
communication technologies including the World Wide Web that could deliver a
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multimedia learning experience to a wider audience were part of my motivation for
developing this learning resource. I have been interested in how students develop their
ideas on heredity from firsthand experiences with mice and how they relate to these new
ideas to their own inheritance. I have observed many students grapple with their own
genetics and those of their relatives and how they come to understand the patterns and
the language that has developed to explain the patterns of monohybrid inheritance. I
have briefly outlined the development of my own genetic literacy which has driven the
development of this thesis.

Development of my genetic literacy
As a child growing up in Vanuatu I was fascinated by the local village poultry and
coerced my father into building me a chicken cage. I was keen to breed chickens and
produce some new varieties by combining traits from different individuals. The local
village fowl came in a multitude of colours and there were a number of feather mutants
that wandered in and out of our back yard. I was particularly captivated by the frizzle
fowls that had their feathers turning up at the ends and was able to forcefully acquire a
frizzle rooster to cross breed with my normal feathered hens. To my surprise the cross
breeding experiment produced about equal numbers of frizzle and non-frizzle chicks.

I was curious to find out how and why this happened but my parents were unable to
provide answers expect to cite the inheritance of eye colour in our family and to suggest
that the frizzle trait was passed on like eye colour. My father had brown eyes, my
mother blue eyes, the three boys had brown eyes and my sister had blue eyes. They
could only provide observations about family characteristics and offer a generalization
that eye colour is an inherited trait and that the inheritance of frizzle feathering probably
works the same way with chickens. They could not help me with a gene/allele
explanations or an explanation of the cellular basis of inheritance. In fact I suspect that
they did not understand the cellular nature of reproduction or the notion that
reproductive cells carry one allele for every inherited characteristic and body cells two
alleles. I was content at the time to accept the notion that family eye colour and chicken
frizzle feathering were somehow passed on from one generation to the next based on my
observation of family traits and chicken breeding but could not explain the mechanism
of inheritance or predict the outcome of any particular cross breeding arrangement. Part
7

of the attraction of cross breeding two different fowls was the unpredictability of the
traits shown by their chickens and I enjoyed the surprise that came when they finally
grew their adult feathers. I remember the phrase ‘is passed on’ being common in
conversations as we watched the mother hen and her chickens scratching around in the
garden.

I have since come to understand that the frizzle gene in poultry is caused by an
incompletely dominant gene. The feathers curve outward, instead of lying smoothly
along the bird's body. A fowl that inherits one copy of the frizzle gene will have frizzle
feathers but a fowl which inherits two copies of the gene will be what is described as
extremely frizzled. The alternate form of the gene (which is recessive) is the gene for
straight feathering. Poultry genetics uses uppercase ‘F’ to represent the factor or allele
for the frizzle mutation and lowercase f to represent the factor for normal feathering.
I was sent to boarding school in New Zealand for my high school education at St Paul’s
College in Auckland. Genetics was not taught in the general science curriculum in the
junior years of secondary schooling - only Chemistry, Physics and Geology. I never
studied Biology (or Genetics) in senior high school but was directed towards studying
Physics and Latin for my Higher School Certificate. After leaving school I spent three
years studying for a teaching certificate with a major in Mathematics, English and
Science Education.

Having completed my teaching qualification I came to New South Wales and was
pleasantly surprised that curriculum designers had seen the importance studying
genetics in the junior science curriculum. Most school taught the topic in the year 10 –
the year students sat the School Certificate until 2011. I had done a lot of reading on the
topic but was disappointed that the two schools I taught in only ever taught from the
text book and the focus was pea plants which students do not generally find engaging as
most students have never seen a pea plant. There was never any first hand investigation
involving the crossing of two animals or plants displaying alternate traits.

I began a Science degree part time by distance education at the University of New
England studying Biology subjects including genetics. I was disappointed that genetics
8

was never a topic in its own right but included as minor part of the biology courses.
After studying at the University of New England for about 5 years part time I
transferred to Macquarie University so that I could study genetics and completed a
Science degree. I enrolled in every course that I could that had some content that related
to genetics including Evolutionary Genetics.

Mouse breeding approach to teaching genetics
Whilst studying at Macquarie University I had mentioned to the Science Co-ordinator at
the school I was currently teaching at that I would like to set up a few mouse crosses to
support students’ learning of the experimental processes and concepts of monohybrid
genetics. I had just completed the second year course on Introductory Genetics which
had used a fruit fly model for all experimental work but I had suspicions that students
would be more engaged by a mouse model. I wanted students to participate in cross
breeding of mice displaying alternate traits so that they could learn the experimental
methodologies and concepts of monohybrid genetics in a more realistic and effective
way. I did not want the experience of learning genetics to involve just watching a video
or reading an explanation from a text book or listening to a teacher’s explanation. I
wanted this topic to be an investigative experience for my students rather than it being
an exercise in verification of the concepts and skills that students had learnt about
during traditional classroom instruction.

My year 10 Science class was divided into two groups and each group set up the same
cross so we would have reasonable numbers of offspring to perform a statistical analysis
by converting the raw data into ratios. One group crossed black males and white
females and the other group crossed black females with white males to rule out the
effect of gender on the results of the white black cross. I encouraged students to make
predictions of the outcome of the two crosses based on their prior knowledge of
inheritance, to observe the phenotypes of the mouse pups that were produced in the two
separate crosses (out cross and inbred cross) and I attempted to support them in coming
to an understanding of the results of our experiments by introducing the concept of
genes and alleles and relating it to each mouse that we used in our experiments. This
would have been the first time that living animals had been used in the school in any
kind of science investigation. Although rat dissections had been a tradition in year 8 as
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part of the study of organ systems this was the first time that living animals were used
as a real first hand investigation.

Class activities prior to commencing the mouse breeding project involved collecting
data from family members to construct family pedigree showing the inheritance of a
selected pair of alternate traits. Students were given a sheet which outlines a number of
alternate traits in humans like the ability or inability to roll the tongue and required to
construct a pedigree (Appendix 1). Input from students showed that most family
discussions were observational and focused on which family members show a particular
trait and from which parent or grandparent they had acquired that trait. Students did
note that families were unsure of the mechanisms of inheritance but the word gene was
used on many occasions in family discussions. Students’ understanding of the concept
of ‘gene’ was limited but they knew that all humans carry genes that determined traits,
which they somehow inherited from one or both parents, and that they would pass on
some of these traits to their own children.

This would have been one of the few times in their science experience that students
were not supplied with immediate results as is often the case with experimental work in
Chemistry and Physics. I wanted students to wait until the mouse pups were born as do
animal and plant breeders as I thought that it was an invaluable lesson for them to have
to wait for results. This also gave the students time to reflect on the processes we had
used in setting up the experiments.

I obtained 20 mouse cages from a manufacturer in Melbourne (Wiretainers) and
obtained permission from the Principal of the school to convert an old pump station that
was about 3 metres by 3 metres in the school yard to build a mouse house. I had to raise
the roof by a metre and did the brick laying myself. We used fans to keep the mice cool
in summer and a bar heater to keep them warm in winter. The Bosch animal house at
Sydney University provided a few mice from two inbred strains of mice. They were an
albino strand (BALB/C) and a black strain (C57). The students were organised into
teams of about five students whose responsibility it was to feed and water the mice. The
laboratory attendant cleaned the cages out each week. Each team set up a cross and we
made sure that half of the teams set up the reciprocal cross to rule out sex linkage
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inheritance. A reciprocal cross of a white male and black female is white female and a
black male. There was much interest and anticipation as the students waited the 21 day
gestation period of mice before the pups arrived. Students were asked to predict the coat
colour of the mouse pups and to provide reasons for their predictions. Many made
comments like “In Art if you mix black and white paint you’ll get gray”. About 80% of
students in that year group predicted that the offspring would be gray as they were
thinking in terms of the blending model of inheritance.

The mice were born and finally grew their hair to a length which would allow the
students to determine their phenotype. Much to my surprise all of the mouse pups from
both types of crosses had grey hair! I had not expected that result as I had anticipated
that black hair colour would have been the dominant trait and white hair colour the
recessive trait. In retrospect I should have remembered my regular holiday experiences
on a sheep farm where it was common knowledge that white sheep can produce black
lambs. Black lambs were considered to be undesirable as their wool is difficult to dye
and they were either culled or sold to specialist breeders of black sheep. The student
results appeared to support the blending model of inheritance which was contrary to my
teaching intentions and to the textbook treatment of the topic!

There was some reversal of learning that needed to take place as the results had done a
disservice to the particulate model of inheritance which Mendel had established in his
cross breeding experiments with pea plants. This experience occurred in the days before
the Internet and Google which would have allowed me to establish what was happening
in terms of the mutant genes involved in hair colour of domestic mice. There were no
text books in the school library or my local library that explained mouse coat colour
genetics.

We separated the gray mouse pups (the F1 generation) from their parents when they had
been weaned and set up a number of cages in which we interbred the F1 generation to
produce the F2 generation. The F2 generation produced grey, white, black, cinnamon and
chocolate brown offspring which was also an unexpected result. Even a dihybrid cross
only produces four phenotypes in the F2 generation and our experiment had produced
five distinct phenotypes. The cross breeding experiment had not gone to plan but did
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teach me that genetics can be a complex science and I had to investigate what had
happened genetically. My investigation over a number of years revealed that the two
mouse strains we had used for our initial outcross were in fact carrying a number of
mutant genes for coat colour and thrown into the equation was the fact that the albino
gene is epistatic over all other coat colour genes. This means that the albino covers all
of the coat colours in a dominant manner. I eventually discovered that there are at least
five pairs of genes controlling coat colour in mice (Appendix 2). The BALB/C strain is
an albino strain used extensively in medical research which carries two albino factors
(alleles), two agouti alleles and two brown factors written symbolically written as
(ccAAbb). I also discovered that BALB/C albino mouse is in fact a cinnamon mouse
carrying the albino genes. The C57 strain is a black mouse which has two alleles for
colour, two alleles for non-agouti and two alleles for black hair written symbolically as
(CCaaBB).

The cross that I had unwittingly set up was not between one pair of alternate alleles (a
monohybrid cross) but a cross between three pairs of alternate alleles (a trihybrid cross)
with the albino allele gene being epistatic over the other alleles. In effect an albino
mouse may carry many coloured genes which cannot be determined by observation
because of the activity of the albino gene. The production of melanin in mice is brought
about by a number of enzymes that are encoded by a number of genes in a biochemical
pathway. A mutation in any of these genes will lead to a change in structure of a
particular enzyme and which can lead to a change in colour of melanin or the lack of
production of melanin at all in the case of albinism.

I did recover some credibility when an attendant at the Bosch animal house suggested
that we divide the mice into two phenotypes – coloured and albino and then the cross
would follow the same patterns as the crosses that Mendel has done with his pea plants.
On reflection this was an experimental technique that Mendel had employed in his
investigation of heredity in pea plants. He focused on seven alternate traits and ignored
the others. This was one of the reasons he achieved success whereas others had failed.
The students were most accepting of this approach and did get some appreciation of the
complex nature of the genes that control characteristics like coat colour in mice. It also
taught them something about scientific experimental methodology. If you do not
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achieve the results you anticipated you look for reasons in your experimental design and
assumptions. This was a good example of modeling which involves grouping
characteristics until the model works.

I then collected a number of mutant mice from pet shops, animal houses attached to
Universities in Melbourne, Canberra, Geelong and Sydney and from the CSIRO at
Prospect, New South Wales. I have maintained these mutant strains for the past 30 years
and taken them with me when I moved between schools. Many of these institutions no
longer carry these strains in Australia and have to import them from the Jackson
laboratory in the States if they require them. I have maintained pure bred strains that are
able to demonstrate all modes of inheritance including sex linked inheritance.
(Appendix 3)
I was approached by the popular show Burke’s Backyard to do a short segment on mice.
Their focus was on presenting to their viewers information on the different varieties of
mice and their care rather than the genetics of fur colour and the other unusual mutants.
However, I agreed to do both segments and the programs subsequently went to air in
1990.

I then completed a Masters in Education through the University of New England with a
focus on using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT’s) in the teaching of
Mathematics and Science and the pedagogical theories underpinning the design of
multimedia software in science teaching to enhance students’ achievement of learning
outcomes. I began to realise the value of designing an interactive multimedia
application to simulate what I had been doing with real mouse crosses for many years in
the teaching of high school genetics.

Context
This thesis investigates how an interactive technology-based multimedia simulation
employing a range of media types (video, text, numbers, animations, audio and
photographs (graphical)) can facilitate adolescent student learning of the experimental
procedures and concepts and skills of monohybrid genetics. It is proposed that the
multimedia learning environment will encourages students to examine their own
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understanding of inheritance, to compare their views with the experimental data and to
modify their understandings on the basis of the experimental evidence and subsequently
develop the scientifically accepted view. The research literature reports on a number of
studies of students’ views of inheritance and my observations of students’ predictions in
a problem solving scenario using live mice have shown that many students think
initially of inheritance as a blending of traits (the blending model) rather than one trait
dominating the other trait which reappears in later generations unchanged by its
association with the dominant trait (the particulate model).

Many researchers have shown that students have serious misunderstandings of the
notions of biological inheritance even after instruction. Research has shown that
students do not fully understand chromosomes, genes, or alleles (Albaladejo & Lucas,
1988; Banet & Ayuso, 1999; Collins & Stewart, 1989); cannot adequately interpret
some concepts such as homozygous or heterozygous (Slack & Stewart, 1990); have
alternative views of some processes such as meiosis (Brown, 1990; Stewart, 1982;
Kindfield, 1994b; Stewart, Hafner, & Dale, 1990); and do not understand the meaning
of probability in relation to genotypic and phenotypic frequencies in offspring
(Browning & Lehman, 1988; Cho, Kahle, & Nordland, 1985). As a consequence, when
they are not able to fully understand these matters, students depend on rote learning.

Many investigators have long considered it necessary to introduce substantial changes
in both the programs and strategies used to teach genetics in order to facilitate
conceptual change and promote more meaningful learning. Several studies have made
recommendations on classroom teaching practices or have proposed new teaching
strategies (Cavallo & Schafer, 1994; Cho, Kahle, & Nordland, 1985; Pearson &
Hughes, 1986; Radford & Bird-Stewart, 1982; Walker, Hendrix, & Mertens, 1980),
sometimes related to a historical perspective (Corcos & Monaghan, 1987; Kinnear,
1991, among others), and sometimes making human genetics the central theme
(Haddow, Eunpu, Singer, Brandt & Ledwith, 1988; Mertens, 1990).
Many researchers have studied problem solving as a way to enhance students’
understanding of inheritance (Thomson & Stewart, 1985; Finkel, 1996; Hafner &
Stewart, 1995). Some of these have used computer programs of experimental scenarios
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that mimic real-life ones. Studies of how students select parents and their respective
offspring have revealed the problem-solving mechanisms they use (Finkel, 1996;
Hafner & Stewart, 1995; Jungck & Calley, 1985; Simmons, 1987; Simmons & Lunetta,
1993; Slack & Stewart, 1990; Stewart, Streibel, & Collins, 1987; Stewart, Streibel,
Collins, & Jungck, 1989, and others). This research has opted for a “computer program
of experimental situations that mimic real-life ones” (Banet & Ayuso, 1999. p. 314).

The interactive multimedia learning environment I created using Microsoft Power Point
was informed by my experience over a number of years of using live mouse crosses
with female high school science students. The data I collected using live mouse crosses
with year 10 students formed the exploratory phase of the research project. I have called
this interactive multimedia learning environment MouseGen (a contraction of ‘mouse’
and ‘genetics’). A research focus was to determine whether the MouseGen learning
environment would facilitate conceptual change in senior Biology students as a
conceptual change perspective was adopted in the design and development of
MouseGen. MouseGen was designed to replicate the experimental methodology
employed by Gregor Mendel that led him to discover the mechanism of heredity. I have
selected mice as the model organism rather than the edible garden pea Pisum sativum
which has been traditionally used to teach genetics as I have found that the many coat
colour mutations and oddities like the hairless mutation in mice engage and sustain
students’ curiosity and interest and improve learning outcomes.

I initially included a module on pea plant genetics but abandoned the use of this
organism as a result of feedback from students and a lack of student engagement with
the program. I was able to obtain seeds of pea plants that were pure breeding for height tall and dwarf, seed type -round and wrinkled, and flower colour - pink and white.
Students would plant a seed of each type in their ‘own pots’, to routinely water and
stake the plants when they grew and attempt to perform a cross between the two
different pure breeding varieties that they had grown from seed. This first hand
investigation approach can assist students to develop valuable understandings that
include the biology of plant sexual reproduction and the realisation that flowers produce
seeds explaining where the peas come from in the frozen bags in the fridge. However,
students find the notion that pollen contains sperm cells and that the embryo plant that
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they are consuming inside the seed when they eat peas arose by fertilisation a little
confronting.

I took photographs of these pure breeding varieties of pea plants and a video explaining
how to cross two pure breeding varieties of peas, how to collect and replant the F1 seeds
to allow the scoring of traits, how to allow the plants to self-pollinate to produce the F2
and how to grow these so that their traits could be scored. I created a multimedia
learning environment modelled on MouseGen but using pea plants as the model
organism. I subsequently abandoned the pea plant learning environment on the basis of
student and teacher feedback.

Researchers over the past two decades have found that genetics remains conceptually
and linguistically difficult to teach and learn in high schools (Bahar, Johnstone and
Hansell, 1999; Johnstone and Mahmoud, 1980; Stewart, 1982; Venville and Treagust,
1998; Wood, 1996). However, the learning of genetics is central to learning and
research in biotechnology and medical sciences and is essential for the understanding of
some important contemporary issues like genetically modified foods, stem cell research
and cloning. Genetics is a difficult knowledge domain because it requires learners to use
multilevel thinking (Johnstone, 1991) and has a novel vocabulary which provides a
linguistic barrier for student learning (Pearson and Hughes, 1988).

Difficulties with monohybrid investigations
My experience in teaching monohybrid genetics has convinced me that the study of
monohybrid inheritance is not intuitive for adolescent learners, but is conceptually and
linguistically challenging for many of them. The research literature supports my
observations that many students have difficulties with the ideas and the terminology of
genetics when they learn the topic in high school. Traditional strategies for teaching
genetics generally rely on teacher explanation, textbooks, and problem-solving activities
in which problems are solved by application of an already known algorithm. This
approach has been shown to be ineffective by Ayuso and Banet (1999).

My experience using live mouse crosses have led me to form a view that this difficulty
is partly caused by a lack of attention paid to the experimental details involved in
16

monohybrid cross breeding experiments by classroom teachers. I suspect that students
have difficulties understanding the significance of the experimental methodology of
monohybrid investigations when they have not participated firsthand in a breeding
experiment using living organisms. I believe that students need to see the two separate
cages housing the pure breeding animals that are to be crossed, to understand why the
animals in both cages are pure breeding for the identified traits, to be involved in
selecting a male from one pure breeding cage and a female from the other two breeding
cage and seeing them being placed in the same cage. They need to be involved in the
precautionary procedures that have to be undertaken to ensure the female has not mated
with the males in her pure breeding cage before being out crossed. This may involve
separation of the males from the females before they are sexually mature or discarding
information on the first litter the female produces assuming that she has mated with her
own strain of males and can now only mate with the male from the other strain that she
is housed with. Students need to observe the removal of the P male before the F1 babies
are born and the P female after the pups have been weaned to allow the F1 generation to
interbreed. They should also observe the removal of the excess F1 males before sexual
maturity and the removal of all the F1 males before the F2 pups are born. They should
record the details of the breeding management protocols and the results of the crosses so
that they can make reference to these procedures when discussing the explanation for
the results. They should participate in the management of the reciprocal cross in much
the same way as the normal out cross.

I have noted that students learn the methodology and the results more effectively when
they are provided with or create a pictorial summary of the experimental procedures
involved in a monohybrid cross that uses photos and labels for the three generations of a
monohybrid investigation. This summary needs to include the details of the two
different types of crosses – the out crossing and inbreeding. This summary has to
include photos of the individuals involved in the outcross between two pure breeding
varieties, the offspring of this first cross (the F1 generation) and the F2 offspring of the
brother-sister cross between individuals of the F1 generation. I have noted that students
become confused with generational details and that a labeled photographic diagram
assists them to internalize and recall these details. I have created a diagram which
summaries the protocols describe above for a haired- hairless cross in mice. I issue this
17

diagram to high school students studying genetics and ask them to track the procedures
as they are performed by ticking them on the diagram (Appendix 4).

Many students experience difficulty in transitioning from an observation of the results
of a monohybrid cross, which involves the concrete level of thinking, to an
understanding of an explanation for these results, which involves the abstract and
deduction level of thinking. The transition from phenotype to genotype also involves
thinking at two different levels. An understanding of the phenotype - genotype
relationship requires an application of cause and effect logic where the phenotype is the
effect and the genotype is the cause. Students have little difficulty in determining the
phenotype of a mouse as they are able to do that simply by looking at it. They can
identify the trait a mouse is displaying by responding to prompts like: “Is it haired or is
it hairless? Tailed or ‘tailless’?” but they experience difficulty in determining the
genotype of a particular mouse which involves two different alleles where there are
three possible combination of these two alleles. Many senior students are still operating
at the concrete level of operations that Piaget (1953) had identified in his work on
intellectual/cognitive development.

I have observed that many students are not confident with their determination of the
genotype of individuals and when they are successful can have difficulty accepting their
determination. Experience has taught me that initial genotype explanations and
discussions should use the term factor rather than the term allele and the introduction of
the allele term should only occur when they have become confident with the use of the
factor term. I have observed that students do understand and appreciate that “factors
cause things”. Once students are comfortable with the allele term they can then be
introduced to the symbols for these allele and do appreciate that the symbols are simply
an abbreviation for “the allele for a particular trait” I became aware of the difficulties
students have with the terminology when a student said in exasperation “I can’t see any
big H and little h when I look at the mouse you are holding”. This comment taught me
that she had not developed the notion that factors/alleles caused phenotypes and that we
abbreviate factor name with letters of the alphabet - upper case letters for the dominant
traits and lowercase letters for the recessive traits. The concept I wanted her to
understand was that the haired mouse in my hand was carrying the allele for hair as it
18

had hair and the allele for hairlessness as one of its parents was hairless and that “big H
or uppercase H” represented the allele for the haired condition and that “little h or
lowercase h” represents the allele for the hairless condition. This determination of
genotype in this context is conceptually difficult as it required the student to deduce the
presence of the haired allele by observation and the presence of the hairless allele by
parentage.
My observations of students’ predictions over the years I have used real mouse crosses
have shown that the majority of students generally bring a blending rather than a
particulate view of inheritance with them to the science class. However, a minority of
students appear not to have acquired a view of heredity and concede that they have no
ideas to explain the mode of inheritance. When these students are encouraged to choose
a view they will invariably adopt the blending view. This conclusion is based on
students’ predictions of the outcome of a particular cross between mice showing
alternate traits like haired and hairless. In a recent analysis of 163 year 10 students, most
students said that they did not really know but when encouraged to make a prediction
78% adopted the blending model and 22% adopted the particulate model. These
observations are supported by the research literature on the learning of genetics and are
discussed later in this chapter.

Using live mice in teaching
Over the past 30 years I have taken different mouse crosses into year 10 Science classes
and year 12 Biology classes in order to give students the opportunity to observe first
hand a monohybrid breeding program with live mice. I usually take each Science class
on a rotational basis over a couple of days for a 50 minute lesson while their regular
teachers cover my own classes. I have found students to be highly motivated, eager to
look and learn and keen to ask and answer questions. I have others teachers walk past
the door and make comments like “that class was eating out of your hand”. I have had
teachers from other subjects ask to join the class for the lesson and who subsequently
comment on the engagement of students and how valuable the learning experience is for
the students. They invariably comment that they never had this kind of experience in
their high school days. I always begin my asking the students not to pat mice but to look
and learn. I explain the requirements of the Animal Research Act with regards to
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causing the animals stress and keeping noise levels down and have found students to be
compliant with respect to these considerations. I advise them to locate a pet shop that
sells mice and purchase mice and cages if they are interested in a pet mice but the
purpose of my lesson is to look at a range of mouse mutants, to observe the results of a
particular cross over three generations, to develop an explanation for what we have
observed and to solve a couple of problems which involved several groups of parents
and their respective litters of pups. A small minority of students finds mice to be off
putting but I explain that the purpose of the activity is not to like mice but to learn the
topic of genetics using live mice. I encourage these students to manage their feelings
and to participate in the observations and discussions. I have never had a student ask to
leave the room but find many of these students change their views and become
interested in the mutants and their crosses even if it is from a distance.

I begin the lesson by creating a context in much the same way as I have with the
MouseGen program and take one mouse out of a cage at a time, discuss the nature of the
mutant and provide information on its origin. I explain the concept of pure breeding and
show students cages of pure breeding mice to help them to develop an understanding of
the concept. I always try to have a cross available that is not pure breeding to show
students a non-example of pure breeding. I then ask students to predict the traits of pups
produced in the two different types of crosses (out crossing and inbreeding) involved in
a monohybrid investigation. I allow them to observe the pups produced by each of the
crosses by passing around the cage containing parents and their pups. I ask them to
count the numbers of pups showing each phenotype and we do a phenotype ratio
analysis of the pups in both generation. I provide them with a diagram of a monohybrid
cross containing photographs of individuals involved in the monohybrid cross over the
three generations so they have a record of their observations to take with them to their
class. We label the generation (P1, F1 and F2) and write the phenotypes under each a
mouse. Students then complete the second sheet that contains circles to represent body
cells sex cells adjacent each individual mouse and we deduce and record their genotypes
once we have discussed the gene/allele explanation for inheritance (Appendix 5). The
explanation takes longer than the observations and as we discuss the genotype of each
individual mouse involved in the cross which I display them in my hand in an attempt to
assist students to transition from phenotype to genotype. One complication with
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describing genotypes in the F2 generation is that the pups showing the dominant trait
can carry either two dominant alleles or a dominant and a recessive allele. A solution to
this problem is to ask students to record both genotypes in the circle but separate them
with a dash and write a question mark outside the circle to indicate the uncertainty of
our determination.

When using live mouse crosses I have two objectives in mind. The first is to provide the
class with the opportunity to observe a variety of mouse crosses and their offspring over
three generations in order to assist students to learn the experimental methodologies of a
monohybrid cross and the consistent patterns that are seen in the results. Experimental
methodologies include discussing the precautions that need to be put in place to ensure
ensuring the female mice have not mated with their own strain before out crossing them
by separating male from females before they are sexually mature; crossing mice that are
pure breeding for two alternate traits by using the appropriate strain; crossing two
inbred stains by caging a mouse from one with a mouse from the other strain of the
opposite gender; setting up equal numbers of cages of the reciprocal cross; caging
offspring produced by the first cross with each other (brother to sister) so that they will
interbreed to produce the third generation. These procedures are summarised in detail
using annotated photographs in Appendix 4.

The patterns that I want students to observe and learn are: all of the offspring (100%) of
the first cross display the trait shown by one of the parents only, this trait (the dominant
trait) covers the trait shown by the other parent (the recessive trait) in the F1 generation,
the recessive trait re-appears in the third generation (F2) unchanged by its association
with the dominant trait in the second generation, and the ratio of offspring displaying
the dominant to the recessive trait in the third generation is approximately three as to
one (3:1).

My second objective is to move students from the experimental level of understanding
which is observational, to the abstract level of understanding which requires the
processes of deduction employed by Gregor Mendel when constructing a hypothesis to
explain his experimental observations.
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I routinely ask students to suggest a breeding strategy to determine the exact phenotype
of the F2 mice that are haired and have found that most students will guess as they do
not have the prior knowledge to make a suggestion. The answer is simply to mate these
individuals back to the recessive trait and observe the pups. If all of the pups display the
dominant trait once can deduce that the parent showing the dominant trait must carry
two dominant alleles but if any of the pups display the recessive trait then the parent
showing the dominant trait must carry a dominant and a recessive allele. I set up these
two different crosses (where one parent is haired and the other hairless) and allow the
students to observe the parents and the offspring by passing the cages around. Students
are asked to construct a Punnett square to explain both crosses when return to their
classes with their science teachers.

Background and Rationale
Genetics emerged as a new field in Biology in the early twentieth century after the work
of Gregor Mendel was rediscovered. It has changed our thinking about heredity and
reproduction. Classical genetics established the foundations upon which modern
molecular Biology has developed. An understanding of concepts underpinning genetics
is a requirement of the discipline of Biology as a whole and essential for understanding
the theory of evolution, adaptations, population biology and ecology. Charles Darwin
was unable to explain the variation that he had observed in populations of the same
species that was so critical to his theory of evolution by natural selection. Gregor
Mendel could have provided him with the answers but the two great minds were never
to meet. Kindfield (1992, p.13) says that she sees genetics “not as one of the many
branches of Biology but more as a central organizing feature of biology that has
relevance in all sub disciplines and can be studied at all levels of organization”

Understanding of basic genetics is essential for students to become discerning members
of a society that increasingly uses the processes and products of molecular biology and
DNA technology in an increasing number of fields of human endeavor. Research has
shown that even after instruction students often have basic ideas about genetics which
differ from the current scientific model of heredity (Brown, 1990; Clough and WoodRobinson, 1985; Hackling and Treagust, 1984; Hildebran, 1985; Kindfield, 1991, 1994;
Smith, 1991; Wood-Robinson, 1994). One of the significant findings of these studies is
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that students often do not understand the process of meiosis and the notion that
reproductive cells are haploid and carrying only one allele for each trait. However,
Mendel did not understand the cell concept or indeed the chromosome theory of
inheritance but was still able to postulate that body cells carried two factors but only
passed one factor to each offspring without understanding the cellular basis for sexual
reproduction. The related concept that both sperm and egg both contribute alleles which
determine the phenotype of each inherited characteristic was also shown not to be well
understood by the students in this study. This concept is critical to Mendel’s hypothesis
of the mechanism of inheritance of traits.

Deadman and Kelly (1978) investigated what boys understood about heredity and
evolution before they were formally taught those topics. They found that “they had a
firm idea of heredity as the transmission of characteristics from one generation to
another but beyond this their understanding was shallow” (p.10). Kargbo, Hobbs and
Erickson (1980) found that “from age 7 to 13, (children) have a large number of novel
ideas about the nature and mechanism of inheritance” (p.45). Kargbo et al.’s findings
also suggest that a considerable number of children of all ages “believe that
environmentally induced characteristics, such as a missing finger, can be transmitted to
offspring under certain circumstances” (p.137). Clough and Wood-Robinson (1985)
came to similar conclusions that many students of all ages believe that acquired
characteristics are inherited, although the results show that there is an improvement in
understanding with the age of the students.
Hackling and Treagust’s (1984) work measured students’ concepts following a 10 week
genetics course. They found that the inheritance of acquired characteristics was believed
by only 13% of Year 10 students after instruction and that 40 % of students comprehend
that such features are not inherited. Wood-Robinson (1994) in a review of the literature
describes a number of features of student understanding of inheritance. These include
the common belief that plants do not reproduce sexually, that there is an unequal
contribution by the parents to the traits of their offspring and many students believe in
the inheritance of acquired characteristics.
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Science and biology teachers understand that students have difficulty understanding the
concepts of genetics and are likely to hold alternative beliefs about genes and how they
are passed on to offspring. Genetics is seen as a topic in which students can learn
reasoning and problem solving in a way that is unique in the study of biology. My
observations of classroom practice have led me to conclude that science or biology
classes rarely provide firsthand experiences when delivering the genetics curriculum.
Traditional classroom practice involves the following activities: the teacher tells
students about genetics whilst trying to personalise it by relating it to students' own
inheritance, the teacher shows students a video on genetics, the teacher writes
summaries and notes on the board, students read sections of the textbook, study
diagrams about crosses in pea plants or fruit fly and finally answer questions from the
textbook requiring them to solve genetic problems.

Some text books make an attempt to relate the genetics learning experience to students
personally by asking them to score themselves on a number of alternate traits like the
shape of their ear lobes, how they fold their arms, the length of their second toes and
then to collect data from their parents, grandparents and siblings to construct a pedigree
for a particular pair of alternate traits. Even the recent text books released for the New
South Wales curriculum do not assume that students will be involved in any first hand
investigation with living animals or plants (Warrant, Arena, Burrows, Lofts &
Evergreen, 2004).

Genetics was a core topic that was taught in year 10 Science in New South Wales prior
to 2002. From 2002 to 2012 it has been placed in the extension section of the year 7 to
10 science syllabus. Genetics has always been a core topic in the Higher School
Certificate Biology course and is currently called the Blueprint of Life module which is
taught in year 12.
There seem to be few attempts to track the changes that occur in students’ concepts over
a period of class room instruction using plant or animal crosses or software that
simulates the real world experience of cross breeding animals or plants. Research has
focused on students conceptions at one point in time and not at the changes that take
place over a period of time. Research in genetics learning has tended to focus on how
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students solve genetics problems (Finkel, 1996; Slack & Stewart, 1990; Smith, 1988)
and the role of meiosis in inheritance (Brown, 1990; Cavallo & Schafer, 1994; Smith,
1991). Researchers have not tracked the effectiveness of student learning of the content
and processes of genetics as the students take part in a cross breeding program over the
period of time it requires to produce three generations of a particular organisms in a
classical monohybrid investigation. Additionally, there appears to be little research
literature on the effect of a technology based multimedia learning environment which
models the real world experience of a classical monohybrid breeding investigation.

I created a technology-based multimedia learning environment that simulates a real
world mouse breeding investigation and then assessed the changes that occurred in
students’ genetics concepts and skills as a result of their exploring this program. Unlike
a firsthand investigation the mouse breeding simulation can be explored in a short
period of time like three 50 minute lessons. Given that most students will not participate
in a real monohybrid genetics investigation in their high school science experience the
MouseGen multimedia simulation offers an opportunity for students to engage in an
experiment which their class room teacher is not be able to provide for a multitude of
reasons discussed earlier in this chapter.

Smith and Sims (1992) propose that genetics be removed from the high school
curriculum given that concrete operational students had so much difficulty developing
the formal concepts. They note that concrete operational students are capable of the
correct reasoning about formal genetics concepts if teachers provide hands on, direct,
concrete examples such as illustrations, diagrams and models. However, I propose that
engaging with real life crosses using organisms that appeal to students is the best
strategy to maximize the learning of students who are still at this level of cognition.
This thesis documents an attempt to challenge their proposal.

Constructivism in science teaching
Constructivism has been a significant theory for research and practice in science
education as a theory of knowledge. There are a number of forms of constructivism
such as personal, radical, social, critical and contextual. (Geelan, 1997; Good, 1993;
Solomon, 1994) Conceptual change learning theory is used in this study as a theoretical
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and interpretive framework and as conceptual change is embedded in constructivism, I
have selected both personal and social constructivism as the scaffold for this thesis.
Geelan (1997) support this choice as he asserts that the conceptual change pedagogy lies
within the personal constructivism paradigm. Personal constructivism believes that a
world exists outside our minds, but we can only see and perceive this world through our
own experiences, hence we construct our own individual understanding of the nature of
the external world. However, the goals of the science curriculum are to provide learning
experiences that engage students in constructing ideas that have been socially
constructed by the scientific community.

Therefore, the theoretical and interpretive frameworks of this thesis are embedded in the
social framework of constructivism (Gergen, 1995; von Glaserfeld, 1995). This thesis
investigates the effectiveness of a mouse breeding simulation designed as a multimedia
learning environment using Microsoft PowerPoint in enabling students to personally
construct the ideas of inheritance that have been socially constructed by the scientific
community and perceived as basic scientific literacy.

Most cognitive scientists work with a constructivist model of knowledge which was
summarized by Bodner (1986, p.873) as “knowledge is constructed in the mind of the
learner”. Constructivists believe that the only world we can know is the world of our
own experiences (von Glaserfeld, 1993). This theory challenges the view that
knowledge can be transferred to a passive receiver. Rather, that knowledge is the result
of an active construction process, “it has to be actively built upon by each individual
knower” (von Glaserfeld, 1993, p.26). Bodner emphasizes that, from a constructivist
perspective, the critical factor influencing the efficiency of learning is that knowledge is
constructed on the basis of a student’s pre-existing cognitive structures. Bodner’s view
is that the construction of knowledge is a search for a fit rather than a match with reality
and that each person builds their own view of reality.
Bliss (1995, p.139) claims that “Piaget was only one of the early proponents of
constructivism, seeing children as constructing their own knowledge from their own
activities, on in the terms that Piaget used through the processes of assimilation and
accommodation”. These processes stress the individual’s construction of models of the
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world and therefore can be regarded as consistent with personal constructivism.
Assimilation was used by Piaget to describe the processes through which new ideas and
information are gradually incorporated into the person’s mental schema (Bliss, 1995;
Piaget; 1950). Piaget saw the process of accommodation as the adjustment process in
which mental schema were modified to allow for the assimilation process (Bliss, 1995;
Piaget, 1950). Piaget saw accommodation and assimilation as processes that occur
simultaneously, “every assimilation involves some accommodation, and every
accommodation involves some assimilation” (Bliss, 1995, p.147).

The MouseGen multimedia learning environment has been designed to provide learners
with experiences of heredity which involve new information and ideas which require
them to incorporate these new understandings into their personal schema by modifying
their current understandings so that they will have a mental schema that better
represents what they have observed in the mouse breeding experiments.
Solomon (1994) suggests that Piaget’s ideas lead to the development of constructivism
as it is known in science education today because Piaget’s language was inappropriate
and the attitude of the day was too judgmental. She suggests that constructivism was
adopted in science education when “it acquired a new vocabulary to match new
intentions” (p.3) According to Solomon (1994, p3) this only happened with the
publication of Driver and Easley’s (1978) paper in Studies in Science Education that
was a review of related literature on concept development and which ‘created tools for
the accelerated rise of constructivism in science education”
Bliss describes how Piaget’s ideas had evolved by the mid-1970s, and that most of the
research in science education had moved to a constructivist view of learning. “As our
knowledge grew about the surprising ways in which pupils construe their world, so, for
science educators, it became important to find appropriate ways to help pupils change
their ideas” (Bliss, 1995, p. 149). This was the beginning of international research on
students’ conceptions that then began to focus on ways to change students’ preinstruction conceptions to conceptions that would ‘fit’ better with accepted scientific
beliefs.
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Whilst the conceptual change theoretical framework of this thesis is embedded in the
personal constructivist paradigm, one must acknowledge importance of the social
constructivism paradigm (Gergen, 1995; Solomon, 1987). The social constructivist
paradigm appears to contradict the personal constructivism paradigm as it emphasises
the importance of such elements as social exchanges with other people, context
dependent experiences, and to a lesser degree language, culture and media influences.
Richards (1995) simplifies the issue by explaining that personal and radical
constructivist “focuses on the individual act of construction on the learner, and the
social constructionist focuses on the group construction. … On a surface level, one can
say that radical constructivists see only the individual and do not account for the
behaviour of the individual.” (pp. 58-59). The two paradigms can be seen as
complementary. Even though social constructivists emphasise the social effects on the
construction of scientific ideas, the individual is still seen to be the one to construct her
or his own understandings, which is consistent with personal constructivism (Solomon,
1987). Confrey (1995, p. 225) expands the notion when he says that “(e)xperience and
context intermingle”. We need to recognize both the individual and the social aspects of
knowledge and how they shape each other and the need to seek an appropriate balance.
Confrey (1995) suggests that we consider a new theory of self where the differences of
personal and social constructivism are resolved and elements of both theories are
included. He suggests that such a new theory will be “one in which diversity plays a
more significant role, and in which the individuality of the child is tempered by the
responsibility of community and culture” (p.225).

Conceptual Change
In describing constructivism as a theory of knowledge, Tobin (1990, p.30) states that
“knowledge is constructed and adapted as a result of successive experiences and
reflections.” He argues that it is within the process of construction and adaptation that
the model of conceptual change can be understood. Spada (1994, p.113) defines
conceptual change as “a process which leads from one coherent mental structure to
another, which represents the world more adequately”.

An influential model of conceptual change used in science education is the model
proposed by Posner, Strike, Hewson and Gertzog (1982) and Strike and Posner (1992).
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This model is based on an analogy between the construction of individual scientific
understanding and the development of scientific theories in general. This model
proposes two types of conceptual change, accommodation and assimilation, but the
terms are given different meanings from those given by Piaget. Accommodation is
described as being a radical overhaul of existing conceptions in order to incorporate
new knowledge. Assimilation is described as being a more common and simple process
of incorporating new knowledge with existing concepts. In order for conceptual change
to occur the learner must be dissatisfied with old conceptions and then the new ideas
must be intelligible, plausible and useful to be successfully incorporated into their
working conceptual framework.

Whilst the views of conceptual change reported in the literature are diverse there are
some elements which most researchers would agree upon. Bransford (1999) summarises
these elements below:


Students come to the classroom with preconceptions about how the world
works. If their initial understanding is not engaged, they may fail to grasp the
new concepts and information that are taught, or may learn them for the
purposes of a test but revert to their preconceptions outside of the classroom.



To develop competency in an area of inquiry, students must: (a) have a deep
foundation of factual knowledge, (b) understand facts and ideas in the context of
a conceptual framework, and (c) organise knowledge in a way that facilitates
retrieval and application.



A metacognitive approach to instruction can help students learn to take control
of their own learning by defining learning goals and monitoring their progress in
achieving them.

Since learning is understood as an active process in which the learner constructs their
own knowledge, the task of conceptual change requires effort on the part of the learner.
Pre-existing knowledge is a critical factor in this process, and the process is a gradual
one.
Conceptual change research investigates learning that requires a substantial revision of
prior knowledge and the acquisition of new concepts, usually as a result of classroom
instruction. The term ‘conceptual change’ was introduced by Kuhn (1962) to indicate
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the concepts embedded in a scientific theory change their meaning when the theory
changes. Posner and his colleagues (1982) were instrumental in seeing the relevance of
the problem of conceptual change for the learning of science and the extinction of
students’ misconceptions. They note that four conditions need to be fulfilled before
conceptual change can occur:
(1) there must be dissatisfaction with existing concepts
(2) there must be a new conception that is intelligible,
(3) the new conception must appear to be plausible, and
(4) and the new conception should suggest the possibility of a fruitful program.
This framework, known as the classical approach to conceptual change, was adopted as
the paradigm that guided research hand instruction in science education for many years.
In the classical approach, misconceptions are viewed as incorrect alternate theories that
have to be replaced by the correct scientific views. In this framework dissatisfaction
with the prior conception became an important prerequisite for conceptual change,
making cognitive conflict the major instructional strategy for producing it.
However, many of the assumptions of the classical approach have been seriously
criticised. Researchers argue that conceptual change is a slow and gradual process and
not a dramatic change (Caravita & Halden, 1994; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992); that
misconceptions are not inaccurate or misconceived theories but should be viewed as
erroneous extensions of productive knowledge. (Smith, diSessa & Rochelle, 1993); that
not only cognitive/rational but also affective and motivational factors have an important
role to play in conceptual change processes (Pintrich, Marx & Boyle, 1993) and that
conceptual change is significantly influenced by social and situational factors (Hatano
& Ingagaki, 2003).
Smith and colleagues (1993) criticise the use of cognitive conflict arguing that it is
inconsistent with the tenets of constructivism in that it presents a narrow view of
learning that focuses only on the mistaken components of students’ prior knowledge,
ignoring their productive ideas that can become the basis for developing a more
scientific understanding of phenomena. They note that instruction that “confronts
misconceptions with a view to replacing them is misguided and unlikely to succeed”
p.153.
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diSessa (1988,1993) have proposed a different framework for understanding the process
of conceptual change in the learning of science that stresses the continuity between prior
knowledge and scientific understanding. He argues that the knowledge system of
novices consists of an unstructured collection of many simple elements known as
phenomenological primitives that originate from superficial interpretations of
phenomenon. He notes that they appear to be organised into a conceptual network and
to be activated through a mechanism of recognition that depends on the connections that
these primitives have to other elements of the system. He sees learning science as one of
collecting and systematising these pieces of information into larger wholes. This
happens as primitives change their function from relatively isolated, self-explanatory
entities to become integrated in a larger system of complex knowledge structures such
as the laws of inheritance.
Vosniadou (2008) agrees with diSessa (1993) and Smith and colleagues (1993) that any
theory of conceptual change should account for the knowledge acquisition process that
reflects the continuity that one observes with human development. She proposes that
researchers need to move from thinking of conceptual change as involving single units
of knowledge to systems of knowledge that consist of complex substructures that may
change in gradually and in different ways. She agrees with Smith colleagues’
recommendation that research should move beyond identification of misconceptions to
research involving the evolution of expert understandings. This has led to the
development of the framework theory approach to conceptual change (Vosniadou,
Baltas & Vamvakoussi, 2007) that attempts to provide a theoretical basis for
understanding how conceptual change is achieved in the process of learning science.
A fundamental tenant of this theory is that young children start the knowledge
acquisition process by developing a naïve understanding that does not consist of
fragmented observations but forms a relatively coherent explanatory system called a
framework theory. Learning science is seen as requiring ontological, epistemological
and representational changes in naïve understandings. Learning science requires
fundamental ontological, epistemological and representational changes in naïve
concepts. Because learners use additive, enrichment types of learning strategies to
assimilate scientific information to existing but incompatible knowledge structures, the
process of learning science is slow and gradual and is characterised by fragmentation
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and misconceptions, many of which can be interpreted as “synthetic models”. Children
organise their many sensory experiences under the influence of everyday culture into
narrow but relatively coherent domains of thought from early on. (Baillargeon, 1995)
Framework theories are skeletal structures that ground our deepest ontological
commitments in terms of which we understand the world. They differ from scientific
theories in that they are not explicit, well-formed, socially shared constructs; they lack
the explanatory power and internal consistency of scientific theories; they are not
subject to meta-cognitive awareness; and they are not systematically tested for
confirmation and/or falsification (Vosniadou, 2008). They are however called theories
as they are relatively coherent and principled-based systems characterised by a distinct
ontology and causality and are generative in that they can give rise to prediction and
explanation.
In conclusion, conceptual change has been described from a multitude of perspectives.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the MouseGen learning
environment in bringing about conceptual change in the knowledge of monohybrid
inheritance rather than an investigation into which model of conceptual change would
be more suitable in accounting for changes that occurred in students’ knowledge of high
school genetics. This study adopts the recommendation proposed by Vosniadou (2008)
that research should move beyond identification of misconceptions to research
involving the evolution of expert understandings. Bransford (1990, p. 9) defines expert
knowledge as “knowledge that is connected and organised around important concepts.”
MouseGen’s development involved an identification of what is considered an expert
understanding of experimental monohybrid genetics. The NSW HSC Biology Syllabus
outcomes were also taken into account when defining expert understanding.
MouseGen’s design was driven by the requirement to provide experiences that would
best direct the learner to reflect on prior knowledge and develop an expert
understanding of high school genetics.
Therefore the aim of science learning should not be to abandon old ideas in favour of
new ones, but rather to extend a repertoire of ideas about the physical and cultural
world, and to refine its organization and coherence. (Caravita and Hallden, 1994)
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Multiple External Representations
As learning always involves some ways of representing information, science teachers
have traditionally used different representational techniques in the classroom to
communicate ideas to students. They include voice, writing, gestures, diagrams,
pictures, models, and animations. These representations are also called external
representations. From the conceptual change learning perspective, representability is
essential for making difficult concepts intelligible (Thorley, 1990). Researchers in
cognitive sciences have investigated the impact on learning of using more than one form
of computer-based representation in educational software or Multiple External
Representations (MER) (van Someren, Reimann, Boshuizen & de Jong, 1998). Some
researchers claim that MERs can support users learning by complementing information
and processes, that they can constrain the user’s interpretations (or misinterpretations)
of phenomena, and that they can promote a deeper understanding of concepts
(Ainsworth, 1999; Ainsworth, Bibby and Wood, 1997).

I would argue that using concrete objects like different coloured half-disks to represent
the two alleles of a gene can support learning as described by Ainsworth , Bibby and
Wood, (1997) and Ainsworth, (1999). MERs graphically complement information that
can be written as text. The digital MERs I created for the MouseGen multimedia
learning environment are blue coloured half disk representing dominant factors or
alleles and red coloured half disks representing recessive factors or alleles. The uses of
these MERs complement the notion that two individual half disks are required to
complete a circle or a genotype. They also constrain the user's interpretation of the
concept of gene and the different alleles of a gene in a number of ways. There can only
be two half disks to complete a whole disk or two alleles determining every trait; that
there are three different combinations of red and blue half disks or combination of two
different alleles of two alleles (HH,Hh or hh) and that half disks separate at meiosis and
recombine at fertilisation. Half disks also have the potential to promote a deep
understanding of genetic concepts and genetic events like meiosis and fertilisation,
particularly when they are animated and move apart at meiosis and randomly join
together at fertilisation..
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The use of multimedia based learning in the teaching and learning of genetics have
allowed the cognitive perspectives of multiple external representations (MERs) to
enhance the conceptual framework of genetics (Jacobson & Kozma, 2000). Jonassen,
(2001, p.321) argues:

I have argued in numerous papers and presentations that an important cause of the
deficiencies in thinking skills of students in all educational levels is the overreliance of
educators on a singular form of knowledge representation. That is, teachers and
professors typically assess student’s learning using only one form or representation (e.g.
multiple choice test, essay, worksheet, or research paper) Representing what learners
know in only a single way requires only a single form of cognitive representation that
constrain student’s understanding of whatever they are studying … Numerous examples
of limitations in thinking are chronicled throughout the educational literature, but most
examples are not ever acknowledged because of the prevalence of the practice. This state
of affairs is ironic given the emphasis in the research and practice in instruction on
multiple representations. Multiple modality, multi- imaging, and multimedia development
have dominated instructional development for the last 30 years.

I have been interested in how knowledge can be represented in different ways,
particularly through the use of diagrams, audiovisuals like film strips, sound tapes,
physical models, overhead transparencies, and photographs taken with digital camera or
mobile phones and video clips taken with video cameras. I have used software like
Pinnacle Studio and Moviemaker to edit digital video for a range of purpose in science
classrooms and used multimedia authoring software like Microsoft PowerPoint into
which these different media can be inserted to create multimedia learning environments.
PowerPoint can be used to create interactive multimedia products containing all of the
media types.

Genetic software currently available
My review of the software catalogues supplied by the major distributors has shown that
there are only a few commercially available, or free to download, software products that
are available for the teaching of Mendelian genetics to senior biology students.
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Newbyte software sell two simulation products: Pea Plant Genetics Lab (2012) retrieved
from http://www.newbyte.com/software/biology/PeaPlantGeneticsLab/?site=au and
Drosophila Genetic Lab (2012) retrieved from
http://www.newbyte.com/software/biology/DrosophilaGeneticsLab/?site=au.

The Concord Consortium produce a breeding simulation called Genscope (1985) which
was later updated to Biologica which can be downloaded from
http://genscope.concord.org/index.html.

The Genetics society of America supports a program called Mendelism which can be
downloaded from http://www.handsongenetics.com/

An examination of these products has shown that they use sketches not photographs or
video clips of the organism being investigated. My classroom experience has shown that
students do not find fruit fly or pea plants particularly appealing or the software
particularly engaging. My discussion with the software developer at Newbyte software
has indicated that the purpose of their software is to replicate the crossing and scoring of
fruit fly that a student would do in a classical genetics experiment. He did comment that
most fly mutants he used in his simulation were not available in Australia so he was
unable to use photographs or video clips.
The Concord Consortium (Genscope and Biologica)
Horwitz and Christier (2000, p.163) state that GenScope is an “exploratory software
environment designed to help students to reason and solve problems in the domain of
genetics". They describe GenScope as a "computer-based manipulative" and insist it is
neither a simulation nor a modelling tool. Their intention is to have students use it to try
to determine the underlying model mainly using inductive reasoning. They claim that it
gives students a way to represent genetic problems and derive solutions interactively. It
does not require users to acquire the vocabulary of genetics before effectively using
genetics concepts and principles.
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Students using GenScope begin by focusing on the relationships between the organism
and the chromosome level using fictitious dragon species, progressively working up to
higher levels of relationships dealing with real animals. After getting familiar with the
GenScope interface for a few minutes, students are given a challenge (e.g. a fire
breathing green dragon with legs, horns and a tail and no wings). Researchers observe
that students quickly master the ability to manipulate the genes at the chromosome level
to produce such an animal. The next step is to switch to a pen-and-paper activity where
students are asked to describe what a dragon would look like given printed screen shots
of chromosomes. After students create a response to the challenge, they are allowed to
use GenScope to verify, or correct, their answer. Students then progress to interrelating
the DNA level to the chromosome and organism level. Students come to deduce how
dominant and recessive genes can be combined to produce certain phenotypes. For
example, if wings are a recessive trait, a dragon would have to possess two recessive
alleles to be born with wings. Students then progress to the cell level and consider how
two parents may pass on traits to their offspring. The pedagogical approach
recommended by the software designers is to challenge students with problems to solve
in GenScope, then to provide them with time to work alone or in pairs to solve these
problems through experimentation.
A variety of research with GenScope has been conducted to test the hypothesis that
students working with this program would better able to demonstrate genetic reasoning
among multiple levels than students not using GenScope. An early study compared one
class of students using GenScope to another using a traditional textbook-based approach
to learning genetics. Although the GenScope students definitely showed greater
qualitative reasoning as evidenced in the observations of their computer interactions,
they were unable to outperform the other students on the pen and paper tests.
BioLogica grew out of attempts to add structure to the more unguided
activities of GenScope. With a room full of students, researchers realized it would be
difficult for a teacher to observe what each group was doing, to help them when they
got stuck, or affirm them they had solved a problem. Their experience with GenScope
clearly demonstrated the difficulty of achieving transfer. They found that students often
become adept at using the software without achieving an understanding of the
underlying genetic concepts.
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BioLogica enables students to manipulate processes at different, but dynamically related
levels of life function. Like its predecessor program GenScope, BioLogica includes
tools and representations that focus on genetics. Building on that foundation, BioLogica
developed modules and student activities that embody increasingly elaborate models of
the parts, processes, and mechanisms of genetics.
BioLogica provides students with a challenging, interactive environment that balances
the excitement of exploration with the structure and guidance of activities that are
pedagogically sound. A typical BioLogica activity poses a problem for students and
leaves them to solve it. Once they have solved the problem, the computer can request
that they explain their reasoning, or present them with additional material that links
their investigation of the model with real-world analogs direct from the biology
laboratory.
BioLogica enables students to progress at their own pace, and helps the teacher to
identify those "teachable moments" that might otherwise pass unobserved in a busy
classroom. It combines the constructivist approach of student-initiated investigations
with the structure and pedagogy required for transfer to take place.
Using live mice versus a multimedia learning environment
A multimedia learning environment designed to simulate the cross breeding of mice for
the purposes of investigating monohybrid inheritance has both positive and negative
elements.

I would argue that the experience of carrying out monohybrid crosses using live mice is
a rich experience but that a technology-based version of the same experiment which
contains photos and video clips of real crosses can be an engaging and authentic
learning experience and can lead to the development of the same learning outcomes as a
firsthand investigation.

However, a technology-based version of the learning experience does have some
limitations as it sanitises the real world experience of breeding and caring for “smelly
and weird” mice. It provides the results of crosses instantaneously which is not the
reality of plant and animal breeders who are required to wait for varying periods of time
to see the outcomes of their cross breeding experiments depending on the organism
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being investigated. Orchid hybridisers for example, often have to wait years to see the
flowers produced from their pollination experiments whereas in mice with a gestation
period of twenty one days can be observed within a month of the cross being set up. The
technology-based experience denies students the real world responsibilities of managing
pets and being involved in activities like feeding, watering, and cleaning out cages. It
does not allow student time for reflection as they await the birth of the pups and their
growth to a stage where their phenotypes can be determined. Expectation and
excitement are powerful motivators for student learning and the ownership that comes
from groups of students owning particular crosses and then sharing their results does
engage students and create discussion, reflection and clarification.

A multimedia simulation does solve a number of issues relating to obtaining and
maintaining mice in schools. This includes the availability and procurement of pure
breeding mutants; the procurement of escape proof plastic cages that can be readily
cleaned and sterilised; the regular feeding, watering and cleaning out of cages; the
purchase of food, wood shavings and paper nesting material; the maintenance of these
procedures over the school holidays when schools are the often not manned, the
provision of a safe “animal house” that excludes wild mice, has an appropriate
temperature range and air flow and secures mice against student theft; the provision of a
housing facilities whose smell will not generate work and health and safety issues for
teachers and students; the strict animal welfare codes in place in many countries; and
the issue of disposing of animals once the breeding experiments have been completed.

However, research evidence has shown that the multimedia simulation experience
surpasses the text book version of learning that is probably the reality for most students
learning genetics in the developed world. The student survey showed that the vast
majority of students preferred the multimedia experience to the traditional text book
experience. Contemporary Science text books used in schools in New South Wales to
teach the topic of genetics in year 10 and in year 12 Biology do not even suggest
students carry out cross breeding experiments in the experimental section of the topic.
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Genetics in the Australian Curriculum
The new Australian Curriculum has returned the topic of genetics to the year 10 Science
Curriculum after it was removed from the core content of the New South Wales year 10
Science syllabus in 2002. ACARA (2012).
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Science/Curriculum/F-10

The content description of the Australian Science Curriculum is:
The transmission of heritable characteristics from one generation to the next involves
DNA and genes. The elaborations are:
1. describing the role of DNA as the blueprint for controlling the characteristics of
organisms
2. using models and diagrams to represent the relationship between DNA, genes
and chromosomes
3. recognising that genetic information passed on to offspring is from both parents
by meiosis and fertilisation
4. representing patterns of inheritance of a simple dominant/recessive
characteristic through generations of a family
5. predicting simple ratios of offspring genotypes and phenotypes in crosses
involving dominant/recessive gene pairs or in genes that are sex-linked
6. describing mutations as changes in DNA or chromosomes and outlining the
factors that contribute to causing mutations

MouseGen will satisfy these elaborations particularly the third, fourth and fifth
elaboration but was developed to meet specific outcomes of the New South Wales High
School Certificate Biology syllabus core module of the Blueprint of Life.

The purpose of the MouseGen was to create an interactive multimedia learning
environment that assists the user in developing specific genetic concepts and skills
associated with monohybrid inheritance and to develop an understanding of the
experimental methodology employed by Gregor Mendel as required by the New South
Wales Biology syllabus (Board of Studies 2010, p.44).

The target knowledge outcomes of the Blueprint of Life module are:
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Describe outcomes of monohybrid crosses involving simple dominance using
Mendel’s experiments



Distinguish between homozygous and heterozygous genotypes in monohybrid
crosses



Distinguish between the terms allele and gene, using examples



Explain the relationship between dominant and recessive alleles and phenotypes
using examples

The target skill outcomes of the Blueprint of Life module are:


Solve problems involving monohybrid crosses using Punnet squares or other
appropriate techniques

Current classroom practice in learning genetics
Students’ classroom experience of learning genetics can be a disengaging experience in
which they listen to their teacher’s presentation and take notes, read an explanation and
study the diagrams in the textbook, watch DVDs or videos on Mendel’s experiments,
fill in diagrams of monohybrid crosses, complete Punnett squares and solve problems at
the end of the textbook chapter. The experience of learning genetics does not generally
involve firsthand experimental work using living organisms. Students are denied
opportunities to participate in animal or plant investigation and to solve real genetic
problems as animal or plants breeders would as part of their work. The subject of
genetic investigation is invariably treated as an exercise in verification rather than an
investigative exercise. This is in spite of the availability of a number of pure breeding
stocks of fruit fly, pea plants, fast plants and equipment that can be accessed from
suppliers like Southern Biological who also supply supporting equipment and written
resources. Genetics that is taught by the transmission model of teaching and learning
deprives students of the rich experiences that plant or animal breeding can provide, and
this can usually be achieved with a minimal amount of organizational effort.
Classroom experience suggests that fruit fly do not captivate student interest as
successfully as mice and are experimentally difficult to sedate and observe. I have
observed that students have less difficulty applying the generalizations they have
developed in mice to the humans and a range of pets like swordtail fish, axolotls, blue
tongue lizards, peach faced parrots, Border collie dogs and human. Students are not
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particularly engaged by the fast cycling Brassica plants and have conceptual difficulties
in transitioning from plant genetics to the genetics of other organisms including humans.
The school I currently teach at has a reciprocal arrangement with a school in Tokyo and
every year they visit I take the twenty or so students for a double lesson of 50 minutes
for Genetics using mouse crosses and poultry crosses. My questioning of these students
has shown that the instructional strategy employed in their school appears not to differ
from the Australian experience. They were able to tell me in great detail about Mendel’s
classical cross breeding experiments with pea plants but when asked to predict results
using mouse or chicken crosses were unable to apply the patterns they should have
acquired with the genetics of pea plants to mouse examples. It appeared that there had
been no transfer from the pea model to other organisms. I sensed that most students
thought that the laws of genetics only apply to the garden peas and not to any other
organism.

Suitably designed interactive multimedia learning environments can also provide a rich
learning experience for students studying genetics. MouseGen has attempted to meet
this educational need by replicating a real experimental experience with an interactive
multimedia learning environment based on mouse genetics.

Resources available for first hand investigations
Schools use Drosophila melanogaster fruit fly, pea plants Pisum sativa and fast-cycling
Brassic arapa to achieve the requirements of firsthand genetic investigations for their
senior students. Fruit flies are not controlled by strict animal legislation that affect
vertebrates, can be readily disposed of and new stock mailed to schools when required.
Southern Biological http://www.southernbiological.com supply pure breeding wild type,
vestigial wing and ebony body cultures of fruit fly and the equipment needed to perform
the required crosses. They also supply pure breeding tall and short and round and
wrinkled pea seeds and F2 genetic barley seeds that produce green and albino plants in a
3:1 ratio and maize ears that segregate in a 3:1 ration of purple to yellow. Brassica rapa
seeds are also available from Southern Biological in a number of pure breeding strains
including rosette, yellow green foliage, variegated foliage as well as F1 seeds for several
crosses.
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Research Questions
A number of research questions were originally proposed with more specific questions
subsumed within some questions.

The overarching research question for this thesis is whether a Microsoft PowerPoint
resource, utilizing multiple external representations to product limits and designed
according to constructivist principles, will significantly improve student conceptual
development within an area of science that has been historically challenging for them.

The area chosen for this investigation is Mendelian (or Classical) Genetics and the
researcher-developed ICT resource is called MouseGen.

The main question raises a number of subsidiary questions:
1.

How do female adolescent biology students respond to mice as learning
objects?

2.

Do biology students prefer multimedia or textbooks as learning resources?

3.

Does Constructivist-inspired multimedia improve female adolescent biology
students' understanding of genetics?


Is there a change in their views on inheritance?



Do they learn the experimental procedures and generalised patterns of
inheritance in monohybrid investigations by using MouseGen and completing
the Work book?


4.

Are they able to use tools like Punnett squares to solve genetic problems?
Is increased genetics understanding associated with transition to more formal
thinking?



Do they transition from the concrete level of understanding
(experimental/observational level) to the abstract level of understanding
(hypothesis/explanation level)?
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Do coloured half disks (digital Multiple External Representations) assist a
transition between phenotype and genotype levels of understanding?


5.

Are they able to solve problems using standard genetic conventions?
Is ICT mediated understanding of mouse genetics transferrable to new
contexts?



Do they think they are able to apply the knowledge and problem solving skills
they developed to vertebrate pets and humans?


6.

Are they able to solve genetics problems in vertebrate pets and humans?
Do female adolescent biology students think MouseGen is useful in assisting
them to achieve specific outcomes of the New South Wales Higher School
Certificate Biology syllabus?

These questions emerge from the contexts within which my personal approach to the
teaching of genetics has developed. However, answering them requires a broader and
deeper exploration of what others have done and discovered. That is the substance of
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The uses of technology in education are boundless but are only as good as the principles
that underlie their design, as well as the teachers who use them with a pedagogical
purpose.
(Lajoie, 2003, p.1)

Genetics research
Compared with many biological topics there is a considerable research literature on the
teaching and learning of genetics and inheritance (Pfundt & Duit, 1997). Much of this
work has focused on students’ knowledge and use of the rules and patterns of
inheritance (Stewart & Hafner, 1991). More recently there has been a stronger focus on
students’ understandings of the structures, processes and mechanisms of inheritance and
the implications of these for teaching. Stewart and Rudolph (2001) have extended the
use of problem-solving in genetics teaching to include conceptual problems that require
learners to confront the conceptual coherence of their explanatory models. Knippels
(2002) identifies the different biological levels at which inheritance can be understood
as a major obstacle to understanding, and uses problem-solving across these levels as a
means of helping students to recognize the inadequacies of their explanatory models.
Banet and Ayuso (2000), restricting themselves to the location of inheritance, use
knowledge of students’ common understandings and pre-conceptions to critique the
‘traditional’ teaching approach and to inform the development of a more effective
alternative. Increasingly, the focus of the literature is on how an awareness of student
understandings can be used to inform the development of teaching designed to bring
about conceptual change. This raises the question of what ‘conceptual change’ might
mean in the context of genetics and inheritance. Venville and Treagust (1998) suggest
that learning about the concept of the gene is a developing process of assimilation and
conceptual capture, in which previous conceptions are reconciled with new conceptions,
rather than a process of accommodation and conceptual exchange in which
preconceptions are abandoned and replaced with a scientific explanation.
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Multimedia design
I have reviewed the research literature on multimedia development as it applies to
science teaching and learning over the past fifteen years. The rapid improvements in
hardware and software technologies have provided classroom teachers with the tools to
develop interactive multimedia learning environments which they can make readily
make available to students in their classes. These technologies allow the use of a range
of media types (text, audio, graphics and video) which can now be delivered over
networks including the Wold Wide Web to improve student learning outcomes. I have
adopted the constructivist theory of learning and multimedia design in developing a
multimedia learning environment designed to explore mouse genetics.

Numerous multimedia designers have noted that interactive multimedia applications
that have been developed for educational purposes should be based on relevant and
contemporary theories of learning and multimedia development. A number of theories
for multimedia design and development that are based on constructivist theories of
learning have been developed since the introduction of multimedia in class room
learning and the availability of the multimedia environment of the internet to students
and teachers during school hours and out of school hours. Hand held tablet technologies
like Apple iPads and Samsung Galaxies, and improved communication media including
wireless Wi-Fi, fibre optics and traditional copper cable ensure that students have
constant connectivity to the internet often from their devices twenty four hours a day,
seven days a week. A number of the competitors are soon to release tablets for
education and many schools are conducting trials with the goal of every student having
a hand held device which they bring to class with them in 2013. The acronym for each
student having the use of a wireless computing device of some description is ‘1-1
computing’. Textbook publishers are also releasing special deals on on-line text books
with Jacaranda publishing offering text books for seven of the subjects taught in the
New South Wales curriculum for the price of $100 in September 2012.

In this chapter I will summarise the constructivist theory of learning and a number of
theories of multimedia design that have evolved from the constructivist theory and will
describe how these theories were applied to the design and creation of the MouseGen
interactive multimedia application. I will also examine how this research project is
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placed in the literature and how it makes a contribution to the literature on science
education and to the literature on the application of interactive multimedia learning
environments in science education.

Constructivist teaching practice and learning environments
More recent learning theories, based on research on the human brain (Bransford, Brown
& Cocking, 1999), focus on understanding and creating as well as knowing. They
suggest that learning should be active, social, and contextual in that it links to the
experiences of the learner, and encourage engagement and require ownership. Oliver,
Harper, Hedberg, Wills & Agostinho (2002) note that educational theorists use the
notion of the learning environment to describe the space where the learner uses various
tools and devices to collect and interpret information through a process of interaction
with others and a learning space is flexible and iterative unlike the linear sequencing of
traditional instructional design. Wilson (1995) defined a constructivist learning
environment as a place where learners may work together and support each other as
they use a variety of tools and information resources in their pursuit of learning goals
and problem-solving activities.

The constructivist model of learning is based on the belief that learning is a personal
interpretation of the world, while the learner creates interpretations of the world based
on their past experience and interpretations (Wilson, 1995; Duffy & Cunningham, 1996;
Jonassen & Henning, 1999). Jonassen (1990, p. 33) defines constructivism as being:
“the belief that knowledge is personally constructed from internal representations by
individuals using their experience as foundation. Knowledge is based upon individual
constructions that are not tied to any external reality, but rather to the knower’s
interaction with the external world. Reality is to a degree whatever the knower
conceives it to be.” Tytler (2002) explains that constructivists hold that individuals
make sense of their world by constructing their own representations of their
experiences.

Constructivist learning environments seek to create a generation of learners whose
learning is defined as “the ability to retain, synthesize, and apply conceptually complex
information in meaningful ways” (Lambert & McCombs, 1998), and to encourage better
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student learning through project based learning or learning by doing (Schank, Berman
& Macpherson, 1999).
This framework requires the learner to be actively engaged in their learning processes
for effective learning. The learning process is shifted to the student who needs to
become an active learner and take responsibility for their own learning, and in the
process learn to construct knowledge on their own. Teacher led instruction can lead to
the perception that the teacher is the distributor of knowledge and the learner is an
“empty vessel” that the teacher fills with knowledge. The transmission model of
instruction sees the teacher’s role as mainly telling students about the knowledge they
wish to impart to the class. Constructivists view transmission methods as a poor way to
facilitate learner construction of personal schema.
The advantages of constructivism are that it focuses on student centered activities,
encouraging students to participate in their learning processes to become autonomous
and independent learners. The teacher’s role is that of a facilitator, supporting and
guiding students’ learning, fostering social interactions between students, and
encouraging collaborative and co-operative learning. A classroom culture based on the
assumptions of constructivism requires students to engage in collaborative activities
with both their peers and their teacher. Working in a group situation requires students to
develop team building skills and to use a variety of activities to accomplish the project's
overall objectives. The team is responsible for its goals and learns to solve problems and
to work collaboratively. Learning takes place in a meaningful, authentic context and is a
social, collaborative activity, where peers play an important role in encouraging
learning (Herrington, Oliver, Reeves & Woo, 2004).
Collaboration is an essential component of the learning process where the learner seeks
out more experienced people to help solve the task and in doing so, acquires knowledge
and experience he or she would not otherwise have had if acting individually.
Scaffolding becomes an important aspect to constructivist learning as more experienced
peers, as well as teachers, become “scaffolds” who help and support individual learners
in a task and guide them until they reach a sufficient competence level (Winnips &
McLoughlin, 2001; McLoughlin, 1999; Collis, Winnips & Moonen, 2000).
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Collaborative activities with others also allow the learner to develop multiple
perspectives, where some type of “shared reality” is produced (Jonassen, 2000) and
enables them to consider “...varying and discrepant points of view with which to
consider the merits of his or her own mental models” (Oliver, 2000). Learners need the
opportunity to communicate with one another as well as with their teachers. This
includes the opportunity to question, challenge and discuss issues. Learning is as much
a social as an individual activity.

Donaldson, (2005) notes that constructivist approaches to learning emphasise active
learning which he describes as “providing opportunities for students to meaningfully
talk and listen, write, read, and reflect on the content, ideas, issues, and concerns of an
academic subject” (Meyers & Jones, 1993, p. 6). Duffy and Cunningham (1996) stress
that constructivist learning theories assert that social interaction among learners is
critical to the process of knowledge creation and meaning making. Student cantered
learning requires modelling, coaching and scaffolding to assist learners become more
aware of themselves as learners and of their metacognitive strategies. These support
activities are now assumed by the classroom teachers as part of their role as facilitators
of learning in a constructivist classroom environment. The teacher is no longer
perceived as the sole authority, but rather as the facilitator of learning, guiding and
supporting learners in the process of constructing knowledge (Berge, 1999; Nelson,
1999).

This implies that multimedia design needs to include not only the categories of
remembering, understanding, applying, analysing, evaluating and creating, as identified
in the latest version of Anderson and Krathwohl's (2001) version of Bloom's taxonomy,
but must also include the social, contextual, motivational and ownership principles that
are associated with deeper learning (McGee, 2003). Multimedia technology has been
shown to affect students' motivation and self-esteem levels positively, as well as allow
them to be creative and self-directed thinkers (Agnew, Kellerman & Meyer, 1996).
McGee also argues that “interactivity is a key element not only in learning but also in
the design of all technology mediated learning environments” (p. 20). She proposes that
this interactivity should include not only human-human interaction but also computer
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adaptive learning, where the computer adapts to the learner and provides learner support
during knowledge construction through metacognitive scaffolding.
Savery and Duffy (1995) state that problem solving learning activities are constructivist
in approach. This mode of learning is considered as a student centered instructional
model whereby students determine their own learning needs, set their own goals,
monitor their own progress and determine how to reach the desired learning outcomes
in a collaborative learning environment (Land & Hanafin, 1996; Newby, Stephich,
Lehman & Russell, 2000; Yildirim, 2005).
The design of constructivist learning environments including multimedia learning
environments need to enable students to become active participants in their learning
process and develop skills that would allow them to think critically, function well as a
member of a team, develop collaborative abilities and deepen their understanding of
their task. Within this context students develop critical thinking skills, problem solving
and team skills, experiential learning and interdisciplinary knowledge, with technology
being integral to their learning (Cook & Cook, 1998; Oliver, 2000).

Science teaching and constructivism
Science teachers understand that students in their classes have range of misconceptions
about science phenomena (Novak, 2002). These misconceptions arise from prior
experiences and misinterpretations of information (Tsai, 2001; Sungur, Tekkaya &
Geban, 2001), resulting in naive understandings that are inconsistent with the scientific
view (Duit, 2002) and are resistant to change (Ronen & Eliahu, 2000). Passive learning
environments in traditional instruction do not readily assist students to attain conceptual
change (e.g. Eryilmaz, 2002; Liégeois, Chasseigne, Papin & Mullet, 2003). Changing
students' concepts is not simply the adding of new information, but is a process that
enables students to synthesise models in their own minds, beginning with their existing
explanatory frameworks (Vosniadou, 2002). ). According to Chi and Roscoe (2002) the
motive of conceptual change is repair of students’ misconceptions.
Lee (2005) found that constructivist approaches such as guided discovery, interactive
Q&A sessions and the use of multimedia elements such as animations, simulations and
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graphics enabled mathematics students to learn better, by promoting active learning
strategies in distance and e-learning environments
Teaching in a constructivist framework requires teachers to design learning experiences
that encourage students to modify or repair their own knowledge through active
participation in the learning experience. Learning is now conceived as moving beyond
the recall of facts, principles, laws, generalisations (the acquisition of knowledge) into
the areas of creativity, problem-solving, analysis, and evaluation. Constructivist class
room practice encourages students to reflect on their ideas (metacognition), to articulate
their ideas, to be willing to engage in discussion of their ideas with their teacher and
peers and to change their ideas (accommodation).
In summary it is agreed by educational researchers that a constructivist-learning
environment, whether physical or technology-based, should be active (learners are
engaged), constructive (learners build on prior knowledge, integrating with new ideas
and experiences to construct meaning), intentional (goal-directed), complex (learners
face ill-structured and complicated problems), contextual (problems are situated in a
realistic context), conversational (learners interact with each other) and reflective
(learners report on progress and process).

Constructivism and multimedia learning environments
Multimedia is the combination of various digital media types such as text, graphics,
audio, animation and video, into an integrated, multi-sensory, interactive application or
presentation, designed to convey a message or information to an audience.

Duffy and Cunningham (1996) note that constructivism has been endorsed within the
field of educational multimedia technology as a suitable framework for the development
and meaningful use of appropriate software in education. Tway (1995) proposes that
multimedia offers an excellent alternative to traditional teaching by allowing the
students to explore and learn at different paces as every student has the opportunity to
learn at his or her full potential. He suggests that multimedia is changing the way
teachers teach and students learn. With the advent of multimedia and technology in the
classrooms, teachers can equip themselves with these technological skills and become
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better communicators of their content materials, thus enabling the students to learn in a
more productive way (Zheng & Zhou, 2006).

Haughey and Muirhead (2005) note that the the initial instructional design for
multimedia was based on the work done from an instructivist model of learning
perspective (Merrill, 1983). The emphasis in these designs was on tell, explain, practise,
test, and the goal was to make that pathway as transparent as possible. Instructivist
designs are created to convey information and are based on the behaviourist model of
teaching and learning. In instructivist teaching, the teacher provides the content and
information to the students, through instructional media such as notes, diagrams,
overhead transparencies, models and more. The information or content that is presented
is based on the teacher's perception of the curriculum and other relevant information for
the class.

The fundamental understanding for designing constructivist learning environments is
that they are not about communicating knowledge in a transmission mode but rather
supporting knowledge construction by each individual learner. Interactivity is an
essential element of constructivist learning environments and the sequence for learning
is not linear but involving a fluid and dynamic web of knowledge experiences that
includes both concept and context. In addition, construction of new meaning implies the
active involvement of the learner in making choices about what experiences to
undertake. Bannan-Ritland, Dabbagh and Murphy (2002) note the importance of
scaffolding to support learners in organising, restructuring or representing their
knowledge through creating new objects. In particular, scaffolding can assist for
example, “in organizing the information in many ways, permitting key word searches,
providing learners the opportunity to contribute their own information in the form of
notes, presenting various views of the content through linking relevant pictures and text
notes” (p. 29). They also propose that hypermedia be included to further scaffold
conceptualisation. Hypermedia is the technology that allows linking of documents or
files within an application or a work station or across the World Wide Web network to
allow the user to view information in a non-linear fashion.
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Jonassen (1999) claims that knowledge is best gained within the “context of some realworld problem or experience” and that “The most effective learning contexts are those
which are problem or case-based and activity orientated, that immerse the learner in the
situation requiring him or her to acquire skills or knowledge in order to solve the
problem or manipulate the situation” (p. 46). He proposes that an essential part of a case
study or a problem is that it has to be interesting, engaging and appealing. It must also
be authentic, personally relevant, challenging and interesting to learners, and provide a
physical simulation of the real world task environment. He asserts that a further way of
presenting information rich material is to use an interactive multimedia format so that it
may be processed in a number of different ways. User-centred interactive multimedia
environments are thought to have the potential to encourage students to become
proactive learners in a self-pacing and non-threatening environment (McCarthy, 1989;
Kozma, 1991; Harwood & McMahon, 1997).

Jonassen (1991, p.11-12) notes that many educators and cognitive psychologists have
applied constructivism to the development of learning environments. From these
applications, he has isolated a number of design principles:


Create real-world environments that employ the context in which learning is
relevant



Focus on realistic approaches to solving real-world problems



The instructor is a coach and analyser of the strategies used to solve these
problems



Stress conceptual interrelatedness, providing multiple representations or
perspectives on the content



Instructional goals and objectives should be negotiated and not imposed



Evaluation should serve as a self-analysis tool



Provide tools and environments that help learners interpret the multiple
perspectives of the world



Learning should be internally controlled and mediated by the learner

Jonassen (1994, p.35) summarizes what he refers to as “the implications of
constructivism for instructional design”. The following principles illustrate how
knowledge construction can be facilitated:
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Provide multiple representations of reality



Represent the natural complexity of the real world



Focus on knowledge construction, not reproduction



Present authentic tasks (contextualizing rather than abstracting instruction)



Provide real-world, case-based learning environments, rather than predetermined instructional sequences



Foster reflective practice



Enable context-and content dependent knowledge construction



Support collaborative construction of knowledge through social negotiation

Multimedia and science teaching
Hollingworth and McLoughlin (2001) observe that as Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT’s) are developed, progress is being made in using them to teach
science in exciting and engaging ways. Innovative and interactive visualisation
programs provide students with improved opportunities to understand processes
occurring at a number of different levels of understanding (Kozma, Chin, Russell &
Marx, 2000). In science, simulations of processes and experiments allow students to
explore concepts in new ways, enabling them to become self-directed learners
(Hollingworth & McLoughlin, 2001).

Trumpeter (1994) and Lazarowitz and Huppert (1993) claim that the particular value of
simulations in a constructivist environment lies in their ability to provide a variety of
contexts with a minimum of expenditure. Harper, Hedberg, Wright and Corderoy
(1995) note that the increasing availability of interactive multimedia packages to
support learning in science classrooms offers science teachers new pedagogical
opportunities for student-centred and cooperative learning.

It has been argued that the impact of interactive multimedia software is four fold
(Rodrigues, Chittleborough, Gooding, Papadimitropoulos, Varughese, Kemp & Helme,
1999). It encourages robust concept development (Kearsley, 1988; Gorsky & Finegold,
1992; Jones, 1994), influences different learning strategies (Marchionini, 1988;
Kirechner & Huisman, 1988), promotes interconnectedness of knowledge (Costanzo,
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1988; Jones, 1994) and fosters learner control (Trotter, 1989; Harwood & McMahon,
1997).

Geissinger (1997) notes that interactive multimedia evolved over the previous 40 years
to cognitively stimulating micro worlds and interactive multimedia experiences. He
asserts that our views of the ways in which people learn effectively have changed with
the evolution of the media and that educators no longer believe that linear stepwise
instructions can supply the learning needs of even the most naïve learner or that the
learning context can be rigidly controlled. He observes that it is now acknowledged that
learners bring a variety of skills, knowledge and responses to every learning situation
and that the teacher must supply a number of ways for students to approach new
learning, engage with it and construct their own meanings from the experience.

Foster (2000) states that multimedia, video media and presentation software (such as
Microsoft Power Point) offer a unique blend of media types for displaying and
organising information. The multimedia use of recorded language, graphics, video,
music, and text accommodate a variety of learning styles. (Ayersman, 1996; Provenzo,
Brett & McCloskey, 1999). Foster believes that multimedia, video media and
presentation software can promote a constructivist approach to learning by encouraging
complex interactions between learners and content.

Schunk (2000) explains that constructivism involves learning in context; that learners
construct much of what they learn and understand as a function of their experiences. It
is widely accepted that constructivism is an active process that involves the learner in
personally constructing knowledge and that this construction process involves the use of
existing knowledge, level of understanding, and attitudes of the learner.

One of the challenges of designing multimedia learning materials is that of engaging
students and maintaining their interest. Multimedia learning environments should not
only provide information but also facilitate students' experiences. Multimedia
environments can be passive and offer only limited capability for learners to be creative.
According to Jonassen, Peck and Wilson (1999) technologies can support the
construction of meaning by learners, but this can happen only if learners learn with
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technology, not from it. Mitchell, Andreatta and Capella (2004) assert that learning
sessions that lead to satisfying and concrete outcomes can become engaging and
effective.

Previous research indicates that using interactive multimedia in Biology improves
students’ achievement scores. Ritt and Stewart (1996) reported that students who used
anatomy and physiology multimedia software scores were significantly improved on lab
practical exams that those that did not. Ninety per cent of the computer users in their
study indicated that the multimedia software greatly enhanced their understanding of the
subject matter.

The role of multimedia in constructivist learning
Magarry (1988, p.172) argues that “the role of the computer should be organizing and
representing knowledge to give easy access and control, rather than trying to create a
model of the learner and seeking to prescribe his/her route through it”. He asserts that
the critical consideration when evaluating multimedia is how the learner is thinking.
Since knowledge is mediated by thinking and not by the technology, the goal should be
to develop cognitive skills that will assist the learner to construct knowledge. A
cognitive model of computer based instruction should, therefore, be based on
constructivist assumptions about learning and should facilitate both the constructions of
knowledge structures and the development of cognitive skills by the learner.

Educational technology and science education in general, have traditionally focused on
the achievement of predetermined outcomes through prescriptive, closed systems of
instruction. An alternative model, which is based on the constructivist framework of
instruction, should provide instructional activities that are interactive and emergent.
This model requires learners to construct and deduce knowledge from their own actions
and experience. It puts the learner in a pro-active role and involves them as decision
makers in their own learning processes. This emphasis in this multimedia learning
environment is on constructive learning, rather than on rote knowledge transfer and
assimilation.
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Models of multimedia design and multimedia learning
I will discuss a number of models or theories that have been proposed for the design of
multimedia learning environments. I have selected six models that I consider are
appropriate to and have informed the development of the MouseGen multimedia
learning environment. These models include participatory multimedia learning, flow
theory, human cognitive architecture, situated learning, authentic learning and teaching
and meaningful learning,

Participatory multimedia learning model
Mayer (2001) proposes that the participatory multimedia learning model is a useful
model for designing multimedia learning environments that support an active learning
process, creative participation, and learner engagement. This model is a development of
the cognitive theory of multimedia learning and is defined as learning with systems that
enable learners to produce part of the learning materials. The aim of the model is to
represent the human information processing system and assist the learner to focus their
cognitive resources on schema construction.
Several studies have shown that challenging learners as designers or producers of
learning materials may increase the learners' understanding of subject matter (Stern,
Aprea & Ebner, 2003; Kafai, Ching & Marshall, 1997; Mitchell, Andreatta & Capella,
2004; Hall Bailey & Tillman, 1997). The role of learners varies widely in these studies,
but in some sense the participants of each study actively produced at least part of the
learning materials. The study by Mitchell et al. (2004) showed that the use of student
generated multimedia products worked as a good pedagogical strategy to encourage
learners to think more deeply about academic content, resulting in a deeper
understanding and a higher level of student engagement. In summary, the results of
these studies indicate that while constructing materials, learners may became more
aware of representational elements and their relationships, leading to more elaborate and
better organised knowledge structures. Learning is defined as a construction of
cognitive structures through action in the technology-based learning environment.
The aim of the multimedia learning experienced is to sustain the motivation and
engagement of the learners by providing appropriate challenges to them. The goals of
the challenges need to be clear and matched to the learner's skill level. To overcome the
challenges, a learner generates and designs solutions. After the design phase, the learner
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implements solutions in action, and evaluates the outcomes of implementation. It is
important that the learning environment is usable in order to guarantee that learners can
focus their attention on higher order tasks. The reflective evaluation of the feedback
may lead to the construction of schemata. If this learning is to be effective new insights
about subject matter will be discovered continually and improved schemata will be
constructed.
Mayer (2002) also found that students did better when the information was presented in
a conversational rather than expository style, and when the narrator using cues such as
“first” or “then”, signaled important information through changes in the voice. Finally,
students learned more deeply when they were given more control of the rate of
upcoming materials by choice of when to see the next screen. One immediate outcome
of this research is that it confirms the proposals of accessibility experts who have found
advantages in accompanying animated visuals with audio rather than text.
Flow theory
Csikszentmihalyi (1991) proposes flow theory as a framework to facilitate positive user
experience in order to maximise the effectiveness of technology-based learning
environments. Flow describes a state of complete absorption or engagement in an
activity and refers to the optimal experience. During optimal experience, a person is in a
psychological state where he or she is so involved with the goal driven activity that
nothing else seems to matter.

Past research has shown that the flow state has positive impact on learning (Webster,
Trevino & Ryan, 1994) and should be taken into account when designing digital
learning materials.
Generally, the aim of learning experiences is to provide students with challenges related
to the main task so that flow experience is possible. Because the information processing
capacity of working memory is limited (Miller, 1956), all possible resources need to be
available for relevant information processing. A user's prior knowledge and experiences
affect how the user experiences and perceives a learning material. If the multimedia
application offers a user challenges that correspond to his or her skills, the possibility of
experiencing flow is higher. It is critical that the challenges a user faces are closely
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correspond to their skill level. If the challenges are significantly greater than user's skill
level, he or she may feel anxiety. Alternatively, if the challenges are significantly lower
than user's skill level, he or she may feel bored.
In order to keep a user in flow state, designers of learning materials need to ensure that
as a learner's skill level increases, the challenges also should become more difficult. In
addition to appropriate challenges, clear goals, good usability, and appropriate feedback,
focused attention and sense of control should be considered when designing
participatory multimedia learning environments. Designing for flow is justified because
previous research (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991; Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004) has indicated
that flow has a positive impact on learning and the affective domain of learners.
MouseGen aimed to use flow to captivate the interest and engagement of students as
they explored the learning environment. The use of quality photographs and videos of
live mice that displayed unusual traits and the division of the program into modules
were the strategies that were put in place to achieve flow.
Human Cognitive Architecture model
Human cognitive architecture proposes that memory is divided into three parts which
have implications for the design of multimedia learning environments. They are the
sensory memory, the working memory and the long term memory (Baddeley, 2003).
Mental activity takes place in the working memory which is limited in both its capacity
and duration (Carlson, Chandler & Sweller, 2003). Miller (1956) claims we can deal
with no more than seven plus or minus two elements of information at a time without
overloading the information processing capacity and decreasing the effectiveness of
processing.

Multimedia learning materials can overload the working memory capacity of learners
due to inappropriate ways that information is presented to them. Learners engage in
cognitive processes in order to construct schemata of their experiences. Learners
actively generate relationships between different elements in the environment or
between information and the learner's prior knowledge (Wittrock, 1990). Mayer (2001)
identifies the processes of active learning as being the selection of relevant material, the
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organisation of the selected material, and the integration of selected material with prior
knowledge.
Mayer stresses the importance of taking cognitive load into account when designing
multimedia learning environments. Sweller, Van Merrienboer and Paas (1998) identify
three separate sources of cognitive load for the user of multimedia applications. They
call the load due to the to the intrinsic nature of the content of the multimedia
application the intrinsic cognitive load, the manner in which the content is presented the
extraneous cognitive load, and the effort needed for the construction of schemata by the
individual learner the germane cognitive load. Intrinsic cognitive load refers to the
inherent nature of the task or the subject matter of the learning material. If the learning
material consists of numerous elements that are related to one another, the intrinsic
cognitive load is high. In contrast, if the material is simple, including only a few
connections between elements, the intrinsic cognitive load is low. According to the
cognitive load theory, instructional design cannot change the intrinsic cognitive load.
Therefore the most important aspects of the cognitive load theory for multimedia
designers are a minimization of the extraneous cognitive load and a scaffolding of the
germane cognitive load.
Mayer (2002) has identified eight tentative principles of multimedia design, each based
on cognitive theory and supported by empirical research. He found that students learn
more deeply from a multimedia (narrated animation) presentation than from a verbal
explanation alone, and that they learned more from words and pictures than from words
alone. He found that it was best to provide the animation and narration simultaneously
rather than consecutively. Extraneous words, sounds and video, peripheral to the main
text, negatively affected students' attention and learning. However, having both the
picture and the text on screen can overload students’ sensory processing and interfere
with learning. Instead, providing audio narration ensures that this is less likely and
students can focus on the animation. Students given visual and auditory information
performed consistently better than those receiving visual pictures and text on screen
during testing. Providing all three split students' attention from the visual information
and, during testing, such students did less well than those with visual and auditory
information only.
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Authentic learning
Authentic tasks provide real world relevance and personal meaning to the learner,
although what constitutes authenticity and how to design authentic learning tasks are
still emerging (Radinsky, Bouillion, Lento & Gomez, 2001). Useful initial
developments have drawn on situated learning theory and suggest that authentic
activities can simply be defined as “ordinary practices of the culture” (Brown, Collins &
Duguid, 1989). However, learning environments cannot be ‘pre-authenticated’ by
teachers, designers or even communities of practice (Petraglia, 1998), and ultimately
authenticity “lies in the learner perceived relations between the practices they are
carrying out and the use value of these practices” (Barab, Squire & Dueber, 2000, p.38).
Reeves, Herrington and Oliver (2002) proposed ten characteristics of authentic activities
for designers and teachers, based on an extensive literature review of the area. They
then used this framework to discuss how online environments can facilitate authentic
tasks. The authors contend that authentic tasks have real world relevance, are illdefined, comprise complex sub-tasks to be investigated over a period of time, provide
the opportunity to examine the task from different perspectives and are collaborative in
nature. Furthermore, such tasks provide opportunities for learner reflections are applied
across different subject areas, are seamlessly integrated with assessment, involve the
creation of valuable products and allow a diversity of solutions.
Situated learning
A situated learning environment provides an authentic context that reflects the way the
knowledge will be used in real-life, that preserves the full context of the situation
without fragmentation and decomposition that invites exploration and allows for the
natural complexity of the real world (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Brown &
Duguid, 1993; Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989; CTGV, 1993). The implications of this
for the design of interactive multimedia are not simply that suitable examples from realworld situations are used to illustrate the point being made but the context must be allembracing, to provide the purpose and motivation for the use of the program, and to
provide a sustained and complex learning environment that can be explored at length.

The model of situated learning accepts that the computer based multimedia
environments can provide an alternative to the real-life setting, and that such technology
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can be used without sacrificing the authentic context which is a critical element of the
model. The critical features of situated learning for multimedia design are described
below.

The model of situated learning proposes that learning is more effective in multimedia
environments which have a number of characteristics. Multimedia needs to provide
authentic contexts that reflect the way the knowledge will be used in real-life and to
provide the user with authentic activities. They should provide access to expert
performances and the modeling of processes. They should also ensure the user has
multiple roles and perspectives when engaging with the activities required by the
learning environment. They should support collaborative construction of knowledge and
provide coaching and scaffolding at critical times. They need to provide reflection to
enable abstractions to be formed and promote articulation to enable tacit knowledge to
be made explicit. Finally they need to provide for integrated assessment of learning
within the tasks.

In terms of the design of interactive multimedia, the critical features of situated learning
can be understood within a framework of the roles and responsibilities of three mutually
constitutive elements of the learning process: the learner, the implementation and the
interactive multimedia program. The learner’s role is therefore one of collaboration,
reflection and articulation. The role of the interactive multimedia program is to provide
an authentic context, authentic activities, expert performances and multiple
perspectives. The role of the implementation is to provide coaching and scaffolding and
integrated assessment.

An important consideration when designing interactive multimedia is to consider all
three interacting and overlapping elements. It is not enough to produce a program
without thought for how it will be used by the students or how it will be implemented to
support the learning process. Each of the critical characteristics of situated learning is
described below, together with some discussion of the instructional design implications.

A situated learning environment provides authentic activities which are ill-defined and
require students to find as well as solve the problems. It is an environment where tasks
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can be integrated across subject areas, and provides the opportunity to detect relevant
and irrelevant material (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; CTGV, 1993; Collins, Brown
& Newman, 1989; Young, 1993). Many interactive multimedia programs are so ‘well
designed’, they fail to account for the nature of real world problem solving. Steps,
procedures, hints, suggestions, clues and facts which strongly suggest the ‘correct’
solution are built into the program, waiting to be discovered by the learner. The solution
to a problem in real-world problem solving is rarely neatly packaged. More often there
is not a single answer, and rarely are the appropriate facts the only ones at our disposal.

A situated learning approach to the design of interactive multimedia would have
learners exploring a resource with all the complexity and uncertainty of the real world.
The learners would have a role in determining the task and how it might be broken up
into smaller tasks, selecting which information is relevant, and finding a solution which
suits their needs. The emphasis is thus not exclusively on the physical, real world tasks
that exist in the community, but also “on metacognitive processes and on a holistic view
of the task” (Honebein, Duffy & Fishman, 1993, p. 90).

Situated learning environments provide access to expert performances and the modeling
of processes, allowing students to observe the task before it is attempted. Such access
enables narratives and stories to be accumulated, and invites the learner to absorb
strategies which employ the social periphery (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Brown, Collins &
Duguid, 1989; Brown & Duguid, 1993).

Multimedia programs have the potential to capitalise on a powerful feature of the
medium: animation. Interactive multimedia can provide a “window onto practice,
allowing students to look through as much of actual practice as it can reveal” (Brown &
Duguid, 1993, p.14). The implication of this for the design of multimedia is that video
inserts of expert performances are feasible and effective. Short video clips of experts
like plant or plant breeders explaining their breeding strategy to achieve a particular
goal can now be embedded in the multimedia learning environment.

A situated learning environment provides the learner with the opportunity to investigate
multiple roles and perspectives (Bransford, Sherwood, Hasselbring, Kinzer & Williams,
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1990; Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Young, 1993). Many interactive multimedia
packages are designed in a linear instructional format which assumes that the learner
begins at the beginning and works through the program to the conclusion. Giving the
user multiple roles and the opportunities to explore the program from a number of
perspectives means that the resource must be of a quality which allows close
examination, providing both useful information and a rich learning experience.

A situated learning environment supports the collaborative construction of knowledge
(Bransford, Sherwood, Hasselbring, Kinzer & Williams, 1990; Brown, Collins &
Duguid, 1989; Young, 1993). Many designers of interactive multimedia design for the
isolated and individual learner, and many programs reflect the belief that the
interactions will be made by a single user. However, several research studies (Del Marie
Rysavy & Sales, 1991) have shown that there are clear educational advantages to be
derived from collaboration between students who are required to predict and
hypothesise, and then suggest a solution. The implications of this for interactive
multimedia are that interactions and activities need to be designed to engage higherorder thinking and critical reflection, rather than the simple question and answer format
requiring only a low level response or selection.

A situated learning environment promotes reflection to enable abstractions to be formed
(Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; CTGV, 1993; Collins, 1988; Collins, Brown &
Newman, 1989; Resnick, 1987). In order to solve the problem or complete the task, the
user would be required to reflect upon the whole resource by predicting, hypothesising,
and experimenting to produce a solution. This absence of a linear pathway and the
possibility of comparing multiple performances mean that the interactive multimedia
program can assist users to focus attention directly on their own thought processes
(Collins & Brown, 1988).

A situated learning environment promotes discussion to enable tacit knowledge to be
made explicit (Bransford, Sherwood, Hasselbring, Kinzer & Williams, 1990; Collins,
1988; Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989). Many interactive multimedia programs are
used quietly. A single student taps, selects, points and clicks in silence. A situated
learning environment would ensure that the interactive multimedia resource is used
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within a social context; with students working in groups, discussing the issues, reporting
back, presenting findings, interviewing and debating the issues; to ensure that students
have the opportunity to articulate, negotiate and defend their knowledge.

A situated learning environment provides for coaching at critical times, and scaffolding
of support, where the teacher provides the skills, strategies and links that the students
are unable to provide to complete the task. Gradually, the support (the scaffolding) is
removed until the student is able to stand alone (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989;
Griffin, 1995; Harley, 1993; Collins, 1988; Young, 1993). Many designers of
interactive multimedia believe their programs should be self-contained resources that
include everything the student needs to learn a particular topic. However, unless the
program has been carefully designed for the computer to accomplish the role this role is
still best performed by the teacher. Situated learning sees the teacher’s role in coaching
and observing students, offering hints and reminders, providing feedback, scaffolding ,
modeling, as integral to the learning situation. Collins, Brown and Newman (1989)
point out that coaching is highly situation-specific and is related to problems that arise
as students attempt to integrate skills and knowledge. The implication for the
instructional design of interactive multimedia is that the teacher’s coaching role needs to
be acknowledged and addressed, with suggestions and strategies for the implementation
of the program with students.

Harley (1993) supports the potential of educational technology to bring situated learning
within the reach of the student in the classroom, particularly through developments in
virtual reality and hypermedia. Reeves (1993) considers that one of the major benefits
of a well-designed interactive multimedia environment is its ability to include
“opportunities for simulated apprenticeships as well as a wealth of learning support
activities” (p. 107). Collins (1988, p.3) notes that “computers give us enormous power
to create situated learning environments where students are learning about reading,
writing, math, science and social studies in ways that reflect the kinds of activities they
will need these for”. Many other writers and researchers (e.g., Jonassen, Mayes &
McAleese, 1993; Young, 1995; Zucchermaglio, 1993; CTGV, 1993; McLellan, 1991;
Klein & Hoffman, 1993; Bransford, Vye, Kinzer & Risko, 1990; Chiou, 1992) see a
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role for computer-based technologies in the fostering of apprenticeship-style learning in
schools.

Teaching and meaningful learning
The characteristics of meaningful learning have been the focus of much work by
Jonassen and Ruokamo with the conclusion that it is understood to be active, selfdirected, constructive, individual, collaborative, conversational, contextual, emotionally
involving, goal oriented, reflective, abstract, and multiple perspectives oriented.
Jonassen states that meaningful learning does not necessarily imply that all processes in
which all of these characteristics are met all the time but that the characteristics are
intertwined, interdependent, interactive, partly overlapping, and synergetic (Jonassen,
Howland, Moore & Marra (2003) and should therefore be seen as flexible by nature
(Ruokamo, Tella, Vahtivuori, Tuovinen & Tissari, 2002).
Active learning occurs when “learners are engaged by the learning process in a mindful
processing of information, where they are responsible for the result” (Jonassen, 1995,
p.60). Active learning occurs in an environment when students are encouraged to ask
questions, acquire information, critically evaluate information, express new ideas and
models of thinking (Ruokamo, Tella, Vahtivuori, Tuovinen & Tissari, 2002), and use
different productivity tools and cognitive tools (e.g. videos) in their learning
environments (Jonassen, 1995, 2000).
Self-direction in learning refers to “a process in which a learner assumes primary
responsibility for planning, implementing, and evaluating the learning process”
(Brockett & Hiemstra, 1991, p.24). Self-direction is intertwined with activeness, goal
orientedness, and reflection.
Constructive learning taking place when learners accommodate new ideas into their
prior knowledge by making meaning, rather than merely receiving knowledge
(Jonassen, 1995, 2002).
Individuality recognises that learners have individual learning styles and strategies and
that learning and studying are always influenced by prior knowledge, conceptions and
interests.
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Working collaboratively makes it possible for students to exploit each other's skills and
provide social support and modeling for other students.
Collaborative and conversational learning are seen as a dialogue as learners are engaged
in a process of internal and social negotiation (Jonassen, 1995, 2002). At its best,
collaborative work provides students with opportunities for a positive sense of social
inclusion, which can be seen as an important component of motivation to learn
(Wosnitza & Nenniger, 2001).
Contextual learning refers to learning tasks that are either situated in meaningful, real
world tasks or simulated through a case based or problem based learning environment
(Jonassen, 1995, 2000).
Emotion is seen to be intertwined with cognition, motivation and learning by affecting
perceptions, theoretical imagination, and logical reasoning (Puolimatka, 2004; Schutz &
DeCuir, (2002). Emotional involvement is the most important feature of good learning
situations for the students and it emerges from “feelings of personal, emotional
connectedness to some subject” (Soini, 1999, p.84). Positively toned emotions
experienced during the learning process such as interest, joy, surprise (Puolimatka,
2004), and emotions resulting from mastery experiences (Bandura, 1994; Engeström,
1982) have been shown to be critical for learning.
In goal oriented learning processes students work actively to achieve a cognitive goal,
and can define learning objectives of their own (Jonassen, 1995; Ruokamo &
Pohjolainen, 2000).
Intertwined with goal orientation is the process of reflection (Jonassen, 1995, 2000). In
a reflective learning process, students express what they have learnt and examine the
thinking processes required during the process (Jonassen, 1995; Ruokamo &
Pohjolainen, 2000).
Abstract learning can be defined as the construction of new ideas at an abstract level.
The development of theoretical ideas reaches from practical experience to a deeper level
(Ruokamo, Tella, Vahtivuori, Tuovinen & Tissari, 2002).
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Learning situations that lead to an awareness of different perspectives are experienced
by students as good and real learning situations (Soini, 1999).
Simulations
Multimedia designers accept that simulations; such as immersive environments, games
or narratives; are more engaging and motivational for learners than more instructivist
approaches. These environments should be interactive, involve a variety of media and
provide a range of scaffolding supports as well as more direct performance coaching.
Learners need to be engaged immediately and to have control so as to move backwards
and forwards through the learning environment at will. They should also have
opportunities to create new information or materials from the work they do.

Simulations usually begin with an attract mode, an immersive environment which
provides the objectives, the storyline, the tools that the learner can use, and a
demonstration of what is aimed for. A scenario is used to engage the learner's interest.
Few simulations provide a review of required prior knowledge but may provide context
sensitive scaffolding to assist the learner during the process.

The science education literature contains numerous examples of effective strategies to
support student learning. Strategies informed by a constructivist perspective have been
extensively reported, particularly strategies that support students' understanding of
difficult concepts (Treagust, Duit & Fraser, 1996). The predict-observe-explain (POE)
strategy has been used widely as an assessment tool to probe learner's conceptual
understanding and more generally as a tool to encourage quality peer learning. This
strategy involves learners predicting the result of an experiment or demonstration and
discussing the reasons for these predictions, observing the demonstration and finally
explaining any discrepancies between their predictions and observations (White &
Gunstone, 1992). Multimedia supported predict-observe-explain (POE) tasks effectively
scaffold students' learning in a computer mediated environment, presenting digital
demonstrations set in real life contexts as stimuli for their learning.
Multimedia supported predict-observe-explain (POE) scaffolds students’ learning in a
computer mediated environment, presenting digital demonstrations set in real life
contexts as stimuli for their learning. The multimedia environment gives students extra
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control over the pacing of their POE tasks and facilitates peer discussions; while the use
of digital media to present demonstrations has significant affordances for learners'
observation processes (Kearney, 2002).

Interactivity and learner control
Interactivity is an essential feature of digital multimedia learning environments and can
be either linear or non-linear. In linear multimedia, there are no interactive features
embedded into the design and the user simply navigates through the application in a
sequential manner, whereas with non-linear multimedia, interactive features are
embedded and the user can navigate to any part of the application in a non-sequential
manner. With such interactivity, the user is involved in the communication process and
in the navigation of the content. Research suggests that people remember 20% of what
they see, 40% of what they see and hear, and about 75% of what they see, hear and do
simultaneously (Lindstrom, 1994). Therefore, these types of interactivity and interactive
features in a multimedia application facilitate interaction between the computer and the
user, and increases user engagement (Bates & Poole, 2003).

Learner control is a feature of simulations that is used in varying degrees in multimedia
learning environments. Most simulations provide back and forward buttons so that
learners can move in either direction and can return to earlier screens if they so choose
to. These buttons can lead to self-assessment and reflection and allow students to repeat
sections if they feel they have not understood the content.

Scaffolding and multimedia design
The literature stresses that scaffolding is a pedagogical element crucial to multimedia
design. It is accepted by researchers that multimedia learning environments which meet
learning and multimedia design criteria have clear objectives, multiple activities, high
interactivity, learner choice and an extensive scaffolding interface behind the main
design. Multimedia designers have focused on engagement, persistence and success in
simulation, narrative and experiential situations.

Orrill (2001, p.10) sees multimedia as being of two kinds: as resource and as
scaffolding. Resource objects “enable students easy access to information in a just-in68

time fashion” and this can be factual or skills based. Scaffolding can be provided in
three ways. First is conceptual scaffolding which focuses on key concepts needed for
understanding. Second is strategic scaffolding which involves offering a variety of
approaches to the concept to help develop deeper understanding. The third is
metacognitive scaffolding which is concerned with reflection through self-assessment.
His research suggests that these aspects need to be included for multimedia applications
to be effective.

In chapter 4 The Design of MouseGen, I have explained how I have applied the
recommendations of multimedia researcher to the development of the MouseGen
learning environment.

Microsoft PowerPoint functionality
Berk (2011) notes that the research on Microsoft PowerPoint is not widely known and
consequently is not reflected in classroom practices. He states that the instructional
applications of PowerPoint are virtually untapped and that PowerPoint is typically not
used in conjunction with learner-cantered activities that engage students. He asserts that
the full functionality of PowerPoint is not routinely used while emphasising that it
allows the creator to “incorporate multimedia that has the potential to increase
comprehension, understanding, memory, and deep learning.” (p.25) In his review of the
use of PowerPoint in teaching and learning he synthesizes the research evidence on
what is known to be effective practices in terms of the use of rich media including
animation, audio, photographs, and videos. He gives particular emphasis in his review
to multimedia and the substantial research base on multimedia slide design. He notes
that Power Point has 300 million users world-wide and is the common application used
in teaching in universities.

The MouseGen multimedia learning environment was created using Microsoft Power
Point and incorporates all media types (text, number, graphic, video, animation, audio).
This study demonstrates the ease with which the Power Point with all its inbuilt
functionality can be used by classroom science teachers to create rich multimedia
learning environments with significant instructional applications. PowerPoint allows
screens to be hyperlinked in both linear and non-linear ways allowing the creator to
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apply a range of storyboards in structuring the knowledge for any science topic. Not
only has PowerPoint all the functionality of high order authoring software but 300
million users have it installed on their computers and a website (www.slideshare.com)
allows users to share their PowerPoint presentations. MouseGen now has the potential
to be converted to an app to make it available to a wider audience of students on their
mobile devices.

I have found that providing students with an explanation for their experimental
observations to be problematic until I discovered the power of information technology
in the form of Microsoft PowerPoint which allows the creation and use of Multiple
External Representations (MERs) to explain the hereditary observations made by
students. In the case of the haired gene in mice a blue half disk represents the haired
allele and a red half disk the hairless allele. I superimposed letters on these half disks to
represent the different alleles and to introduce the conventional genetics nomenclature
for alleles. I used upper case 'H' for the haired allele and lowercase 'h' for the allele for
the hairless allele. The use of the half disks and the need to have two half disks of
alleles for a mouse reinforces the notion that each organism inherits and carries two
alleles for every trait.
The use of Multiple External Representations (MERs)
This study contributes to the research on the use of MER (Multiple External
Representations) to teach the concepts of science and in particular the difficult concepts
of heredity. The research literature reports on the difficulties that students have
understanding the concepts of Mendelian genetics and the creation of a digital MER in
the MouseGen application attempts to address these difficulties. MouseGen uses two
different coloured half disks to represent the two different alleles of a gene. The half
disk representing each allele is a different colour and has the symbol for that allele
written on it. In the case of the haired and the hairless allele in mice, the half disks
representing the haired alleles is blue and has uppercase H written on it and the half
disks representing the hairless allele is red and has lowercase h written on it. It is
anticipated that these half disks will assist the user to understand the phenotypegenotype relationship and how the events of meiosis and fertilisation determine the
alleles carried in body cells and sex cells. Two half disks make up a complete disk and
reinforce the notion that body cells carry two alleles for every trait whereas a half disk
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by itself represents the single allele carried by a sex cells. The two half disks in body
cells carrying two alleles separate during meiosis leading to the production of sex cells
represented by one half disk and a single allele and half disks from each parents come
together at fertilisation The behaviour of these half disks is shown using path-based
animation which separate during meiosis and join together during fertilisation. These
half disks are considered to be MERs as they symbolically represent the different alleles
of a gene. A MouseGen module containing a breeding simulation uses animation to
show the activity of the alleles in three generations of a cross between pure breeding
haired and pure breeding hairless mice.
The creation of real world learning environments
Johanssen (1991) states that the creation of real-world environments is a significant
implication of constructivism for instructional design. This advice was adopted with the
design and development of MouseGen, which unlike educational genetics software that
I have examined, uses coloured photographs of real mice and videos of living mice
rather than stylised drawings of organisms. Both photographs and video clips are of a
high quality and have shown to capture the interest of students and to actively engage
them in the mouse breeding simulation.

The development of participatory multimedia
MouseGen is unique in educational software in that it contains a Workbook that is an
integral part of the multimedia learning environment. Students using MouseGen are
given the option of a paper based or digital version of the Workbook (see Appendix 6).
The Workbook explicitly requires the user to engage in a range of activities
characteristic of any genetic investigation. These activities include tasks such as tallying
offspring phenotype in twelve replicate cages for a cross breeding experiment,
converting phenotype data into ratios rather than the program providing the data,
completing Punnett squares, answering a written quiz contained within the program,
solving problems when presented with photographs of parents and their respective
offspring and performing their own probability experiment involving the tossing of two
coins and recording the data.
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The user is required to create a prediction regarding possible offspring phenotype in a
specific cross breeding experiment, to formally record their prediction in their
workbook, to tally offspring phenotypes of twelve replicate crosses in a table and to
reconcile their predictions with the data they have collected. The first cross breeding
scenario is a cross between pure-breeding hairless and haired mice which requires the
user to predict the phenotypes of the pups, tally and record the pups phenotypes and to
then reconcile their prediction with their observations by explaining why their
predictions agree or disagree with their observations. MouseGen has shown that the
formally requiring students to reflect on their current understandings of heredity and to
engage in the predict-observe-explain process (POE strategy) in an effective way to
foster conceptual change in their thinking.

The creation of a well-developed context
MouseGen attempts to connect with many students’ prior experience in keeping and
breeding mice in an attempt to engage and sustain their interest and participation. It has
selected a real organism in preference to a hypothetical organism and has used coloured
photographs and video clips rather than stylised sketches. The first module of
MouseGen is dedicated to creating a context and introduces the background to mouse
genetics including mutations, characteristics, traits and alternate traits and the notion of
pure breeding.

The inclusion of significant experimental detail
Educational genetic software that I have examined does not mention how plants and
animals have been bred to be pure breeding for particular traits. The use of pure
breeding pea plants was one of the critical reasons for Gregor Mendel’s success and
needs to be addressed in genetic software designed to model experimental methodology
and reflect the complexity of genetic experimentation. The first module of MouseGen
uses diagrams containing photographs of mice and their offspring to explain the strategy
that mouse breeders use to establish pure breeding strains of mice (Slide 18 and 19).
This module also contains photographs of breeding pairs of mice that are examples and
non-examples of pure breeding for particular traits (Slide 16 and 17).
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MouseGen is unique in educational genetics software I have examined in that it
incorporates the cause and effect reasoning applied by Gregor Mendel that led to the
notion that two different factors (alleles) determine the alternate traits of organisms
(Slide 54-56). This logic leads to the concept that body cells carry two alleles for every
trait whereas sex cells carry one allele for every trait (segregation). MouseGen uses the
same logic in explaining mouse genetics that Mendel applied to garden peas when he
created a hypothesis to explain how two parents showing the same trait were able to
produce the alternative trait in a quarter of the offspring they produced. Application of
the causes and effect logic to create a hypothesis to explain the results of his breeding
experiments is a significant reason for Mendel’s success in explaining his experimental
results and needs to be incorporated in educational genetics software.

The inclusion of a terminology module
The research literature reports that students have difficulties learning the terminology of
heredity and basic genetics. MouseGen has attempted to address the linguistic
difficulties that students encounter by introducing terminology in the context module or
the terminology module. This module uses photographs of mice to explain the
terminology like phenotype and genotype (Slide 57) homozygous and heterozygous
(Slide 58) characteristic and traits and dominant and recessive traits (Slides 12 and 13)
and the half disks multiple external representations to explain the relationship between
genes and alleles (Slide 55 and 56). This study has shown that students find the explicit
definition of terminology useful in supporting their understanding of the language and
concepts of genetics.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CONTEXT
In a constructivist classroom the teacher searches for students’ understanding of
concepts, and then structures opportunities for students to refine or revise these
understandings by posing contradictions, presenting new information, asking questions,
encouraging research, and/or engaging students in inquiries designed to challenge
current concepts.
(Brooks & Brooks, 1993, p. 9)
In this chapter I will discuss the MouseGen technology-based multimedia learning
environment that I have designed and created and information on the college and
students with whom I used this program to investigate their perceptions of its value in
supporting their learning of genetic concepts and skills and to assess their learning of
genetic concepts and skills by using the program. A PDF print out of the MouseGen
program is available as an appendix. (Appendix 7: The MouseGen Program)
The MouseGen was developed to meet a need for a digital resource that adopts an
experimental and investigative approach to the teaching of genetic concepts and skills
for senior Biology in New South Wales. MouseGen was based on what I had learnt
from using live mouse crosses to provide students in year 10 Science classes with a
first-hand inductional approach to the learning of genetics as opposed to a text book
approach which is more didactic.
MouseGen simulates a real mouse breeding investigation which unlike a firsthand
investigation can be completed in a short period of time like three 50 minute lessons.
Given that most students will not participate in a monohybrid experiment in their high
school science experience MouseGen offers a unique opportunity for students to engage
in an investigation which their class room teacher is not able to provide them with for
many reasons discussed in chapter 1.

MouseGen is available to students on the school network during school hours and they
are encouraged to copy it to their USBs and explore the program at home at their own
convenience if they need extra time or wish to consolidate any sections of the program.
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The program was made available to the different cohorts on the basis of the timing of
the intervention of MouseGen. I took photographs and video clips of the mice strains
and crosses that I had collected and housed over the last 30 years at my home. I
obtained permission from the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Newcastle
to take photographs of mice and their offspring to use for this program. (AREC
9050605).
MouseGen is divided into eight modules which are shown in the screen dump below.
Each module has been numbered as part of the scaffolding and suggests a logical
progression of experiences that the user should engage with but the user is obviously
free to make their own decision with regards to how they explore the program. I will
explain the design of each module and show its relationship to the other modules in the
program.

Module 1-Introducing Mice
The introducing mice module establishes a context for the breeding experiments and
provides background information about mice relevant to the learning of genetics. It aims
to connect with students’ prior experiences and observations of mice, the possibility
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they may have seen wild mice caught in a mouse trap and the great variety of types and
colours that exist in pet shops. It introduces the concept of wild type and relates it to
wild mice that have been caught in a mouse trap. It also introduces the concept of
mutation to explain the various deviations from the wild type mouse. It then discusses
the hairless mutation which will be the focus mutation used in the monohybrid breeding
simulation. The first module provides a historical background to its discovery in
London in about 1923. My personal experience with mouse breeding experiments have
shown that students like to know the ‘where, when, why aspect’ of this unusual
mutation and some information on how the mutation affects individual mice that carry
it.
Students are then introduced to the language that will assist them to describe and make
sense of what they see. This includes concepts of characteristics, traits and alternate
traits. The relationship between the concept of a characteristic and the concept of a trait
is presented with real examples. ‘Characteristic’ refers to general feature like hair in
mice and ‘traits’ are alternate forms of the trait like the haired trait and the hairless trait.
Users are presented with a number of characteristics and shown the two alternate traits
that exist in that particular characteristic. The slide below is a screen dump of that part
of this module which provides information on a range of characteristic in mice and the
alternate traits that exist in this characteristic. To assist users to develop their ideas on
characteristic and traits and the difference between terms they are presented with a
number of concrete examples in the form of pictures and superimposed text to explain
the purpose of the graphic.
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Users are then asked to explore their own experiences in breeding mice with the view
that it is often difficult to predict the colour or type of offspring that will result from any
particular cross between two similar or different adults. This is followed by an
explanation for the difficulty in prediction colours or type of offspring when crossing
mice by introducing the notion of pure breeding. Users are introduced to the concept of
pure breeding and are provided with examples of crosses where a pair of black mice is
pure breeding and another pair of black mice is not pure breeding for the black trait.
Pure breeding is defined in terms in terms of the parents displaying the same trait and
all of their offspring also showing the same trait for a number of generations of inbred
crosses of mice displaying the same trait. This experimental procedure was critical in
Gregor Mendel’s cross breeding experiments with the garden pea. Before Mendel set up
any crosses between pea plants he allowed them to self-pollinate and self-fertilise for a
number of generations and discarded any seeds from plants that did not breed true for a
particular characteristic like tall or short height or round or wrinkled seeds. It is also
critical in any mouse breeding experiment to ensure that the strains that are crossed are
pure breeding for each of the particular traits before the two strains are crossed with
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each other. After the discovery of Mendel’s work a number of researchers investigated
the inheritance of traits in mice to determine if they indeed showed the same patterns of
inheritance as pea plants and having pure breeding strains to work from was a critical
element of their investigations.
An explanation is then provided of the procedures that mouse breeders employ to
produce mouse strains that are pure breeding for a particular characteristic. Black hair
colour is used as an example of how mice obtained from a pet shop can be bred to be
pure breeding for this trait. They user is informed that mouse researchers insist that for a
mouse strain to be considered to be pure breeding it has to have at least 20 generations
of sib mating in which all the parents and offspring show the same trait like black hair
colour. This introductory module concludes with pictures and video clips of pure
breeding haired mice and pure breeding hairless mice.
Module 2- The experiment
The second module ‘the experiment’ provides the user with the problem of breeding
more hairless mice from a single hairless mouse much in the same way as the British
scientists that were presented with the single hairless mouse from the budgie breeder. A
case study approach is used in the software where a scenario is created from the fact that
the class has purchased a pair of hairless mice that are brother and sister and are
challenged to breed more hairless mice without mating brother to sister. The users are
asked to design a breeding strategy and are given the option to purchase any other kind
of mouse from a pet shop to carry out their breeding program. The users are required to
record their plans and to make predictions of the outcome of the cross they plan to carry
out. This allows them to use their background experience and the ideas they have
developed in their life experiences of heredity to bring into consideration when they
decide on a breeding strategy and make a predictions of the possible outcome of the
particular cross they have chosen.
In terms of breeding strategies there is only one possible option and that is to cross the
hairless mouse the group has been given to any other haired mouse purchased from a
pet shop. MouseGen then asks the users to make predictions and supplies a number of
different scenarios as to the results of the cross to encourage them to examine their own
current ideas. The users are simply asked to consider these different options and to
select one of the options or suggest a novel option. They are asked to record their
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prediction so that later in the program they can compare what they recorded with what
they actually observe. This strategy may encourage them to reconsider their current
understandings of the patterns of heredity and to change them in response to new
experience if their current views are not consistent with the observations they have been
presented with by the breeding simulation component of MouseGen. The options
presented in the program are options that students have suggested to me over the past 30
or so years using live mice. An interesting personal observation is that some students
have suggested that the gender of the hairless mouse may have an impact on the
outcomes of the cross and have some notion of sex linkage. However, the hairless trait
in mice is not sex linked but is inherited as an autosomal recessive trait.
My own personal experience using live mice is that many students have developed a
blending model of inheritance and will make predictions like option 3 All the babies
will have short hair and option 7 All of the babies will hair on some parts of their
bodies and be hairless on other parts. These two predictions are consistent with the
blending model of inheritance and not the particulate model - the scientifically accepted
model constructed by Gregor Mendel and the current model accepted by the scientific
community. I was fortunate to be able to acquire some naked mice about 20 years ago
from the CSIRO animal production unit at Prospect, Sydney that have been particularly
useful in providing a graphic of mice with short hair and mice with patches of hair
distributed randomly across hairless regions of their bodies. This mutation is in fact a
dominant mutation which is homozygous lethal but serves the purpose of supplying the
user with a graphic of a short haired or patched hair mice so that if the user is thinking
blending inheritance the picture gives this idea some credibility even though is not the
socially constructed view of inheritance. I would consider the inclusion of pictures of
naked mice not to be intellectually dishonest nor misleading but allowing the user to
truly examine their ideas and if their ideas are consistent with the blending model of
inheritance to give expression to these views.
The user is then asked to complete a table in their work book which records their
observations. They are presented with photographs of 12 cages of offspring from real
crosses performed between a hairless male and a haired female mouse and then another
12 cages of offspring from a hairless female and a haired male mouse.
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The user is then required to reflect on the observations of the two types of crosses with
directed questions:
What did you notice about the pups from both of the crosses between hairless
and haired mice?
Were there any hairless pups produced in this cross?
What has happened to the hairless trait?
Does it make a difference to the results if the hairless mouse is male or female?
Was your prediction correct?
Can you explain why your prediction agreed or disagreed with the results of the
experiment?
The critical question relates to whether the results confirm or clash with the users
predictions before they were presented with the experimental results. The user is asked
to match their prediction and the experimental results.
The user is then presented with a second problem- given that all of the offspring have
hair what is the next breeding strategy to use to produce some more hairless mice which
was the initial challenge.
There are only three possible options and the user is asked to select one of these options.
1.

Cross the pups with each other – that is brother to sister

2.

Cross the pups with the original hairless parent – that is daughter to
father or son to mother

3.

Cross the pups with the original haired parent – that is daughter to
father or son to mother

The user is then asked to complete a table of observations of the results of all three
crosses. There are twelve cages of pictures of crosses for each of the options. They are
asked to record the numbers of hairless and haired mice offspring in each cage and are
given support to convert the total of each phenotype to ratios. The use of the tools of
mathematics to analyse the results of crosses between pea plants was a significant
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reason for the success achieved by Gregor Mendel. Once he had analysed his results
mathematically he was able to use this data to create a hypothesis to explain these
results.
The user is asked to decide which of the breeding options produced hairless mice – the
goal of the breeding program. Both option 1 and option 2 produced hairless offspring
whereas breeding option 3 only produced haired offspring. The user is then told that
option 1 is the breeding strategy used in a classical genetics cross and a diagram is
presented to summarize the cross and the results of the cross.
The user is then presented with the appropriate terminology used in naming the three
generations involved in a classical genetics cross.
Our breeding experiments have involved three generations of mice and two
different types of crosses. Each generation is given a name - the first generation
of mice is the P (parental generation). These were the original haired and
hairless mice. Their offspring are called the F1 generation (meaning the first
filial generation) and the offspring of the F1 generation is called the F2
generation (meaning the second filial generation).
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These experiments show that the haired condition is called the dominant trait
and it is the only trait seen in the F1 generation and the hairless condition is
called the recessive trait as it is hidden in the F1 generation.
The user is then asked to complete a Quiz in their work book.
1. Which trait always showed in the pups of the F1 generation- that is, in a
cross between a hairless and an unrelated haired mouse?
2. Which trait skipped the F1 generation?
3. Which traits appeared in the F2 generation?
4. Which trait is dominant in mice- haired or hairless?
5. Which trait is recessive in mice – haired or hairless?
6. How many generations are there is a mouse breeding experiment like the
one we did?
This completes the experimental module of the program.
Module 3 - The explanation
The third module aims to explain the results of the breeding experiments in much the
same way that Mendel explained the results of his breeding experiments with peas. It
introduced the concept of genes as the determiners or controllers of characteristics in
organisms. It then introduces the notion that there are different forms of a gene which
are called factors or alleles and it uses the example use in the previous module of there
being genes for hair growth (a characteristic of mice) and the different forms of this
gene is the allele for hair growth and the allele for hairlessness or no hair growth. It uses
the logic applied by Mendel that led him to the assumption that every organism must
carry at least two alleles for every characteristic. That is by focusing on the F1
generation which themselves show the dominant trait but when interbred produce
offspring displaying the recessive trait. Mendel’s logic was that these F 1 individuals
show the dominant trait therefore they must carry the dominant factor or allele but they
produce some F2 offspring that show the recessive trait and must therefore carry the
recessive allele which is hidden by the dominant allele. This logic leads to the
assumption that every organism must carry at least two alleles or factors for every
characteristic but that they only pass one factor or allele to every offspring that they
produce.
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To assist students to construct these abstract concepts I created multiple external
representations (MERs) to represent the different alleles of particular genes. These
MERs are different coloured half disks which represent the different alleles or factors
that constitute a gene.

Slide 55 then contains pictures of two mice the F1 generation producing some hair less
F2 offspring with an explanation superimposed on the mice containing the half disks.
The aim of this technique is to assist the user to blend the observation with the abstract
explanation using the MERs. It uses the half disks which are a concrete artifact to
seamlessly explain the observation.
The program then takes the user to another level of abstraction by omitting the disks and
just using letters of the alphabet to represent the dominant and recessive alleles. It
provides the user with the language to assist them to conceptualize the explanation of
heredity.
The program then addresses the first cross which is a cross between pure breeding
haired and pure breeding hairless mice. It uses the notions presented in the earlier slides
to explain the results of the first cross in terms of the alleles or factors involved. Slide
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56 repeats the explanation using pictures of mice form each generation and the half disk
representations of the alleles to explain these results.
It repeats the procedure to explain the second cross between F1 individuals to produce
the F2 generation. The cross between F1 individuals to produce the F2 generation as
there is now four possible combination of the two alleles carried by each parent. Slide
60 lists the four different combinations of alleles that can take place at fertilization and
the consequence of these combinations in terms of the traits shown by the offspring
carrying each of these four combinations.
Slide 61 repeats the explanation using the half disks to assist the user to construct the
concept being considered.
All this information is summarized in Slide 62.
Slide 64 introduces the Punnett square as a convenient method used by geneticists to
predict the outcome of crosses where the genotype of the two parents is known. It is an
attempt to seamlessly link the descriptive language, the MER of the coloured half disks
and the tool - the Punnett square.
Slide 63 then focuses on analyzing the data stored in the Punnett square. It encourages
the user to observe that this model explains the experimental observation that ¾ of the
F2 generation display the dominant trait and ¼ displays the recessive trait. It also
introduces the notion that a ¾ to ¼ fractional ratio can also be expressed as a 75% to
25% percentage ratio or a 3:1 decimal ratio.
This explanation module concludes that fertilization is a random event like the tossing
of a coin and that the numbers ascribed to probabilities are not exact but are estimates of
the like hood of that event taking place.
Module 4 – Other crosses
Module 4 presents the user with mouse crosses involving other characteristics in an
attempt to lead the user to the understanding that the patterns of inheritance are the same
for a range of alternate traits in mice. The slides include tailed and tailless, spotted and
non-spotted, black and brown fur colour, black and white fur colour, short haired and
long haired, black and blue fur colour, yellow and black fur colour, black and agouti fur
colour, and straight and curly hair type, and black and lilac fur colour.
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A secondary purpose of module 4 is to reinforce the particulate model of inheritance by
illustrating that there are two distinct traits for each characteristic with no intermediate
trait in an attempt to dispel the blending model of inheritance that most students bring
with them to an exploration of heredity.
Module 5 - Useful terms
Module 5 introduces some useful terminology in describing genetic experiments. It
includes definitions of genotype and phenotype and provides examples from the cross
used in the experiment. My personal observation is that many students have difficulty in
moving from phenotype which is at the concrete level of observation to genotype which
is at the abstract and induction level of cognition. I assume that the half disks are a
MER which will assist the user to make this transition. Phenotype and genotypes have a
cause and effect relationship - the genotypes causes the phenotype. This program
attempts to assist the user to move from the effect (involving observation) to the cause
(involving induction) by providing them with pictures of mice with the three possible
genotypes and two possible phenotypes. Two other terms that are also introduced are
the terms homozygous and heterozygous - terms used when describing genotypes. An
individual carrying two of the same allele is said to have a homozygous genotype and
an individual carrying two different alleles is said to be heterozygous. Homozygous
individuals can also be described as being homozygous dominant or homozygous
recessive. Animal breeders also have an extended vocabulary for heterozygous - they
use words like ‘split’, ‘hybrid’ and ‘carrier’.
Module 6 - Problem solving exercises
Module 6 asks the user to apply what they have learnt to novel situations in which they
are presented with pictures of parents and their respective offspring and are asked to
answer specific questions. These questions require the user to determine which trait is
dominant and which trait is recessive. They test the user’s understanding of the notion
that if two parents displaying the same trait produce at least one offspring displaying the
alternate trait the parents are showing the dominant trait and the offspring the recessive
trait. The second type of question relates to a cross in which each parent is showing an
alternate trait and in some situations all of the offspring resemble one of the parent’s
phenotype and in the other case when approximately half of the offspring resemble each
parent. The user is asked to explain these results in terms of the genotype of the parent
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showing the dominant trait. If the parent showing the dominant trait is homozygous all
of the offspring will show the dominant trait but if the parent showing the dominant trait
is heterozygous approximately half of the offspring will show the dominant trait and the
other half of the offspring will show the recessive trait. This approach to multimedia
requiring active participation of the user is known as participatory multimedia.
Module 7 - A test cross
Module 7 The test cross module poses the question as to how one is able to deduce the
genotype of a haired mouse given that the haired allele is dominant to the hairless allele
so a hairless mouse may be homozygous and carry two copies of the haired allele or
heterozygous and carry a copy of the haired allele and a copy of the hairless allele. The
user is asked to suggest a way to determine the genotype of the haired mouse and to
record that suggestion.
This is followed by an explanation in terms of a breeding experiment which involves
crossing the mouse with the unknown genotype back to a mouse showing the recessive
trait and observing the phenotypes of the offspring as a pure breeding or homozygous
dominant mouse will produce offspring showing the dominant trait whereas a
hybrid/heterozygous mouse will produce approximately equal number of offspring
showing both traits. This is followed by an explanation using the half disks MERs and
Punnett squares to explain these breeding results.
Module 8 – A probability experiment
In module 8 students are asked to bring two coins with them to simulate an F1 cross to
assist them to understand why the three to one ratio of dominant to recessive is
produced in the F2 generation. They are asked to use a permanent marker to write
uppercase H on the head side of the coin and lowercase h on the tails side of the coin, to
randomly toss both coins a hundred times and to use a frequency distribution table to
record the outcome each time they toss both coins. They are then required to total the
number of times they produced each combination of the head (H) and tails (h). The final
process involves the user in adding the tallies of upper the H and H, H and h and h and
H as these mice will all be haired. This experiment can assist the user to understand the
difference between phenotype frequencies (haired to hairless of 3:1) and genotype
frequencies (HH to Hh to hh of 1:2:1). These frequencies were significant in Mendel’s
results with pea plants.
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The purpose of this module is to provide the user with an experience of an event that
can be analysed and described by the mathematics of probability – random fertilization
that occurs in the mating of the F1 to F1 to produce the F2 generation.

College Profile
The College is a single sex non-selective systemic catholic college catering for female
students from year 7 to year 12 with an annual enrollment of approximately 850
students. The school was founded by Mary MacKillop’s Sisters of St Joseph in the
1960s and has maintained a Josephite tradition even though the sisters no longer teach
at the school. It is one of the seven high schools and forty three primary schools in the
Catholic Diocese of Broken Bay. The school year 7 annual enrollments are
approximately 160 students from six feeder catholic primary schools and a number of
state primary schools. The school loses approximately 10 year 7 enrollments annually to
Gosford selective High School. There are eighteen non-selective high schools on the
Central Coast of New South Wales and the College regularly achieves the best Higher
School Certificate results for non-selective schools. In 2011 the college achieved 81
Band 6’s and 255 Band 5s in the Higher School Certificate examination, from a year 12
cohort of 145 students The Diocesan policy is that no catholic child is to be excluded
from a catholic education because of their inability to pay school fees.
The MySchools website contains data on the socio-economic status of enrolled students
and is based on family postcodes.
Distribution of students

Bottom quarter Middle quarters Top quarter

School distribution

23%

20%

29%

28%

Australian distribution

25%

25%

25%

25%

Other data available for the school is: 2% Indigenous students, 4% Language background
other than English and 87% Student attendance rate.
Science is a mandatory subject in year 7 to 10 and Biology, Chemistry, Physics and
General Science are elective subjects in years 11 and 12. The school’s teaching
programs are developed from the Board of Studies syllabi and indicative hours allocated
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to each subject is compliant with the Board’s guidelines. The year 7 to 10 program
contains teaching units that are selected from the sciences of Chemistry, Physics,
Biology, Geology and Astronomy. There are seven full time science teachers who
exclusively teach junior science and the senior courses.
In 2008, the National Assessment Program - Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)
commenced in Australian schools. All students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 are assessed on
the same days using national tests in Reading, Writing, Language Conventions
(Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation) and Numeracy. School NAPLAN data is
available for the year 12 Biology class of 2012 while they were in year 9. The
assessments are in Reading, Writing, Spelling and Grammar and Punctuation and in
Numeracy; Data, Measurement Space and Geometry; and in Number, Patterns and
Algebra. The data shows that students in this particular year group at the college are not
significantly above or below state averages on any of the aspects of Literacy and
Numeracy when compared to other female students in the Diocese or female students in
like schools in Australia. Statistical analysis of the NAPLAN data since its introduction
in 2008 by the Catholic Schools Office show that the students at the college generally
perform above national, state and diocesan averages in reading, writing, spelling,
grammar and punctuation but below diocesan and state averages in numeracy. The
myschools website allows the general public to view the schools data and an analysis of
the schools NAPLAN data since the commencement of the NAPLAN testing in 2008.
The school has a policy that teachers will not coach students in year 7 and in year 9
prior to NAPLAN testing. The press has reported that such coaching is a widespread
practice in many schools in the country. A teacher that teaches at one of the primary
feeder schools informs me that at that particular school two terms are allocated to
practicing past NAPLAN tests in year 3.
The school data is retrieved from:
http://www.myschool.edu.au/MainPages/NAPLANResultsChart.aspx?SDRScho
olId=43270&DEEWRId=0&CalendarYear=2011&RefId=rHy%2bv7MH8lGirU
7%2bzrxtAg%3d%3d
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Analysis of test scores from public examinations
This investigation drew on data from the 2007 and 2009 School Certificate cohorts and
on the 2009 and 2012 Higher School Certificate cohorts
Human Ethics
I obtained authority from the Human Ethics Committee to collect data from the year 12
Biology cohorts. (HREC Approval No: H-957-0205)
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CHAPTER 4
A thorough analysis of the results shows that traditional teaching strategies have little
effect on students’ acquisition of meaningful understandings of inheritance.
(Banet & Ayuso, 1999, p.313)

DESIGN OF MOUSEGEN
In this chapter I will briefly outline the pedagogical philosophy underpinning
MouseGen’s development and then describe how I addressed the recommendations of
the contemporary theories for multimedia design when developing the interactive
multimedia learning environment of the MouseGen simulation. I have previously
described the theories for multimedia design in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Conceptual framework underpinning MouseGen’s development
The underlying pedagogical philosophy that I have adopted is a constructivist view of
learning and multimedia development that places the learner at the centre of the process
of learning. I have chosen the particular form of constructivism that encourages students
to be set tasks that are appropriate to their cognitive and linguistic capacities, to be
active participants in their own learning, to work together, and to reflect upon and talk
about their learning (Morris & Adamson, 2010). Theoretical support for such a learner
cantered approach has been provided by the work of educational psychologists such as
Piaget (1963), Vygotsky (1978) and Bruner (1967, 1977).
Vygotsky (1978) asserts that learners build new knowledge on to existing knowledge by
developing conceptual maps, provided that the new learning falls within the learners’
zone of proximal development. The zone of proximal development refers to the notion
that learners are challenged and extended according to their abilities and prior learning
experiences in that subject matter. He also notes that students’ active participation in
their learning can be facilitated by scaffolding which involves teachers, peers and
learning resources providing learners with structured support in the form of exemplars,
strategies, and guiding questions.
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Participatory multimedia model
A number of tasks have been built into the MouseGen software which require the user
on a number of occasions to generate their own learning materials. They are issued with
a work book which they are expected to complete and are asked to record their
perception and their predictions, to reconcile their predictions with their observations
and to explain why they need to change their perceptions of the mode of inheritance, to
record their observations of the results of a number of crosses, to collect numerical data
from a number of the crosses, to convert this data into ratios and to solve genetic
problems from pictures of parents and their offspring. They are required to actively
participate in each of the modules of the program not only by answering a range of
questions in the Quizzes at the end of some of the modules but also to generate
numerical data of the results of a range of crosses. In addition they are required to sit a
pretest and a posttest which is submitted to their classroom teacher for correction.
The module on problem solving asks students to examine photographs of parents and
their respective offspring taken inside a cage. They are asked to determine which traits
are dominant and which are recessive and to then establish the genotypes of the parents
and their offspring. The students are expected to record their determinations in their
work books and are provided with feedback from their classroom teacher in a discussion
style of lesson rather than an exercise in correction.
MouseGen presents students with a number of challenges in the form of problems that
arise out of a context established by the program. They are asked to suggest a breeding
strategy to produce more hairless mice given they only have the one individual. Once
they have selected a strategy they are able to observe the results of their selected cross
and the other possible crosses as well. They are provided with instant feedback of the
outcome of their selected breeding strategy. In a sense they take on the role of an animal
breeder in attempting to increase the number of individuals carrying the hairless
mutation.
Flow theory
The MouseGen learning environment is divided into eight distinct and interrelated
modules which enable the user to navigate at their own pace and in the order they see is
necessary to construct meaning from the experience. The modules are numbered from
one to eight to suggest a logical order that users might follow in their interaction with
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the digital resource but the user is free to choose any order. The modules have been
designed with the view that each screen will engage students for the duration of that
module so that the experience is a positive one which will lead the user to learn some
basic genetic concepts and skills. The use of mice as a model organism for the study of
inheritance has the ability to captivate and maintain student interest given the variety of
colours and the variety of ‘weird mutations’ that are available. Teacher observation of
students working with MouseGen and student feedback in the survey confirms that they
are indeed engaged with the mouse model, that they comprehend the screens and that
they are able to cope with the challenges that have been embedded in the application. A
review of the comments, observations, predictions, problem solving and mathematical
analysis in the student work book confirms that the challenges are within the reach of
year 12 Biology students. No student commented on the challenges being trivial either
in the survey or verbally to teachers. Student feedback in the survey and teachers'
reports confirms that they perceive the tasks (challenges) contained within MouseGen to
be engaging and to sustain their personal interest
Human cognitive architecture
I took seven years creating, testing and modifying screens in an effort to ensure that
students working memory was not overloaded. I attempted to ensure that information
that was presented in every screen of each module was presented in an age appropriate
way that catering for a range of abilities and a range of learning styles. Where possible I
attempted to use clear photographs and short video clips. I reduced the number of video
clips in response to student verbal feedback that photographs are an effective way to
present information. A number of students said their preferred photographs over video
clips. I tried to reduce the extraneous cognitive load by displaying information using
diagrams containing photographs and by including text and an optional narrative if
students chose to use it. I used a student voice to create the narration. The majority of
students said they preferred text and photographs over photographs and narration. I did
not use any other graphics other than photographs to convey the attitude that this
multimedia learning environment is about living animals and the best way to display
data on living animals is to use photographs or videos.
I tried to reduce the cognitive load by dividing the complex knowledge domain of
monohybrid genetics into eight self-contained by interrelated modules. I tried to
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scaffold the germane cognitive load by dividing the learning environment into these
modules and ordered them to suggest to the user a logical way to proceed with
exploring the software and discovering the laws of monohybrid inheritance using a
mouse model. The development of the MouseGen learning environment reflects the
historical discovery of the laws of heredity by Gregor Mendel. The first module for
example is establishing a context by connecting with students’ prior experience of
seeing mice or personally breeding them and then presents information about mice,
mice mutations, and appropriate concepts and terminology that is used in monohybrid
crosses. It uses a narrative to introduce the discovery of the hairless mouse mutant.
Authentic learning
I have attempted to link the MouseGen application with students’ prior experience
whether it be seeing a wild mouse caught in a mouse trap, seeing a variety of mice for
sale in pet shops or personally breeding mice as many young people do at some stage in
their teenage years. The tasks I have used are based on real breeding problems and
activities and are identical to the tasks that the English scientists undertook when they
were presented with a single wild hairless mouse by the budgie breeder. MouseGen
encourages the user to be become immersed in the life of an animal breeder and to
engage in problem solving activities in exactly the same way that animal breeders do. I
have attempted to move the user from the observation level of operation to the abstract
level of operation with the introduction of the concepts of genes and their alleles.
Student feedback on their personal reactions to mice and their evaluation of the
usefulness of the mouse model shows that they think that the choice of mice and the
tasks they are asked to engage in are authentic. The MouseGen environment contains
photographs and video clips of live mice to reinforce the notion that the user is talking
about real animals and dealing with real world problems that relate to breeding animals
with a particular goal in mind. There are no diagrams or sketches of mice used in the
program. The goal of MouseGen is the production of increased numbers of hairless
mice from a single mouse. The hairless mouse mutation is one of the most common
laboratory animals used in research institutions throughout the world and it been shown
that this mutation was caused by a virus inserting its DNA into a critical gene that
controls hair development.
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Situated learning
MouseGen was designed with the intention of creating a multimedia learning
environment that was all-embracing in that it encourages the user to become immersed
in the world of mouse breeding. A case-based approach has been taken to its
development in order to support the user in developing the knowledge and skills
required for monohybrid animal breeding. The user is required to make choices and to
observe the results of their breeding decisions. Students are aware that the program
meets identified syllabus outcomes which are necessary for their studies in senior
Biology. It is a hyperlinked multimedia learning environment that could be described as
a sustained and complex learning environment which allows the user to explore at
length at any time and at a pace that is comfortable for them. Each module can be exited
and revisited at any stage. The tasks in the workbook and the program provide a focus
for the user and are part of the cognitive scaffolding.
I have attempted to address all of the features of multimedia design for a situated
learning environment and will examine each feature and explain how it has been
incorporated into the design of MouseGen learning environment.
I have tried to ensure that the context of MouseGen is authentic in that it reflects the
way the knowledge and skills embedded in the program are applicable to the field of
monohybrid animal genetics. The methodologies and the problems solving activities of
mouse breeding parallels the activities and problem solving of animal breeders whether
they work for a research institution or are a hobbyist improving their stock or
introducing new characteristic into their stock (e.g. bird, dog, poultry, cattle, sheep,
pigs). My own experience breeding a number of new varieties of domestic chicken over
a thirty year period have enabled me to develop a good understanding of the strategies
that are involved in animal breeding (Appendix 14). The link below is to a paper I wrote
for the Australasian Poultry Science Symposium which describes the genetic basis of
the introduction of the blue egg shell gene into the Chinese Silkie breed.
http://sydney.edu.au/vetscience/apss/documents/1999/APSS1999-terry-pp69-72.pdf
The activities that the users of MouseGen are required to engage in are authentic and
reflect the types of activities that an animal breeder would routinely undertake.
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Access to expert performance is embedded in the program and involves: an explanation
of the breeding strategies used by experts involved in monohybrid inheritance, an
explanation of the gene / allele hypothesis for monohybrid inheritance, an explanation
of the use of Punnet squares to predict the outcomes of crosses, and an explanation of
the dominant recessive mouse crosses involving a range of mouse mutants.
Modelling is used in a number of situations during the program. Modelling is available
in the ‘other mouse crosses modules’ which show the outcomes of twelve mouse
crosses involving a range of alternate traits. Each slide is a diagram containing pictures
of individual mice involved in that particular cross and superimposed gene symbols
using the different coloured half disks. The modelling in this module involves the
notion that all the offspring resemble one of the parental traits and that none of offspring
show a blending of the parental traits. This modelling in this module not only
reinforcing the particulate model of monohybrid and that the allele / gene explanation
follows a consistent pattern across all examples of dominant recessive inheritance.
MouseGen requires the user to adopt multiple roles as they navigate the program. Some
of the roles are: creating a breeding strategy to produce more hairless mice, solving
problems when presented with photographs of parents and their offspring, answering
quizzes at the end of modules, counting and tabulate offspring phenotypes, converting
the data of offspring phenotype into ratios, tossing two coins and collecting and
analysing the data generated, reconciling predicted with observed results of mouse
crosses. Multiple perspectives are provided by the different levels at which the user is
required to operate when investigating heredity - the observable phenotype level and the
abstract and derived genotype level. For example the explanation module is composed
of slides that contain photographs of mice (phenotype) superimposed with different half
disks representing the different alleles (genotype) in their body cells and sex cells. The
user is required to operate at both these levels when provided with a photo of parents
showing alternate traits and their respective offspring.
The program is intended for use by individuals, by groups and/or by a whole class. The
students are given a choice as to how they would like to explore the program. Some
have used it in a small group and then revisited the program individually whereas others
have explored it individually and then invited peers to participate in some of the
modules that they considered to be more challenging. Peer tutoring was reported to
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occur by some teachers in some biology classes. Teachers were requested to allow
students to interact with each other whilst using the program and to fill in the work book
individually even when they had discussed it as a group. Teachers were asked to
provide scaffolding with the use of the program and to generally assist students that
needed support or clarification. They were asked not to be invisible or to treat the
experience as down time in their teaching load but to actively coach and show interest
in students’ exploration of the program. Students were actively encouraged to seek help
from their teachers or from their peers. Scaffolding was provided by the program in a
number of instances are described above,
Students were encouraged to record their reflections in their work books and to share
them with their peers or their teachers. They were told that their reflections in their work
books were not being marked but to treat their reflections like a journal of their learning.
Students were encouraged to take risks with their predictions and assured that it did not
matter if they were wrong. Some students found this to be difficult because much of
their school experience is often about the “right answer”. When they were informed that
their reflections were hypotheses and often hypotheses are wrong they were less
reluctant to record their reflections. They were reminded that the incorrect hypothesis
can lead to new investigations and discoveries when there is a discord between the
hypotheses and the observed results.
The program promotes articulation through the use of the text on each screen (and audio
if the users choose to use it) to make tacit knowledge explicit in the program. Students
are encourage to talk about and react to the context, to discuss what they know, to
decide as a group what the problem is and how it can be solved and to discuss the
results when they are presented with them. Some groups were observed to be somewhat
competitive when discussions breeding strategies and the results of their choices.
Some of the modules have a quiz included at the end of the module to allow students to
assess their learning. Teachers were asked to correct the answers with groups when they
had completed the quizzes. The quizzes not only provide feedback but also encourage
tacit knowledge to become explicit.
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Simulations
MouseGen is designed as a simulation of a real world mouse breeding experiment.
Observations by teachers of students working individually and in groups showed that
students found the program to be engaging. MouseGen is an interactive multimedia
learning environment which uses of a variety of media (text, number, graphic, audio,
and video), provides a range of scaffolding supports (strategic and cognitive) and
allowing direct support from peers and from the class room teacher. Teacher
observation has shown that students are immediately engaged by the visuals of weird
and different mice and the student survey results support this claim. The user has
controls to move backwards and forwards through the screens in each module and to
exit any module at will and begin exploring another module or exiting the program. The
user is required to create their own learning materials during a number of activities
embedded in the program. Some of these activities include: making observations of the
phenotype and numbers of mouse pups in a number of identical crosses; counting of
mouse pups displaying each phenotype and the converting these scores into ratios:
completing Punnet squares to predict the offspring genotype and phenotype, answering
questions in the quizzes in some of the modules; completing diagrams of crosses, and
tossing two coins simultaneously to investigate the mathematics of probability as it
relates to an F1 x F1 cross.
I have used a simulation as they lend themselves to constructivist approaches to the
design of learning environments. Simulations in software programs have been promoted
by instructional designers such as Aldrich (2005), Quinn (2005) and Schank (2002) for
their value in motivating learners and enhancing the relevance of their studies to the
realities of their work. Black, Thalheimer, Wilder, de Soto and Picard (1994) developed
four key principles for the use of simulations in technology-enabled learning which I
have endeavoured to apply in the development of the MouseGen interactive multimedia
learning environment. They are:


The knowledge and skills and the design of tasks should be contextualized in
realistic situations



Multiple contexts and diverse representations of content should be provided to
prepare students to transfer the new knowledge and skills to a variety of contexts
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Multiple perspectives on the knowledge and skills should be offered in order to
avoid cognitive straitjacketing



Opportunities should be given for the students to collaborate and generate their
own knowledge.

Screen design and tools
MouseGen begins with screens that are designed to attract the user by attempting to
connect with prior knowledge of keeping mouse as pets or a more repugnant experience
of seeing a mouse caught in a mouse trap. It then introduces a number of attractive or
bizarre mouse mutants including the hairless mice in an attempt to generate interest and
involve the users in an immersive environment. It provides the objective of the learning
experience as “increasing the number of hairless mice” and uses the narrative approach
to create a storyline which began with the first hairless mice that were discovered under
a bird breeder’s cage in London in 1923. The storyline links the task to a real world
activity that was undertaken by British scientists when they set out to increase the
numbers of hairless mice for research purposes
MouseGen provides a number of tools and scaffolds the use of these tools with
instructions which allow the user to undertake a number of tasks. The use of tools is
required for a participation in the simulation and a completion of the corresponding
sections in the user work book. These tools allow the user to collect and analyse the
statistical data and produce the critical ratios which historically lead to the development
of a hypothesis to explain the results of monohybrid crosses. The user is kept on task by
use of leading questions which require a written response in the work book.
MouseGen provides explanations for the results of the breeding experiments by using
half disks and symbols and explains which breeding strategy is used by experts in the
field – that brother to sister mating of the F1 generation. It scaffolds the user in creating
punnet square and provides an opportunity for personal feedback with a quiz at the end
of some of the modules. It provides twelve other crosses between mice displaying
alternate traits to convince the user that the patterns of inheritance are not restricted to
the haired and hairless traits but are applicable to a range of alternate traits in mice.
The predict-observe-explain strategy has been used in MouseGen to encourage the user
to reflect on their current understanding of monohybrid inheritance as it applies to a
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cross between pure breeding haired and hairless mice, to predict offspring phenotype in
that particular cross, to observe the offspring phenotype of the haired hairless cross, to
observe offspring phenotype of the reciprocal cross and to explain why their prediction
did or did not match the experimental results. The predict-observe-explain strategy is
useful in facilitating a change in the user’s thinking on the mode of inheritance. It is
anticipated that this strategy will assist the user in moving from the blending model of
inheritance to the particulate model of inheritance.
Teaching and meaningful learning
MouseGen requires active learning as the user is required to respond to challenges,
activities and problem solving tasks in a formal and structured manner which require
both group discussion and written responses in individual work books. The user is
required to collect data on the traits displayed by the individuals in cages of mice by
looking at 12 photographs of mouse pups for each cross breeding experiment and to
analyse this data by converting it to ratios. The user is also expected to conduct a
probability experiment involving the simultaneous throwing of coins to model the
behaviour of the sex cells during fertilisation. The user is required to make predictions
of the outcomes of specific crosses, to observe the traits displayed by the offspring in
these crosses, and to reconcile their predictions with the observe results by explain any
discrepancies. There are tasks requiring the user to construct punnet squares as a useful
tool for predicting the genotype and phenotype of the offspring produced in a particular
cross. For many users the information in new and requires constant attention screen
after screen in each of the eight modules. Observations of students working in groups
have shown that they are generally fascinated by the variety of mouse mutations that are
available for study and in particular the hairless mutation.
MouseGen allows the user to be self-directed in their interaction with the program. The
choice of module to be explored, the timing, sequencing and pacing of the exploration
of each module is a decision of each individual user or group as each user is ultimately
responsible for the planning, the implementation and the evaluation of their own
learning.
MouseGen has been designed on constructivist principles of multimedia design. It
assumes that the user has developed ideas of the mode of inheritance prior to exploring
the software and asks the user to predict the outcomes of a cross between pure bred
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haired and hairless mouse. It then provides them with photographs of the offspring
produced by both types of crosses. The outcross being a cross between a haired male
and a hairless female and the reciprocal cross a cross between hairless male and a haired
female. The user is then asked to reconcile their prediction with their observation and to
explain why they are or are not in agreement. It is assumed that requiring the user to
reconcile their prediction with their observations will facilitate changes in their beliefs if
their prediction reflects the blending model rather than the particulate model of
inheritance. The assumption of a new model of inheritance into their schemata is
accommodation and involves “meaning making” that arises from personal experience.
A constructivist learning environment is experiential and MouseGen aims to provide
users with an interactive multimedia experience from which they are able to
individually construct their own meaning. At no stage in the application is the user
informed that the particulate model of inheritance is the scientifically accepted model of
inheritance.
MouseGen has attempted to accommodate individual learning styles by including a
range of media types in the multimedia environment and allowing the user to explore
the software at their own pace and module sequence. Students are able to access the
program on the school network or copy the program onto a USB and use it at home. It
can also be uploaded to a web site www.slideshare.com that makes it accessible to any
biology student anywhere on the internet. The program gives the user a number of
choices when exploring the technology-based learning environment. Some of these
choices are whether to use audio or text or both, the order in which to explore the eight
modules, and whether to complete the workbook digitally or on paper.
MouseGen has been developed to for group exploration and collaboration to encourage
users to exploit each other's skills, to provide social support and to provide modelling
from both their peers and their class room teacher. These design features of the program
are ultimately determined by how the class room teacher implements the use of the
program in their class and their views of how students should learn with the program.
The teachers are asked to encourage learning conversations and allow students to work
in groups.
MouseGen has attempted to create a rich learning context and uses tasks that are based
on the tasks carried out by geneticists or hobbyists trying to increase the numbers of a
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new variety or mutation. It is a case based simulation which adopts a problem solving
approach to the development of a multimedia learning environment.
MouseGen has selected a mouse model for the exploration of monohybrid inheritance.
This was a risk given that some students find living mice and images of mice to be
repulsive. However, the student survey did establish that the vast majority of students
thought mice were a good model for the learning of genetics and that the various
unusual mouse mutations did engage and sustain their interest.
Survey results and classroom observations showed that many students are fascinated by
the various mouse mutants that were displayed in MouseGen and reacted very
positively to the learning experience having spent about three fifty minute lessons
exploring the program. Students rated the program very highly in terms of its value in
supporting their learning of the fundamental concepts and skills of monohybrid
inheritance. Classroom biology teachers commented on the positive and engaged
classroom environment that was evident when students were exploring the program
during their three allotted lessons.
MouseGen is a goal oriented learning environment which requires the user to complete
all modules, to record their thoughts, observations and answers in the work book, to
complete all of the quizzes at the end of some of the modules and to achieve the goals of
understanding monohybrid inheritance as prescribed by the New South Wales Board of
Studies Biology syllabus.
MouseGen requires the user to be reflective and evaluative when it asks them to predict
offspring phenotypes in a haired and hairless cross and then to modify their thinking
based on the experimental evidence if the prediction and experimental evidence
disagree. They are required to evaluate their ideas before the cross breeding experience
with their ideas after the experience and to account for changes that they need to make
in their thought processes relating to understanding monohybrid inheritance.
A number of problem solving processes are embedded in the program. They include
data collection, analysis and interpretation from different crosses and from the coin
tossing simulation, deriving genotype from phenotype, applying concepts that body
cells carry two alleles for every trait and sex cells carry one allele, applying the concept
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that fertilisation restore the number of allele for each trait to two, and completing punnet
squares to explain or predict outcomes of mouse crosses.
The user will be engaged in abstract learning during a number of modules in
MouseGen. Many of the concepts of genetics involve the abstract level of thinking
requiring the learner to move from the observable (the phenotype) to the abstract (the
genotype). Deducing the genotype of a mouse from its phenotype and its parentage
involves the application of new ideas and requires the user to operate at the two levels.
Notions that alleles or factors cause traits, that body cells carry two factors or alleles for
every trait, that one allele is passed on via each sex cells, and that fertilisation restores
the allele number to two all require abstract thinking.
A critical process in the development of the gene/allele theory of inheritance proposed
by Gregor Mendel involved the deductive processes that he used to develop that notion
that individuals carry two factors or alleles for every trait they inherit from their parents
and only pass one allele to every offspring they produce. This concept was deduced
from the observation that F1 parents who show the same dominant trait produce some
offspring displaying the recessive trait. The reasoning as it applies to mice can be
described as follows. As each F1 parents is haired it must carry the haired factor/allele.
The only way to explain their production of some hairless pups is to assume that they
must also carry a hidden hairless allele in order to be able to do this. The implications of
this reasoning are that every hairless pup inherits a hairless allele from each F1 parent so
that they must carry two hairless alleles and that the F1 parents must carry both a haired
and a hairless allele. The generalisation which developed from this reasoning is that
individuals carry two alleles for every inherited trait but only pass on one allele to every
offspring that they produce there is no other way of explain these results. MouseGen
presents this reasoning in the explanation module of the program
MouseGen embeds two different perspectives that are involved in the study of genetics.
It begins with the concrete level as it introduces the observable traits of mice which it
then seamlessly links with the abstract gene / allele by using coloured half disks
superimposed on photographs of the individual mice displaying the different traits. The
field of genetics operates on a number of levels from population genetics through to the
molecular DNA level. MouseGen focuses primarily on the organism and allele levels.
Even though some students struggle with the different perspectives involved in the
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study of inheritance they do appreciate the different perspective particularly when it
relates to them personally. I have had student make comments like “if I marry a person
with blue eyes my children will ….”. The capacity which they develop from using
MouseGen takes on a new meaning for them and provides them with the expertise to
make predictions of their own genetic continuity.
Interactivity and learner control
Learner choice is made possible in MouseGen by the division of the content into eight
distinct but interrelated modules allowing the user to choose different aspects of the
complex knowledge domain of monohybrid inheritance. The user is only able to
progress in a linear fashion within each module as each screen is part of a logical
sequence in a narrative. A high degree of interactivity with each module is not
appropriate and would not only confuse the user but provide a disjointed narrative. The
user is however, able to move back to previous screens or exit that module and proceed
to any other module. When a program created in Microsoft Power Point is run a click of
the mouse anywhere on the screen advances to the next screen. This annoying feature
which has been disabled in MouseGen and the user is required to click on the forward
and backward pointing arrows to move forwards or backwards between screens.
Clicking anywhere on the screen does not advance to the next screen.
The content of each module has been selected on the basis that it is a critical component
in a narrative of a case based approach to mouse breeding. Teacher and student
comments have shown that the adoption of a linear approach to the sequencing of
screens within each module does not affect student engagement with the content of each
screen. A linear story board is an important element of the cognitive scaffolding of the
content of the program. When students were informally asked about the level of
interactivity they expressed the view that they were happy with the linear sequencing as
it allowed the flow of ideas in a logical and appropriate sequence. A group of students
did note that the classroom teacher generally has a plan for how the lesson is to proceed
and if she/he started with the conclusion, then moved to the introduction; followed by
the body of the lesson the students would become confused. Research has shown that
following hyperlinks in an undisciplined manner can lead to user confusion. High levels
of interactivity for the sake of interactively are not necessarily advantageous in a
technology-based multimedia learning environment. MouseGen’s interactivity is at an
appropriate level for this particular learning environment.
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Scaffolding
The division of MouseGen into eight modules is to scaffold the user interface in
response to the complex knowledge domain of monohybrid experimental genetics. The
division of the experience into modules took ten year to develop as I grappled with the
different experience involved in an experimental approach to monohybrid inheritance.
Each module is designed to ensure a logical development of the case based approach to
learning genetics. MouseGen was designed to capture and sustain students’ interest and
provide them with a positive experience of learning in a multimedia environment.
Underpinning its design were the specified outcomes of the Board of Studies Biology
syllabus outcomes. Feedback from students in the survey showed that they felt the
experience was positive and engaging and supported them to learn the identified
outcomes. Students’ performance in the post test indicates a very high achievement of
the specified learning outcomes which was the purpose for the development of the
MouseGen application.
MouseGen has clear objectives which are to “breed more hairless mice given the user
has access to only one hairless mouse” The user is required to be engaged in a broad
range of different activities in order to achieve these objectives. Some of the user
activities include: designing and discussing a breeding strategy; predicting the outcomes
of a number of mouse crosses, observing the offspring phenotypes in a number of
mouse cross, counting the numbers of mouse pups which are hairless and haired,
converting the numbers of mice of each type into ratios, constructing punnet squares for
specific mouse crosses, watching videos of mice, studying diagrams containing
photographic records of mouse crosses over two generations, tossing coins and scoring
the results in a frequency table, analysing the data in a frequency distribution table,
recording observation and predictions in their work book, answering quizzes in their
work books, reconciling their predictions of the phenotype of pups with the observed
phenotype of pups, labelling diagrams which summarise the results of three generations
involved in a monohybrid cross and a number of other activities related to mouse
breeding.
The use of Microsoft PowerPoint
Microsoft PowerPoint software was used as the authorware for this interactive
multimedia software for a number of reasons. It is the standard software employed on
secondary school networks and has all the functionality required to create and run a
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multimedia program that incorporates all of the media types – text, number, audio,
graphics and digital video. Once a multimedia product has been created it is possible to
save it as a PowerPoint Show which only allows the user to run it but not to make any
changes to it. This feature makes it useful for storage on any school network or on
students’ individual USB’s as it prevents students from making any changes either
intentionally or accidently.
The design of the interactive multimedia software is based on twenty five years of
reflective teaching practice using real mice and real mouse crosses and the past seven
years that I have used PowerPoint to create, modify, and evaluate a technology-based
version of a learning experience that can be used beyond an individual classroom to
classrooms or homes throughout the world. I have obtained feedback from a number of
my peers, from Biology students and from students studying Information Processes and
Technology. I have recorded input from year 10 Science students as they participated in
the Mouse Genetics Incursion where they observed live mice and mouse crosses in their
introduction to the topic of genetics. I have endeavoured to cover the Blueprint for life
outcomes of the senior Biology syllabus in New South Wales in the design of the
MouseGen multimedia learning environment.
Technology-enabled learning allows students to learn in a more comfortable
environment, at their own pace and with the opportunity and support for greater
engagement with the concepts and skills. In a review of technology-enabled learning,
Gao, Choy, Wong and Wu (2009) note a shift from technology being used as instruction
tools to support conventional teaching, to its use as cognitive tools that enhance active,
constructive, authentic and cooperative learning. By using the software program on their
own and at a time and place of their own choice, the students were provided with the
opportunity to develop into autonomous learners, in charge of their own learning to
some extent, which is an indicator of successful learners (Mok, Lung, Cheng, Cheung &
Ng, 2006).
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CHAPTER 5
THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND METHODS

No single sources of information can be trusted to provide a comprehensive perspective.
(Patton, 1990, p. 244)

Introduction
In this study I sought to understand the way that female adolescent Biology students
learn the methodology and knowledge of monohybrid genetics in the interactive
multimedia environment of MouseGen that makes extensive use of coloured
photographs, audio, and video clips of mouse breeding experiments. It also uses
coloured half disks to represent the different alleles of a gene (digital Multiple External
Representations) to support student learning of the abstract concepts of monohybrid
inheritance.

Aims of the research project
The aims of this two-phased, sequential exploratory mixed methods research project
were:


to investigate year 10 students’ understanding of inheritance and their learning
of genetics using live mouse crosses in the context of an incursion type
classroom demonstration



to use the qualitative and quantitative data collected from this investigation to
inform the design and development of a technology-based interactive
multimedia learning environment called MouseGen



to use Microsoft PowerPoint to create an interactive multimedia learning
simulation focusing on mouse genetics (MouseGen)



to implement MouseGen as the intervention for students studying year 12
Biology



to devise and apply a test instrument in the form of a Questionnaire to
determine biology students’ assessment of the usefulness of the MouseGen
intervention in engagement their interest and supporting their learning of
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specific learning outcomes in the Blueprint of Life core module of the New
South Wales Biology syllabus


to devise and apply a test instrument in the form of a Quiz and Workbook to
measure biology students’ learning gains achieved from the MouseGen
intervention



to devise and apply a test instrument in the form of five vertebrate pet genetics
Quizzes and a human eyelash length Quiz to determine whether students were
able to apply problem solving skills developed in MouseGen to other contexts.

The Research Questions
The research questions which arose from the intervention of the MouseGen multimedia
learning experience with year 12 Biology students are outlined below. Answers to these
specific research questions were provided by the application of three test instruments
(The Quiz, Questionnaire and Work book).

The overarching research question is whether a Microsoft PowerPoint resource,
utilizing multiple external representations to product limits and designed according to
constructivist principles, will significantly improve student conceptual development
within an area of science that has been historically challenging for them.

The area chosen for this investigation is Mendelian (or Classical) Genetics and the
researcher-developed ICT resource is called MouseGen.

The main question raises a number of subsidiary questions:

1.

How do female adolescent biology students respond to mice as learning
objects?

2.

Do biology students prefer multimedia or textbooks as learning resources?

3.

Does Constructivist-inspired multimedia improve female adolescent biology
students' understanding of genetics?


Is there a change in their views on inheritance?
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Do they learn the experimental procedures and generalised patterns of
inheritance in monohybrid investigations by using MouseGen and completing
the Work book?



4.

Are they able to use tools like Punnett squares to solve genetic problems?

Is increased genetics understanding associated with transition to more formal
thinking?


Do

they

transition

from

the

concrete

level

of

understanding

(experimental/observational level) to the abstract level of understanding
(hypothesis/explanation level)?


Do coloured half disks (digital Multiple External Representations) assist a
transition between phenotype and genotype levels of understanding?



5.

Are they able to solve problems using standard genetic conventions?

Is ICT mediated understanding of mouse genetics transferrable to new
contexts?


Do they think they are able to apply the knowledge and problem solving skills
they developed to vertebrate pets and humans?



6.

Are they able to solve genetics problems in vertebrate pets and humans?

Do female adolescent biology students think MouseGen is useful in assisting
them to achieve specific outcomes of the New South Wales Higher School
Certificate Biology syllabus?

The Mixed Methods Design
Both qualitative and quantitative data was collected in different ways in the two stages
of the mixed methods research methodology. A mixed methods design involving both
qualitative and quantitative data collection, analysis and interpretation was most
appropriate for this study given the complexity of the learning of genetics where the
learning experience includes the use of computer-based interactive multimedia and
multiple external representations. Fraser and Tobin (1991; 2011), and Creswell and
Plano-Clarke (2011) note that when quantitative methods (e.g., analysis of questionnaire
and test data) and qualitative methods (e.g., analysis of non-numerical data from
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interviews, observations or documents) are combined, more meaningful interpretation
of the data can often be achieved.

Qualitative strand
The qualitative strand of this study involved the collection of oral data from comments,
questions, answers and predictions made by year 10 students in an annual Mouse
Genetics incursion. The second phase involved the collection of written data from a
questionnaire completed by tear 12 Biology students after they had experienced the
intervention of the MouseGen program.

Patton (1990) lists the four types of data collection for research purposes as being the
questionnaire, observations and the collection of documents and artefacts. He notes that
these are often used in interpretive and case study research because:
“.. no single sources of information can be trusted to provide a comprehensive
perspective … By using a combination of observations, interviewing, and
document analysis, the fieldworker is able to use different data sources to
validate and cross checking findings.” (Patton, 1990, p.244)

All four methods of data collection were employed in this research project.
Merriam (1998) listed five characteristics of qualitative research which is “an umbrella
concept covering several forms of inquiry that help us to understand and explain the
meaning of social phenomena with as little disruption of the natural setting as possible”
(p. 5):


to understand the phenomenon of interest from the participant’s perspective but
not the researcher’s



to use the researcher as the primary instrument for data collection and analysis



to do research is to involve fieldwork, i.e., “the researcher must physically go to
the people, setting, site, institution (the field) in order to observe behaviour in
the natural setting”



to employ an inductive research strategy, i.e., “builds abstractions, concepts,
hypotheses, or theories rather than tests existing theory”
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to focus on process, meaning and understanding, and “the product of a
qualitative study is richly descriptive”.

I found that the interpretive research approach (Erickson, 1986; Gallagher, 1991,
Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) to be the most appropriate methodology for the
qualitative strand of the mixed methods this study. I will now outline my reasons for
adopting this approach to the qualitative strand.

Qualitative Research - Interpretive methodology
Interpretive research is a methodology which is concerned with understanding human
behaviour from the participant’s own frame of reference. Interpretive research attempts
to interpret and understand the meaning-perspectives of the participants, i.e. teachers
and students in the classroom, in the search for patterns of meanings-in-action and for
building up new theories (Patton, 1990). In this study, qualitative data (student
questions, comments, answers, predictions, explanations and other verbal data) and
some quantitative data (survey answers and quizzes) were analysed and interpreted
using the interpretive research methods.

Carr and Kemmis (2003) summarised a range of educational research approaches into
three basic philosophies: positivist, interpretive, and critical. Interpretive researchers
consider education as a process and school as a lived experience. The knowledge gained
from the research involves the understanding of this experience with multiple realities
constructed socially by individuals. According to Erickson (1986), interpretive research
encompasses

approaches

that

include

ethnographic,

qualitative,

participant

observational, case study, phenomenological, symbolic interactionist, and constructivist
research.

Interpretive research has not traditionally been an accepted methodology in science
education but over the past 20 years it has increased in popularity, prestige and
respectability. It has also helped science educators to better understand schooling in
science as well as the limitations of traditional research methods. Gallagher’s (1991)
NARST Monograph "Interpretive Research in Science Education" has made this
methodology increasingly popular amongst researchers in science education. White’s
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1997 analysis of the major changes in the trends in research in science education over
the three decades from the 1970s to the 1990s has shown that more published journal
articles had been about lengthy observations and descriptions of classroom than those
about brief, well-designed and controlled laboratory style experiments. There were also
more studies which utilised interviews as data sources than those which relied on
inferential statistics.
This research aims at exploring students’ conceptual change when the learning
experience involves the intervention of an interactive multimedia breeding simulation
for the purposes of teaching and learning of Mendelian genetics. The collection of
qualitative data adopted an interpretive research approach (Erickson, 1986; Gallagher,
1991) with a case-based design (Merriam, 1988; Yin, 1994).

Whereas the overarching theoretical framework for interpreting student learning is the
conceptual change model (Tyson, Venville, Harrison & Treagust, 1997), the case-based
interpretive methodology also included a number of other perspectives, particularly the
computational perspectives (Thagard, 1988), and multilevel thinking from the cognitive
science (Johnstone, 1991).
As Merriam (1998) explains, “[a] qualitative design is emergent: One does not know
whom to interview, what to ask, or where to look next without analysing data as they
are collected…” (p. 123). Similarly, Stake (1995) argued that case study work needs to
be progressively focused, that is, “the organising concepts change somewhat as the
study moves along” (p. 133). As such, the initial research questions had undergone
considerable refinements and reformulations as the research moved on from the trial
study through the following case study.

Quantitative strand
The quantitative strand of the study involved the use of a quasi-experimental approach
and a non-equivalent control group design that included a manipulated independent
variable in the form of the MouseGen intervention. A control group (HSC Biology
2009) and a treatment/ experimental group (HSC Biology 2012) were created. This
study lacked the control of random assignment of participants to the control and
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treatment groups. Participants were not randomly assigned to groups but were assigned
to the experimental or treatment group on the basis of the year they were enrolled in the
Higher School Certificate Biology course. However, the control group and the
experimental groups were created on the basis of their equivalence on the School
Certificate Science Examination and on the basis that they were taught by the same two
teachers using the same textbook resource, teaching program and biology syllabus.
These variables were controlled to improve the validity of the hypothesis.

Target population
Biology Students
2002-2012

Pre-test

Intervention
MouseGen

Post test

Classroom
Instruction

Post test

Selection of
Treatment
Group (2012)
Control Group
(2009)

Pre-test

The pre-test and post-test application of the test instrument was also applied to both
groups but at different stages in the study. The treatment group of participants was
measured on the dependent variable (learning gains) before and after the manipulation
of the independent variable (MouseGen program). Students in the treatment group were
required to take the MouseGen Quiz as a pre-test, permitted to use the MouseGen
program and complete the Workbook (the treatment) and then were required to take the
same MouseGen Quiz as a post-test. The pre-test and post-test design was augmented
by the addition of a non-equivalent control group. Students in the control group were
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required to take the pre-test, taught the course by their classroom teachers, required to
take the pre-test again and then permitted to use the MouseGen program and Workbook.
Both groups were invited to complete the Questionnaire after they had completed the
MouseGen program. The diagram below is a summary of the quasi-experiment with a
non-equivalent control group design.

While the research was ongoing, I continuously revisited the literature, and had
conversations with my teaching colleagues and University Supervisors. Feedback from
critical others and my own reflections continued to shape my thinking about the
research questions and data collection methods used to seek answers to these questions.
Some classroom realities turned out to be different from what I had expected before the
research commenced. In Chapter 7 I will discuss the synopsis of the findings by
revisiting the initial research questions and some case-specific research questions to
draw conclusions to the study as a whole.

The hypothesis
The qualitative and quantitative data that was collected from the year 10 Mouse
Genetics Incursion was developed into an intervention in the form of a technologybased interactive multimedia learning environment called MouseGen designed for year
12 Biology students. The hypothesis that was formulated was: “The intervention of the
MouseGen interactive multimedia learning environment improves Biology student
engagement with monohybrid genetics and produces significant gains in their learning
of the concepts and skills of monohybrid genetics as outlined by the New South Wales
Biology syllabus”.

Test instruments
Three test instruments were developed to test this hypothesis. The first was a
Questionnaire which all students studying HSC Biology from 2002 to 2012 were
requested to complete after the MouseGen intervention.

The second test instrument was a Quiz that was applied to the control group before and
after they had received instruction on the Blueprint of Life module and before they had
taken part in the MouseGen intervention. The Quiz was also applied to the experimental
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group prior to their receiving classroom instruction on the Blueprint of Life module as a
pretest before they had received the MouseGen intervention and as a posttest after they
had participated in the MouseGen intervention.

The purpose of the Quiz test instrument was to determine whether there was a
significant improvement in the experimental group's pretest and posttest scores and to
determine if there was a significant difference between the control and experimental
group's posttest scores (HSC Biology students of 2009) and the experimental group test
performance (HSC Biology students of 2012). The Vertebrate Pet Genetic Quizzes and
Human Eye Lash Length Quizzes were also applied to the experimental group after the
MouseGen intervention and after the MouseGen posttest Quiz to assess whether these
students were able to apply the knowledge and problem solving skills they had
developed in mouse genetics to the genetics of others vertebrates and humans.

The third test instrument was specific sections of the MouseGen Workbook. This was
applied to all HSC Biology students that used the MouseGen program between 2002
and 2012 and submitted for correction and analysis.

The Quizzes contain 30 questions and was developed as a test instrument to measure
students’ mastery of the concepts and problem solving skills of monohybrid genetics
and only yielded quantitative data. Specific sections of the MouseGen Workbook were
used to for the purposes of data collection and analysis. The Workbook is included in
Appendix 8 MouseGen Questionnaire, Quiz, Workbook and Vertebrate Pet Genetics
Quizzes. These sections were used to provide answers to specific research questions.
The sections of the Workbook are identified by the slide number to which they relate.
The sections of the workbook which were collated and analysed are described below.
These include slides containing quizzes (slide 33 and 53); a slide that contains students’
predictions of offspring phenotype in a cross between a pure breeding haired and a pure
breeding hairless mouse (slide 23); slides with students’ suggestions of a breeding
strategy to produce more hairless mice, the offspring data from their recommended
cross in table format (slides 34, 35, 40, 45, 50); slides which require students to convert
offspring data into ratios (slide 39, 44, 49) a slide which require students to label the
three generations in a monohybrid experiment (slide 51); slides which require students
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to observe crosses between pure breeding mice and to determine which trait is dominant
(slides 77 to slide 90); slides which require students to examine a photograph of both
parents and their respective offspring and to formulate an explanation for the results
(slides 92 to slide 95); a slide which records the results of a coin tossing probability
experiment (slide 75); and a slide containing photographs which require an explanation
as to why identical haired and hairless crosses yield two different results (in one cross
the pups are all haired and in the other cross there are equal numbers of haired and
hairless pups) (slide 71).

The Questionnaire contains 23 questions and was developed as a test instrument to
assess students’ perceptions of the usefulness of the MouseGen program in supporting
their learning of monohybrid inheritance as outlined by the outcomes of the Blueprint of
Life module of the syllabus. The questionnaire yielded both qualitative and quantitative
data and contained both closed and open questions so that both data types could be
collected.

During the second phase of the mixed methods study the Questionnaire and the
Workbook were applied to all students studying Biology from 2002 to 2012 and the
Quiz was applied as a pre-test and a posttest to both the control group (2009) and the
experimental group (2012). The data generated from the Questionnaire, the Quiz and
specific sections of the Workbook was collected, collated and analysed using a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
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Diagram summarising the timing of the research methods

Year 10 Mouse Genetics Incursion
New South Wales School Certificate Examination on same syllabus

MouseGen Program and Workbook Used by Year 12 Biology Classes &
Questionnaire completed
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2012

Experimental Group: Pre-test, used MouseGen Program and Workbook
Post test , Vertebrate Genetics Quiz, 10 weeks classroom instruction
2111

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

Control Group :Pretest 10 weeks classroom instruction, Post test
used MouseGen Program and Workbook, completred Questionnaire

New South Wales Higher School Certificate Examinations (Biology) on same
syllabus

Participants
Two groups of participants were involved in different activities within the research
project. The participant groups were the year 10 Science students and year 12 Biology
students that attended a singled sex girls’ catholic secondary college.

The participants in the intervention stage - Stage 2 were year 12 Biology students
studying the Blueprint of Life core module of the New South Wales High School
Certificate Biology from year 2002 to 2012.

Two subgroups were formed from the biology classes from between 2002 and 2012.
The biology classes of 2009 were designated as the control group and the biology
classes of 2012 were designated as the experimental group for the purpose of varying
the timing of the MouseGen intervention in relation to ten weeks of classroom
instruction on the Blueprint of Life topic and the scheduling of the Quiz test instrument.

The control group (HSC Biology 2009) took the MouseGen quiz as a pretest prior to ten
weeks of instruction on the Blueprint of Life module and again as a posttest after
receiving the ten weeks of instruction. They were then permitted to use the MouseGen
program, to complete the workbook and to complete the questionnaire. The
experimental group (HSC Biology 2012) took the pre-test, used MouseGen and
completed the workbook (the treatment) took the MouseGen quiz as a posttest and were
then invited to complete the Questionnaire. They then received ten weeks of classroom
instruction on the Blueprint of Life module.

Both the control group and the experimental group received ten weeks of classroom
instruction on the Blueprint of Life topic from the same two Biology teachers. These
two cohorts were chosen on the basis that was no significant difference between their
means on the School Certificate Science examination results. In addition they were
taught from the same Biology teaching program developed from the same Board of
Studies syllabus document by the same teachers using the same textbook resource and
hand out worksheets.
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The data collected from these participants was exclusively written data. The college has
two Biology classes in the senior years of year 11 and 12 with a class size ranging
between 17 to 23 students. A test instrument in the form of Quiz was applied twice to
both the control group (HSC Biology 2009) and the experimental group (HSC Biology
2012) but at different times relative to the intervention of the MouseGen and 10 weeks
of classroom instruction on the Blueprint of Life module. Two hundred and ninety
seven students studied biology between 2002 and 2012 and one hundred and sixty seven
submitted a questionnaire for analysis.
The participants in the exploratory stage of the research project – Stage 1 were the year
10 Science students from 2002 to 2012 who participated in a single 50 minute lessons
called a Mouse Genetic incursion conducted by myself. The incursion involves the
students’ taking part in a discussion type observation of live mice and mouse crosses in
which they are encouraged to ask and answer questions and to share their comments,
observations, and reflections. The data that was collected from these participants was
verbal data in the form of questions, comments, observations, reflections, answers,
predictions and reactions. Student numbers in year 10 fluctuate between 130 and 160.
The first phase of the research project – the exploratory phase
The aim of the first phase of the study was to explore female year 10 students’
understanding of heredity by observing their ideas on simple mouse crosses with the
view to developing an interactive multimedia environment for use in the senior Biology
course of the Higher School Certificate. This phase was a learning experience for me as
I grappled with the best approach to scaffold students’ learning of the experimental
methodologies and fundamental concepts and skills of monohybrid mouse genetics. I
was attempting to answer the question ‘What is the most effective strategy to use in
teaching monohybrid genetics in a group situation using live animals'. Every year I
would fine tune my approach on the basis of what I had learnt from students’ input in
the previous years. I finally developed a sequence of student experiences which I
gauged to be effective on the basis of how most students responded to the experience
and how they were able to transfer the ideas they had learnt from one example of a
mouse monohybrid cross to another example of a mouse monohybrid cross. I then used
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this teaching sequence when I developed the eight modules of MouseGen multimedia
learning environment.

In the first phase of the study mainly qualitative data was collected from female year 10
students at the College. This took place annually over a period of 10 years from 2002 to
2012. The only quantitative data that was collection from these students was their
predictions of the offspring phenotype in a cross breeding experiment between mice
from two pure breeding strains. I wrote down students' questions, comments,
predictions and answers.

The Science department at the College over the past 20 years has scheduled a Mouse
Genetics Incursion for year 10 science classes in which I act as the presenter for one
lesson and rotate to all of the six science classes. Students have not studied the topic of
genetics prior to the incursion as the purpose of the incursion is to introduce them to the
topic by providing them with an experience which involves living animals that takes an
experimental approach. Each science class is allocated a 50 minute lesson for the
incursion and there is an average of about 25 students per class. I began to collect data
for the first phase of the research project from this incursion in 2002 and continued the
collection of data until 2012. The number of students who have taken part in the formal
collection of data in the ten year period is 1403.

I transport the 20 laboratory mouse cages from my home to school and place them on
the benches around the walls of the lab where the incursion is to take place. I only allow
students to look into cages at the appropriate times during the presentation. The cages
contain a range of pure breeding mutants and a number of monohybrid crosses through
to the F2 generation. The aim is to enable students to see a range of mouse mutants and
to observe a number of monohybrid crosses involving these mutants through three
generations of breeding.

I begin by showing the class a range of different mouse mutants and provide them with
background information on the mutations and answer any questions about the history
and the effect the mutations have on mice carrying them. I take mutant mice out of their
cage and hold them in my hand to allow students to look closely at them. I then ask
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students to speculate on the trait that the offspring would display in a cross between the
mutant and a mouse showing the alternate trait. I do not allow students to look at the
pups produced in the cross until they have made a prediction of the trait shown by the
pups and provided a reason for their predictions. This teaching strategy applies the POE
(predict, observe and explain) strategy that has been found to facilitate student
conceptual change. I ask students to talk through their explanations particularly if their
predictions are not in agreement with their observation of offspring characteristics.

I then show students the results of the first and second cross required in a classical
Mendelian cross breeding experiment. I have a range of crosses set up to reinforce the
notion that the patterns of inheritance are the same for monohybrid inheritance
involving different mutations. I then show students an unfamiliar mutation and a cross
between this mutant and mice that show the alternate trait. I question the class in order
to establish whether most students have changed their thinking on the mode of
inheritance and whether they are able to apply the generalisations they have learnt from
seeing a number of crosses to a novel mutation. I finally provide students with a
gene/allele explanation for the results of one of the cross breeding experiments that they
have seen and support them to compete a diagram which summarises this hypothesis
(Appendix 5). Completion of this type of diagram requires students to understand
concepts like there is a dominant and a recessive allele (factor) for every pair of
alternate traits; that body cells carry two alleles for every trait but individuals only pass
on one allele to every sex cells that they generate; that meiosis reduce the number of
alleles from two to one and fertilization restore the allele number to two.

The protocol I developed for the incursion is as follows:


introduce the wild type and mutations



allow students to look at a range of mutants



introduce the concept of pure breeding and show students some examples



introduce the language of characteristics and traits using pairs of mice to
demonstrate pairs of alternate traits



encourage students to make predictions of offspring traits in a hairless haired
cross



allow students to observe the F1 generation
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ask selected students to reconcile prediction with observation



explain how the F2 generation is produced



encourage students to make a prediction of the phenotypes of the F2 generation



allow students to observe a number of monohybrid mouse crosses



assist students with an explanation for their observations by helping them to
complete a the worksheet which records a monohybrid cross breeding
experiment (e.g. haired-hairless) over three generations (Appendix 5).

My observations of the difficulties that year 10 students have with the concepts of
monohybrid genetics is well documented by the research literature that reports that the
learning of genetics is problematic for students because of the complexity of the
language and concepts and the different levels in which genetics operates. For example,
phenotype is observable whereas genotype is derived and abstract. Knippels (2002)
observes that the different biological levels at which inheritance can be understood is a
major obstacle to student understanding,

I record the observations, comments, reflections, predictions, questions, and answers of
the year 10 Science students as they are posed during the incursion in my teacher’s
diary and then centralized them in a word document which I stored on the school
network in my genetics research folder. I only recorded student input if it has not been
mentioned previously. I later categorized the input from these participants in a number
of categories. These categories were:


Using live mice as a positive learning experience.



Clarification of terminology (mutants, genes, alleles, symbols, genotype and
phenotype, traits, characters).



Questions on details of individual mutations (when, where, why)



Questions on experimental methodologies and generational details involved in
monohybrid investigations



Questions on animal husbandry of mice and their management in laboratory
cages



General interest questions relating to myself as owner and exhibiter.



Questions on mouse biology in general and mouse reproductive biology.
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Questions on the gene hypothesis to explain monohybrid inheritance.



Questions motivated by curiosity.



Questions relating mouse genetics to human genetics.



Questions on outcome of a cross breeding experiment nominated by student.

.
The genetics topic is studied as additional content at the College as the topic of classical
genetics was removed from the core topics of the New South Wales Science syllabus in
2003. The syllabus states that additional content is not prerequisite knowledge in stage 4
and/or stage 5 but may be used to broaden and deepen students’ knowledge,
understanding and skills.
In the Watson- Crick model of DNA content the additional outcome is “Students learn
to describe evidence to support the theory that genetic information is passed on from
generation to generation” and in the Cell theory content the additional outcome is
“Students learn to describe cell processes that transfer genetic information from
generation to generation during cell reproduction”.

The second phase of the research project - MouseGen intervention and test
instrument application
The MouseGen interactive multimedia program was developed over a ten year period in
response to the data that had been collected from the exploratory phase of the research
project and guided by the research literature. This includes the literature on secondary
school students’ ideas on inheritance and the difficulties they have learning the language
and concepts of genetics and the literature on multimedia design and development.

The second phase of the study had four general aims. The first aim was to explore
female students’ perceptions of the usefulness of the MouseGen intervention in
engaging their interest and supporting their learning of nominated syllabus outcomes in
the Blueprint of Life core module of the New South Wales Higher School Certificate
Biology course which includes Mendelian genetics. The second aim was to measure
how effective students’ learning of the concepts and problem solving skills of
monohybrid genetics by creating a control group and an experimental group and
comparing their performance on the Quiz test instrument to determine whether the
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intervention of MouseGen has produced significant learning gains in the experimental
group. A third aim was to compare the experimental group’s performance before the
intervention with their performance after the intervention by comparing their pretest
performance with their posttest performance on the Quiz test instrument. A fourth aim
was to determine whether students preferred to learning genetics from an interactive
multimedia program or from a text book or from both resources.

A mixed methods approach was taken to this study which involved the collection,
analysis and interpretation of both qualitative and quantitative data to better understand
Biology students’ engagement with the MouseGen multimedia learning environment,
their perceptions of its value in supporting their learning of monohybrid genetics, and
whether their use of the MouseGen program lead to measurable learning gains in their
knowledge and skills in monohybrid genetics. Both qualitative and quantitative research
methodologies were used in this interpretative study to examine the learning
experiences in year 12 Biology classes over a seven year period.

Therefore qualitative and quantitative data sources were collected, organised and
analysed in this study employing a mixed method paradigm (Erickson, 1985; Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Data mixing occurred during the collection, analysis and interpretation of
the Questionnaire and Work book components of the study and during the analysis of
students' test performance on the MouseGen and Vertebrate Pet Genetics Quizzes.

Data collection
Year 10 Science students (2002-2012)
Qualitative data was collected from the year 10 Science students during their one lesson
incursion in which they observed mouse mutants and crosses between these mutants and
wild type over three generations. This qualitative data took the form of student
comments, reflections, questions, answers and observations. These data was collected in
a number of social groups within the class which included the whole group context
during the formal presentation, in smaller groups as students milled around the cages
and in individual conversations I had with students. I only recorded student input if it
had not been mentioned previously by another student. A representative sample of
student input is recorded in the results chapter of this thesis. The purpose for collecting
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this data was to establish what students think about mouse heredity and what
implications that might have for the design of the MouseGen program

Quantitative data was also collected from this group. Students were asked to predict the
offspring phenotype in a cross between pure breeding haired and pure breeding hairless
mice. The class was asked to formulate some options for offspring phenotype that were
then written on the white board as they were nominated. The class was asked to vote for
one of the nominated options by raising their hands. I recorded the number of students
that voted for each option in my teachers’ work book. When I had finished repeating the
incursion for the six year 10 Science classes I categorized the options from each group
into either the blending or the particulate model of inheritance. I combined the results of
student predictions from the year 10 cohorts of 2002 to 2012 and converted this data
into percentages.

Year 12 Biology students (2002-2012)
There is a continuity of student experience between 2009 and 2012. The Biology classes
of 2009 and 2012 were taught by the same two teachers who used the same syllabus,
teaching program and text book. The students sat the same public examination prior to
being involved in this research project. There was no significant difference in the means
of both cohorts in the New South Wales School Certificate Science examinations (see
p.127-128 of this thesis).

Experimental group
The two year 12 Biology classes of 2012 (n=29) were designated as an experimental
group as they had taken part in the MouseGen intervention before they had received
instruction on the core topic of the Blueprint of Life. The experimental group was
invited to do the pre-test Quiz before using the MouseGen program and the same Quiz
as a post-test after they had spent three lessons using the MouseGen program. They
were asked to complete and submit their Work book for correction. I collated, organised
and analysed participants’ written responses to specific sections of the Work book. The
experimental group was asked to complete and submit the Questionnaire anonymously
when they had finished using MouseGen for correction and analysis.. The experimental
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groups Biology teachers were the same two teachers who taught the control group in
2009.

Control group
The two year 12 Biology classes of 2009 (n=31) were designated as a control group as
they had not taken part in MouseGen intervention until after they had been taught the
Blueprint of Life module by their Biology teachers. These two classes were asked to
take the same Quiz as the experimental group before classroom instruction on the
Blueprint for Life module as a pre-test and after instruction as a post-test. These
students were given three lessons in a computer room to explore the MouseGen
program and complete the work book. The control group was asked to complete and
submit the Questionnaire anonymously when they had finished using MouseGen
Methods used with the Control group – 12 Biology 2009
The year 12 Biology cohort of 2009 were invited to complete the Quiz at the end of a 10
week term of instruction in the Blueprint of Life Module from the HSC Biology text
book "Biology in Focus HSC Course" (Chidrawi, Robson, & Hollis, 2009)
supplemented with teacher produced handout resources. This Quiz was undertaken as a
pen and paper test that was supervised by their Biology teachers in a single 50 minute
lesson. They were permitted to take the whole lesson or to submit their scripts when
they felt that they had answered all the questions that they could. They were informed
that the Quiz was part of a research project and that they would find it helpful in their
revision of the module for their Higher School Certificate Biology examination as it
would identify areas of weakness in their learning. They were also informed that it
would be returned to them after it had been corrected to provide them with feedback on
their performance. They were assured that the scores they obtained would not be used in
their school based ranking for the Higher School Certificate. They were instructed to
use their HSC student numbers to allow the return of their scripts and to preserve their
anonymity. Students’ anonymity was protected as I did not have access to their HSC
student numbers as I did not teach Biology in 2009 and was not privy to this
information. The biology teachers passed the Quizzes onto the Science co-ordinator
who then passed them on to me for correction and analysis. They were then returned to
the teachers via the Science co-ordinator for redistribution to the students.
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The control group students were booked into a computer room for three lessons and
allowed to use MouseGen like the other Biology cohorts from 2002 to 2012 after they
had completed the Quiz. They were also encouraged to copy the program onto a USB
and use it at home if they wished to. They were reminded to bring two coins with them
for the practical component of the program were issued with a hard copy of the work
book that was also available on the school network in digital form. Their teachers
encouraged them to complete all the activities in the Workbook and asked them to
return their Work book for correction to their teachers who in turn passed them on to
me. Students were asked to put their HSC student number on the Workbook so that they
could be returned to the right student. I corrected the work books, analysed selective
sections and returned them to their teachers for redistribution to the students.

Students in the control group were issued with the Questionnaire after they had spent
three lessons on the MouseGen program. They were also encouraged to submit them to
their teachers without their HSC student numbers as it served no purpose returning them
to the students. I collected these Questionnaires from the classroom teachers, collated
and analysed the comments and rankings which I then added to the data collected from
the Biology classes from 2002 to 2012. The Questionnaires were subsequently
shredded.
Method used with the Experimental group – 12 Biology 2012.
The experimental group was asked to do the Quiz before they were taught the Blueprint
of Life topic or used the MouseGen program. This Quiz was issued to them and
supervised by their classroom teachers in the first lesson of studying the module. They
were permitted to take the whole lesson or to submit their scripts when they felt that
they had answered all the questions that they could. They were told that the purpose of
the Quiz was to find out what they understood about genetics before they began the
module and that it was part of a research project. They were told not to be anxious about
their current knowledge and were assured that the scores would not be included in their
school based HSC ranking, that Quiz scores were not being recorded and that they
would be repeating the Quiz after they had used the MouseGen software so that they
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could compare their pretest and posttest scores. They were asked to write their HSC
student number on the Quiz so that it could be returned to them after correction.

The experimental group of students was booked into a computer rooms for three fifty
minutes lessons to allow them to work through the eight modules of the MouseGen
program. They were issued with the Work book prior to using MouseGen and reminded
to bring two coins with them for the practical component of the program. They were
encourage to complete all activities in MouseGen and to complete their responses to the
questions in their Work book including the quizzes at the end of some of the modules,
to use the head phones if they wished to use the audio build into the program, and to
work in a group or individually if they wished to. They were asked to write their HSC
student numbers on their Workbook so that it could be returned to them after correction
for feedback.

When they had completed all of the eight modules they were asked to hand in their
Workbook and complete the Questionnaire. They were asked to write their HSC student
numbers on the Workbook so that it could be returned to them to provide feedback on
their performance in the Quiz sections. They were asked not to write their HSC student
numbers on the Questionnaire as the Questionnaire was not being returned to them as it
served no purpose doing so. Data from each of the Questionnaire questions and target
questions in the Workbook was collated and entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
to allow for analysis and to allow the generation of appropriate graphs for each category
of question. I noted when I was collating the data is that many of the respondents were
selective in the questions they choose to answer – particularly as many of the questions
allowed them to write an extended response to the yes/no type of questions. To
overcome the selective answering of questions by respondents I converted the raw data
into percentages.

The questionnaire the students were asked to complete is in Appendix (9): Test
Instruments Questionnaire Quizzes Workbook. The design of the Questionnaire and the
design of the Test Instruments are also discussed in this appendix.
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The Questionnaire and Work book were available in digital form on the school network
to allow students to complete it online and either print it out or email it to their Biology
teacher who would then forward it to me. The year 12 Biology classes in 2012 were also
asked to complete the MouseGen Quiz as a pretest and a posttest to provide quantitative
data to determine whether the intervention of MouseGen had any significant effect on
their scores. They were also asked to complete the Vertebrate Genetics Quizzes and the
Human Eye Lash Length Quiz following the same procedures as the MouseGen Quiz.

Similarities and differences between the control and experimental groups
The table below outlines the similarities and differences between the control group and
the experimental groups.
Experimental group
Control group
Spent three lessons at school exploring
Spent 10 weeks studying the topic of
MouseGen and completing the activities in genetics from the text book.
the workbook. Students were free to copy Did not do any genetics experiments.
the program on a USB and to run it on
Watched the video “Mendel and the Pea”
their own computers at home.
Read, teacher explanation and class
Eight modules to explore:
discussion. Students wrote their own notes
on the following sections of the textbook.
 introducing mice
 Gregor Mendel and the birth of
 the experiment
Genetics
 the explanation
 Mendel’s experiments.
 other mouse crosses
 Mendel’s experimental techniques
 useful terms
and important deductions
 probability experiment

Summary of Mendel’s
 test cross
experimental techniques diagram
 problem solving exercises

Linking Mendel’s findings to
Modules were number to scaffold
modern genetics
progression.
 Diagram showing Mendel’s
Students were expected to answer all
hypothesis
questions in the Workbook and to do
 Punnett squares
probability experiment. Workbook was
collected, corrected and returned to
 Mendel ignored
students.
 Modern genetics – Alleles and
Students had to collect data from all
genes
crosses and to record this data in a table in
 Genotype; homozygous and
workbook. They had to analyse data by
heterozygous
converting it to ratios.
 Phenotype as determined by
Students were asked to predict the
dominant and recessive alleles
outcome of a haired-hairless cross, to
Solve problems involving monohybrid
observe results, to score the results and to
crosses using Punnett squares
analyse these results.
 Genetics notation
Students were asked to rationalise
 Table listing dominant and
prediction with experimental results.
recessive traits in humans, guinea
Students did not write any notes.
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Students were given the option of working
in groups or individually during the three
lessons.

pigs, cats and horses.

The control group and experimental group were all the students that had elected to study
Biology as an elective for the HSC examination. Their choice of Biology as a subject is
partly dependant on the subject lines that the school creates for the purposes of
timetabling. Biology is only offered on two lines which may restrict some students from
studying the elective. However, the creation of lines is a fluid process in an attempt to
accommodate all students’ first preferences. The lines are modified after the first round
of offers and students are required to resubmit their choices. The school advises
students to select electives that they are “good at” and “enjoy studying”. This advice is
communicated to parents and students on information evenings. They are discouraged
from playing the “scaling game” and selecting subjects which are scaled well in the
HSC examination. Teachers are not permitted to canvass students in year 10 to study
their subject in years 11 and 12. There are no prerequisites to study Biology even
though students sit the School Certificate science examination at the end of year 10.
These school based procedures would provide a degree of randomisation to the
allocation of students to the Biology classes. It is student choice that determines that
they will study Biology and Biology classes always contain students with a range of
abilities. These procedures assist to reduce selection bias and produce relatively
comparable control and experimental groups that do not differ in any systematic way.
These policies and procedures contribute to the provision of an unbiased evaluation of
the intervention of MouseGen by avoiding compounding from other factors like student
ability.
A statistical analysis of the performance of the control and experimental groups in the
School Certificate Science examination has shown that there was no significant
difference in their scores on the public examination. A statistical analysis of their scores
on the MouseGen pre-test has also shown that there was no significant difference
between the two groups and that both groups had limited knowledge of genetics.
Students would not have been aware of the existence of the other group or in fact which
group they had been assigned to.
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Data mixing
Data mixing took place during the collection, analysis and interpretation of the
Questionnaire component of the study for the purposes of providing both breadth and
corroboration in understanding students’ perceptions of the usefulness of MouseGen in
engaging and sustaining their interest and in supporting their learning of the concepts
and problem solving skills of monohybrid genetics. The two forms of data were
integrated by merging them concurrently during collection, analysis and interpretation
of the questionnaire component and sequentially during comparisons between student
perceptions of the usefulness of MouseGen and their test performance on the MouseGen
quiz.

In this study both qualitative and quantitative data are given equal priority in the
analysis of students’ assessment of the usefulness of MouseGen in supporting their
learning through the Questionnaire but quantitative data is given the priority in the
analysis and interpretation of Quiz and the Workbook.

The year 12 Biology classes from 2002 to 2012 had completed the necessary Human
Ethics documentation which allows the collection of anonymous data from the
Questionnaire, the Quizzes and sections of the Workbooks.

Accessing the MouseGen program.
MouseGen is installed on the school network and accessible to all students in a folder
called TWFS (teachers work for students) that allows them to run the program but not to
change or delete it. The program is in a folder called MouseGen which contains the
original Microsoft Power Point program that was used to develop the interactive
multimedia product and the video, graphic and audio files that have been inserted into
the Power Point. The MouseGen power point has been saved as the MouseGen Power
Point Show that allows a single click by the user to run the file. Students that log onto
the school network are able to access the program at their convenience. Students were
encouraged to copy the program onto their USB and use it at home if they wished to.
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Student instructions
The following are the instructions provided to Biology students accessing the
MouseGen program on the school network. These were issued on paper.

Please complete the quiz before you begin using the MouseGen program and
hand it in to your Biology teacher. Use your HSC student number as we do not
want to identify your personally but want to compare your scores before and
after you have used the program. Please ensure you bring your workbook and
two coins when you start to use MouseGen as your ideas and answers are
important. We ask you to hand in your Workbook to your Biology teacher after
you have completed all the modules in MouseGen and to try the same Quiz
again.

Running MouseGen program
Click on My Computer, Select O drive, Select SJC, Select TWFS, Select the
MouseGen Folder and select mousegenv12Sept.pps. You may copy the whole
folder to your USB and run the program at home or on any other work station on
the school network.

In total 282 students have used the MouseGen program and 127 have completed and
submitted a questionnaire.

Analysis of test scores
School data was available for School Certificate Science examinations which are an
annual state wide examination in New South Wales for both the control group and
experimental group. A statistical analysis of the scores of the control and experimental
groups in the School Certificate Science examination was carried out to establish
whether there were any significance differences between the

two cohorts in this

performance on the science examination.

An ANOVA was performed on the School Certificate scores only on the students that
had studied Biology in year 12.
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School certificate scores for the control group (HSC 2010) and experimental group
(HSC 2012)
The mean score in the School Certificate examination for the control group was 79.16
for an examination scored out of 100 and the standard deviation was 6.22 (SD=6.22) .
The mean score in the School Certificate examination for the experimental group was
79.86 for an examination scored out of 100 and the standard deviation was 7.18
(SD=7.18).
Table 1: Means and standard deviations of control and experimental School Certificate
scores

School Certificate Examination Scores
Mean

SD

Control group HSC 2010 (n=31)

79.16

(6.22)

Experimental group HSC 2012 (n=29)

79.86

(7.18)

A one way ANOVA showed that there are no significant differences between the
performance of the control and experimental groups on their School Certificate
examination scores in Science. (F(1,58)=0.156, p=0.69)
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CHAPTER 6
THE RESULTS
Understanding of a concept is not a dichotomous state, but a continuum. Everyone
understands to some degree anything they know something about. It also follows that
understanding is never complete; for we can always add more knowledge, another
episode, say, or refine an image, or see links between things we know.
(White & Gunstone, 1992, p.6)

Results of stage one – the exploratory stage
Year 10 Science classes incursion (from 1990 – 2012)
I have listed a representative sample of students’ comments, questions, reflections,
observations, answers and predictions made when they participated in the Mouse
Genetics class incursions. This collection of data did not involve the MouseGen but was
a precursor to the development of MouseGen and involved a first-hand inductional
approach to the study of Genetics in high school.

Every year I conducted the incursion for each class in the year 10 cohort I recorded
students’ input in my teachers’ day book and collated the input annually into a word
document which I updated regularly. Some students were curious as to why I was
formally recording their input and asked whether I was performing a test on them but
were satisfied when I explained that the purpose of recording their questions, answers
and comments was to improve my presentation for next year and to do some long term
study for myself.

I have been able to classify student input into a number of categories that I have listed
below. A sample of student quotes representing the different categories of input are
included in each category.


Using live mice as a positive learning experience.
This beats learning stuff out of a book.
Why can’t all our Science lessons be like this?
Best science experiment I have ever done. What can’t they all be like this?
I have learnt so much by looking at the mice.
It’s a real experiment- except we are using mice.
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We would learn more if we could do the breeding at school.
This is a better way to learn about sciences. I’m sick of reading the book and
answering questions.
Couldn’t all of our science lessons be doing practical things like experiments?
Thanks for bringing the mice in to school for us to have a look at. It’s really
interesting.
This is a cool lesson. Can’t they all be like this?
I have learnt so much by looking and asking questions.
This is real science. I did not know what was going to happen at the beginning of the
experiment.
I really like genetics. Will we do genetics if I do Biology next year?
Can you be our science teacher? You like doing experiments.


Clarification of terminology (mutants, genes, alleles, symbols, genotype and
phenotype, traits, characters).
Why is that mouse hairless? Was it born that way?
Is pure bred the same as pure breeding?
I don’t understand this character and traits thing. What’s the difference?
What’s an allele and what’s a gene? How can I tell the difference?
I find it hard to work out what genes a mouse is carrying.
We’ve never done anything like this in Science before.
It’s taking me a while to understand the explanation.
I can see the trait bit I am not so sure about the genes.



Questions on details of individual mutations (when, where, why)
Where did the hairless mouse come from in the beginning?
Do hairless mice get cold in the winter?
How do you keep hairless mice warm?
Did you cut the tails off the tailless mice?
Don’t the hairless mice get cold? Do you have to give them some heating?
How do you get the hairless gene?
What makes them hairless?
Is being hairless got to do with diet?
The hairless mice’s ears look big.
Do hairless mice eat more than the others?
Are the hairless mice born that way? I thought all baby mice were hairless.
Do mice get hairless as they get old?
What do mice need their tails for any way?
Are they hairless because the other mice ate their hair?
The hairless mouse looks skinner than the others.
Why are there so many different kinds of mice?
I had no idea there were so many breeds of mice?
When did they get the first hairless mouse?
How did hairless mice get to Australia?
Do they use hairless mice in laboratories for research?
Do the hairless mice survive as well as the haired mice? I thoughts mutants weren’t as
strong as the normal.
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Questions on experimental methodologies and generational details involved in
monohybrid investigations.
What do you mean by pure breeding?
How do you know if a mouse is pure breeding for something like not having a
tail?
How do we know the hairless mice are pure breeding?
What’s the point of breeding mice with different types of traits? Shouldn’t you just
breed the same with the same?
Would I get the same thing if I tried the experiment at home with a haired and a
hairless mouse?
I don’t have any idea. Can I guess what the babies will be?
How many generations did you say there are in this experiment?
How do you get pure breeding mice?
How can you make mice pure breeding?
Why do you have to use pure breeding mice in the experiment?
What would happen if you did not use pure breeding mice?
What’s the point of crossing them if you lose the hairless thing?
How could you get hairless back?
Won’t you get disabled mice if you cross brother and sister?
Why do you mate brother and sister? Is there another way to do it?
Can two hairless mice make hairy babies? What about two hairy mice having hairless
babies?
Will you get the same kind of babies if you swap what the parents have? I mean a
haired dad and a hairless mum instead of a haired mum and a hairless dad?
You don’t know if a gene is dominant or recessive unless you cross it with something
else. Is that right?



Questions on animal husbandry of mice and their management in laboratory cages
What do you feed them?
How do they get the food through the bars in the cage?
How often do you clean them out?
Is it just the males that make that smell?
I thought parents ate their babies if we touch them?
Is that sawdust on the bottom of the cages?
Is that paper stuff for them to build a nest and keep warm?
How do they drink out of those water containers?
Who fills up the water?
What stops the water from dripping out of the containers?
Is there enough room in those cages for them to exercise?
Do they stay in these cages all of their lives?
Who cleans them out?
Where do you keep all the cages?
Can we breed some mice here at school and watch them produce the different
traits?
What’s on the bottom of the cages? Kitty litter?
Who looks after the mice during the weekends and school holidays?



General interest questions relating to myself as owner and exhibiter.
What does your wife think of all those smelly mice around?
Where do you keep those mice?
Who cleans them out?
Where did you get all those weird varieties from?
Why do you breed mice? My dad breeds budgies.
Did you bring those mice in for us to have a look at?
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What got you interested in breeding mice- sounds a weird hobby?
What do you do with all the left over mice?
Do you sell mice?
Did you clean those mice out before you brought them in?
Even when you clean them out they start to smell soon after.


Questions on mouse biology in general and mouse reproductive biology.
What do mice eat?
Do they feed their babies with milk like humans?
I can see milk in the babies’ stomach. Yuk.
Look – they have no fur. Just skin. How do they keep warm?
How long does it take for the mother mouse to have the babies once you put the male
in the cage?
How long does it take the fur to grow after they are born?
How long does it take mice before they can breed?
Do you have to take the males out before the babies are born?
Are all mice born with their eyes closed?
Baby mice are so tiny. How come they grow so quickly?
How did they get wild mice to become laboratory mice?
The mother mouse feeds the babies with milk?
When does a baby mouse begin to eat hard food like those dog food pellets?



Questions on the gene hypothesis to explain monohybrid inheritance.
Why can’t I see the hairless in the babies from a breeding between the haired and the
hairless?
Why must you have two genes (alleles) for everything?
So each mouse gets one gene from its mother and one gene from its father?
Why does it have to be some complicated – this gene thing?
I get how it works. You have to have two genes and they can be some combination of
haired and hairless.
How come a mouse only passes on one gene for everything?
Where are the genes in a mouse?
How come you grow hair when one of your parents is hairless?
What happens to the hairless gene? What does it do?
So if they are pure breeding you can tell what you are going to get?
Won’t mice be disabled if their mum and dad are brother and sister?
Does dominant mean it’s the more common type of thing?
It’s hard to work out what genes the different mice have?
I’ve never heard of the word recessive before.
My parents haven’t got a clue how to explain this inheritance thing.
Why do we use big H and little h for the genes? Can we just call them haired and
hairless?
I understand that factors cause things - like winds wreck houses. Has it got to do with
factors in maths?
It’s weird. This mouse has a hairless gene but you can’t see it.
Why can’t we see genes? How do we know they are there?
How come I can’t see hairless when I know the mouse has a hairless gene?
Who made up all this stuff about genes and things?
So it doesn’t matter how many babies they have- they will all have hair?
How come there are seven haired and 3 hairless babies in that cage? I thought that it
was supposed to be three to one?
So there are forty babies in total- 31 hairy and 8 hairless. How do I make that a
ratio?
Why do we use the word dominant for hairy? Does it mean there are more of
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them?
Recessive is not a word I’ve heard of before. What does it mean again?
I can’t see big H and little h when I look at that mouse. What do you mean?
How do we know that sperm or egg cell only carry one gene? Is it just a theory as you
can’t see it?


Questions motivated by curiosity.
Where did you get that hairless mouse from?
Won’t the mother eat them if you touch the babies?
Do their hairless live as long as the other mice?
I did not know there were so many colours and different types.
Why do you keep hairless mice? They are so ugly?
I like the pretty coloured mice but the hairless ones are ugly.
The hairless thing is so cute. So are the no tailed mice. They look like guinea
pigs.
You didn’t cut the tails off the tailless mice? They were born that way?
Can we hold them or pat them?
They are so cute.
Mice make me feel sick. But it’s interesting.
Can I sit at the back of the room? The smell makes me want to vomit.
I can’t handle mice. Hope you don’t mind.
Do they bite?
Can I hold all the pups in my hand and walk around and show the class?
The pups are tiny. When will they grow their hair?
Their eyes are closed. When do they open?
Won’t they get cold if you take them out of the nest?
Look the parents are walking all over the pups! Won’t it hurt them?
What do you feed them? Who feeds them?
Does your wife complain about the smell?
The curly long haired mice without the tails look like sheep.
Why do mice smell? Is it the boys?
Do you digest (meaning dissect) mice here at school?
Why would you keep hairless mice- they are ugly?
Do you keep mice so you can use them to teach us about genetics?
Mice are so cute. Why do scientists do mean things to them?
Where do you find the time to look after all these animals?



Questions relating mouse genetics to human genetics.
So traits in a human would be brown eyes and blue eyes?
Humans like mice pass on one thing (allele) for everything?
Some human diseases are caused by bad genes?
What’s looking at mice got to do with humans?
I have blue eyes. Whom must I marry to have blue eyed children?
Mum and Dad have got brown eyes and I have blue. How come?
I have a younger brother with CF. Does that mean I have got a CF gene?
We can’t cross humans like we can mate mice.
So does it work the same way with us? Genes and stuff?
What about human diseases that are passed on like CF? Do they work the same
way?
If the mother has blue eyes and so has the father - what say some of the kids
don’t?
Mum and Dad have blue eyes and I have green. How come?
Are our genes the same as mouse genes?
Are we closely related to mice?
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Humans have dominant and recessive genes like mice?
How can we work out what’s dominant and what’s recessive in humans if we
can’t cross them like mice?


Questions on the outcome of a cross breeding experiment nominated by student.
Would you ever get any hairless mice if you crossed a hairy and a hairless mouse?
Can I get some from you and see if it works for me?
It’s like cats. Short haired mice can have long haired babies.
Can you get a hairless that’s got not tail?
Our black guinea pigs had some white ones.
Dad says that budgie genes are too complicated to work out.
So if you start with pure breeding parents you can tell what the babies will be without
mating them?
What would you get if you crossed hairless and naked?
I think I can use this stuff about mice and work out what’s happening in my family?
So albino with albino always gives albino?
Two spotted mice must have all their babies spotted?
If a spotted mouse and a normal mouse make spotted babies the normal mouse must
carry the spots?
Hairless with hairless always makes hairless babies?
So you can have a hairless and a haired giving some hairless babies? How is that?
I crossed a black mouse with a white and got all different colours. I think some of the
babies were black and white too. I thought black was dominant to white and all the
babies should be black.

An important result involved asking students to predict the offspring phenotype in a
cross between a pure breeding haired and a pure breeding hairless mouse. I have
categorized students’ predictions into two categories on the basis of whether their
responses were in terms of the blending model or the particulate model of inheritance.
The data I have collected from year 10 students from 2002 to 2012 (n = 1403) is that
78% of student responses represented the blending model whereas 22% represented the
particulate model.

I have used all the possible combinations of offspring phenotype that students have
suggested in the exploratory phase of this study in the choices I have suggested to users
of the MouseGen program. I have also suggested that users may also like to formulate
their own prediction.

The screens dumps below are from the MouseGen program and illustrate the
combination of offspring phenotypes proposed by students in a cross between pure
breeding haired and pure breeding hairless mice.
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Results of stage 2: Student Questionnaire
Student quotes included with most questions were selected on the basis that they
represented a particular position on the question being asked.
Question 1
How would you describe your personal feelings towards real live mice?

disgusted
5%

neutral
42%

scared
0%

cute
53%

95% of respondents found live mice to be ‘cute’ or ‘neutral’ with only 5% found them
to be disgusting. This result supports the decision to use mice as a model organism for
the introduction of the experimental methodology, concepts and skills of monohybrid
Mendelian genetics.

Question 2
How would you describe your personal reactions to seeing video clips/photos of live
mice?
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scared
0%

disgusted
5%

cute
45%
neutral
50%

95% of respondents describe video clips and/or photographs of mice as being ‘cute’ or
‘neutral’ with 5% percentage found them to be disgusting. The results to questions 1
and 2 of the questionnaire are in agreement with my own class room experience in
demonstrating live mouse crosses to year 10. It is a significant result in that it ensures
that student’s engagement with MouseGen is not impeded by their personal reactions to
mice and ensures that the affective domain has been addressed in the choice of animal
model for the learning of fundamental genetics.

Question 3
Do you think mice are a good choice of animal to use for this multimedia presentation?

no
5%

yes
95%
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95% of respondents thought that mice were a good choice of animal for the multimedia
presentation. Many of the free response answers mentioned the benefits of using mice
as a model animal for the learning of the topic of Genetics. This included the range of
mutants available to researchers, the short generation time of mice, the numerous
offspring produced in a cross, and the ease and low cost involved in caging, feeding,
watering and cleaning out.

Question 3: Students' written responses.
Mice are fast breeding
Mice are generally accepted by the public and demonstrate clearly genetic and
breeding
I like mice but many people are scared of them so they have to be appropriate for a
multimedia presentation
However, many people dislike mice and may get put off by the visuals
Probably not because not many people like mice although is a good, simple example
of variation
However, lots of people didn’t like mice, so maybe alternating mice with other
animals to show genetics
Undecided as while I don’t mind mice many people are afraid of them
Yes, they are cute and also have a broad range of phenotypes (hair colour etc)
It is an easy and effective way to display the different types of mutation that can
happen. Plus there is a wide variety of mutations
I think using the mice is interesting
They are cute and they also have a large variety of phenotypes to illustrate crossings
Funny and entertaining to watch, and easy to discern the different characteristics
They are good because they breed easily and the characteristics are clearly visible
Because they are small and reproduce quickly in large numbers
Because of the variety/multiple types of traits. They are clearly and obviously to be
seen
It gives us evidence of the process and how it would be possible to do in real life
Because they can breed easily
Easy to see mutations
Their characteristics are easily identifiable
They are small therefore easy to observe the phenotypes
Great presentation but personally mice make me feel sick
Easily identified characteristic – they are good to look at
Easily identified characteristics, good to look at not, ugly or scary
Variety and distinct physical traits
Clear indication of traits
The use of mice makes the genetic physical traits clear to understand
Easy to breed – simple to follow
Easy to distinguish familiar traits
As they are easy to identify and easy to illustrate the influence of genes

Question 4
Have you studied genetics at school prior to using this multimedia presentation?
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yes
0%

no
100%

100% of respondents said that they had not studied the topics of Genetics previously at
the College. Genetics has not been included in the year 7 to 10 syllabus since 2002 but
is still covered in the text book. The topic is studied in year 10 at the College but it
would appear that none of the year 12 students recollected studying Genetics in year 10
or participating in the Mouse Genetics Incursion.

Question 5
Would you prefer to learn genetics from a text book or from this multimedia
presentation?

text
0%

both
25%

multimedia
75%
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The majority of respondents (75%) said they preferred to learn genetics using a
multimedia program like MouseGen rather than from a text book. About a quarter of
respondents (25%) said that they would like to have access to both a text book and the
multimedia presentation. No respondent said that they would prefer to learn genetics
from a text book.

Question 5: Students' written responses
Both – the more resources the better
I wouldn’t mind. I would benefit from using the presentation and using a textbook
Multimedia, as it’s attractive to the eye
Multimedia, as I have a say as to which parts I look at when I choose to
The presentation as I have control over my learning and can go where I want to
Presentation, more interactive, easier to read
Using both, it’s easier to understand through a presentation as it shows examples etc.
However, sometimes it is useful to use a textbook
From the multimedia with a combination of text book. But preferred multimedia as it
is more visual and sustains an example (mice) that the theory applies to.”
Multimedia presentation as it is more interactive
Both, they both explain it simply and easy to understand
A multimedia presentation. I think is more effective because of the use of pictures and
videos that help
The multimedia presentation because it is more appealing to my age group (18). It is
more interesting than a text book
Multimedia as it is easy to access and find information
I like to learn from a text book, to learn the basics and background information, but
the media presentation enhances the learning
I think both sources of information together will benefit students
This presentation- more inter active and fun
Presentation- allows a practical and engaging approach
Bit of both. This provides a recognizable visual presentation and visually represents
genetics. It is useful and a text book goes into specifics
Multimedia. It shows the occurrence in which it is used.
Multimedia presentation
Multimedia- more visual explanations
From a multimedia presentation as it is more engaging
Both but I would prefer it if a different animal was used
Multimedia because it’s visual and more easily understood with live representations
Multimedia because it is visual and easily understood with pictures, live
representations (video) and tables
Through seeing visuals helps understanding
This multimedia presentation is preferable but I don’t mind the textbook
A text book as I can refer easily to certain precise topics I am unsure of
This was helpful as a basis to get my head around the concept of genetics, and the text
book will make more sense and is more extensive
Multimedia is clearer is you can visualize the concept
Multimedia – more interactive and stimulating compared to a text book
Both, a variety is good
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Question 6
Did you have any ideas about how the hairless trait is inherited (passed on) before using
this multimedia program?

yes
0%

no
100%

All respondents said that they had no understanding as to how the hairless trait was
inherited in mice. A number of respondents apologized for not being able to explain
how the hairless trait was inherited and some added that they had not been formally
taught genetics at school. This result is supported by the results in the pre-test that was
conducted in 2012 in which the average score was 5 out of 30 and by teachers’
observation of students’ comments in class discussions prior to using MouseGen.

Question 6: Students' written responses
Studied Mendel’s peas
Learnt about peas in year 10
I didn’t study it at all
I didn’t know
Recessive gene through mutation

Question 7
Did your understanding of how the hairless trait is inherited change as a result of your
using the multimedia presentation?
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6%

yes
no

94%

94% of respondents thought that MouseGen did change their understanding of how the
hairless trait is inherited in mice. This perception is supported by their results of the
experimental group in the post test that was conducted in 2012 in which the average
score was 27.5 out of 30.

Question 7: Students' written responses
I now realise the hairless trait is recessive
The multimedia presentation became clearer when I looked at the presentation
Made the knowledge clearer
It didn’t really explain it well for me to understand
This presentation helped put the theory - new into an example making it easy to
understand
I have learnt more using the multimedia presentation
It became clearer
Simply because I didn’t have enough efficient prior knowledge before this
presentation
Yes- it is recessive
Made it clear through visualisations
Made it clearer through visualisations
Clearer to understand

Question 8
Did you answer the questions in the work book as you worked your way through the
multimedia presentation?
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no
0%

yes
100%

100% percent of respondents said that they completed the questions in the workbook as
they worked their way through MouseGen. This result is consistent with my
observations when I collected the work books in order to analyse student responses to
target questions. Some students did, however, not answer all the questions in the
workbook but completed the majority of questions and in particular the questions that I
needed for analysis. Their Biology teachers would have been instrumental is ensuring
that students responded to all of the problem solving questions and in the collection and
recording of data from the various breeding experiments.

Question 8: Students' written responses
I answered the questions in my head first
Thought about it in my head
Insightful
I worked it out in my head as I worked through it
They were good
We discussed with our partners
Discussions were used instead

Question 9
Did the inclusion of video clips/photos of mice and their offspring help you understand
the crosses that were set up and the results of these crosses?
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no
11%

yes
89%

89% of respondents thought that the inclusion of video clips and photographs was
helpful in their development of an understanding the experimental design involved in
setting up monohybrid crosses and the results produced by the two types of crosses
involved in a monohybrid investigation. Many respondents made reference to the value
of visuals in assisting them to understand the experimental procedures and the results of
the breeding experiments.
Question 9: Students' written responses
Definitely- It explained in black and white exactly the process of breeding and the
results
Enabled me to visualize the crosses
The crosses made the inheritance more clear
Yes, visuals make things easier to understand
It gave clear examples
Visual reference helps in explanation of something hard to describe
The pictures give a clear understanding of the different F1 offspring
I am more of a visual learner
Visible aid and clearly demonstrates the crosses
Didn’t help my understanding but was entertaining
It made it clearer
Visuals are important for learning
Visual diagrams
The photos helped
To some extent
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Question 10
Did you find the eight modules a useful way to divide the content up?

no
0%

yes
100%

The division of the content into eight modules received a hundred percent approval
rating from all respondents.

Question 10: Students' written responses
It made everything clearer
However, some things seemed to repeat or were too long
The modules are a smart way of dividing it up
It is easier to have the info broken up rather than having it given to you in one block
Broke it up into simple and understandable topics
It made the concepts easier to understand
Broken it down to illustrate each point in more detail
Broken it down to illustrate each point in more detail
Broke it up – good
Easy to differentiate
Made it clear and directed to specific steps for gaining information
Made it clearer and directed you in the right frame of mind to gain information and
better your understanding

Question 11(a)
How would you rate the success of the multimedia presentation in explaining the results
of the crosses?
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satisfactory poor
0%
0%

unsatisfactory
0%

good
44%
excellent
56%

56% of respondents rated the success of MouseGen in explain the results of
the crosses as being excellent and 44% rated the success of the presentation
as being good. 100%of respondents rated the success of MouseGen in
explaining the results of the crosses as being either excellent or good. No
respondent selected the satisfactory, poor or unsatisfactory rating categories.

Question 11(b)
Did you find using half disks helpful in explaining the results of crosses?

15%

10%

yes
no
unsure
75%

75% of respondents said that the half disks were useful in helping them understand
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the results of the crosses, 15% said that they were unsure and 10% said they were not
useful.
It used visualisations well, offered audio and explanations were excellent to ensure
full understandings of the crosses
Everything was clear and understandable
Excellent, it is simple and easy to understand
I think that it would be extremely beneficial in explaining genetics to students
Clear
It is easier to understand and it was informative
Clearly illustrated
Very good pictures of colours and traits
There could be more detail used
Very well explained
Nice and simple
Simple and effective
Would have been perfect had we not done any learning on the topic
previously
Through visualisations it creates a good understanding

Question 12
Has the multimedia presentation changed your understanding of how the hairless
condition in mice is inherited?

0%

yes
no

100%
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100% of respondents thought that the multimedia presentation had changed their
understanding of how the hairless condition in mice is inherited. The results of the post
test support their perception that they had understood how the hairless trait is inherited
after exploring the eight modules of MouseGen.

Question 12: Students' written responses
It made it easier to understand
We had prior knowledge and understandings
It reaffirmed my understanding
Clear explanation
It helped my understanding
Partly- lead to a better understanding
Because of prior knowledge
Question 13
Do you think you could apply what you have learnt about genetics by using this
multimedia product to a different animal or plant or even humans?

no
6%

yes
94%

The majority of respondents (94%) thought that the generalizations that they had learnt
with a focus on mouse mutants and their crosses could be applied to other organisms.
This result suggests that respondents have realized the universal applicability of the
laws of genetics.

Question 13: Students' written responses
It makes genetic inheritance clear and understandable
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Genetics is very applicable throughout the organisms
It was good to have the Punnett squares and the information about F1 and F2
generations that was easily understandable
I have an understanding that humans and plants carry similar traits
Easy layout and explanations
Yes because I think that it would be similar in how genetics are passed on
Easy layout to change
It was interesting to realize how long it takes to obtain pure breds.
But is it specific to mice. It could not be easily used to explain the precise genetics of
other species
Test crosses
Would show how traits are inherited
Because it goes through phenotypes and genotypes
Because it explains all aspects of genetics including genotypes, phenotypes, dominant,
recessive pure breeding etc.

Question 14: Students' written responses
Please list some positive features of the multimedia presentation
The pictures make everything more understandable
Simple, easy to understand
Interesting, clear, to the point
The diagrams and photos made the crosses a lot easier to understand
Photos, examples, clear explanation, divided into sections
Easier to understand
Clear and simple
Lots of pictures and examples. Good summaries. Good interactive questions/ tasks
The pictures, the tables
Clear layout, simple dominance easily explained
Pictures and videos
The images were helpful and the audio made it clearer
Clear explanation- good pictures
Visually interesting, bright colours, explained clearly and concisely. It allowed visual
representations allowing me to understand better
The photos of the use of the different colours of mice
Easy to understand
Clear examples of explanations
Easily navigable, helpful photographs
Simplicity, informative, visual/graphics, colourful
Really well made. Easy to use, clear to understand
Visuals, clearly explaining each visual. Active learning through questions
Visuals, audio, clear presentation, active learning, straight to the point.
Gives a summarized and helpful amount of information, helpful annotations/examples
Easy to use
Images, diagrams, comprehendible information
Images to support comments and clear indications with labelling
Makes the hairless trait and how it is passed on a bit easier to understand

Question 15
Please list some features of the multimedia presentation that need improving.
No students provided a response to this question.
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Question 16
Do you have any suggestions on how to improve the multimedia presentation?
No students provided a response to this question.

Question 17
Did you use the narration (audio clips) and were they useful?

no
50%

yes
50%

50% of respondents said that they used the narrations and 50% said they didn’t. This
result suggests that at least half of the respondents are visual learners and the other half
are combined audio and visual learners. The MouseGen presentation allows users to
make a choice that is consistent with their preferred mode of learning.

Question 18
How would you rate the multimedia presentation in capturing your interest where 5 is
the highest and 1 is the lowest rating?
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Ratings 1-5

33% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in capturing their interest with a five
rating and 61% with a four rating. 94% of respondents applied a four or a five rating.
6% of respondents rated MouseGen with a three and no respondents applied a one or a
two rating

Question 19
How would you rate the multimedia presentation in maintaining your interest where 5 is
the highest and 1 is the lowest rating?
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50% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in maintain their interest with a five
rating and 40% with a four rating. 90% of respondents applied a four or a five rating.
10% of respondents rated MouseGen with a three and no respondents applied a one or a
two rating

Question 20
How would you rate the ability of the multimedia presentation in assisting you to learn
genetic concepts where 5 is the highest and 1 is the lowest rating?
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Ratings 1- 5

44% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in assisting them to learn genetic
concepts with a five rating and 39% with a four rating. 81% of respondents applied a
four or a five rating. 17% of respondents rated MouseGen with a three rating and no
respondents applied a one or a two rating

Question 21
How would you rate the ability of the multimedia presentation in supporting you to
solve genetic problems where 5 is the highest and 1 is the lowest rating?
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Ratings 1 - 5

35% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in supporting them to solve genetics
problems with a five rating and 47% with a four rating. 82 % of respondents applied a
four or a five rating. 18% of respondents rated MouseGen with a three and no
respondents applied a one or a two rating

Board of Studies Syllabus outcomes
Rate the ability of the multimedia presentation MouseGen to assist you to meet the
Board of Studies outcomes from the Blue Print of Life module where 5 is the highest
and 1 is the lowest?
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Describe outcomes of monohybrid crosses involving simple dominance using
Mendel's experiments.
100
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Ratings 1 - 5

47% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in assisting them to describe
outcomes of monohybrid crosses involving simple dominance (using Mendel's
experiments) with a five rating and 47% with a four rating. 94 % of respondents applied
a four or a five rating. 6% of respondents rated MouseGen with a three and no
respondents applied a one or a two rating.
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Distinguish between homozygous and heterozygous genotypes in monohybrid
crosses
100
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Ratings 1 - 5

61% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in assisting them to distinguish
between homozygous and heterozygous genotypes in monohybrid crosses with a five
rating and 33% with a four rating. 94% of respondents applied a four or a five rating.
6% of respondents rated MouseGen with a three and no respondents applied a one or a
two rating.
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Distinguish between the terms alleles and genes, using examples.
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Ratings 1 - 5

56% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in assisting them to distinguish
between the terms alleles and genes (using examples) with a five rating and 39% with
a four rating. 95% of respondents applied a four or a five rating. 6% of respondents
rated MouseGen with a three and no respondent applied a one or a two rating.

Explain the relationship between dominant and recessive alleles and phenotypes,
using examples.
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61% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in assisting them to explain the
relationship between dominant and recessive alleles and phenotypes (using examples)
with a five rating and 39% with a four rating. 100% of respondents applied a four or a
five rating. No respondents rated MouseGen with a three, two or one rating.

Solve problems involving monohybrid crosses using Punnett squares or other
appropriate techniques.
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59% of respondents rated the ability of MouseGen in assisting them to solve problems
involving monohybrid crosses using Punnett squares (or other appropriate technique)
with a five rating and 41% with a four rating. 100% of respondents applied a four or a
five rating. No respondents rated MouseGen with a three, two or one rating

Overall the respondents rated MouseGen very highly in assisting them to achieve the
syllabus outcomes. The results have been summarised at the beginning of the next
chapter.
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Results of stage 2: Analysis of target questions in Students’ MouseGen
Work Books
In response to the question asking respondents to predict the outcome of the cross
between a haired and a hairless mouse the results were:

Blending 82 %, Particulate 9 %, No response to the question 9%

No response
9%
Particulate
9%

Blending
82%

Respondents’ answer was classified as blending when they selected options 4 and or 7,
or wrote answers like “semi-haired”, “patchy” or “partly haired”. When asked to predict
the phenotype offspring produced in a cross between a pure breeding haired and a pure
breeding hairless mice the majority of respondents showed that they were thinking in
terms of the particulate model of inheritance.

The problem solving questions on slides 92 to 95 were corrected and the results were
analysed.

Slide 92
Which trait is dominant- spotted or non-spotted?
_____________________________
How do we know?
_____________________________________________________
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Which factors do both parents carry?
_______________________________________
Slide 93
Which trait is dominant – naked or normal haired?
____________________________
How do we know?
_____________________________________________________
What factors do both parents carry?
________________________________________
Slide 94
Which trait is dominant – black or brown fur?
_______________________________
How do we know?
_____________________________________________________
Which factors do both parents carry?
_______________________________________
Slide 95
Explain the following cross if the brown trait is dominant to the white trait.
________________________________________________________________
Explain how two haired parents are able to produce hairless pups
________________________________________________________________
Max possible score

11

Minimum score

7

Maximum score

11

Average score

9.3

Standard deviation of scores

1.3

Range in scores

4

Number students

127
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Results of stage 2: Analysis of Pre-test Quiz scores of the Control (HSC
2009) and Experimental Groups (HSC Biology 2012)
The overall mean of the combined scores of the control and experimental groups on the
pre-test was 5.37 for 21 test items and the standard deviation was 1.90 (SD =1.90). A
one way ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference between the prior
knowledge of the combined control and experimental groups based on their pre-test
scores. (F(1,56) = 2.14, p=0.15) This data indicates that students from both groups had
little prior knowledge of genetics.
The overall mean score for the post-test was 23.69 for 21 test items and the standard
deviation was 2.80 (SD=2.80).
Table 2. Means and standard deviations of pre-test scores of control and experimental
groups
Pre-test scores
Mean

(SD)

Overall

5.33

(1.90)

Control group (n= 31)

4.97

(1.82)

Experimental group (n=29)

5.69

(1.96)

A number of students wrote that they were unable to answer most questions in the pretest and apologized for their inability to the answer the majority of questions.

Results of stage 2: Analysis of Pre-test and Post-Test Quiz scores of the
Control (HSC 2009) and Experimental Group’s (HSC 2012)
The mean score on the pre-test for the control group was 4.97 for 21 test items and the
standard deviation was1.82. The mean score of the control group on post-test was 21.93
and the standard deviation was 2.51.
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The mean score on the pre-test for the experimental group for the test items was 5.68
and the standard deviation was1.95. The mean score of the experimental group on the
post-test was 25.44 and the standard deviation was 1.82.
Table 3. Means and standard deviations of pre-test and post-test scores of control and
experimental groups
Pre-test scores

Post-test scores

Mean

(SD)

Mean

(SD)

Overall

5.33

(1.90)

23.68

(2.80)

Control group (n= 31)

4.97

(1.82)

21.93

(2.51)

Experimental group (n=29)

5.69

(1.96)

25.45

(1.82)

A repeated ANOVA showed that both the control group and the experimental group
performed significantly better in the post-test than they had done in the pre-test.
(F(1,112) = 31.0, p< 0.05.
A repeated ANOVA showed that the experimental group’s performance in the post-test
was significantly better than the control group’s performance. (F(1, 112) = 2338.05, p<
0.05.

Results of stage 2: Comparison of experimental group’s (HSC 2012)
average results in the five Vertebrate Genetics Quizzes and human eye
lash length with their results in the MouseGen Quiz.
A one way ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference between the
experimental group’s post-test scores and the average of their scores on the Vertebrate
Pet and Human Genetics quizzes confirming that the experimental group was able to
transfer the knowledge they had acquired in mouse genetics to the genetics of a range of
vertebrate pets and to humans. (F(1,56) = 4.41, p = 0.24).
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Table 4. Means and standard deviations of post-test scores of experimental group in
MouseGen and average score in the Vertebrate Pet and Human Quizzes.

MouseGen scores

Experimental group (n= 29)

Pet quizzes average scores

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

25.45

(1.82)

24.90

(1.72)

Results of stage 2: Analysis of target questions in the experimental
group post-test Quiz (HSC Biology 2012)
Question 31asks:
A horse rider catches a wild mouse in a plastic storage of horse food. It cannot
escape because of the slippery sides of the bin so the girl is able to catch it with
a pair of gloves and get it into an escape proof cage. She notices that it has very
short ears and thinks it is a new mutant. She crosses it with a normal eared
mouse of her own, Predict the length of the ears of the pups (offspring) of the
cross. How can you tell if the mutation is inherited as a dominant or a recessive
trait?

No students attempted to answer this question in the pre-test but 100% of respondents
applied the particulate model in their explanation of the ear length of the offspring in a
cross between a pure breeding long eared and a pure breeding short eared mouse. Many
respondents explained that if the offspring were long eared than this trait was probably
dominant and conversely if the offspring were short eared then the short eared trait was
probably dominant. Some students went to another level of understanding by explaining
that if the short eared trait was a mutation it probably would be recessive as most
mutations are inherited as recessive traits.
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Questions 9-11 ask:
9.

Describe the appearance of the offspring in a cross between a pure
breeding haired mouse and a pure breeding hairless mouse.

10.

Describe the appearance of the offspring in a cross between two hybrid
haired mice.

11.

Why is the haired condition in mice said to be dominant to the hairless
condition?

Analysis of respondents’ scores in Questions 9-11.

Max possible score

3

Question 9-11
Minimum score achieved

1

Maximum score achieved

3

Average score achieved

2.4

Standard deviation of scores

0.9

Range in scores

2

Median score

3

Number of students

29

Questions 1-8 ask:
1. How many alleles for hair growth does a mouse body cell carry?
2. How many alleles for hair growth does a mouse sex cell carry?
3. How many alleles for hair growth does a fertilised mouse egg cell carry?
4. List the alleles for hair growth carried by a pure breeding haired mouse.
5. List the alleles for hair growth carried by a hybrid haired mouse.
6. List the alleles for hair growth carried by a pure breeding hairless mouse.
7. A hybrid haired mouse carries an allele for the hairless condition.
True/False
8. Every mouse inherits one allele for hair growth from each parent.
True/False
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Analysis of respondents’ scores in Questions 1-8.

Max possible score

8

Question 1-8
Minimum score achieved

8

Maximum score achieved

5

Average score achieved

7.1

Standard deviation of scores

0.9

Range in scores

3

Median score

7

Number of students

29

Questions 12 to 16 ask:
12. What allele/alleles will be passed on by a pure breeding haired mouse?
13. What allele/alleles will be passed on by a pure breeding hairless mouse?
14. What allele/alleles will be passed on by a hybrid haired mouse?
15. Purebreds will only pass on one kind of allele for a condition whilst
hybrids will pass on two kinds of alleles. True/False
16. A sperm cell carrying the hairless allele h fertilises an egg cell carrying
the haired allele H. Will the mouse that develops from this fertilised egg be
haired or hairless?
Analysis of respondents’ scores in Questions 12-16.

Max possible score

5

Question 12-16
Minimum score achieved

4

Maximum score achieved

5

Average score achieved

4.9

Standard deviation of scores

0.4

Range in scores

1

Median score

5
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Number of students

29

Question 19 -22 ask:
19.

Two hybrid haired mice are mated. What are the chances of them
producing a hairless offspring?

20.

Two hybrid haired mice are mated. What are the chances of them
producing haired offspring?

21.

Two hybrid haired mice are mated over a 6 months period and produce
40 offspring. How many would you expect to be haired? How many
would you expect to be hairless?

22.

Construct a Punnett square to show the cross between the following
parents:
a. pure breeding haired (HH) and a pure breeding hairless (hh)

X

b.

hybrid haired (Hh) and pure breeding hairless (hh)
X

Analysis of respondents’ scores in Questions 19-22

Max possible score

6

Question 19-22
Minimum score achieved

2

Maximum score achieved

7

Average score achieved

4.9

Standard deviation of scores

1.7

Range in scores

4
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Median score

6

Standard deviation of scores

1.3

Range in scores

4

Number of students

29

Questions 24-30 ask:
24.

Write the genotype of a hairless mouse.

25.

Write the genotype of a hybrid haired mouse.

26.

What is the phenotype of a mouse carrying the HH alleles?

27.

What is the phenotype of a mouse carrying the Hh alleles?

28.

Circle the genotypes that are homozygous in the following listHh hh.

29.

Circle the genotype that is heterozygous in the following listhh.

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a
mating between two hairless mice.

Analysis of respondents’ scores in Questions 24-30.

Max possible score

7

Question 24-30
Minimum score achieved

3

Maximum score achieved

7

Average score achieved

6.3

Standard deviation of scores

1.1

Range in scores

4

Median score

7

Number of students

29
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HH

HH Hh

Validity and reliability of test instrument (MouseGen)
Content Validity
The test was designed to measure student success in achieving the Blueprint for Life
outcomes of the HSC Biology course and to measure student acquisition of expert
understanding of monohybrid inheritance. Appendix 8 outlines the concepts and skills
that each item examines A mapping of each test item to syllabus outcomes are
performed to ensure test questions focused equally on every outcome and to avoid
redundancies.
The two co-operating teachers were treated as experts and were provided with a copy of
the test and the analysis of the test for evaluation and criticism. They were asked to
respond to the questions listed below:


Does the test measure all of the syllabus outcomes fairly and equally?



Does the test measure the range of concepts and skills required for an
understanding of monohybrid inheritance?



Does the test adequately measure expert understanding of monohybrid genetics?



Does the test contain redundant questions?

They provided feedback that in their opinion the test did in fact effectively and fairly
measure expert genetics knowledge.
Face Validity
I am confident that the test does measure expert understanding of monohybrid genetics.
Student responses require numbers, words, phrases, a paragraph and a Punnett square.
Multiple choice questions have been avoided to prevent guess work on behalf of
students. The test models the types of problem solving questions in current Biology
textbooks and in the New South Wales Higher School Certificate examination. This test
does measure both expert understanding of monohybrid genetics and syllabus outcomes
and reflects the kinds of questions asked and solved by animal and plant breeders.
Predictive Validity
The predictive validation of the test was assessed by comparing students’ post-test
scores with their HSC examination results. A positive correlation coefficient was
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obtained showing a moderate correlation between students’ post-test scores and HSC
examination mark. r (58) = 0.49, p < 0.1.
Concurrent Validity
The concurrent validity was established by examining students’ performance in the
School Certificate Science examination, the four assessment tasks results of the
preliminary Biology course and a single assessment of the HSC Biology course. I
provided their two teachers with a list of the data and asked them to express comment
on whether individual students post test results reflect the ability of each student. They
both agreed that the scores were generally what they would expect for every student in
their class.
Construct Validity
I would argue that the test does effectively measure the hypothetical construct that
students using MouseGen will perform significantly in the post-test than students
experiencing the traditional textbook approach to learning genetics. This is supported by
the observation that there was large significant difference in pre-test and post-test scores
of both control and experimental groups.
Reliability
I had used the MouseGen quiz as a formative and summative measure of student
learning in a five weeks Genetics course that I had taught to all the six year 10 Science
classes from 1990 to 1998 on a rotational basis prior the conception of this study. I had
estimated that the scores from students in the 54 classes were reliable to the extent that
they were repeatable and that any random influences were minimized by adoption the
same protocols and ensuring that students were notified via the assessment handbook
when these tests were to occur. I compared the scores the students gained for genetics
with their scores in the other courses they had studied in year 10 to ensure that their
scores in genetics were consistent with their other scores to ensure their school based
assessments in each of the six topics was equitable. Students have becomes accustomed
to doing pen and paper test by year 10 as the college has a strong culture of regular
formal written examination and topic tests.
The test-retest reliability was calculated by calculating the correlation co-efficient
between the pre-test scores and the post test score of both the control group and the
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experimental group. A co-relation coefficient r =0.11 was obtained which is a low
positive relationship between pre-test results and post test results of both groups
attempting the test. This could be explained by the difficulties students had in answering
the questions in the pre-test- some gave up while others wrote an apology for not being
able to answer the questions. They also knew that the test results would not contribute
to their school based assessment mark and that they would be given an opportunity to
take the same test again after they had been taught the topic or had used the MouseGen
program.
Standard Error of Measurement
As an estimate of reliability the standard error of measurement was calculated with a 0.8
reliability. The standard error of measurement for the pre-test is 0.25 and for the posttest 0.37. In this study testing and retesting was carried out to measure the learning
gains of students under the two learning regimes. The margin of error at the 95%
confidence level was therefore 5.33 +/- 0.5 for the pre-test and 23.69 +/- 0.74 for the
post-test indicating that the true mean for the pre-test is between 4.83 and 5.83 and for
the post-test is between 22.95 and 24.43.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
One should wade through one conceptual quagmire at a time.
(Strike & Posner, 1983, p.43)
In the first section of this chapter I will summarise the results of this research project. I
will then relate these results to the the research questions and to the research literature.
Finally, I will identify further research questions that have arisen from this
investigation.

Summary of results
Questionnaire test instrument
The results to Questionnaire have shown that the majority of respondents did not have
an issue with using mice as a model organism for the learning of genetics. Many
respondents identified reasons why they were a good choice of animal to learn the topic
of genetics. Most respondents had no recollection of studying the topic of genetics in
the year 10 general science course. The majority of respondents said that they preferred
to learn from multimedia and a significant number said that they preferred both a
multimedia resource as well as a text book resource. All respondants said that they did
not have any pre-conceived ideas about how the hairless trait in mice was inherited
before they participated in MouseGen and a majority said that MouseGen had changed
their understanding of how the hairless trait is inherited. All respondents said that they
completed the written tasks in the Workbook as they worked through the program. The
majority of respondents thought that the inclusion of video clips and photographs was
useful in supporting them to understanding the experimental design involved in setting
up monohybrid crosses and the results produced by the two types of crosses involved in
a monohybrid investigation. The division of the content into eight modules received a
100% approval rating. All respondents rated the success of MouseGen in explaining the
results of the crosses as being either excellent or good. Most respondents (75%) said
that the half disks were useful in helping them understand an explanation the results of
the haired-hairless cross, 15% said that they were unsure and 10% said they were not
useful. All respondents thought that the multimedia presentation had changed their
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understanding of how the hairless condition in mice is inherited. A significant majority
of respondents thought that the generalizations that they had learnt with a focus on
mouse mutants and their crosses could be applied to cross breeding in other organisms.
Respondents were not particularly helpful with suggestions on how to improve the
program. Half of respondents used the narration embedded in the program whereas, the
rest preferred to read the text from the screen. The majority of respondents rated the
ability of the program to capture their interest and to maintain their interest with the two
highest categorical scores. The majority of respondents also rated the program’s ability
to teach them genetic concepts and support them in solving genetic problems with the
two highest categorical scores. Overall, the respondents rated MouseGen very highly in
assisting them to achieve the five syllabus outcomes that it was designed to address.

Workbook test instrument
Analysis of specific questions in MouseGen work books have shown that the majority
of students have applied the blending model to make a prediction of the outcome of a
haired-hairless cross. Analysis of the answers to the problem solving sections of the
work book (slides 92 to 95) have shown that the majority of students were able to apply
the algorithms they had developed by using MouseGen to solve genetic problems in
mice.

Quiz test instruments
There was a significant improvement in the post-test results of experimental group’s in
MouseGen quiz as a result of the MouseGen program treatment. There was also a
significant improvement in the post-test results of the control groups as a result of
receiving 10 weeks of classroom instruction on the Blueprint for Life topic. However,
the experimental group’s post-test results were significantly higher than the control
group’s post test results. There was no significant difference between the experimental
group’s results in the MouseGen quiz and their average results in the five pet vertebrate
quizzes and the human eye lash length quiz.

Research questions
The overarching research question for this thesis is whether a Microsoft PowerPoint
resource, utilizing multiple external representations to product limits and designed
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according to constructivist principles, will significantly improve student conceptual
development within an area of science that has been historically challenging for them.
The area chosen for this investigation is Mendelian (or Classical) Genetics and a
researcher-developed ICT resource.
The main question raises a number of subsidiary questions:
1.

How do female adolescent biology students respond to mice as learning
objects?

2.

Do biology students prefer multimedia or textbooks as learning resources?

3.

Does Constructivist-inspired multimedia improve female adolescent biology
students' understanding of genetics?


Is there a change in their views on inheritance?



Do they learn the experimental procedures and generalised patterns of
inheritance in monohybrid investigations by using MouseGen and completing
the Work book?


4.

Are they able to use tools like Punnett squares to solve genetic problems?
Is increased genetics understanding associated with transition to more formal
thinking?



Do they transition from the concrete level of understanding
(experimental/observational level) to the abstract level of understanding
(hypothesis/explanation level)?



Do coloured half disks (digital Multiple External Representations) assist a
transition between phenotype and genotype levels of understanding?


5.

Are they able to solve problems using standard genetic conventions?
Is ICT mediated understanding of mouse genetics transferrable to new
contexts?
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Do they think they are able to apply the knowledge and problem solving skills
they developed to vertebrate pets and humans?


6.

Are they able to solve genetics problems in vertebrate pets and humans?
Do female adolescent biology students think MouseGen is useful in assisting
them to achieve specific outcomes of the New South Wales Higher School
Certificate Biology syllabus?

The focus of this research thesis has been outlined in Chapter 1 and I have identified six
research focus questions which will be used to assess the value of the MouseGen
program for adolescent female biology students studying the Blueprint of Life module
of the New South Wales Higher School Certificate.
The first focus question was how female adolescent biology students respond to mice
as learning objects.
The majority of respondents thought that mice were a good choice of animal and this is
an important result in that it suggests that student engagement with MouseGen is not
impeded by their reactions to them and ensures that the affective domain has been
addressed in the choice of animal model. Some of respondents described the advantages
of using mice as the model animal for learning fundamental genetics showing that they
understood the advantages of using a laboratory animal with many varied strains. Many
of the respondents expressed a fascination with the variety of different colours and
mutations in mice. Fascination can lead to improved engagement and can be a powerful
motivator of learning. Some respondents expressed an interest in knowing how, when
and why the various mouse mutations occurred and how these mutant traits were
inherited.
Schiefele (1991, p. 301) has defined situational interest as being:


Interest is a content-specific concept. It is always related to specific
topics, tasks, or activities.



When understood as a content-specific concept, interest fits well with
modern cognitive theories of knowledge acquisition, in that new
information is always acquired in particular domains.
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Subject-matter-specific

interest

is

probably

more

amenable

to

instructional influence than are general motives or motivational
orientations
I would argue that MouseGen has been effective in generating interest in the natural
world of living things which is ‘content’ specific, particularly in the unusual variety of
mice generated by a number of mutations that have arisen since they have been
domesticated and the use of these mutations by the program is ‘subject-matter-specific’
interest which is more amenable to instructional influence.

The second focus question was whether female biology students prefer multimedia or
textbooks as learning resources
Three quarters of respondents said they preferred to learn genetics from a multimedia
presentation rather than from a text book and a quarter of respondents said that they
would like to use both resources. No respondent said that they preferred to study
genetics exclusively from a text book. Many respondents mentioned the beneficial
features of technology-based multimedia like having control over their learning, the
interactive nature of multimedia, the engaging aspects of multimedia (they had fun), the
powerful use of visuals (the video clips and the photographs) and the ability of this
medium to support them in learning fundamental genetics.
My personal observations and the results of the student survey suggest that students
prefer to learn by observing the phenomena first hand (observations of live mouse
crosses). If that is not possible then a multimedia experience developed from the real
firsthand phenomena has a distinct advantage over a text based presentation.
Constructivist teaching requires the design of learning experiences that engage and
challenge students to create their own meaning and knowledge from firsthand
experience. High school science can provide many opportunities for firsthand
experience of phenomena through observation, experimentation, simulations and
modeling. Firsthand investigation of phenomena in conjunction with text book use has
to be a more effective way to encourage student construction of knowledge.
Microsoft PowerPoint and can be readily used by classroom science teachers to create
simulations of real world phenomena that cannot be provided in the class room because
of constraints of size, time, scale and danger (Appendix 6). It is a user friendly tool that
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can provide simulations of learning experiences difficult to provide in the classroom.
The YouTube website has numerous video clips of science experiments including those
unable to be performed in high school science laboratories for Work, Health and Safety
reasons or the availability of resources. PowerPoint can be readily hyperlinked to
YouTube video resources to provide students with an experience of phenomena difficult
to deliver in the classroom. There in a move to ‘one-to-one’ computing in education
enabling students to have access to networked devices, whether they be laptops or
tablets, that will readily allow them to interact with learning tools created with
PowerPoint. Students now have the resources to create interactive learning tools
themselves as part of classroom learning and assessment. Year 7 Science Classes at my
college are now creating interactive Power Points as part of their assessment in topics as
diverse as the Classification of Living Things and Sound Energy.
The third focus question is whether constructivist-inspired multimedia improves
female adolescent biology students' understanding of genetics?
The first subsidiary question in this focus question is whether MouseGen, which is
designed on constructivist principles of multimedia design, will facilitate a change in
students’ view of inheritance - from the blending model to the particulate model.
Respondents in the posttest Mouse Quiz were asked to predict offspring ear length in a
cross between short and long eared parent mice. The majority chose either short ear
length or long ear length indicating that they had adopted the particulate model rather
than the blending model strongly suggesting that MouseGen is effective in
accomplishing conceptual change in respondents' understanding of the model of
inheritance.
Respondents’ answers to questions designed to determine which model of inheritance is
informing their responses in the MouseGen quiz, the vertebrate pet genetics quizzes and
the human eye lash length quizzes overwhelmingly support the conclusion that
MouseGen has brought about a change in their understanding of the mode of
inheritance. This result is also supported by my observations of students’ answers when
observing live mouse crosses. Most students will willingly modify or replace unsuitable
or tentative explanations for heredity when presented with firsthand experimental data.
This firsthand experience simply involves looking into a cage housing pure breeding
parents displaying a pair of alternate traits and noting that all the offspring resemble one
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of the parental traits - not a blend of parental types. This firsthand observation also
enables students to determine which trait is dominant and which trait is recessive by
observing the phenotype of the F1 generation of pups.
Several investigators (Kargbo, Hobbs, & Erickson, 1980; Wood-Robinson, 1994) have
shown that adolescents often use their own intuitive ideas to explain some aspects of
inheritance, even before they receive tuition on these subjects. Invariably, these ideas do
not conform to those that are to be taught, may be a consequence of previous instruction
on other biological topics or informal “common-sense” knowledge from everyday
experience and language.
Posner, Strike, Hewson and Gertzog (1982) propose a theory of conceptual change
which describes the conditions necessary for conceptual change. This theory states that
the status of pre-instructional conceptions has to be lowered and the status of scientiﬁc
conceptions has to be raised in the mind of the student for learning to take place. Recent
research indicates that students can hold more than one conception at the same time and
that the status of these conceptions is raised or lowered depending on the context in
which the learner is using them (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer & Scott, 1994). The
MouseGen learning environment was designed to lower the status of pre-instructional
conceptions and raise the status of scientific conceptions by providing students with
intelligible and plausible empirical data in order to persuade them to adopt the scientific
conceptions. This strategy appears to work as the answer that the majority of students
provided to specific questions in the quizzes and workbooks suggest that they had
undergone a conceptual change from the blending to particulate model of inheritance.
I have come to understand than in a class of students there will always be a continuum
of understandings of the notions of heredity based on students' life experience of
inheritance as it relates to their own families or their friends families, their domestic
pets or their farm animals. The model of conceptual change is a useful framework for
accounting for changes in students' ideas of inheritance as a result of a learning
experience whether it be through a multimedia learning experience like MouseGen or a
teaching sequence designed to facilitate conceptual change in students understandings
of scientific phenomena. Science teachers do acknowledge that within a class grouping
there will be as much variation in genetics literacy as there are in other forms of literacy
including language and number literacy. I have also observed that students from
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families with a significant or life threatening genetic condition like cystic fibrosis,
thalassaemia, Huntington's disease or even Alzheimer's disease have a better
understanding of genetics than students without these family histories. This is probably
due to their participation in discussions of the inheritance of that particular condition
and how it relates to them personally. Much of the information they have acquired has
been gleamed from web sites developed to provide information to families who have the
condition and are interested in gaining information on the genetic basis of that diseases.
However, I did note that two students in the experimental group found it difficult to
abandon their view altogether when asked to make a prediction of the offspring
phenotype in a cross between pure breeding haired and pure breeding hairless mice in
the post test and listed two phenotypes which included haired and partly haired. These
two responses suggest that they had applied both models of inheritance and were having
difficulty abandoning the blending model of inheritance in favour of the particulate
model.

The basic premise adopted in the design of the modules and of the screens in each
module is that students’ everyday conceptions and alternative frameworks are an
essential starting point from which scientific understanding can be developed, not an
obstruction to scientific thought that should be removed. It has been suggested that
certain conditions will enhance the possibility of bringing about conceptual change – if
there is dissatisfaction with the existing conception, if the new conception appears
intelligible (makes sense to the learner), if the new conception appears plausible (can
offer a better explanation then the existing one) and if the new conception appears
fruitful and can be applied in a broader context (Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog,
1982). The learner needs to accept their new interpretations of phenomena as better
explanations for their world than their previously held idea. In order for conceptual
change to occur the learner must be dissatisfied with pre-conceptions and the new ideas
must be intelligible, plausible and useful to be successfully incorporated into their
working conceptual framework. (Strike & Posner, 1992) This thesis has demonstrated
the efficacy of the rich use of Power Point in overcoming misconceptions in most
students.
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If the conditions for conceptual change are to be achieved, there needs to be some
awareness of the correspondence between the scientific concepts to be taught and the
preconceptions held by students (Driver, 1989, Duit, 1999). Lewis and Katmann (2004)
suggest that teachers need to be aware of these preconceptions and the extent to which
they correspond to the scientific explanation or model and that they need to provide
students with the opportunity to become aware of their own conceptions and to reflect
on them in the context of the scientific explanations that they are expected to develop.
This recommendation was adopted by the MouseGen program and workbook where the
user is formally required to predict the outcome of a particular cross, to observe the
phenotypes of the pups, and to explain whether their prediction was appropriate to
explain the results they had observed and to then formally modify and record their
explanation to account for the experimental data. This reflective strategy appears to be
effective in bringing about conceptual change in the majority of students.

Lewis and Katmann (2004) suggest that beginning the teaching with discussion of
observed phenomena relating to heredity provides opportunities for students to
articulate their everyday experiences and conceptions. From these, teachers should be
able clarify their students’ conceptions of genes. The MouseGen program adopts the
recommendation to begin with observed phenomena relating to heredity. It introduces
the haired and hairless traits in mice and asks the user to examine their current ideas of
inheritance based on their everyday experience to predict the outcomes of a cross
between these alternate traits in mice. It then provides photographic results of the cross
and asks the user to examine their previously held ideas and to reconcile these with the
experimental evidence. This strategy appears to be effective in achieving conceptual
change in the majority of students’ conceptions of basic heredity.

The second subsidiary question in this focus question is whether students learn the
experimental procedures and generalised patterns of inheritance in monohybrid
investigations by using MouseGen and completing the Work book.
Many respondents in the Questionnaire said that the annotated photographs in
MouseGen were very useful in assisting them to learn the experimental procedures and
results of the cross breeding experiments. This comment confirms that learners like a
visual record of a learning experience for later reference to and that a visual summary of
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the learning experience that contains annotated photographs and diagrams is an
effective tool in supporting their learning. Science education literature identifies these
visual tools as Multiple External Representations. This comment supports the
conclusion that MERs are useful in supporting student learning of experimental
monohybrid methodology and results.
Students' performance in the post test of the Mouse Quiz and their performance in the
Quizzes on vertebrate pet genetics and human eye lash length also confirm that the
MouseGen program and Work book have been most effective in facilitating students’
learning of the experimental methodology and results of monohybrid investigations.
In addition, I agree with Pashley (1994), Levy and Benner (1995), and Harrell (1997) on
the usefulness of the schemes used throughout the program and workbook which enable
students to represent graphically the relationships between genes and alleles in order to
clarify how these concepts are related.

The third subsidiary question in this focus question is whether students are able to use
tools like Punnett squares to solve genetic problems?
The results of students in the Quiz questions targeting Punnett square use and in the
problem solving module of MouseGen Workbook requiring the completion of Punnett
squares confirms that students were able to use Punnett squares to explain and predict
the results of cross breeding experiments in mice. Students' results in the Quizzes on
vertebrate pet genetics (scale colour in fish, skin colour in axolotls, skin colour in blue
tongue lizards, feather colour in peach faced parrots, hair colour in Bordie collies and
eye lash length in humans) and humans eye lash length confirms that they were able to
accurately complete Punnett squares for a variety of genetic scenarios.
The results of students in the Quiz questions targeting probability in mice, humans and
vertebrate pets confirms that they are able to effectively apply these tools in a variety of
genetic scenarios. Probability and the tools of probability like Punnett squares and tree
diagrams are formally taught in the General Mathematics course in year 12 and in a
number of juniour mathematics courses. This may have impacted positively on students'
ability to create and complete Punnett squares and to apply the mathematics of
probability to quantifying the science of genetics.
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The fourth focus question is whether increased genetics understanding is associated
with transition to more formal thinking?
The first subsidiary question is whether there is a transition from the concrete level of
understanding (experimental/observational level) to the abstract level of understanding
(hypothesis/explanation level).
The performance of the experimental group in the sections of the three Quizzes (the
mouse Quiz as a posttest, the five vertebrate pet genetics Quizzes and the human eye
lash length Quiz) which were designed to measure their abstract level of understanding,
confirms that they have clearly understood the hypothesis to explain monohybrid
breeding experiments and have moved from the concrete to the abstract level of
cognition required for increased understanding of monohybrid genetics.
The experimental group’s performance in the mouse Quiz posttest was highly
significantly improved on their performance on the same quiz taken as a pretest. The
experimental group's results in the posttest were significantly improved on the control
group's results in the posttest.
Students rated MouseGen as being very effective in assisting them to learn the concepts
of monohybrid genetics and that it was highly useful in supporting them to transition to
more formal genetics thinking.
Knippels (2002) identifies the different biological levels at which inheritance can be
understood as a major obstacle to understanding, and uses problem-solving across these
levels as a means of helping students to recognize the inadequacies of their explanatory
models. MouseGen provides a number of opportunities for students to solve problems
across these levels and combined with the use of digital half disk MERs would appear
to be effective in assisting students to transition between these levels of understanding.
Transitioning from phenotype to phenotype requires cause and effect reasoning and the
application of the generalised concepts of genetics that are not intuitive for most
students. These concepts are:


genes control characteristic



characteristic exist in two alternate forms



the alternate forms of characteristic are traits
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one trait in a pair is dominant over the alternate trait which is recessive



dominant traits are determined by dominant alleles and recessive traits by
recessive alleles



body cells carry two alleles for each characteristic and sex cells one allele for
each characteristic



meiosis halves the number of alleles in a body cell and fertilisation restores the
number of alleles in a body cell

The MouseGen module “How do we explain these results” explores the allele
hypothesis of inheritance using digital half disks (MERs) to represent the two different
alleles of a gene. A blue half disk arbitrarily represents a dominant allele and a red half
disk a recessive allele. Two half disks are superimposed on individual mice to reinforce
the notion that body cells carry two alleles and single disks on sex cells to reinforce the
notion that they carry a single allele. The program animates the separation of the half
disks at meiosis leading to the production of sex cells carrying just a single half disk (a
single allele) and the random combination of half disks (sperm and egg each carrying a
single allele) during fertilisation. Student feedback in the questionnaire has shown that
the use of half disks was found to assist them to transition from the concrete level of
experimentation and observation (the individual mouse) to the abstract level of
deduction and explanation (the individual mouse with half disks superimposed on
them). It would appear that the use of half disks has assisted students to understand the
difficult concept of the phenotype/genotype relationship as it provides a concrete
representation of an abstract notion. An additional difficulty which half disks MERs
solve in the fact that phenotype and genotype occur on different levels of biological
organisation. Given that many students studying year 12 Biology are still operating at
the concrete level of cognition it would seem that using half disks is a good strategy to
support student understanding of the abstract concept of genotype and phenotype and
the different levels of understanding that they operate at.
Half disks are concrete models that assist to reinforce the particulate model of
inheritance. Observable traits are caused by two different kinds of particles or factors
whose association with each other does not alter their properties. There is no mixing of
particles when two different particles are found in an individual - one type of particle
covers the effect of the other type of particle. These particles are passed on from
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generation to generation and their different combinations determine the phenotype of
the individual. The use of half disks appears to assist students to transition from the
blending model to the particulate model appears to have been effective. The evidence
for this conclusion is provided by students’ response to the open ended question in the
Mouse quiz which targets their application of their model of understanding to a novel
scenario – the short eared mouse mutation. No student in the experimental group
suggested a blending model to explain ear length of the pups produced in a cross
between the short and long eared adult mouse.
Researchers over the past two decades have unanimously found that genetics remains
linguistically and conceptually difﬁcult to teach and learn in secondary schools. (e.g.
Bahar, Johnstone & Hansell, 1999; Hackling & Treagust, 1984; Lewis, Leach & WoodRobinson, 2000; Pearson & Hughes, 1988; Stewart, 1982; Wood, 1996). One reason for
this difficulty is that genetics is one of those domains that requires learners to use
multilevel thinking (Johnstone, 1991) and reasoning that is central to higher-order
thinking skills (Phye, 1997).

I concur with the research literature that multimedia learning environments that have the
features listed below can support students to learn the difficult concepts in the science
curriculum. These features include:


a real world simulations of real world contexts



a use of case based narratives to create real world contexts and problems



a use of a variety of authentic tasks that model real life tasks of experts



an investigative/problem-solving/experimental approach to phenomena



a use of quality digital photographs, video and audio



multiple representations of the knowledge domain (photographs, video clips,
text, diagrams)



a use of concrete representations for abstract notions (MERs)



a use of conceptual, strategic and metacognitive scaffolding



a requirement that users creates knowledge through active participation



a provision of feedback to the user on their response to tasks



a requirement that users engage in reflection (predict-observe-explain strategy)



a provision of opportunities for social interaction and discussion
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collaborative construction of knowledge through social negotiation

The second subsidiary question is whether coloured half disks (digital Multiple External
Representations) assist in the transition between phenotype and genotype levels of
understanding?
The results of the Questionnaire suggest that most students found the half disks to be
useful in assisting them to develop an understanding of the relationship between
genotype and phenotype. A number of students commented on the how visuals helped
them develop an understanding of abstract and derived concepts like genotype. These
results support the assertion by (Kozma, Chin, Russell & Marx 2000) that innovative
and interactive visualisation programs provide students with improved opportunities to
understand processes occurring at a number of different levels of understanding. The
half disk MERs help to scaffold students in transitioning between these two biological
levels of description and to overcome the major obstacle to understanding heredity
identified by Knippels (2002).
The third subsidiary question is whether students are they able to solve problems using
standard genetic conventions?
The results in the MouseGen quiz, Vertebrate Pet Genetics quiz, Human Eyelash
Length, and in the Quiz section of the MouseGen program indicate that students are
able to solve problems using standard genetics conventions. These conventions include:
using the same letter of the alphabet to represent the different alleles of a gene; using
upper case letters to represent dominant alleles and lower case letters to represent
recessive alleles; using two letters when describing the alleles carried by body cells and
one letter when describing the allele carried by sex cells; and setting out the alleles
appropriately when completing Punnett squares - a single letter around two sides of the
large square and double letters in each smaller square.
However, it is generally accepted by a researcher that providing the correct answer does
not necessarily mean the problem has been understood as students may use some
personal algorithm and answer correctly without the use of reason and without
understanding the concepts they use (Hackling & Treagust, 1984; Kinnear, 1983).
Given the methods used in this study it is difficult to establish whether students are
learning by rote when answering questions correctly or whether they are using
reasoning and understand the concepts. Future research using problem-centered
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interviews or focus groups could establish how students were thinking as they problem
solved genetics questions. Problem-centered interviews (Gallagher, 1991) were used to
probe individual German student’s understandings of the concepts like heredity, gene,
character, inherited disease, genetic load and eugenics.
The fifth focus is whether ICT mediated understanding of mouse genetics is
transferrable to new contexts.
The first subsidiary question is whether students think they are able to apply the
knowledge and problem solving skills they developed using MouseGen to other
organisms including humans.
The majority of respondents thought that the generalizations that they had learnt when
focusing on mouse genetics would enable them to solve genetic problems in other
organisms. These results show that respondents have understood the universal
applicability of the laws relating to monohybrid inheritance involving complete
dominance.
The second subsidiary question is whether students able to solve genetics problems in a
range of vertebrate pets and humans?
The performance of the experimental group on the five quizzes on vertebrate pet
genetics and human eye lash length confirms that students were able to solve problems
in a range of vertebrates and humans. There were no significant difference between
these students' performance in the mouse genetic quiz and the vertebrate pet and human
quizzes.
The six focus question is whether students think MouseGen is useful in assisting
them to achieve specific outcomes of the New South Wales Higher School Certificate
Biology syllabus?
Most respondents thought that MouseGen was very useful in supporting them to learn
the concepts of monohybrid inheritance.
Most respondents thought that MouseGen was very useful in supporting them to learn to
solve problems relating to monohybrid inheritance.
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Most respondents thought that MouseGen was highly useful in supporting them to
describe the outcomes of monohybrid crosses involving simple dominance in
monohybrid inheritance.
Most respondents thought that MouseGen was very useful in supporting them to
distinguish between homozygous and heterozygous genotypes in monohybrid crosses
involving simple dominance.
Most respondents thought that MouseGen was very useful in supporting them to
distinguish between the terms alleles and genes, using examples” in monohybrid crosses
involving simple dominance.
Most respondents thought that MouseGen was very useful in supporting them to explain
the relationship between dominant and recessive alleles using examples in monohybrid
crosses involving simple dominance.
Most respondents thought that MouseGen was very useful in supporting them to solve
problems involving monohybrid crosses using Punnett squares in monohybrid crosses
involving simple dominance.
Overall, respondents rated MouseGen as being very useful in assisting them to achieve
the seven outcomes of the Blueprint for Life module. Respondents’ results in the post
test quizzes on mice, human and vertebrate pets support their perceptions that they had
achieved these seven outcomes.
The qualitative and quantitative data provided by the three test instruments in this mixed
methods research support the hypothesis that “The intervention of the MouseGen
interactive multimedia learning environment improves Biology students’ engagement
with monohybrid genetics and produces significant gains in their learning of the
concepts and skills of monohybrid genetics as outlined by the New South Wales
Biology syllabus”. The sample is too small for quantitative generalisablility but the
mixed method gives sufficient confidence for application.
Although MouseGen’s focus is genetics this project has shown that PowerPoint is an
easy to use and user friendly multimedia authoring tool which enables science teachers
to routinely create rich multimedia learning environments for the majority of the content
areas of the juniour and senior science curriculum. Video camera and digital camera
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have become part of the tools readily available in science laboratories because of their
relatively low cost. Science teachers are able to provide these to students to record
experimental activities or students simply use their own mobile phones. The availability
of free recording and editing software like Audacity for audio data and Microsoft
Moviemaker or Live Moviemaker for video data makes it easy for teachers to collect the
range of data types necessary to create multimedia learning environments using
PowerPoint. My recommendation is supported by Foster (2000) who states that
multimedia, video media and presentation software (such as Microsoft Power Point)
offer a unique blend of media types for displaying and organising. I argue that using
technology based multimedia simulations can be more effective than traditional
teaching methods, which depend on “teacher explanation, textbooks, and problem
solving by means of known algorithms” (Banet & Ayuso, 1999, p.313). However,
students do appreciate a range of learning resources and teaching practices and would
not value the sole use of multimedia to deliver the science curriculum.

This research project has attempted to respond to the assertion by Banet & Ayuso,
(1999, p.313) that “a thorough analysis of the results shows that traditional teaching
strategies have little effect on students’ acquisition of meaningful understandings of
inheritance”. The data collected in this investigation confirms that an interactive
multimedia simulation experience that adopts a problem solving experimental approach
to learning genetics using a mouse model has been successful in students’ acquisition of
meaningful understandings of inheritance. Students’ feedback in the questionnaire and
their performance in the quizzes support this conclusion.

Future research and development
The number of students that made reference to the usefulness of textbooks suggests that
the reliance on text books by science teachers has made an impact on students’
perceptions of the media type they learnt best with. However, it could also be that they
feel that a hard copy of a multimedia program or a text book would be useful in revision
for assessment tasks. I would need to establish the reasons why some students said that
they like a text book in addition to a multimedia resource like MouseGen.
I suspect that some respondents said that they liked a text book as well as a multimedia
resource as they have grown used to, and are comfortable with, the textbook as a
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learning resource. A textbook can be accessed for revision at any time. In hindsight, I
could have provided students with a hard copy of MouseGen by generating a .pdf file
from the PowerPoint resource and established whether they were happy with this paper
based copy of the learning resource. One contentious issue in science education is the
over reliance on the text book by some teachers resulting in the science curriculum
being reduced to following the text book sequentially. Over the past two years the
Science coordinator at the college I teach at abandoned the use of a class text book in an
attempt to try to break the over dependence on text book teaching. This decision has
caused much dissent amongst many students, teachers and some parents and the text
book was reinstated in 2012 - including an on line version of the text book for students
with laptops.
Future research could involve the creation and assessment of interactive multimedia
learning simulations that would take the user beyond monohybrid experimentation to
other modes of inheritance that can all be investigated using available mouse mutations.
These modes of inheritance and the mouse mutants that exhibit these modes of
inheritance are identified in Appendix 3. There is a danger that focusing on simple
Mendelian genetics oversimplifies students’ knowledge of the complex knowledge
domain of genetics. There are a number of ways that traits can be inherited and
suggesting that that the monohybrid model with simple dominance is the only
mechanism of inheritance by not formally addressing the mechanisms is doing students'
learning a disservice. Although MouseGen is appropriate for the Mendelian genetics
component of the syllabus it would need to be expanded to the other modes of
inheritance and to introduce a higher level of genetic understanding – the chromosome
theory of inheritance and the gene-chromosome relationship (Appendix 13)
Future research would need to focus on the development and assessment of multimedia
simulations that support the Australian junior Science and the senior Biology
curriculum. The Biology syllabus in Unit 3: Heredity and continuity of life states that:
In this unit, students investigate the biochemical and cellular systems and
processes involved in the transmission of genetic material to the next generation
of cells and to offspring. They consider different patterns of inheritance by
analysing the possible genotypes and phenotypes of offspring. Students link
their observations to explanatory models that describe patterns of inheritance,
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and explore how the use of predictive models of inheritance enables decision
making.
(retrieved from
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/SeniorSecondary/Science/Biology/Curri
culum/SeniorSecondary#pages=3)
In the general science curriculum there is a need to consider the development and
assessment of multimedia learning simulations that address conceptually difficult areas
of the curriculum. Topics that are challenging for students are topics like the writing of
chemical formulas and the balancing of chemical equations; the processes of plate
tectonics and the history of plate movements and interactions; forces, energy and energy
transformations; photosynthesis, respiration and transport systems in plants to mention a
few.
I suggest that some areas of the science curriculum may be difficult for students as their
classroom experience of the phenomena is often not empirical (firsthand, concrete,
visual) but aural (the teacher instructs by talking about the phenomenon) or text based
(the teacher or student reads from the textbook or the teacher writes notes on the board).
Student learning can be more effective if a firsthand experience of scientific
phenomenon can be provided as an experiment/ investigation/field trip/demonstration
that is scaffold by the teacher but if that is not possible then a visual/aural representation
of the phenomena as a quality multimedia learning experience can be an effective
classroom practice. Technology based interactive multimedia learning environments
whose development have been guided by the pedagogical recommendations outlined in
the literature review of this thesis provide learners with opportunities to interact with
models/simulations of science phenomena and to construct and discuss the ideas they
have constructed from their interactions with these models. This thesis has shown that
students prefer multimedia learning to traditional teacher instruction and textbook
methods of learning science. However, there is a place for teacher instruction and the
use of textbooks in science teaching and multimedia should not be the sole method of
delivery of the curriculum. The science curriculum should provide students with
experiences in applying the scientific method to investigating real world phenomena by
firsthand participation in experimental activities that will ultimately lead to a reflection
on their current understanding of the ideas of science and to modify or replace these
ideas on the basis of their firsthand experience. If a firsthand experience of phenomena
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is not possible in a science classroom or laboratory for reasons outlined in Appendix 6,
then multimedia simulations can be employed to substitute for or enhance the firsthand
experience
The installation of computer devices, data projectors, sound systems and the availability
of Wi-Fi and the internet in science laboratories now provides the infrastructure to
facilitate an increased use of multimedia simulations in routine classroom practice. The
movement towards students having their own computing device will now allow them to
individually explore simulations as they become available. These simulations may be
developed by classroom teachers, purchased by educational institutions or be freely
available on the World Wide Web. It is expected that student engagement in a
simulation of phenomena provided by an interactive multimedia environment which
offers many benefits to the learner will lead to an improvement in student learning of
the ideas and skills of science.

The unique contribution of the study to the literature
Banet and Ayuso (1999) conclude that a thorough analysis of the results shows that
traditional teaching strategies have little effect on students’ acquisition of meaningful
understandings of inheritance. This research has shown that a digital simulation of
mouse breeding that requires the user to engage in real world genetics problem solving
by making decisions about crosses and by collecting and analysing the data from these
crosses does contribute to students' acquisition of meaningful understandings of
inheritance. The experimental group’s scores in the MouseGen post-test were
significantly better than the control groups scores. The MouseGen Quiz is designed to
assess expert understanding of monohybrid inheritance. This study has also shown that
the use of real organisms like mice does improve student interest in and engagement
with the study of inheritance and does lead to improvements in both the cognitive and
affective domains of learning high school genetics.

This study has shown that carefully designed MERs are effective in addressing the
linguistic difficulties (Johnston (1999) and numerous others) encountered by students
when they learn genetics in high school.
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Appropriate genetic terms are also introduced in the context of the breeding experiments
and are always related to individual mice from the breeding experiment. The first
module (Introducing mice) clarifies the language of characteristics and traits by using
photographs of individual mice displaying these alternate traits for each characteristic.
Different coloured fonts are used to name each characteristic and the alternate traits of
that characteristic. The underlying notion is that genes control characteristics and
different forms of the genes (alleles) determine these traits.

MouseGen formally addresses the language of genetics in a module (Terms and
Definitions) that uses MERs like the example shown below.
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These MERs contain photographs of mice on which are superimposed pictures of cells
which contain half disks representing the alleles they carry for a particular
characteristic. Alleles are represented by different coloured half disks on which are
written a letter representing that particular allele in accordance with standard genetic
nomenclature. Students rated these MERs as being very useful in supporting their
development of the language of genetics. Feedback from students in the survey has
shown that they value the use of concrete examples from the breeding experiment to
introduce the language of genetics.
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This study has shown that carefully designed MERS are also effective in addressing the
conceptual difficulties inherent in the learning of high school genetics. The diagram
below is one of the MERs used in the program and explains how the F1 generation
produces the F2 generation.

This MER uses photographs of individual mice (organism) from each generation F1and F2 (generational), and coloured half disks to represent factors (alleles) contained
within body cells and sex cells (cell). This particular MER is animated and models the
behaviour of alleles (half disks) during meiosis, fertilisation and mitosis to scaffold
student understanding of these cellular processes. The MERs used in MouseGen
explicitly address the multilevel thinking and reasoning required for a basic
understanding of genetics by combining all levels of description (generational,
organism, cell and allele) , the cellular processes involved in reproduction (meiosis,
fertilisation and mitosis) and numerical relationships between numbers of alleles in
body cells and in sex cells. This study has shown that MER’s are a powerful tool in
seamlessly connecting the different levels of description in a genetics investigation and
supporting learners to not only make connections between each level but enabling them
to transition between levels in their thinking and problem solving.
This study has shown that scaffolding the learner through the same thought processes
employed by Mendel to explain his experimental results is an effective way to introduce
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the two allele hypothesis. The traditional approach is to inform the learner that each trait
is controlled by two factors/ alleles or simply assuming that there are two factors
controlling each trait without any reference to experimental data or addressing the
reasons why body cells carry two alleles and sex cells one allele for each inherited trait.
The inductive approach to addressing the allele hypothesis taken by MouseGen has
shown to be effective in resolving the cognitive difficulties of understanding the two
allele hypotheses of Mendelian genetics.
MouseGen has shown that the application of the activation principle of instruction
elaborated by Merrill (2002) does lead to conceptual change. His recommendations are
that learning is promoted when:


relevant previous experience is activated by learners being directed to recall,
relate, describe or apply knowledge from relevant past experience that can be
used as a foundation for the new knowledge



learners are provided relevant experiences that can be used as a foundation for
the new knowledge



learners are provided with a structure which can be used to organise new
knowledge

The first module of MouseGen (Introducing Mice) directs learners to reflect on any
previous experience breeding mice. This module then provides a mouse breeding
experience for any learners that have never had an experience of breeding mice at home.
The second module of MouseGen (The Experiment) directs the learner predict the
phenotypes of the offspring in a pure breeding hairless- haired cross. This requires them
to examine their thoughts based on previous life experience and to formally record these
thoughts in their workbooks. This approach encourages them to reflect on their existing
mental models in order to answer the question of offspring phenotype. In later slides the
learner is presented with photographs of the results of twelve identical crosses, is asked
to score each cage and is then asked to reconcile their original prediction with their
observation and not just correct their prediction. This strategy which requires the learner
to formally interact with mental models and to reinforce or to change models based on
observation has shown to be effective in assisting most learners to incorporate new
knowledge into existing knowledge. A comment made by one student summarised the
comments made by many students in small group discussions over a number of years.
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“We got is wrong. It’s not the way it works. You get one or the other. Not a mixture.
Let’s move on”
MouseGen also incorporates the third recommendation by Merrill which is the
provision of a structure which can be used to organise new knowledge - the two allele
hypothesis generated by Mendel in the third module (The Explanation). Students
overwhelmingly commented that they found this particular module useful in scaffolding
their understanding of the mechanisms of monohybrid inheritance. The post-test scores
of the experimental support this view.
In conclusion I would like to refer to the comment made by Lajoie(2003, p.1) that “The
uses of technology in education are boundless but are only as good as the principles that
underlie their design, as well as the teachers who use them with a pedagogical purpose".
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Appendix 1

Human pedigree.
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Appendix 2

B

A

b

B

a

b

Interaction of genes for coat colour in mice developed by
researcher

Interaction of five common genes for coat colour in mice
Gametic
Genes
Phenotype
formula
S
ABDPS Wild-type agouti
P
s
ABDPs Spotted agouti
D
S
ABDpS Pink-eyed agouti
p
s
ABDps Pink-eyed, spotted agouti
S
ABdPS Dilute Agouti
P
s
ABdPs Spotted, dilute agouti
d
S
ABdPS Pink-eyed, dilute agouti
p
s
ABdps
Pink-eyed, spotted, dilute agouti
S
AbDPS Cinnamon
P
s
AbDPs Spotted cinnamon
D
S
AbDpS Pink-eyed cinnamon
p
s
AbDps Pink-eyed, spotted cinnamon
S
AbdpS
Dilute Cinnamon
P
s
AbdPs
Spotted, dilute cinnamon
d
S
AbdPS Pink-eyed, dilute cinnamon
p
s
Abdps
Pink-eyed, spotted, dilute cinnamon
S
aBDPS Black
P
s
aBDPs
Spotted black
D
S
aBDpS Pink-eyed black
p
s
aBDps
Pink-eyed, spotted black
S
aBdPS
Dilute Black
P
s
aBdPs
Spotted, dilute black
d
S
aBdPS
Pink-eyed, dilute black
p
s
aBdps
Pink-eyed, spotted, dilute black
S
abDPS
Brown
P
s
abDPs
Spotted brown
D
S
abDpS
Pink-eyed brown
p
s
abDps
Pink-eyed, spotted brown
S
abdpS
Dilute Brown
P
s
abdPs
Spotted, dilute brown
d
S
abdPS
Pink-eyed, dilute brown
p
s
abdps
Pink-eyed, spotted, dilute brown
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Appendix 3

1.

Modes of inheritance demonstrated by mouse crosses
developed by researcher

Monohybrid with complete dominance
black x white
yellow x black
black x brown
black x pink eyed dilution
normal hair x long hair
tailed x vestigial tailed
haired x hairless
normal haired x curly haired
normal hair x piebald Spotted
agouti x black

2

Monohybrid inheritance with complete Dominance and homozygous Lethal
naked x naked
curly coated x curly coated

3

Monohybrid inheritance with incomplete dominance
chinchilla x albino

4.

Monohybrid inheritance with co-dominance
agouti x black and tan

5.

Dihybrid inheritance with complete dominance and unlinked genes
agouti x brown
black haired x hairless white
black tail x brown tailless
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black tailed x tailless spotted
6.

7.

Sex linked recessive inheritance
normal male x tabby female

XY x

X Ta X Ta .

normal male x carrier female

XY

X X Ta.

tabby male x normal female

X TaY x

x

X X

Artificial selection

Mutants that are useful to demonstrate artificial selection: vestigial tail/ piebald spotting
There is considerable variation in tail length/degree of spotting which enables the
breeder to select for longer or shorter tails or increase/decrease in spotting. Black eyed
white can eventually be produced from increasing the extent of body spotting caused by
the piebald spotting gene.
8

Gene recombination producing novel phenotypes

Cross that is useful to show recombination of genes as a source of variation: Agouti x
chocolate brown. In the F2 generation both black and cinnamon phenotypes appear
because of the recombination of genes.
9.

Test crosses

In any of the monohybrid crosses the F2 can be back crossed with the recessive traits to
form a test cross.
10.

Multiple alleles

Multiple alleles exist at the agouti locus. They are the agouti allele (A) carried by grey
mice, the non-agouti allele (a) and the black and tan allele (at). Grey mice are AA, black
mice are aa, and black and tan mice are atat .
They also exist at the coloured locus. They are the coloured allele (C), the albino allele
(c), and the chinchilla locus (cch). Coloured mice are (CC), albino mice are (cc) and
chinchilla mice are (cchcch).
11.

Hair mutants

There are three mutants that have an effect on hair development. Nude mice like their
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haired siblings are born hairless and never develop any hair. Hairless mice are born
hairless, develop hair but lose it after the first moult and it never grows back. They lose
hair from the head region and progressively down their body. Naked mice continually
grow and lose hair in random parts of their body so their degree of body hair is never
constant. Nude and hairless are recessive mutants whereas naked in dominant but
homozygous lethal.
12.

Complementation crosses

A cross between chinchilla agouti (gray coloured mouse) and dilute agouti (gray
coloured mouse) yields agouti haired offspring. This cross demonstrates the concept of
complementation. That is, the chinchilla genes and dilute genes are located on different
chromosomes and single copies of these genes produces the wild type phenotype in the
F1.
13.

Linked gene and distance between genes.

The wavy coat gene (called the wa-2 gene) and the vestigial tail gene (vt) are linked on
the same chromosome. A test cross can be set up to provide data that will allow the
distance between genes to be measured as a percentage recombination.
14.

Pleitrophy

The yellow mice become obese and infertile with age. The mutation not only affects
coat colour but metabolism and eating behaviour.
15.

Possible animal breeding projects:

A hairless and tailless mouse
A longhaired mouse with a curly coat.
A mouse that carries the yellow and pinked eyed genes
A mouse which carries the yellow and chinchilla genes
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Appendix 4

Diagram summarising hairless-haired mouse cross developed
by researcher.
pure breeding haired mice
pure breeding hairless mice

remove males from
cage before females
are sexually mature

reciprocal cross –
swap traits of males
and females

X
remove male from cage
before pups are born

select one male and all
females and move to a new
cage
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move females to new cages
before pups are born
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Appendix 5

Diagram of results of a hairless-haired mouse cross
developed by researcher

Diagram of a cross between a pure breeding haired and pure breeding hairless mouse
over three generations
1. Label the P, F1 and F2 generations.
2. Write the phenotype under each individual mouse.
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Write the genotype of the body cells and sex cells in the cross between pure breeding
haired and pure breeding hairless. Use H to represent the allele for haired and h the
allele for hairless.
body cells

Fertilisation
sex cells

body cells

sex cells
Fertilisation

Body cells
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Appendix 6

1.

Uses of ICT technologies in Science teaching developed by
researcher

Computer as a tool/instrument to collect data from an experiment
Data logging - collection of a range of data types by a range of probes
interfacing with- a data Jogger that can be uploaded to a laptop for analysis by
spread sheet software .Some examples of data types include humidity,
temperature, pH, light intensity, time with photo gates, and oxygen saturation in
water. See www.vernier.com

2.

Computer simulations of phenomena (events) that cannot be observed because
of time or size constraints:
e.g. movement of the crustal plates in plate tectonics
e.g. interaction of molecules during a chemical reaction
e.g. movement of a constellation during the night
e.g. changes in the frequencies of traits in a population over many generations of
natural selection
e.g. rotation of electrons in different shells around the nucleus of the atom
e.g. interaction between an enzyme and its substrate

3.

Computer simulations of dynamic events that can be more effectively
observed by dynamic models rather than static models or diagram
e.g. comparative movement of molecules in solids, liquids and gases
e.g. movement of the stars in the night sky
e.g. interaction of the molecules during a chemical reaction .
e.g. interaction of an enzyme and its substrate molecule during an enzyme
reaction
e.g. the changing phases of the moon
e.g. the rotation of the planets around the sun
e.g. the changing seasons of the year as the earth orbits the sun
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4.

Computer simulations of phenomena that cannot be readily visualised
e.g. forces acting on two bodies that collide
e.g. movement of electrons in an electric current
e-g. static electrical charges on objects as a result of friction

'

e.g. forces that arise from the interaction of two magnets

5.

Computer simulations of experiences beyond the science classroom
e.g. abundance and distribution of organisms growing on the rock platform
e.g. different modes of inheritance of traits in an organism like fruit fly and pea
plants
e.g. reasons for the phases of the moon
e.g. why stars appear to move in the night sky

6.

Computer drill exercises
e.g. the symbols of the elements
e.g. the writing of formulas
e.g. the balancing of equations
e.g. the classification of invertebrates

7.

Generic software for recording, analysing and reporting student experimental
work
e.g. word processing for reports of experimental work
e.g. spread sheets for the analysis of data and drawing of graphs
e.g. PowerPoint to present the findings of experimental work

8.

Digital cameras and video cameras to record experiments
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e.g. result of temperature, pH and substrate concentrations on enzyme reactions
e.g. behaviour of magnets or charged rods
e.g. building of molecules of inorganic molecules
e.g. showing the rearrangement of the atoms in a molecule during a chemical
reaction
e.g. collecting photographs of excursions for use back at school

9.

Digital camera attached to microscope and shown through data projector
e.g. observe the movement of microscopic animals in termite guts or pond water
e.g. photographs of guard cells and stomates
e.g. observe and photograph a range of animal and plant cell types

10.

Use of the internet for numerous purposes
e.g. virtual tours of mangrove ecosystems, museums, etc.
e.g. interactive experimental simulations like projectile motion, nuclear
reactions,
e.g. electron micrographs of cells and tissues
e.g. light micrographs of cells and tissues
e.g. YouTube for experiments like dry ice in water and the change in pH,
sodium reacting with water
e.g. accessing the CSIRO. Australian Museum, Questacon, NSW University of
Human Diseases, etc
e.g. listening to lectures delivered from universities, etc
e.g. accessing the photographs from Space telescopes, observatories, etc.
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Appendix 7

The MouseGen program

Slide Number:
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2.
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Appendix 8

MouseGen Questionnaire, Quiz, Workbook and Vertebrate
Pet Quizzes.

MouseGen Questionnaire
Please complete the survey after you have finished working through the Mouse
Genetics (MouseGen) multimedia presentation. Please do not write your name on the
document. It is your thoughts and understandings that are valuable.
1. How would you describe your personal feelings towards real live mice?
(a) Cute

(b) Disgusted (c) Neutral

(d) Scared

2. How would you describe your personal reactions to seeing video clips/photos of
mice?
(a) Cute

(b) Disgusted (c) Neutral

(d) Scared

3. Do you think mice are a good choice of animal to use for this multimedia
presentation? Yes / No
Please explain
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
4. Have you studied genetics at school prior to using this multimedia presentation?
Yes/No
Please explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
5. Would you prefer to learn genetics from a text book or from this multimedia
presentation?
Please explain
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
6. Did you have any ideas about how the hairless trait is inherited (passed on) before
using this multimedia presentation? Yes/No
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Please Explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
7. Did your understanding of how the hairless trait is inherited change as a result of
you using the multimedia presentation? Yes/No
Please explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
8. Did you answer the questions in the work book as you worked your way through the
multimedia presentation? Yes / No
Please explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
9. Did the inclusion of video clips/photos of mice and their offspring help you to
understand the crosses that were being set up and the results of these crosses?
Yes/No
Please explain
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
10. Did you find the 8 modules a useful way to divide the content up? Yes/No Please
explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
11. (a) How would you rate the success of the multimedia presentation in explaining the
results of the crosses? Excellent/Good/Satisfactory/Poor/Unsatisfactory
Please explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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(b)Did you find the half disks useful in explaining the results of the crosses?
Yes/No/Unsure
12. Has the multimedia presentation changed your understanding of how the hairless
condition in mice is inherited? Yes/No
Please explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
13. Do you think you could apply what you have learnt about genetics by using this
multimedia presentation to a different animal or plant or even to humans? Yes/No
Please explain
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
14. Please list some positive features of the multimedia presentation.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
15. Please list some features of the multimedia presentation that need improving.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
16. Do you have any suggestions on how to improve the multimedia presentation?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
17. Did you use the narration (audio clips) and where they useful? Yes/No
Please explain
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
On a scale from 1 to 5 circle your response where 1 is the lowest and5 is the highest.
18. How would you rate the multimedia presentation in capturing your interest?
1

2

3

4
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5

19. How would you rate the multimedia presentation in maintaining your interest?
1

2

3

4

5

20. How would you rate the ability of the multimedia presentation in assisting you learn
genetic concepts?
1

2

3

4

5

21. How would you rate the ability of the multimedia presentation to support you in
solving genetics problems?
1

2

3

4

5

Rate the ability of the multimedia presentation to assist you to meet in the BOS
outcomes from the Blueprint of life module
Please respond to each outcome by circling your rating below the outcome using 1 to 5
where 1 is the lowest and5 is the highest.
Knowledge Outcomes

Skills Outcome

Describe outcomes of monohybrid crosses

Solve problems involving monohybrid

involving simple dominance using

crosses using Punnet squares or other

Mendel’s experiments

appropriate techniques.

1

2

3

4

5

1

Distinguish between homozygous and
heterozygous genotypes in monohybrid
crosses
1

2

3

4

5

Distinguish between the terms allele and
gene, using examples
1

2

3

4

5

Explain the relationship between dominant
and recessive alleles and phenotype using
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2

3

4

5

examples
1

2

3

4

5

Design of the MouseGen Questionnaire
The MouseGen Questionnaire has been used over the past seven years to obtain
feedback from year 12 Biology students. The purpose of this feedback was to determine
students’ level of engagement with MouseGen interactive multimedia product and to
investigate their perceptions of MouseGen’s effectiveness in facilitating their learning
of basic Mendelian Genetics and achieving the Blueprint of Life outcomes in the Higher
School Certificate Biology syllabus. It also canvasses students’ opinion on how to
improve the MouseGen product.
Question 1 and 2
The first two questions in the questionnaire have been designed to determine whether
students have a personal issue with mice or video clips/photos of mice used in
MouseGen. Having numerical data on students’ personal feelings and reactions is useful
in the evaluation of the effectiveness of MouseGen software. In the years I have been
demonstrating live mice mutations and crosses of these mutations to the year 10 Science
classes I have noted that a few students in each year group have had a personal problem
with mice and were unable to come to terms with their fear of the animal. Some
students were able to overcome their disdain of the animal and were able to make
observations from a ‘distance of the animals’ for the purpose of being engaged in the
learning activity. The majority of the students were fascinated with the many mutants
and wanted more information on their origin. Respondents are given an opportunity to
provide a free response to the question if they choose to.
Question 3
Question 3 has been asked to determine whether students thought mice were a good
model to use in the learning of genetics. Students were given the opportunity to
comment on their perceptions of the appropriateness of the mouse model for the
learning of genetics. Some of the more perceptive students recognised that the existence
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of a variety of mouse mutations is useful for any genetics investigations, that mice breed
rapidly so the time frame for results of crosses is minimal, that mice produce numerous
offspring which allows the data to be analysed mathematically, that the availability of
scientific cages that delivers food and water effectively is a positive, that mice are easy
to clean, feed and water, and that their food consumption is low and cost effective.
Respondents are given an opportunity to provide a free response to the question if they
choose to.
Question 4
Question 4 has been asked to determine students’ prior learning of genetics at the
college. It is anticipated students may remember their experiences in year 10 if they are
in year 12 Biology as they would have attended the mandatory session Mouse Genetic
Incursion involving observations of live mouse mutations, crosses of mutants with wild
type to produce the F1 generation and crosses of the F1 generation to produce the F2
generation. Respondents are given an opportunity to provide a free response to the
question if they choose to.
Question5
Question 5 has been asked to establish whether students prefer to learn from a text book
or from the multimedia presentation. Respondents are given an opportunity to provide a
free response to the question if they choose to.
Question 6
Question 6 has been asked to establish students’ prior experience of the hairless
mutation and how the hairless mutation is inherited. It hopes to determine whether they
have remembered their practical experiences in year 10 Science in which they observed
the mutation and a F1 and F2 cross. Respondents are given an opportunity to provide a
free response to the question if they chose to.
Question 7
Question 7 has been asked to determine whether students’ interaction with the
multimedia presentation has changes their view in regards to how the hairless mutation
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is inherited through three generations. Respondents are given an opportunity to provide
a free response to the question if they choose to.
Question 8
Question 8 has been asked to determine whether students used the work book which
required them to record their observations and answer specific questions and whether
they found it to be useful in supporting their learning. My personal observations in the
classroom have been that students like to have a hardcopy of a digital experience that
they can fall back on for consolidation and for revision purposes. However, I have
observed that students generally do not enjoy completing worksheets when on excursion
as they feel that they detract from the total learning experience and would rather discuss
and record experiences when they return to the classroom. Respondents are given an
opportunity to provide a free response to the question if they chose to.
Question 9
Question 9 has been asked to determine whether students thought that the inclusion of
video clips and photographs of mice and their offspring was useful in helping them to
understand the crosses and the results of crosses. My experience in teaching Genetics
and using live mice is that students like to learn and probably learn more effectively
when teachers provide them with concrete and real examples of the phenomenon they
are learning about in science. Respondents are given an opportunity to provide a free
response to the question if they chose to.
Question 10
Question 10 has been asked with determine whether students thought that dividing the
content into modules was a good idea. The development of modules was intended to
break the complex knowledge domain of genetics experimentation into manageable
units to reduce the cognitive lead on the students. Students are able to choose to explore
any unit they think is appropriate in what order they feel they need to but I have
numbered the units as a suggestion of the order I think they need to progress through the
presentation. Unobtrusive teacher observation of student progress through the units has
revealed that students are happy to comply with the suggested order of modules.
Students have been regularly observed to revisit some of the modules on a number of
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occasions possibly to clarify or consolidate their understandings of concepts or skills.
Respondents are given an opportunity to provide a free response to the question if they
chose to.
Question 11
Question 11 has been designed to give students an opportunity to rate the effectives of
the presentation in explaining the results of crosses. They are given five categories of
responses and are permitted to expand on or to qualify their decision with a free
response. The second part of this question asked students to make a decision about the
usefulness of half disks to assist them to explain the results of crosses. They were asked
to respond with a 'yes' 'no' or 'unsure' response.
Question 12
Question 12 is asking students about their perceptions of the impact of the presentation
on their understanding of the mode of inheritance of the hairless trait. They are required
to answer the question with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response but are permitted to expand on or
qualify their decision with a free response.
Question 13
Question 13 is designed to determine whether students think that the concepts and skills
they have learnt in mouse genetics will enable them to apply these generalised concepts
and skills to the genetics of any other organism. The question also aims to determine
whether students have understood that the laws of genetics are universal and apply to all
organisms - that there is a transfer of generalised concepts and skills from a particular
organism to another other organism. They are given an opportunity to provide a free
response to the question if they chose to.
Question 14
Question 14 is a free response question designed to determine students’ perceptions of
the positive features of the multimedia product.
Question 15
Question 15 is a free response question designed to canvass students views as to
improvements that need to me made to the multimedia product. In the first four years of
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developing and trialling the MouseGen product, I received a number of suggestions but
in the past four years most students were unable to provide any suggestions of areas that
needed improvement.
Question 16
Question 16 is a free response question designed to canvass students’ suggestions with
regards to what improvements need to be made to the multimedia product.
Question 17
Question 17 is designed to determine whether students used the audio clips and whether
they found them to be useful. They are given an opportunity to provide a free response
to the question if they chose to.
Questions 18 to 21 are designed to determine students’ perception of the effectiveness
of MouseGen multimedia presentation in capturing and maintaining their interest and in
supporting their learning of concepts of the science of genetics and the development of
their genetic problem solving skills.
Question 18
Question 18 requires students to rate the effectiveness of the multimedia presentation in
capturing their interest on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest
rating.
Question 19
Question 19 requires students to rate the effectiveness of the multimedia presentation in
maintaining their interest on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest
rating.
Question 20
Question 20 requires students to rate the effectiveness of the multimedia presentation in
assisting them to learn the concepts and skills of genetics on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is
the lowest and 5 is the highest rating.
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Question 21
Question 20 requires students to rate the effectiveness of the multimedia presentation in
supporting them to solve genetics problems in a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest and
5 is the highest rating.
Question 22
Question 22 is designed to determine students’ perceptions of the value of the
multimedia presentation in assisting them to achieve the Blueprint of Life outcomes of
the Higher School Certificate Biology course. They are asked to rate the achievement of
each specific outcome on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest
rating. Students are issued with the outcomes before the commencement of a topic and
would be familiar with the outcomes relating to the Blueprint of Life module.
MouseGen Quiz

haired mouse

hairless mouse

In mice, the haired condition is dominant to the hairless condition. Let uppercase H
represent the allele for hair growth and lowercase h represent the allele for hairlessness.
1.

How many alleles for hair growth does a mouse body cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for hair growth does a mouse sex cell carry?

3.

How many alleles for hair growth does a fertilised mouse egg cell carry?

4.

List the alleles for hair growth carried by a pure breeding haired mouse.

5.

List the alleles for hair growth carried by a hybrid haired mouse.

6.

List the alleles for hair growth carried by a pure breeding hairless mouse.

7.

A hybrid haired mouse carries an allele for the hairless condition.
True/False
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8.

Every mouse inherits one allele for hair growth from each parent.
True/False

9.

Describe the appearance of the offspring in a cross between a pure breeding
haired mouse and a pure breeding hairless mouse.

10.

Describe the appearance of the offspring in a cross between two hybrid
haired mice.

11.

Why is the haired condition in mice said to be dominant over the hairless
condition?

12.

What allele/alleles for hair growth will be passed on by a pure breeding
haired mouse?

13.

What allele/alleles for hair growth will be passed on by a pure breeding
hairless mouse?

14.

What allele/alleles for hair growth will be passed on by a hybrid haired
mouse?

15.

Purebreds will only pass on one type of allele for hair growth whereas
hybrids will pass on two types of alleles. True/False

16.

A sperm cell carrying the hairless allele h fertilises an egg cell carrying the
haired allele H. Will the mouse that develops from this fertilised egg be
haired or hairless?

17.

Why is lowercase h used to present the allele for the hairless condition?

18.

Two haired mice are not able to produce hairless offspring. True/False

19.

Two hybrid haired mice are mated. What are the chances of them producing
a hairless offspring?

20.

Two hybrid haired mice are mated. What are the chances of them producing
haired offspring?

21.

Two hybrid haired mice are mated over a 6 months period and produce 40
offspring. How many would you expect to be haired? How many would you
expect to be hairless?
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22.

Construct a Punnett square to show the cross between the following parents:
(a) pure breeding haired (HH) and a pure breeding hairless (hh)
X

(b) hybrid haired (Hh) and pure breeding hairless (hh)
X

23.

Describe a cross that you could carry out to determine if a haired mouse is
pure breeding haired (HH) or hybrid haired (Hh) and describe an
observation of the offspring that would allow you to make a decision about
the haired parent’s genotype.

24.

Write the genotype of a hairless mouse?

25.

Write the genotype of a hybrid haired mouse?

26.

What is the phenotype of a mouse carrying the HH alleles?

27.

What is the phenotype of a mouse carrying the Hh alleles?

28.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list: HH Hh hh.

29.

Circle the heterozygous genotype in the following list: HH Hh hh.

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a
mating between two hairless mice.

31.

A horse rider catches a wild mouse in a plastic storage of horse food. It
cannot escape because of the slippery sides of the bin so the girl is able to
catch it with a pair of gloves and get it into an escape proof cage. She notices
that it has very short ears and thinks it is a new mutant. She crosses it with a
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normal eared mouse of her own, Predict the length of the ears of the pups
(offspring) of the cross. How can you tell if the mutation is inherited as a
dominant or a recessive trait?
Design of the MouseGen Quiz
The MouseGen Quiz is designed to test students' understanding of the experimental
methodology and concepts and skills of fundamental Mendelian genetics. The literature
reports the difficulties that secondary school students have with the concepts and
language of genetics. The Quiz has been designed as a tool to establish whether a
simulated experience of mouse breeding and genetics has led to an improvement in
students' understanding of the challenging concepts and language of genetics.
Question 1 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that body cells
carry two alleles or factors for every characteristic.
Question 2 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that sex cells
(sperm and egg cells) carry one allele or factor for every characteristic.
Question 3 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that a fertilised
egg cell carries two alleles or factors for every characteristic. One allele is contributed
from the male parent via a sperm cell and one allele is contributed from the female
parent via an egg cell.
Question 4 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that a pure
breeding haired mouse carries two of the same alleles and because the haired trait is
dominant to the hairless trait these two alleles must be the haired alleles. Upper case H
is used to represent the haired trait so the correct response is HH.
Question 5 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that a hybrid
haired mouse must carry both a haired allele and a haired allele so the correct response
is Hh.
Question 6 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that a pure
breeding hairless mouse carries two of the same alleles and because the hairless trait is
recessive to the haired trait these alleles must be the hairless alleles. Lower case h is
used to represent the haired trait so the correct response is hh
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Question 7 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that a hybrid
haired mouse although possessing hair carries an allele for the hairless trait.
Question 8 is designed to test students’ understanding of the concept that all sexually
reproducing organisms like mice inherit one allele for each characteristic from each
parent and by inference pass on one allele for each characteristic to each offspring they
produce.
Question 9 is designed to test students’ recall of the results of a cross between a pure
breeding haired and a pure breeding hairless mouse. They are informed at the beginning
of the quiz that the haired trait is dominant to the hairless trait so the correct response is
that 100% or all of the offspring will show the haired trait. This outcome tests students’
mastery of the syllabus outcome ‘Describe outcomes of monohybrid crosses involving
simple dominance using Mendel’s experiments’.
Question 10 is designed to test students’ recall of the results of a cross between two
mice that are hybrid haired with each carrying a dominant and a recessive allele. This
type of cross is called an F1 to F1 cross and produces an F2 generation. The F2 generation
will contain both haired and hairless mice in a ratio of 3 to 1 (3 haired : 1 hairless, or ¾
haired: ¼ hairless, or 0.75 haired: 0.25 hairless.) This outcome tests students’ mastery
of the syllabus outcome ‘Describe outcomes of monohybrid crosses involving simple
dominance using Mendel’s experiments’.
Question 11 is designed to test students’ understanding that a dominant allele covers the
effect of the recessive allele so in the case of mice the haired allele covers the effect of
the hairless allele. This question test students’ mastery of the syllabus outcome “Explain
the relationship between dominant and recessive alleles and phenotype using examples”
Question 12 is designed to test students’ understanding the all sexually reproducing
organisms including mice pass on one allele to every sex cell they generate and
therefore to each offspring they produce. They need to recall the notion that a pure
breeding haired mouse will carry two haired alleles in all cells of its body and will only
pass on a single haired allele to each sex cell and offspring so the correct response is
upper case H.
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Question 13 is designed to test students’ understanding the all sexually reproducing
organisms including mice pass on one allele to every sex cell they generate and
therefore to each offspring they produce. They need to recall the notion that a pure
breeding hairless mouse will carry two hairless alleles in all cells of its body and will
only pass on a single hairless allele to each sex cell and offspring so the correct response
is lower case h.
Question 14 is designed to test students’ understanding the all sexually reproducing
organisms including mice pass on one allele to every sex cell they generate and
therefore to each offspring they produce. They need to recall the notion that a hybrid
haired mouse will carry one haired allele and one hairless allele in all cells of its body
and will pass on a single haired allele or a single hairless allele to each sex cell and
offspring so the correct response is either upper case H or lower case h. A hybrid haired
mouse can pass on either type of allele whereas a pure breeding mouse can only pass on
one type of allele.
Question 15 is designed to test students’ understanding that hybrids for a particular
characteristic are able to pass on either allele as they carry both alleles whereas
purebreds can only pass on one allele. The correct response to the question is true.
Question 16 is designed to test students’ understanding that at fertilization a sperm and
an egg cell each contribute an allele to the offspring and the trait shown by the offspring
can be determined by the examining the alleles. If either of the alleles is the dominant
the offspring will show the dominant trait. The correct response to the question is it will
have hair.
Question 17 is designed to test students’ understanding that the convention in the
Genetics is to use lower case letters of the alphabet to represent recessive alleles and
upper case letters to represent dominant alleles so the correct response is because the
hairless trait is recessive to the haired trait.
Question 18 is designed to test students’ understanding that haired mice are able to
produce hairless offspring on the condition that they are either hybrids or carriers of the
hairless allele.
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Question 19 is designed to test students’ recall that two hybrid haired mice have a 1 in 4
chance (¼) of producing a hairless pup.
Question 20 is designed to test students’ recall that two hybrid haired mice have a 3 in 4
(¾) chance/probability of producing a haired pup.
Question 21 is designed to tests students’ ability to apply the probabilities in question
19 and 20 to find ¾ of 40 which is 30 and ¼ of 40 which is 10.
Question 22 is designed to test students’ ability to complete a Punnett square to predict
the outcome of a specified cross. The students need to understand that parents pass on
one allele to each of the sex cells they produce and then they need to match up the
alleles from each row and column to establish what allele each of the fertilised egg cells
will carry. The first cross is a cross between a pure breeding haired mouse and a pure
breeding hairless mouse and the second cross is between two hybrid mice. The solutions
are shown below.
X

H

H

h

Hh

Hh

h

Hh

Hh

X

H

h

H

Hh

Hh

h

Hh

hh

Question 23 is designed to test students’ understanding of the nature of a test cross and
that the results from crossing a pure breeding haired mouse (HH) and a hybrid haired
mouse (hh) with a hairless mouse are different. The hybrid haired mouse will produce
some hairless offspring whereas a pure breeding haired mouse will produce no hairless
offspring.
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Questions 24 to 30 are testing students’ understanding of the terminology used in basic
genetics which are also outcomes of the Blueprint of Life syllabus.
Question 24 is designed to test students’ recall of the term genotype and to test their
ability to apply it to a hairless mouse. The answer is two hairless alleles or hh.
Question 25 is designed to test students’ understanding that a hybrid haired mouse
carries a haired allele and a hairless allele or Hh.
Question 26 is designed to test students’ recall of the term phenotype and to test their
ability to apply it to a mouse whose genotype is HH (carries two copies of the haired
allele) in deciding that its phenotypes is haired.
Question 27 is designed to test students’ recall of the term phenotype and to test their
ability to apply it to a mouse whose genotype is HH (carries the haired and the hairless
allele) in deciding that its phenotypes is haired.
Question 28 is designed to test students’ recall that the term homozygous means that an
individual is carrying two copies of the same allele so the answer is both HH and hh.
Question 29 is designed to test students’ recall that the term heterozygous means that an
individual is carrying one copies of each of the alleles so the answer is both Hh.
Question 30 is designed to test ability to apply the terms genotype and phenotype to the
offspring produced in a cross between two hairless parent mice. They will have to
predict that all of the offspring will be hairless so will have the hairless phenotype and
will carry two hairless alleles so will be hh.
Question 31 is designed to determine whether students are thinking in terms of the
blending or the particulate model of inheritance in a novel scenario involving normal
eared and short eared mice. They are asked to predict which trait the offspring will show
in a cross between a wild mouse with short ears and a normal eared mouse. If they
predict either normal sized ears or short ears they are thinking in terms of the particulate
model but if they predict ear length intermediate between short and long ears (like
medium sized ears) they are thinking in terms of the blending model of inheritance.
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The MouseGen Workbook

Slide 22
What type of mouse should you get from the pet shop to cross your hairless mouse
with? _________________________________________
Would you expect to get hairless pups by crossing a hairless mouse with any other type
of haired mouse? _________________________________________________
Slide 23
Make a prediction as to what you think the pups will be like when their hair grows. You
do not have to select from the choices given above and may have other ideas
_____________________________________________________________________
Slide 25
Complete the table in your work book which records the number of haired and the
number of hairless pups produced in twelve litters by the hairless female and haired
male adult mice
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Litter Number Number of haired pups

Number of hairless pups

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slide 29
Complete the table in your workbook which records the number of haired and the
number of hairless pups produced in twelve litters by the hairless male and haired
female adult mice
Litter Number Number of haired pups

Number of hairless pups

1
2
3
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slide 33
Quiz:
(a) What did you notice about the pups from both of the crosses between hairless and
haired mice? __________________________________________________________
(b) Were there any hairless pups produced in this cross? _______________________
(c) What has happened to the hairless trait? __________________________________
(d) Does it make a difference to the results if the hairless mouse is male or female?
(e) Was your prediction correct? __________________________________________
(f) Can you explain why your prediction agreed or disagreed with the results of the
experiment?
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Slide 34
How would you breed some more hairless mice even though all of the pups from your
first cross had hair?
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
What type of mouse would you cross these pups with when they are old enough in order
to get some hairless pups?
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Slide 35
If you chose option 1 (Cross the pups with each other – that is brother to sister) the
results are shown in the next three slides. Complete the table in your workbook
Litter Number Number of haired pups

Number of hairless pups

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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12

Slide 39
Write the ratio of haired to hairless pups (haired: hairless)_______________.
Slide 40
If you chose option 2. (Cross the pups with the original hairless parent – that is daughter
to father or son to mother) the results are shown in the next three slides. Complete the
table in your workbook
Litter Number Number of haired pups

Number of hairless pups

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Slide 44
Write the ratio of haired to hairless pups (haired: hairless) ___________________.
Slide 45
If you chose option 3. Cross the pups with the original haired parent – that is daughter
to father or son to mother the results are shown in the next three slides. Complete the
table in your workbook
Litter Number Number of haired pups

Number of hairless pups

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slide 49
Write the ratio of haired to hairless pups (haired: hairless)__________________.
Slide 50
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Which breeding options produced hairless mice?
_____________________________________________________________________
Slide 51

Label the generations

Slide 53
Quiz
1. Which trait always showed in the pups of the F1 generation- that is, in a cross
between a hairless and an unrelated haired mouse? ______________________
2. Which trait skipped the F1 generation? _______________________________
3. Which traits appeared in the F2 generation? ___________________________
4. Which trait is dominant in mice- haired or hairless? _____________________
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5. Which trait is recessive in mice – haired or hairless? ____________________
6. How many generations are there is a mouse breeding experiment like the one we
did? ________________________________________________________
Slide 71
In both cages shown below one parent is haired and the other is hairless.
What do you notice about the offspring?
_________________________________________________________________
How do we explain these results?
_________________________________________________________________
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Slide 75
Genotypes of

Tally

Total

pups
HH
Hh
hH
hh

Slide 77
Which trait is dominant? _________________
Slide 78
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 79
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 80
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 81
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 82
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 83
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 84
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Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 85
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 86
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 87
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 88
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 89
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 90
Which trait is dominant? __________________
Slide 92
Which trait is dominant- spotted or non-spotted? _____________________________
How do we know? _____________________________________________________
Which factors do both parents carry? _______________________________________
Slide 93
Which trait is dominant – naked or normal haired? ____________________________
How do we know? _____________________________________________________
What factors do both parents carry? ________________________________________
Slide 94
Which trait is dominant – black or brown fur? _______________________________
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How do we know? _____________________________________________________
Which factors do both parents carry? _______________________________________
Slide 95
Explain the following cross if the brown trait is dominant to the white trait.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Explain how two haired parents are able to produce hairless pups
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Vertebrate Pet Genetics Quizzes
Tests to measure students’ ability to transfer knowledge and skills developed in mouse
genetics to other vertebrate organisms.
1. Fish scale colour genetics Quiz
In swordtails red scale colour is dominant over green scale colour. Use (R) to
represent the allele for red scale colour and (r) to represent the allele for green
scale colour.
1.

How many alleles for scale colour does a sword tail body cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for scale colour does a sword tail sex cell carry?

3.

How many alleles for scale colour does a fertilised sword tail egg cell carry?

4.

List the alleles for scale colour carried by a pure breeding red sword tail.

5.

List the alleles for scale colour carried by a hybrid red sword tail.

6.

List the alleles for scale colour carried by a pure breeding green sword tail.

7.

A hybrid red sword tail carries an allele for green scale colour. True/False

8.

Every sword tail inherits one allele for scale colour from each parent.
True/False
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9.

Describe the scale colour of the offspring produced in a cross between a pure
breeding green sword tail and a pure breeding red sword tail.

10.

Describe the scale colour of the offspring produced in a cross between two
hybrid red swordtail parents.

11.

Why is red scale colour in swordtails dominant over green scale colour?

12.

List the allele/alleles that will be passed on by a pure breeding red sword
tail?

13.

List the allele/alleles that will be passed on by a pure breeding green sword
tail?

14.

List the allele/alleles that will be passed on by a hybrid red sword tail?

15.

Pure breeding red or green swordtails will pass on one type of allele for a
scale colour whereas hybrids swordtails will pass on two types of alleles for
scale colour. True/False

16.

A sperm cell carrying a green scale colour allele (r) fertilises an egg cell
carrying a red scale allele (R). Will the sword tail that develops from this
fertilised egg have red or green scales?

17.

Why is lowercase r used to represent the allele for green scale colour?

18.

Two red swordtails parents are not able to produce green offspring.
True/False

19.

Two hybrid red swordtails are mated. What are the chances of them
producing red scaled offspring?

20.

Two hybrid red swordtails are mated. What are the chances of them
producing green scaled offspring?

21.

Two hybrid green swordtails are mated over a 6 months period and produce
40 offspring. How many offspring would you expect to be green? How many
offspring would you expect to be red?
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22.

Construct a Punnett square to predict the results of a cross between the
following swordtails:
(a) pure breeding red(RR) and a pure breeding green(rr)

X

(b) hybrid red(Rr) and pure breeding green(rr)
X

23.

Describe a cross that you could carry out to determine if a sword tail was
pure breeding (RR) or hybrid (Rr) for red scale colour and describe an
observation of the offspring that would allow you to make this decision
about the red scaled parent’s genotype.

24.

Write the genotype of a pure breeding red sword tail?

25.

Write the genotype of a hybrid red sword tail?

26.

What is the phenotype of a sword tail carrying the (RR) alleles?

27.

What is the phenotype of a sword tail carrying the (Rr) alleles?

28.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list: RR Rr rr.

29.

Circle the heterozygous genotype in the following list: RR Rr rr.

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a
mating between two green swordtails.
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2. Amphibian skin colour genetics Quiz
Black skin colour is dominant to pink skin colour in the axolotl. Use uppercase (B) to
represent the allele for black skin and lowercase (b) to represent the allele for pink
skin.
1.

How many alleles for skin colour does an axolotl body cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for skin colour does an axolotl sex cell carry?

3.

How many alleles for skin colour does a fertilized axolotl egg cell carry?

4.

List the alleles for skin colour carried by a pure breeding black axolotl.

5.

List the alleles for skin colour carried by a pure breeding pink axolotl.

6.

List the alleles for skin colour carried by a hybrid black axolotl.

7.

A hybrid black axolotl carries an allele for pink skin colour. True/False

8.

Axolotls inherit one allele for skin colour from each parent. True/False

9.

Describe the skin colour of the offspring produced in a cross between a pure
breeding black axolotl and a pure breeding pink axolotl.

10.

Describe the skin colour of the offspring produced in a cross between two
hybrid black axolotls.

11.

Why is black skin in axolotls said to be dominant over pink skin?

12.

List the allele/alleles for skin colour that will be passed on by a pure breeding
black axolotl?

13.

List the allele/alleles for skin colour that will be passed on by a pure breeding
pink axolotl?

14.

List the allele/alleles for skin colour that will be passed on by a hybrid black
axolotl?

15.

Pure breeding black and or pure bred pink axolotls will only pass on one type
of allele for a skin colour whereas hybrids black axolotls will pass on two
types of alleles for skin colour. True/False
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16.

A sperm cell carrying the pink skin allele (b) fertilises an egg cell carrying
the black skin allele (B). Will the axolotl that develops from this fertilised
egg have black or pink skin?

17.

Why is lowercase b used to represent the allele for pink skin colour in
axolotls?

18.

Two black axolotl parents are never able to produce pink skinned offspring.
True/False

19.

Two hybrid black axolotls are mated. What are the chances of them
producing pink offspring?

20.

Two hybrid black axolotls are mated. What are the chances of them
producing black offspring?

21.

Two hybrid black axolotls are mated over a 12 months period and produce 40
offspring. How many would you expect to be pink? How many would you
expect to be black?

22.

Construct a Punnett square to predict the offspring in a cross between the
following parents:
(a) pure breeding black (BB) and a pure breeding pink (bb).

X

(b) hybrid black (Bb) and pure breeding pink (bb).
X
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23.

Describe a cross that you could carry out to determine if a black axolotl is
pure breeding for black skin colour (BB) or hybrid for black skin colour
(Bb) and describe an observation of the offspring that would allow you to
make a decision about the black skinned parent’s genotype.

24.

Write the genotype of an axolotl that is pure breeding for black skin.

25.

Write the genotype of an axolotl that is a hybrid for black skin.

26.

What is the phenotype of an axolotl carrying the (BB) alleles?

27.

What is the phenotype of an axolotl carrying the (Bb) alleles?

28.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list: BB Bb bb

29.

Circle the heterozygous genotype in the following list:

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a

BB Bb bb

mating between two pink skinned axolotls.
3. Reptile scale colour genetics Quiz
In blue tongue lizards the wild type scale colour is dominant over albino scale
colour. Use uppercase (A) to represent the allele for wild type scale colour and
lowercase (a) to represent the allele for albino scale colour.
1.

How many alleles for scale colour does a blue tongue lizard body cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for scale colour does a blue tongue lizard sex cell carry?

3.

How many alleles for scale colour does a fertilized blue tongue lizard egg
cell carry?

4.

List the alleles for scale colour carried by a pure breeding wild coloured blue
tongue lizard.

5.

List the alleles for scale colour carried by a hybrid wild coloured blue tongue
lizard.
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6.

List the alleles for scale colour carried by a pure breeding albino blue tongue
lizard.

7.

A hybrid wild coloured blue tongue lizard carries an allele for albino scale
colour. True/False

8.

Every blue tongue lizard inherits one allele for scale colour from each
parent. True/False

9.

Describe the appearance of the offspring produced in a cross between a pure
breeding wild coloured blue tongue lizard and a pure breeding albino blue
tongue lizard.

10.

Describe the scale colour of the offspring produced in a cross between two
hybrid wild coloured blue tongue lizards.

11.

Why is a wild coloured scale in blue tongue lizard said to be dominant over
albino scales?

12.

List the allele/alleles that will be passed on by a pure breeding wild coloured
blue tongue lizard?

13.

List the allele/alleles that will be passed on by a pure breeding albino blue
tongue lizard?

14.

List the allele/alleles that will be passed on by a hybrid wild coloured blue
tongue lizard?

15.

Pure breeding wild coloured and pure breeding albino blue tongue lizards
will only pass on one kind of allele for a scale colour whereas hybrid wild
colour blue tongue lizards will pass on two types of alleles for scale colour.
True/False

16.

A sperm cell carrying the albino allele (a) fertilises an egg cell carrying the
wild coloured allele (A). Will the blue tongue lizard that develops from this
fertilised egg have albino or wild coloured scales?

17.

Why is lowercase a used to present the allele for the albino condition?
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18.

Two wild coloured blue tongue lizard s are not able to produce albino
offspring. True/False

19.

Two hybrid wild coloured blue tongue lizards are mated. What are the
chances of them producing albino offspring?

20.

Two hybrid wild coloured blue tongue lizard s mated. What are the chances
of them producing wild coloured offspring?

21.

Two hybrid wild coloured blue tongue lizards are mated over a 10 year
period and produce 40 offspring. How many offspring would you expect to
be wild coloured? How many would you expect to be albino?

22.

Construct a Punnett square to show the cross between the following parents:
(a) pure breeding wild colour (AA) and a pure breeding albino (aa)
X

(b) hybrid wild coloured (Aa) and pure breeding albino (aa).
X

23.

Describe a cross that you could carry out to determine if a wild coloured
blue tongue lizard is pure breeding wild coloured (AA) or hybrid wild
coloured (Aa) and describe an observation of the offspring that would allow
you to make a decision about the wild coloured parent’s genotype.

24.

Write the genotype of an albino blue tongue lizard?
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25.

Write the genotype of a hybrid wild coloured blue tongue lizard?

26.

What is the phenotype of a blue tongue lizard carrying the (AA) alleles

27.

What is the phenotype of a blue tongue lizard carrying the (Aa) alleles?

28.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list: AA

Aa

aa

29.

Circle the heterozygous genotype in the following list: AA

Aa

aa

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a
mating between two albino blue tongue lizards.

4. Bird Feather Colour Genetics Quiz
In peach faced parrots green feather colour is dominant over yellow feather colour.
Use uppercase (G) for the allele for green feather colour and lower case (g) for the
allele for yellow feather colour.
How many alleles for feather colour does a peach faced parrot body cell carry?
1.

How many alleles for feather colour does a peach faced parrot sex cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for feather colour does a fertilized peach faced parrot egg
cell carry?

3.

List the alleles for feather colour carried by a pure breeding green peach
faced parrot.

4.

List the alleles for feather colour carried by a hybrid green peach faced
parrot.

5.

List the alleles for feather colour carried by a pure breeding yellow peach
faced parrot.

6.

A hybrid green peach faced parrot carries an allele for the yellow feather
colour. True/False

7.

Peach faced parrots inherit one allele for feather colour from each parent.
True/False

8.

Describe the feather colour of the offspring produced in a cross between a
pure breeding green peach faced parrot and a pure breeding yellow peach
faced parrot.

9.

Describe the feather colour of the offspring produced in a cross between two
hybrid green peach faced parrots.
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10.

Why is green feather colour in peach faced parrots said to be dominant over
yellow feather colour?

11.

List the allele/alleles for feather colour that will be passed on by a pure
breeding green feathered peach faced parrot?

12.

List the allele/alleles for feather colour that will be passed on by a pure
breeding yellow feathered peach faced parrot?

13.

List the allele/alleles for feather colour that will be passed on by a hybrid
green feathered peach faced parrot?

14.

Pure breeding green or yellow feathered peach faced parrots will only pass on
one type of allele for feather colour whereas hybrid green feathered peach
faced parrots will pass on two types of alleles for feather colour. True/False

15.

A sperm cell carrying the yellow feather allele (g) fertilises an egg cell
carrying the green feather allele (G). Will the peach faced parrot that
develops from this fertilised egg have yellow or green feathers?

16.

Why is lowercase g used to present the allele for yellow feather colour in
peach faces?

17.

Two green peach faced parents are never able to produce yellow offspring.
True/False

18.

Two hybrid green peach faced parrots are mated. What are the chances of
them producing yellow feathered offspring?

19.

Two hybrid green peach faced parrots mated. What are the chances of them
producing green feathered offspring?

20.

Two hybrid green peach faced parrots mice are mated over a 7 year period
and produce 40 offspring. How many chicks would you expect to be green
feathered? How many would you expect to be yellow feathered?

21.

Construct a Punnett square to predict the offspring in a cross between the
following parents:
(a) pure breeding green (GG) and a pure breeding yellow (gg)

X
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(b) hybrid green (Gg) and pure breeding yellow (gg)
X

22.

Describe a cross that you could carry out to determine if a green peach faced
parrot is pure breeding for green feather colour (GG) or hybrid for green
feather colour (Gg) and describe an observation of the offspring that would
allow you to make a decision about the green feathered parent’s genotype.

23.

Write the genotype of a yellow peach faced parrot?

24.

Write the genotype of a hybrid green peach faced parrot?

25.

What is the phenotype of a peach faced parrot carrying the (GG) alleles?

26.

What is the phenotype of a peach faced parrot carrying the (Gg) alleles?

27.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list:

28.

Circle the heterozygous genotypes in the following list: GG Gg gg.

29.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a

GG Gg gg.

mating between two yellow feathered peach faced parrots.
5. Border Collie coat colour genetics Quiz
In Border collie dogs, black coat colour is dominant to the wheaten coat colour
condition. Let uppercase B represent the allele for black coat colour and lowercase b
represent the allele for wheaten coat colour.
1.

How many alleles for coat colour does a Border collie body cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for coat colour does a Border collie sex cell carry?

3.

How many alleles for coat colour does a fertilised Border collie egg cell
carry?

4.

List the alleles for coat colour carried by a pure bred black Border collie.
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5.

List the alleles for coat colour carried by a hybrid black Border collie.

6.

List the alleles for coat colour carried by a pure bred wheaten Border collie.

7.

A hybrid black Border collie carries an allele for the wheaten condition.
True/False

8.

Every Border collie inherits one allele for coat colour from each parent.
True/False

9.

Describe the appearance of the offspring in a cross between a pure bred
black Border collie and a pure bred wheaten Border collie.

10.

Describe the appearance of the offspring in a cross between two hybrid black
Border collies.

11.

Why is the black condition in Border collies said to be dominant over the
wheaten condition?

12.

List the allele/alleles for coat colour that will be passed on by a pure bred
black Border collie?

13.

List the allele/alleles for coat colour that will be passed on by a pure bred
wheaten Border collie?

14.

List the allele/alleles for coat colour that will be passed on by a hybrid black
Border collie?

15.

Purebreds will only pass on one kind of allele for a condition whilst hybrids
will pass on two kinds of alleles. True/False

16.

A sperm cell carrying the wheaten allele (b) fertilises an egg cell carrying
the black allele (B). Will the Border collie that develops from this fertilised
egg be black or wheaten?

17.

Why is lowercase h used to present the allele for the wheaten condition?

18.

Two black Border collies are not able to produce wheaten offspring.
True/False

19.

Two hybrid black Border collies are mated. What are the chances of them
producing wheaten offspring?

20.

Two hybrid black Border collies are mated. What are the chances of them
producing black offspring?

21.

Two hybrid black Border collies are mated over a 6 year period and produce
40 offspring. How many would you expect to be black? How many would
you expect to be wheaten?

22.

Construct a Punnett square to show the cross between the following parents:
(a)

pure bred black (BB) and a pure bred wheaten (bb)
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X

(b)

hybrid black (Bb) and pure bred wheaten (bb)

X

23.

Describe a cross that you could carry out to determine if a black Border
collie is pure bred black (BB) or hybrid black (Bb) and describe an
observation of the offspring that would allow you to make a decision.

24.

Write the genotype of a wheaten Border collie?

25.

Write the genotype of a hybrid black Border collie?

26.

What is the phenotype of a Border collie carrying the BB alleles?

27.

What is the phenotype of a Border collie carrying the Bb alleles?

28.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list:

29.

Circle the heterozygous genotypes in the following list: Bb Bb bb

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the offspring produced in a
mating between two wheaten Border collies.

BB Bb bb

6. Human eyelash length genetics Quiz
Long eyelashes are dominant over short eye lashes. Use (L) to represent the
allele for long eyelashes and (l) to represent the allele for short eyelashes.
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1.

How many alleles for eyelash length does a human body cell carry?

2.

How many alleles for eyelash length does a human sex cell carry?

3.

How many alleles for eyelash length does a fertilised human egg cell carry?

4.

List the alleles for eyelash length that are carried by a person that is pure
breeding for long eye lash length.

5.

List the alleles for eyelash length that are carried by a person that is hybrid
for long eye lash length.

6.

List the alleles for eyelash length that is carried by a person that is pure
breeding for short eye lash length.

7.

A person that is hybrid for long eyelashes carries an allele for short eyelash
length. True/False

8.

Children inherit one allele for eyelash length from each parent. True/False

9.

Describe the eyelash length of children produced by parents that are pure
breeding for long eyelashes and pure breeding for short eyelashes.

10.

Describe the eyelash length of the children produced by two hybrid long eye
lashed parents.

11.

Why are long eyelashes in humans dominant over short eyelashes?

12.

List the allele/alleles for eyelash length passed on by a pure breeding long
eye lashed person?

13.

List the allele/alleles for eyelash length passed on by a pure breeding short
eye lashed person?

14.

List the allele/alleles for eyelash length passed on by a hybrid long eye
lashed person?

15.

Pure breeding long or pure breeding short eye lashed humans will pass on
one type of allele for eyelash length whereas hybrids will pass on two types
of alleles for eyelash length. True/False

16.

A sperm cell carrying the short eyelash allele (l) fertilises an egg cell
carrying the long eyelash allele (L). Will the baby that develops from this
fertilised egg have long or short eyelashes?

17.

Why is lowercase l used to represent the allele for short eyelashes?

18.

Two parents with long eyelashes will not be able to have children with short
eyelashes. True/False

19.

Hybrid long eye lashed parents have children. What are the chances of their
children having long eyelashes?

20.

Hybrid long eye lashed parents have children. What are the chances of their
children having short eyelashes?
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21.

Ten sets of parents who are hybrid for eyelash length each have four
children. How many of these forty children would you expect to have long
eyelashes? How many children would you expect to have short eyelashes?

22.

Construct a Punnett square to predict eyelash length of children produced by
the following parents:
(a) pure breeding long eye lashed (LL) and a pure breeding short eye
lashed(ll)

X

(b) hybrid long eye lashed (Ll) and pure breeding short eye lashed (ll)
X

23.

Describe a marriage that would allow you to determine if a person was pure
breeding for long eyelash length (LL) or hybrid for long eyelash length (Ll)
and describe an observation of the children that would allow you to make a
decision about their long eye lashed parent’s genotype.

24.

Write the genotype of a pure breeding long eye lashed person?

25.

Write the genotype of a hybrid long eye lashed person?

26.

What is the phenotype of a human carrying the (LL) alleles?

27.

What is the phenotype of a human carrying the (Ll) alleles?

28.

Circle the homozygous genotypes in the following list: LL Ll

ll

29.

Circle the heterozygous genotyped in the following list: LL Ll
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ll

30.

Describe the phenotype and the genotype of the children produced by
parents who both have short eyelashes.
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Appendix 9

MouseGen and the Australian Curriculum

The idea of developing an interactive multimedia program to assist Biology students to
explore first-hand the processes and content of classical monohybrid genetics was
conceived before the advent of an Australian Curriculum. MouseGen focused on the
New South Wales Biology syllabus in particular the outcomes of the Blueprint of Life
core module of the Higher School Certificate course. Since the advent of the Australian
Curriculum and the release of a draft consultation document version 1.1.0 I have
examined the document to determine the usefulness of MouseGen software in meeting
some of the aims and content of the proposed curriculum in senior Biology and have
found that it meets many of the requirements noted in the draft document.
Following the consultation process which has taken place over the past twelve months a
revision is expected and the nature of the revised document will be difficult to predict. I
have read some of the feedback provided by a number of stakeholders in several states
and my impression is that there will be a reduction in the content matter and emphasis
rather than a change in the overall structure of the course. This remains to be seen but at
this point in time I am only able to comment on the document in hand. The New South
Wales Board of Studies has not yet released any documentation in response to the draft
Biology curriculum. Having investigated the Biology documentation I can reasonably
conclude that MouseGen will be able to assist students to meet a number of the aims,
understandings, skills, and capabilities in the new senior Biology curriculum
I will list the statements in the Draft Consultation document version 1.1.0 that I consider
relate to the applicability and usefulness of MouseGen and explain how it might match
that curriculum statement..
In the Aims section on the secondary Biology curriculum it states that students
should be able to:


Draw on their curiosity and willingness to speculate about and explore the
world to expand their interest in biology



Plan and undertake practical and other research investigations involving
collection, collation and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data,
interpretation of experimental outcomes and the use of models and
simulations to visualise, explore and evaluate events.
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MouseGen draws on student natural curiosity in genetics and encourages them to
speculate about the inheritance of unusual traits in mice and in doing so expand their
interest in the genetics domain of Biology.
The program requires students to undertake a simulated mouse breeding investigation
in which they need to collect, collate and analyse quantitative data which they have
collected from the simulation and or have generated themselves when they undertake
the probability investigation involving the tossing of coins. They are required to
interpret experimental outcomes like the crossing of a pure breeding haired and pure
breeding hairless mice over the three generations involved in a monohybrid
investigation by constructing a model ( the particulate model ) to explain their first
hand observations of the outcomes of the breeding events. The program makes use of
models (MER half disks) to visualise the events of meiosis and fertilisation.
In the Science Inquiry skills strand of content structure it states that “Scientific
inquiry involves posing questions: formulating testable hypothesis, planning,
conducting and critiquing investigations; solving problems, drawing valid
conclusions and developing evidence-based arguments. It also recognises that
scientific explanations change as new or different evidence becomes available.”
MouseGen requires the user to solve problems like the production of increased numbers
of hairless mice if you only have the one hairless mouse. This scenario requires the user
to formulate a hypothesis on how to proceed with the solution to this problem, allows
them to conduct the investigation and supplies the raw data which requires analysis. The
user has to draw valid conclusions like stating which trait is dominant, which trait
misses a generation and the ratio of dominant to recessive numbers of offspring in the
F2 generation. Developing evidence based arguments would involve the user modifying
their understanding of inheritance from a blending model to a particulate model on the
basis of what they have seen.
In the domain of general capabilities the document states that Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) are relevant to teaching and learning in a
large part of the senior Biology curriculum. They will include the use of the
internet to research concepts and applications as well as the use of digital
learning objects such as animations and simulations to enhance students’
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understanding and engagement in biology. The document states that
“Simulations and modelling using digital technologies provides students with
opportunities to experience situations which cannot be investigated through
practical experiments in the classroom, particularly in the area of molecular
pathways and genetics.”
MouseGen is an interactive multimedia learning environment or digital learning object
that makes use of animations and simulations to enhance students' understanding and
engagement in the genetic domain of Biology. The document notes that simulations and
modelling provide students with opportunities to experience situations which cannot be
investigated through practical experiments in the classroom in the areas of genetics. In
chapter 1 of this thesis I outlined the difficulties with conducting mouse investigations
as a practical exercise in classrooms.
“Thinking skills are integral to the development of understanding in biology,
including the ability to pose questions, make predictions, speculate, solve
problems through investigations, make evidence based decisions, analyse and
evaluate evidence from their own and others’ work and summarise information.”
MouseGen embeds all of the cognitive skills outlined in the syllabus. These have been
previously described in chapter 4 in the Design of MouseGen.
In Unit 4: Heredity and Change the document states “In this unit, students will
use an inquiry approach to investigate and develop their understanding of
heredity and change. This will include the study of “…genetic variation,
prediction of mating outcomes,..” “They will undertake a range of
investigations; experiments and field work to develop and apply their inquiry
skills and will complete an extended experimental investigation.”
MouseGen adopts a case based inquiry approach to investigating the inheritance of the
hairless condition in mice. The scaffolding requires the user to predict mating outcomes.
In the section listing Science understandings from the unit on heredity and change
the document states the Prediction of mating outcomes, including:


Patterns of Mendelian inheritance
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Use of Punnett squares to predict outcomes in monohybrid and dihybrid
crosses

MouseGen requires the user to predict the outcomes of a mating between two pure
breeding mice and between F1 mice to produce the F2 generation. It provides the user
with a number of crosses between pure breeding mice showing alternate traits to
establish the patterns of Mendelian inheritance. These patterns include the
generalisation that only one traits appears in the F1 generation (the dominant trait), the
alternate traits reappears in the F2 generation and that the ratio of offspring showing the
dominant to recessive traits in the F2 generation is three as to one (3:1).
In the section on Science as human endeavour in Development of ideas in biology,
including


Stories of the learning journal followed by significant researchers and their
work to change understandings of heredity, the changing view of genetics
and the development of genetic engineering techniques.



Historical experiments and human stories related to investigations in
genetics which demonstrate application of scientific values and endeavour

MouseGen does not cover the first aspect of the Biology syllabus which is better
covered by the classroom teacher. It does, however, explain the discovery of the first
hairless mouse and the breeding program undertaken by researchers at a London
university to increase the numbers of mice carrying that novel mutation.
In the section on Science inquiry skills in which the skill is to:
Design and perform investigations and experiments related to heredity and
change, considering relevant aspects of safety, methodology and ethics,
including at least one extended experimental investigation involving a range of
inquiry skills. Examples of possible investigations and experiments include:


Conducting as breeding experiment with a rapidly reproducing organism,
such as fruit flies, fats plants or zebra finches, and comparing the actual
ratios of offspring phenotypes with predicted values



Investigating aspects of heredity and genetics by predicting crossbreeding outcomes using Punnett squares and computer simulations
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Investigating

the

chromosome/gene,

mode

of

inheritance

autosomal/X

linked,

(for

example,

whole

dominant/recessive/co-

dominant) of different inherited conditions.
MouseGen asks the user to develop science inquiry skills by conducting a simulated
breeding experiment, by actually counting the offspring that were produced in a real
world breeding investigation and by comparing the actual ratios of offspring phenotypes
with the predicted values in the F2 generation in particular. The user is introduced to
Punnett squares and is asked to complete a number of Punnett squares to predict cross
breeding outcomes involving mice. The user is also presented with a photo of parents
and their respective offspring and asked to create a Punnett square to explain their
observations. MouseGen only focuses on simple the dominant/recessive mode of
inheritance and does not cover co-dominance or sex linked inheritance. There are a
number of mouse mutants that demonstrate these modes on inheritance (Appendix 3)
and MouseGen could be expanded to meet this syllabus requirement.
Develop skills in performing investigations and experiments, including:


Drawing Punnett squares to predict genotype and phenotypes of matings.



Formulating evidence based explanations and relating these to genetics
concepts

Engage in critical, creative, innovative and reflective thinking, including


Testing their own and others’ ideas, identifying the strengths and weaknesses
of their own and others ideas, recognizing better ideas and knowing when to
abandon an idea.

Analyse and synthesise information relating to biology, including:


Comparing the validity of alternative explanations based on experimental
results.

Communicate ideas and findings, including:


Using correct scientific language and conventions when describing methods,
conclusions and explanations.
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Using correct scientific language and conventions when describing methods,
conclusions and explanations.
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Appendix 10

Genetic Concepts and the Mendelian Experimental
Methodology forming the scientific framework of MouseGen

He (Mendel) was well educated and extremely appropriately, primarily as a physicist
and mathematician, and brought the precision of those austere disciplines to the problem
of heredity, as others had recommended before, but rarely attempted. Indeed, it’s almost
as if he was destined to do the work he did: he was exactly the right kind of thinker in
the right place, at the right time, surrounded by fine scientists but far ahead of them as
well.
(Tudge, 2000, p. 14)
The draft National Biology curriculum described in the previous appendix is based on a
number of genetics concepts and experimental methodologies employed by Gregor
Mendel and contemporary genetic investigators.
MouseGen is an interactive multimedia learning mouse breeding simulation that aims to
assist users to develop the concepts and skills of monohybrid genetics and to develop an
understanding of the experimental methodology employed by Gregor Mendel as
required by the New South Wales HSC Biology syllabus outcomes. These outcomes are
outlined below. Biology Stage 6 Syllabus, Board of Studies, NSW, (2002). p.44
Knowledge Outcomes
Describe outcomes of monohybrid crosses
involving simple dominance using
Mendel’s experiments
Distinguish between homozygous and
heterozygous genotypes in monohybrid
crosses
Distinguish between the terms allele and
gene, using examples
Explain the relationship between dominant
and recessive alleles and phenotypes using
examples
Outline the reasons why the importance of
Mendel's work was not recognized until
sometime after it was published

Skills Outcomes
Solve problems involving monohybrid
crosses using Punnet squares or other
appropriate techniques

Knowledge outcomes
The first outcomes requires students to be able recognise that a monohybrid cross is
cross breeding experiment involving two pure breeding animals or plants of the same
species that are displaying alternate traits for a particular characteristic. The prefix
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“mono” means one and refers to one characteristic that is being investigated and this
one characteristic has two alternate traits. The root word “hybrid” refers to a cross
breeding experiment. This particular outcome refers to the trait that is displayed by the
offspring. The trait which all the offspring display is known as the dominant trait and
the trait that is not displayed and is therefore hidden is known as the recessive trait.
Animal hybridisation requires the male and female of interest to be caged together for
an appropriate period of time to ensure that the offspring that are produced are in fact
from that particular mating. A strategy that mouse breeders use is to allow the female to
have a litter while caged with the male of interest, discarding that litter and studying the
next litter produced as that ensures that the male that has been caged with her is indeed
the parent and rules out any undesirable matings. In plant breeding the male
reproductive organs are removed while is flower is immature to prevent and selfpollination, to surround the flower in a material to exclude any unwanted pollen and
then to transfer pollen from a suitable flower when the female organ is mature. The
flower is again protected by material to ensure no foreign pollen contaminates the
results of the plant hybridisation experiment.
The second outcome requires students to know the difference between phenotype, the
observable trait being displayed by an individual and genotype, the two alleles or
factors that that individual carries that determine that particular trait. A homozygous
genotype is one in which individuals carry two of the same alleles determining that trait.
Homozygous genotypes may be either homozygous dominant in which they carry two
dominant alleles or homozygous recessive where they carry two recessive alleles. The
term pure breeding is also used when discussing homozygous genotypes. The parents
involved in a monohybrid cross are homozygous dominant (or pure breeding dominant)
and homozygous recessive (pure breeding recessive). A heterozygous genotype is one in
which an individual carries both a dominant allele and a recessive allele. The offspring
produced by a cross between two parents that are homozygous dominant and
homozygous recessive will have a heterozygous genotype.
The third outcome requires students to know the difference between the concept of gene
which controls characteristics and alleles which are the different forms of a gene. An
example from Gregor Mendel’s experiment with pea plants demonstrates the difference
between gene and allele. The height of plant is an inherited characteristic which is
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determined by a gene. The gene for height has two different forms or alleles - a tall
allele and a dwarf allele.
The fourth outcome requires students to know that an individual that carries both a
dominant and a recessive allele for a particular characteristic only displays the dominant
trait. Even though the recessive trait is present it effect are not observable in the
individual. The relationship between the dominant allele and the recessive allele is that
the expression of the dominant allele is observable whereas the expression of the
recessive allele is hidden. Using pea examples a plant that carries a tall allele and a
dwarf allele will display a tall phenotypes as the dwarf phenotype is hidden or recessive.
The fifth outcome is not addressed in the MouseGen program and is more appropriately
covered by the classroom teacher.
Skills outcomes
The first outcome requires students to draw up a 3 x 3 Punnett square, to write the
alleles that each parent is able to pass on along or down one side of the square (shaded
in light grey in the example below), to complete each combination of alleles that takes
place during fertilisation (shaded in dark grey in the diagram below), to deduce
phenotypes from these genotypes and to calculate genotype and phenotype ratios (which
also can be written as fractions or decimals or percentages).
As an example of the protocol for completing a Punnett square- a cross between two
heterozygous parents (Bb x Bb)
X
B
b

B
BB
Bb

b
Bb
bb

Genotype ratio BB: Bb: bb is 1:2:1.
Phenotype ratio is 3:1.
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Essential Concepts for an understanding of Heredity
A fundamental concept that is required for understanding classical genetics is the
concept of variation that exists in the individuals members of a species. Variations are
individual differences that are not determined by the age or gender of an individual of
that species. Variations are more obvious in domestic species of animals and plants than
they are in wild populations of the same species. As an example there are numerous
variations in the hair colour of domestic mice whereas the wild type mouse is agouti
(gray) coloured. Variations arise because of the occurrence of mutations and mutations
in wild populations are generally harmful. Albino koalas, kangaroo, kookaburras,
echidnas, and blue tongued lizards do not have the protection from ultra violet radiation
provided by melanin or the camouflage of the wild type colour and are removed from
the population by the process of natural selection. However, some mutations are
beneficial to a species and provide the raw material for natural selection.
The use of appropriate terminology is required for a clear understanding and discussion
of genetics. Terms that can lead to confusion are the terms “characteristic” and “traits”
and “alternate traits”. Characteristics are used to refer to general features of organisms
and traits refer to the specific observable forms of the characteristic. The edible garden
pea (Pisum savitum) used by Mendel in his classic breeding experiment focused on
seven characteristics, They included flower colour, flower position, seed colour, seed
shape, pod shape, pod colour and stem height. Within each characteristic he observed
and identified two alternate forms or “traits”. Within the flower colour characteristic he
identified purple flower colour and white flower colour so purple flower colour is
considered a trait and white flower colour is considered as the alternate trait. The table
below lists the seven characteristics selected by Mendel for his groundbreaking work on
the science of heredity and the two alternate traits within each characteristic.
Characteristic
Flower colour
Flower position
Seed colour
Seed shape
Pod shape
Pod colour
Stem height

Trait
purple
axial
yellow
round
inflated
green
tall

Alternate trait
white
terminal
green
wrinkled
constricted
yellow
short
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The distinction between characteristics and traits is consistent with the distinction
between genes and alleles specified by the Board of Studies outcome “Distinguish
between the terms alleles and genes, using examples”. Each characteristic is controlled
by a particular gene, the two alternate forms of a characteristic are called traits and the
two alternate forms of a gene are called alleles. Using flower colour in the pea plant as
the example: Flower colour in pea plants is an inherited characteristic under the control
of a gene for flower colour which has the two forms or alleles. They are the allele for
purple flower colour and the allele for white flower colour.
There is no intermediate trait between purple flower colour and white flower colour.
Alternate traits are traits that are “either/or traits” with no intermediate form. The table
above shows that the pea plants characteristics that Mendel selected for his breeding
experiments only displayed alternate traits, That is, they were either tall or short, had
round seeds or wrinkled seeds, produced purple flowers or white flowers. The use of the
language of alternative traits is significant in dispelling the blending model of
inheritance that was prevalent in the thinking of biologists in Mendel’s era and is still
the model proposed by many students and adults. There are a number of traits in pea
plants that display continuous variations that he did not include in his study.
We now understand that these characteristics are controlled by many pairs of genes with
each gene having at least two alleles. These characteristics are called polygenic
characteristics. Examples of polygenic traits include the amount of milk produced by
cows, the size of eggs laid by hens, the height of humans, the number of pea seeds in a
pea pod, the mass of pea seeds, and the amount of muscle on a pig and so on. Most
observable traits in domestic and wild animals and plants show continuous variation as
they are determined by a number of pairs of genes. They show a normal distribution
represented by a bell shaped curve. Part of Mendel’s success in his breeding
experiments was due to his decision to concentrate on discontinuous variation and to
discard continuous traits.
A cross between two alternate traits produces offspring that resemble one of the parental
traits and not a blending of the two parental traits. A cross between a pure breeding tall
and a pure breeding short pea plant produces seeds that grow into tall pea plants which
resemble the tall parental plant and not a plant that is intermediate in size between the
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tall and a short parental plants. A convincing argument against the blending model
applies to fleece colour in sheep. The fact that two white sheep are able to produce a
black lamb is a difficult observation to explain using the blending model of inheritance.
Prior to the mid-19th century the blending concept of inheritance was prevalent as a
reasonable observation was that offspring possess traits intermediate between those of
parents, The blending theory cannot however, account for variation within a species
cannot explain the diversity in species. However the particulate theory of inheritance
that was proposed by Mendel, could account for the presence of differences amongst
members of a population generation after generation.
Understanding the concept of phenotype is essential to an understanding of basic
genetics. The phenotype describes the trait that an individual is showing for a particular
characteristic. In the garden pea the phenotypes for height are tall or short. The
genotype refers to the alleles for a particular trait that an individual is carrying. A tall
plant may carry two tall alleles, a tall allele and a short allele, or two short alleles.
Mendel’s Classical Experiments
For thousands of years farmers and herders have been selectively breeding and cross
breeding their plants and animals to produce more useful hybrids. It was somewhat of a
hit or miss process since the actual mechanisms controlling inheritance were unknown.
Knowledge of these genetic mechanisms finally came as a result of careful laboratory
breeding experiments carried out over the last century and a half. The study of how
characteristics are transmitted from parents to offspring is called genetics.
Gregor Johann Mendel (July 20, 1822 – January 6, 1884 aged 61) was a monk of the
Augustinian tradition living in a monastery at Brno, Moravia in the Austro-Hungarian
Empire which is now part of the Czech Republic. Mendel demonstrated that
the inheritance of certain traits in pea plants follows particular patterns, now referred to
as the laws of Mendelian inheritance. Although the significance of Mendel's work was
not recognized until the turn of the 20th century, the independent rediscovery of these
laws formed the foundation of the modern science of genetics. He lived and worked on
a farm which had been owned by the Mendel family for at least 130 years. During his
childhood, Mendel worked as a gardener and studied beekeeping. His early adult life
was spent in relative obscurity doing basic genetics research and teaching high school
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mathematics, physics, and Greek in Brno. In his later years, he became the abbot of his
monastery and put aside his scientific work.
In 1856, while in the monastery, Mendel began to inbreed common pea plants (Pisum
sativum) in the garden by means of repeated self-pollination until about 1863 (Tudge,
2000). Mendel had planned to use the house mouse Mus domesticus for his genetics
investigations but the Abbott of the monastery deemed that is was inappropriate for a
celibate monk to have reproducing mice in the monastery and directed him to dispose of
these animals. Mendel then changed his focus to the common garden pea which the
Abbott saw to be more suitable for a monk.
Mendel selected the edible garden pea plants as the model organism for his research
because there were a number of varieties available for his investigation, peas were easy
to cultivate, had a short generation time, could be cross-pollinated and their
reproduction can be manipulated. Peas also have the ability to be self-pollinated and
produce viable offspring. As pea plants have both male and female reproductive organs
in their flowers they can either pollinate themselves (self-pollinate) or pollinate with the
flowers on another pea plant (cross pollinate). Because of the arrangement of the petals
surrounding the stamens (male reproductive organ) and carpels (female reproductive
organ) the pea plant is normally self-pollinating and self-fertilising. The encircling of
the reproductive organs by the corolla petals acts as a barrier to fertilisation by bees and
insects and by the wind so even when they have been cross fertilised there is no need to
enclose the flowers in cotton bags to prevent unwanted pollen from affecting the results
of a particular cross. Peas are therefore described as an inbreeding species of domestic
plant as the reproductive organs are protected from pollinators like bees, by the structure
of the flower.
His experimental technique for cross breeding pea plants involved removing the
stamens (male reproductive organs) from the flower on the plant to be cross pollinated
when the flower was immature and the pollen had not matured to prevent the flower
pollinating itself. When the female reproductive organ on the emasculated flower had
matured he transferred from the plant showing the alternate trait pollen by taking the
anthers from the flowers on that plant (the donor plant) and dusting pollen onto the
stigma of the mature flower on the emasculated flower. This process of cross pollination
can also be achieved with a paint brush. He then allowed these flower to develop seeds
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which he collected and grew so that he could observe the phenotypes of the offspring of
that particular cross.
One of the reasons for the success of Mendel’s breeding experiments with peas was his
experimental methodology, particularly the steps that he took to ensure that the pea
plants he used for his initial out cross were pure breeding for a particular trait. To ensure
that his pea stocks were pure breeding he allowed them to self-pollinate for as many
generations as it took to ensure that the seeds and plants that grew from these seeds all
resembled the trait of the parental plant. Any plant or seeds that did not were discarded
from his breeding project.
Mendel, (1865) cross pollinated peas plants showing seven pairs of clear cut alternate
traits to ensure that his results were generalized and did not just apply to a particular
pair of alternate traits. When crossing pea plants for stem length he crossed tall plants
with dwarf plants. He only focused on the alternative traits of interest and ignored other
traits that may have existed in his pea stocks. He initially performed monohybrid
crosses which involve crosses between plants breeding true for alternate traits and used
the term ‘hybrid’ for the offspring . Mendel also preformed reciprocal crosses to rule
out the possibility that the trait that contributed the pollen may not have an effect on the
outcome of the cross. He repeated individual crosses many times to provide him with
large numbers of offspring for analysis. The table below is a summary of Mendel’s
monohybrid crosses in which parents differed in one characteristic
Parent
Characters
(P) generation

Hybrid
Characters
(F1) generation

Results of Crossing Hybrids

Round x wrinkled
seeds
Yellow x green
seeds
Purple x white
petals
Inflated x pinched
pods
Green x yellow
pods
Axial x terminal
flowers
Long x short stems

All round seeds
All yellow seeds

5474round:1850wrinkled
2.96:1
seeds
6022 yellow:2001 green seeds 3.01:1

All purple petals

705purple:224white petals

3.15:1

All inflated pods

882 inflated: 299 pinched
pods
428 green:152 yellow pods

2.95:1

651 axial:207 terminal
flowers
787 long:277 short stem

3.14:1

All green pods
All axial flowers
All long

F2 Ratio

(F2 generation
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2.82: 1

2.84:1

His first cross was an out cross involved cross-pollination between the two strains that
were pure breeding for alternate traits like tall height and dwarf height. The second
cross was an inbred cross involving self-pollination of the hybrid or F1 plants that had
been produced in the first outcross. Out crossing two pea flowers is a delicate and time
consuming procedure which Mendel repeated many times. Inbreeding pea plants does
not require any human intervention as pea plants are naturally self-pollinated. Mendel
performed many identical crosses and reciprocal crosses that provided him with the
numbers he could use to statistically analyse his results and which would have assisted
him to create a hypothesis to explain these results. A reciprocal cross involves using the
other parental type plant to donate the pollen in a cross. So for example if pollen from
the flower on a tall pea plant is dusted on the stigma of a flower on short pea plant the
reciprocal cross involves dusting pollen from the flower of short pea plant onto the
stigma of a flower on a tall pea plant.
After Mendel performed his seven different types of crosses each with numerous
duplicates he grew the seeds that resulted from these cross pollination and observed that
all these plants resembled one of the parental traits only. The table above shows the list
of alternate traits which he selected for his research and which of the alternate traits was
shown by the hybrids or F1 generation.
He called the trait which appeared in the F1 generation the dominant trait and the
alternative trait which appeared to have disappeared in the F1 generation but reappeared
again unchanged in the F2 generation the recessive trait. All hybrids or F1 plants showed
the dominant trait and some of the F2 generation showed the recessive trait. He noted
that none of the offspring possessed a trait that was the result of blending between the
two alternate traits.
He observed the trait shown by the F1 plants then allowed them to self-pollinate and
produce seeds to form the F2 generation (second filial generation). He again grew the F2
seeds and counted the numbers of plants showing each trait. Crossing these F1 hybrids
by allowing them to self-pollinate resulted in a mixture of plants showing the dominant
trait and the recessive trait. He observed that many more plants showed the dominant
trait than the recessive trait and that the recessive trait which had disappeared in the F1
generation had reappeared in the F2 generation. He again counted the number of plants
showing each trait and being a mathematics teacher converted this number into a ratio.
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He obtained a ratio of dominant to recessive (dominant: recessive) of three as to one
(3:1). This ratio was significant in his development of a hypothesis to explain his
breeding results.
Mendel’s hypothesis
Mendel was not satisfied with just accepting these results but he formulated a
hypothesis to explain them and indeed to explain the mechanisms of heredity. He was
unaware of the cell theory of life, the cellular basis of reproduction, the existence or
function of chromosomes or the chemical nature of chromosomes. He suspected that
heredity depended on contributions from both parents and that specific characteristics
from each parent were passed on, rather than being blending together in the offspring.
He postulated the concept of ‘factors’ which he said produced the traits that were
observed in the plants. He proposed the existence of a dominant factor and a recessive
factor.
He was required to postulate that individual pea plants carry two factors for every
characteristic by the observation that F1 plants, which themselves showed the dominant
trait and therefore must carrying the dominant factor, were able to produce offspring
displaying the recessive trait must also carry the recessive factor when they selfpollinate and self-fertilise. From this observation he deduced that the plants showing the
recessive trait must receive a recessive factor from each parent and therefore the F1
plants that produced them must carry the dominant factor that is being shown plus the
recessive factor that is being passed on but not shown.
Mendel them proposed that individuals only pass on one factor to each offspring that
are produced during sexual reproduction. Each factor is transmitted from generation to
generation as a discrete, unchanging unit. These two factors did not blend together but
which remained unchanged. The wrinkled seeds in the F2 generation were no less
wrinkled than those in the P generation although they had passed through the roundseed F1 generation
With the F1 plant self-pollinating the explanation becomes more complex as each F1
plant is able to pass on a dominant or a recessive factor to each reproductive cell it
produces- be it to a sperm or to an egg cell. When an F1 plant reproduces it produce
sperm in the pollen and egg cells in the ovules. Half of the sperm cells produced will
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carry a dominant factor and half a recessive factor and half of the egg cells produced
will carry a dominant factor and half will carry a recessive factor. During the process of
random fertilization there are four possible combinations of factors as outlined in the
table below
Factor carried
by sperm

Factor carried by
egg cell

Combination of factors at
fertilisation

Trait being shown
by offspring

Dominant
Dominant
Recessive
Recessive

Dominant
Recessive
Dominant
Recessive

Dominant Dominant
Dominant Recessive
Dominant Recessive
Recessive Recessive

Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Recessive

The hypothesis that Mendel proposed explains the three to one dominant to recessive
ratio that he had obtained in the F2 generation of all his seven crosses. This hypothesis
led to Mendel’s law of segregation- that during reproduction each factor separates and
assorts into reproductive cells independently of each other factor.
Mendel concluded that traits were determined by factors that were contributed equally
by both parents and that sorted themselves among the offspring according to simple
statistical rules. His success was partly due to his statistical analysis of the data he had
obtained in the F1 and F2 generations.
These breeding experiments were the basis for his conclusions about the nature of
genetic inheritance. These classical experiments marked the beginning of the science of
heredity. His ideas had been published in 1866 but largely went unrecognized until
1900, long after his death.
Mendel’s Laws
Mendel's first law which is also called the law of segregation states that allele pairs
separate or segregate during gamete formation, and randomly unite at fertilization.
There are four main concepts involved in this idea. They are:
1. Genes have alternate forms called alleles. This means that a gene can exist in more
than one form. As an example the gene that determines plant height can either be
symbolized as upper case (T) for tall height or lower case (t) for dwarf height.

2. Organisms inherit two alleles for each characteristic, one from each parent. The F1
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plants in Mendel's experiment each received one allele from the tall parent plant and
one allele from the dwarf parent plant. True-breeding tall plants have (TT) alleles for
height, true-breeding dwarf plants have (tt) alleles, and the resulting F1 plants have (Tt)
alleles.
3. When sex cells are produced, the allele pairs separate or segregate leaving them with
a single allele for each trait. This means that sex cells contain only half the compliment
of genes. When gametes join during fertilization the resulting offspring contain two sets
of alleles, one allele from each parent. For example, the sex cell for the tall plant had a
single (T) allele and the sex cell for the dwarf plant had a single (t) allele. After
fertilization the resulting F1 plants had two alleles (Tt).
4. When the two alleles of a pair are different, one is dominant and the other is
recessive. This means that one trait is expressed or shown, while the other is hidden. For
example, the F1 plants (Tt) were all tall because the allele for tall height (T) was
dominant over the allele for dwarf height (t). When the F1 plants were allowed to selfpollinate, ¼ of the F2 generation plant pods were dwarf. This trait had been masked
because it is recessive. The alleles for height are (TT) and (Tt). The alleles for dwarf
height are (tt).
Mendel’s second law which is also called the law of independent assortment was
developed following his dihybrid cross breeding experiments. This law states that allele
pairs separate independently of each other during the formation of sex cells.
Publication of Mendel’s results of breeding experiments
In the 1860's when Mendel was working with his pea pants most people believed in the
blending theory of heredity. The blending model proposes that offspring were born with
traits that were a blend or average of the two parents. According to this model a cross
between red and white flowering plants generates offspring that produce pink flowers.
This mode of inheritance (incomplete dominance) does occur in some species such as
snapdragons or the four-o’clock plants but in pea plants red flower colour is completely
dominant to white flower colour.
The Brno Natural Science Society of which Mendel was a member included most of the
great biologists of the nineteenth century from Europe. Mendel had an active interest in
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plant breeding because of his rural family background and his education in science and
mathematics in the University of Vienna. Mendel read the paper about his findings in
two meetings of the Brno Natural Science Society in 1865 and published it in the
society’s journal in the following year. However, from the time of its publication until
1900, Mendel’s paper “had passed entirely unnoticed by the scientific circles of
Europe…completely overlooked, except for the citations in Focke’s Pfanzenmischlinge,
and a single citation of Hoffman…” (Fisher, 1936, p.1). The relative obscurity of the
local journal not being widely circulated was often considered as the first reason why
Mendel’s published work in 1866 was not recognised (Bowler, 1989). The second
reason is that Mendel’s work was, as Bowler (1989, p.94) put it, “ahead of his time”
Although Mendel published his findings in 1866 his discoveries were ignored until
1900 when a number of researchers independently rediscovered his work and grasped
its significance. In 1900, Mendel’s work was independently rediscovered by three
biologists: Correns in Germany, de Vries in Holland and von Tschermak in Austria. In
1900 none of the three rediscovers saw the segregation explanation as being a promising
line of research for developing a general theory of genetics as did William Bateson, a
British zoologist (Darden, 1991). Bateson was soon to claim that he was Mendel’s chief
advocate and it was he who first introduced Mendelism to the English-speaking world
(Henig, 2000).
Mouse Genetics
In 1866 Gregor Mendel’s abbot forbade him from continuing to study the inheritance of
coat colour traits in mice. He felt that it was inappropriate for a monk to share his living
quarters with mice that were engaged in sexual reproduction so Mendel was forced to
turn his attention to making experimental crosses with the garden pea. The abbot did not
understand that plants also engaged in sexual reproduction like mice. Following the
rediscovery of Mendel’s laws in 1900 by Correns, De Vries and Tschermak working
independently with plants the question was asked whether the laws postulated by
Mendel also applied to animals. In 1902 Lucien Cuenot in France demonstrated that the
laws postulated by Mendel also applied to albino verses colour and yellow verse black
coat colour in mice and in 1903 William Castle in the United States established
segregation and independent assortment of albino verses coloured, spotted verses solid
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colour, black verses brown and yellow verses non-yellow in mice. Castle along with
Harvard undergraduate Clarence Cook Little established nine coat colour loci.
An inbred strain is defined as one that has been produced by at least 20 consecutive
generations of sister x brother or parent x offspring matings or is traceable to a single
ancestral pair in the 20th or subsequent generation. Except for the sex difference, mice
of an inbred strain are as genetically alike as possible, being homozygous at virtually all
of their loci. An inbred strain has a unique set of characteristics that sets it apart from all
other inbred strains. Many traits do not vary from generation to generation. Other traits
are easily influenced by diet and environmental conditions and therefore may vary from
one generation to the next. The mutation that is used as a model in the MouseGen
mouse breeding simulation is the hairless mutant.
The strains of mice that I have developed for the purposes of demonstrating the different
modes of inheritance are only pure breeding (homozygous) for selected coat colour
genes or body characteristics. The strains of mice I obtained from animal houses of
research institutions have been crossed with other suitable strains to build hybrid vigour
into my strains at the same time as maintaining the homozygous (pure breeding) coat
colour genes. For example, two strains that I obtained from a research laboratory were a
C3H strain which is agouti coloured and a C57Bl which is a black strain. These two
strains were crossed to produce an all agouti F1 generation which was then allowed to
interbreed to produce an F2 generation. The black mice produced in F2 generation were
retained as they were homozygous for black coat colour but heterozygous at many of
the other genes. The agouti mice produced in the F2 generation could be heterozygous
(Aa) or homozygous (AA) for agouti coat colour and where then back crossed to black
coated mice as a test cross to determine their genotype. Agouti mice that produced all
agouti offspring in the test cross situation (when mated to black mice) were retained as
they would have been homozygous agouti (AA) and agouti mice that produced some
black offspring in the test cross situation (when mated to black mice) would have been
heterozygous (Aa) were passes onto to pet shops. This strategy produced both an agouti
(AA) and a black strain (aa) that are both pure breeding for their respective coat colour
genes but heterozygous for many of their other genes and leads to the production of
healthy and vigorous mice that are useful for the studying of genetics.
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Random breeding mice from pet shops can carry a range of recessive coat colour genes
which can be isolated by inbreeding. A particular yellow mouse that was donated by a
friend whose children had lost interest was shown to carry a number of useful mutant
genes. The yellow allele which produced the yellow phenotype was showed to be viable
yellow (Avy) and not lethal yellow (Ay). She was shown to carry the viable yellow gene
(Ay) which is inherited as a dominant gene and a single copy of a number of recessive
genes: the dilute allele (d), the piebald allele (s) the chocolate allele (b) and the pink
eyed dilution allele (p). This was shown by crossing her with one of her male offspring.
Mice showing these new traits were then crossed to a black mice, the offspring were
allow to interbreed and any offspring of this second cross showing one of the recessive
traits was test crossed to ensure they only carried one pair of recessive alleles and not
the any of the other recessive alleles This particular mouse was very useful in
generating the following pure breeding strains: dilute black (dd), pinked eyed dilute
black (pp), viable yellow (AvyAvy), piebald black (ss) and chocolate brown (bb).
Having produced these pure bred strains I was able to generate other pure bred strains
by using the original strains obtained from research institutions. An example was the
production of the cinnamon mouse. Cinnamon (CCAAbb) was produced by crossing the
chocolate coloured mouse (CCaabb) with the wild type agouti mouse (CCAABB),
allowing the agouti F1 generation (CCAaBb) to interbreed and then test crossing any
cinnamon mice produced in the F2 generation by mating it back to chocolate brown and
retaining the cinnamon parent if it did not produce any brown offspring in the test cross.
Mendel’s experimental methodology involving cross breeding pure bred strains of pea
plants is replicated in crossing pure breeding strains of mice. There are numerous
examples of characteristic in mice showing alternate traits particularly in their coat
colour that are available from University animal houses or mouse breeders who breed
for particular coat colour characteristics required for showing mice. For example the
characteristic of hair growth has two traits – the haired and the hairless trait, tail growth
has the tailed trait and the tailless trait (also called the vestigial tail). Alternative traits
are traits that are “either/or traits” with nothing in between. A cross between two
alternative traits produces offspring that resemble one of the parental traits and not a
blend between the two traits. A cross between a pure breeding agouti mouse and a pure
breeding black mouse produces offspring that are all agouti and not a blend of agouti
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and black or a mixture of black hairs and agouti hairs. Similarly a cross between a
haired and a hairless mouse produces haired offspring and not offspring that are
partially haired or short haired and a cross between a tailed and a tailless mouse produce
offspring that are fully tailed and not offspring that have a short tail. There are however
a few characteristic in mice that do show incomplete dominance in which the hybrid
does not resemble any of the parental types but appears as a blending of both parental
types. An agouti chinchilla mouse which is dark grey produces light grey pups when
crossed with an albino mouse.
However, crossing mice is less laborious and tedious than crossing pea plants and only
requires the separation of male and female from the same strain when they are sexually
immature and then placing a male from one pure breeding strain in a separate cage as a
female or a number of females of the other pure breeding strain when they are required
to be crossed. If the cages are secure the experimenter does not have the problem of
undesired matings. A reciprocal cross involves reversing the sex of the mice selected for
a cross between two pure breeding strains so the reciprocal cross of a haired male
mouse with a hairless female mouse is a haired female mouse with a hairless male
mouse.
Genetic Terminology
Characteristics are used to refer to general features of organisms and traits refer to the
specific observable forms of the characteristic that are under genetic control. Mendel
selected seven pea plant characteristic in his cross breeding experiments. The different
forms of a characteristic are called ‘traits’. Table 1 in this chapter lists the seven
characteristics and alternate traits that he used in his experiments. Traits can be
described as being dominant or recessive. Gene control or determine characteristics in
organisms and the different forms of a gene are called ‘alleles’. Mendel himself used the
term ‘factor’ rather than the term allele that was developed later. There is a dominant
allele and a recessive allele for every gene.
‘Phenotype’ and ‘genotype’ are terms that were developed for describe genetic
phenomenon. The phenotype of an organism refers to the trait that it is displaying. In
pea plants it would be ‘tall’ or ‘dwarf’ when referring to the height and in mice it would
be either ‘haired’ or ‘hairless’ when referring to hair development. The genotype of an
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organism is a list of the two factors or alleles that an organism is carrying in every cell
of its body. There are three possible combinations of factors: two dominant factors, a
dominant and a recessive factor or two recessive factors. For example, a tall pea plant
whose phenotype is described as being ‘tall’ could be carrying two tall factors or a tall
and a short factor whereas a dwarf pea plant must carry two short factors. Two others
terms that have been used to describe genotype are the terms homozygous or
heterozygous. A genotype is described as being homozygous if it is composed of two of
the same factors and heterozygous if it is composed of one of each of the factors. A
genotype is described as homozygous dominant is it is composed of two dominant
factors and homozygous recessive if it is composed of two recessive factors.
As an illustration of the use of these terms I will use a mouse example. In mice there is
gene which controls hair development which has two alleles- the allele for hair growth
and the allele for hairlessness. A dominant allele is abbreviated with an upper case letter
and the recessive allele is abbreviated with a corresponding lower case letter. The haired
allele is represented by uppercase H and the hairless allele is represented by lowercase
h. A homozygous haired mouse has the (HH) genotype a heterozygous haired mouse
has the (Hh) genotype and a hairless mouse has the (hh) genotype.
Genetics tools the Punnett square and the mathematics of probability.
The Punnett square is a useful tool to predict the probabilities of the genotypes and
phenotypes of the offspring produced by a particular cross breeding experiment. It is a
three by three table that lists the different alleles carried by the parents and then
combines all possible alleles from that particular mating.
The Punnett square bellows shows the phenotype and genotypes expected in a cross
between a heterozygous haired mouse (Hh) and a hairless mouse (hh). The haired
mouse passes on a haired allele H or a hairless allele h and the hairless mouse passes on
just hairless alleles h.
X
h
h

H
Hh
Hh

h
hh
hh
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An analysis of the cells of the table enables a description of the possible phenotypes and
phenotypes, allows a mathematical description of the possible frequencies of each
genotype and phenotype, and allows a prediction to be made with regards to the
probability of the obtaining a particular genotype or phenotype.
In the table above offspring expectations would be both haired and hairless phenotypes.
All of the haired pups are expected to be heterozygous haired (Hh) and all of the
hairless pups to be homozygous hairless (hh). You would expect equal numbers of
haired and hairless pups expressed mathematically in a ratio as 1:1 or a fraction ( ½ tall
and ½ short) or as a percentage (50% tall and 50% short) or as decimal 0.5 tall and 0.5
short. The probability of obtaining of a haired mouse pup is 1:2 or ½ or 50% or 0.5 and
the probability of obtaining a hairless pup is ½ or 50% or 0.5.
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Appendix 11

College data in public examinations

The tables shown below are the School Certificate results in Science.

The data shown below show trends in the Higher School Certificate results in Biology
and overall school results from 2007 to 2012.
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NAPLAN data for year 9: Blue line is College data, red line is Diocesan schools,
green line is State, purple line is national. Dates are on the horizontal axis: 2008 to
2012.
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NAPLAN data for year 7: Blue line is College data, red line is Diocesan schools, green
line is State, and purple line is national. Dates are on the horizontal axis - 2008 to 2012.
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Appendix 12

Assessment of MouseGen using the
Quality Teaching Framework (QTF).

The QTF coding sheet can be applied to any multimedia learning environment
developed using Microsoft Power Point or any other author ware. The guide was
developed to support teachers in their implementation of the NSW model of pedagogy
in relation to classroom practice. Classroom practice includes individual learning
activities, a single lesson, a sequence of lessons, units and/or modules of work, and to
refer to both plans for practice and observed practice which can be direct observation or
videotaped observation.
In this appendix I will explain the Quality Teaching Framework and discuss how I have
applied its recommendations to the development and assessment of the MouseGen. My
colleagues and I applied the coding sheet to assess MouseGen in each of the elements of
the three domains.
Research background of the NSW QTF.
Researchers have for many years attempted to identify teaching practices that will
improve students’ learning outcomes. The diverse research traditions have recently
come to a common understanding of the nature of quality pedagogy. It has taken
considerable time to reach this consensus because it has been difficult to isolate the
independent effects of any one specific teaching technique or learning skill, and it is
therefore difficult to implement any specific technique in a school-wide way.
Researchers have attempted to identify more general characterisations of quality
pedagogy.
A substantial body of research linking pedagogical practices to improved student
learning outcomes supports each of the three dimensions of the NSW model. Research
has demonstrated that pedagogy focusing on high levels of intellectual quality benefits
students, whether they are high or low achievers, from backgrounds typically identified
as educationally disadvantaged or gifted and talented, or students identified with special
needs in mainstream classes.
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The NSW model of pedagogy
The NSW model of pedagogy has three dimensions: intellectual quality, quality
learning environment and significance. The three dimensions to this model of pedagogy
are discussed below.
Intellectual quality refers to pedagogy focused on producing deep understanding of
important, substantive concepts, skills and ideas. Such pedagogy treats knowledge
as something that requires active construction and requires students to engage in higherorder thinking and to communicate substantively about what they are learning.
Quality learning environment refers to pedagogy that creates classrooms where
students and teachers work productively in an environment clearly focused on learning.
Such pedagogy sets high and explicit expectations and develops positive relationships
between teachers and students and among students.
Significance refers to pedagogy that helps make learning meaningful and important to
students. Such pedagogy draws clear connections with students’ prior knowledge and
identities, with contexts outside of the classroom, and with multiple ways of knowing or
cultural perspectives.
Each of the three dimensions of pedagogy can be described in terms of a number of
elements. Each element has been selected and defined on the basis of a sound and
reliable research base linking the practices or qualities of the element to improved
student learning outcomes and the practical capacity of each element to act as an
indicator of the underlying dimension.

Elements

Dimensions
Intellectual Quality

Quality learning
environment

Deep knowledge

Explicit quality criteria

Deep understanding

Engagement

Problematic knowledge

High expectations

High order thinking
Metalanguage
Substantive communication

Social support
Students’ self-regulation
Student direction
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Significance
Background
knowledge
Cultural knowledge
Knowledge
Integration
Inclusivity
Connectedness
Narrative

Intellectual Quality
The intellectual quality dimension builds from a recognition that high quality student
outcomes result if learning is focused on intellectual work that is challenging, centred
on significant concepts and ideas, and requires substantial cognitive and academic
engagement with deep knowledge.
Element

Deep knowledge

Deep understanding

Problematic knowledge

High order thinking

Metalanguage

Substantive
communication

What does it look like in
classrooms?

What does it look like in
assessment tasks?

The knowledge being
addresses in focus on a
small number of key
concepts and ideas within
topics, and on the
relationship between and
among concepts
Students demonstrate a
profound and meaningful
understanding of central
ideas and the relationships
between and among those
central ideas
Students are encouraged to
address multiple
perspectives and/or
solutions and to recognise
that knowledge has been
constructed and therefore
is open to question

Tasks focus on a small
number of key concepts
and ideas within topics,
subjects or KLA’s, and
require clear articulation of
the relationship between
and among concepts.
Tasks require students to
demonstrate deep rather
than superficial
understanding of what they
are learning.

Students are regularly
engaged in thinking that
requires them to organise,
reorganise, apply, analyse
and evaluate knowledge
and information
Lessons explicitly name
and analyse knowledge a
specialist language
(metalanguage), and
provide frequent
commentary on language
use and the various
contexts of differing
language use
Students are regularly
engaged in sustained
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Tasks require students to
present or analyse
alternative perspectives
and/or solutions and to
demonstrate how the
construction of knowledge
relates to their
understanding of the task.
Tasks require students to
organise, reorganise,
apply, analyse and
evaluate knowledge and
information
Tasks require the use of
metalanguage,
commentary on language
use and the various
contexts of differing
language uses

Tasks require students to
communicate their

conversations about the
concepts and ideas they
are encountering. These
conversations can be
manifest in oral, written or
artistic forms.

understandings in an
elaborate and substantive
fashion. This
communication can be
oral, written or artistic
forms.

Quality Learning Environment
Learning is improved when the classroom or other learning environments provide high
levels of support for learning. This dimension of pedagogy draws attention to the
specific need to support learning, as well as the need to support students in classrooms.
A positive environment is often understood as a caring, safe and supportive classroom.
Students, parents and teachers recognise the value of a positive classroom environment.
However, where the classroom carries the general concern for supporting students
further to become supportive of learning, above and beyond being generally positive,
the outcomes demonstrated by students will be enhanced.
The following table shows the way the elements look in the classroom and in
assessment tasks.
Element

Explicit quality criteria

Engagement

High Expectations

What does it look like in
classrooms?
Students are provided with
explicit criteria for the
quality of work they are to
produce and those criteria
are a regular reference
point for the development
and assessment of student
work.
Most students, most of the
time, are seriously
engaged in the lesson or
assessment activity, rather
than going through the
motions, Students display
sustained interest and
attention.
High expectations of all
students are
communicated, and
conceptual risk taking is
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What does it look like in
assessment tasks?
Tasks provide explicit
criteria for the quality of
work students are expected
to produce and those
criteria are reference
points for assessing
student work.
Not necessarily observable
in written tasks, but may
be observable in
performance-based tasks
as it would be in the
classroom

Tasks demonstrate that
high expectations are
expected of all students
and conceptual risk taking

encouraged and rewarded.

Social support

Students’ self-regulation

Student direction

is encouraged and
rewarded.
There is a strong positive
Not readily observable in
support for learning and
written tasks, but may be
mutual respect among
observable in
teachers and students and
performance-based tasks
others assisting students’
as it would be in the
learning.
classroom.
Students demonstrate
Not readily observable in
autonomy and initiative so most tasks. Observable in
that minimal attention to
tasks which are structures
the disciplining of student to promote students selfbehaviour is required.
regulation
Students exercise some
Tasks are designed so that
direction over the selection students exercise some
of activities related to their direction over the selection
learning and the means
of activities related to their
and manner by which
learning and the means
these activities will be
and manner by which
done
these tasks will be done.

Significance
To achieve high quality learning outcomes for each student, students need to see why,
and to understand that, their learning matters. The significance of students’ learning lies
in the connections between and among the student as an individual and as a social
being, the nature of the work at hand, and the contexts in which such work matters.
To make these connections clear, teachers can link lessons to: the prior knowledge from
which students work; the social, demographic and cultural backgrounds of students,
families and the local community; the future contexts in which school learning would be
applied; and the differing fields of knowledge with which teachers and students interact.
To build effective connections teachers will need to work from a combination of their
knowledge of the specific subject matter they are teaching and their knowledge of the
cognitive, social and cultural backgrounds of their students.
Element

Background
knowledge

What does it look like in classrooms? What does it look like in
assessment tasks
Lessons regularly and explicitly
Tasks explicitly build from
build from students’ background
students’ background
knowledge, in terms of prior school
knowledge and require
knowledge as well as aspects of their students to demonstrate links
lives
between old and new
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Cultural
knowledge

Knowledge
integration

Inclusivity

Connectedness

Narrative

Lessons regularly incorporate the
cultural knowledge of diverse social
groupings(such as economic class,
gender, ethnicity, race, sexuality,
disability, language and religion
Lessons regularly demonstrate links
between and within subjects and key
learning subjects
Lessons include and publicly value
the participation of all students
across the social and cultural
backgrounds of students represented
in the classroom
Lessons actively rely on application
of school knowledge in real-life
context or problems, and provide
opportunities for students to share
their work with audiences beyond the
classroom and school
Lessons employ narrative accounts
as either (or both) a process or
content of lessons to enrich student
understanding.

knowledge
Tasks incorporate the cultural
knowledge of diverse social
groupings.

Tasks require students to build
from an understanding of the
links between and within
subjects and key learning areas
Tasks require the participation
of all students across the social
and cultural backgrounds
represented in the classroom
Tasks apply knowledge in reallife contexts and problems and
provide opportunities for
students to share their work
with audiences beyond the
classroom and school.
Tasks employ narrative as
either (or both) a process or
content of the task to enrich
student understanding.

The Quality Teaching Framework Guide
A guide was developed to support school leaders and teachers in their implementation
of the NSW model of pedagogy in relation to classroom practice. The term classroom
practice is understood to include individual learning activities, a single lesson, a
sequence of lessons, units and/or modules of work, and to refer to both plans for
practice and observed practice which can be direct observation or videotaped
observation.
The purpose of the guide is to support teacher professional learning and professional
dialogue. Coding sheets are provided as tools to assist with professional learning and
dialogue. They were designed to guide teacher reflection and analysis where teachers,
individually or in groups, can use the guide to analyse current classroom practices in
order to understand how these practices might subsequently be improved. This analysis
can focus on written or observed activities, lessons, a series of lessons and units or
modules of work.
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I have used the coding sheets to assist in the planning, design and assessment of the
MouseGen multimedia learning environment which is a series of learning modules. I
have observed students in Biology classes using the program in order to score some of
the elements of each dimension particularly the Quality Learning Environment.
I will examine each of the three dimensions of the framework and the elements of each
dimension and discuss how these are incorporated in the design of MouseGen or
observed in a classroom where the students are using MouseGen. I have found the
column on “What does it look like in assessment tasks?” particularly useful in focusing
on the nature of the tasks that students are being asked to undertake while using
MouseGen. I have tried to compare what the students are asked to do and what they are
in fact doing while using the program to ensure that the nature of the tasks is clear to the
user. I have consulted Bloom’s taxonomy to ensure that the tasks the students are
undertaking, which are the activities that geneticists would undertake when they
encounter a new mutation, require the use of a range of higher order cognitive skills.
I gave the 7 Science teachers at my school a copy of MouseGen and a copy of the
coding sheets and asked them to investigate the program and to score it using the coding
sheets. I have calculated an average score for the teachers for each of the elements and
reported the average in brackets after my score.
Intellectual Quality

Teachers average score

Deep knowledge

4.6

Deep understanding

5.1

Problematic knowledge

4.6

High order thinking
Metalanguage

5.2
4.7

Substantive communication

5.0

Quality learning environment
Explicit quality criteria
Engagement
High expectations
Social support

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Students’ self-regulation
Student direction

n/a
n/a
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Significance
Background knowledge
Cultural knowledge
Knowledge Integration
Inclusivity
Connectedness
Narrative

5.1
5.1
5.0
5.4
5.2
5.3

Dimension 1: Intellectual Quality
Intellectual quality refers to pedagogy focused on producing deep understanding of
important, substantive concepts, skills and ideas. Such pedagogy treats knowledge as
something that requires active construction and requires students to engage in higherorder thinking and to communicate substantively about what they are learning.
1.1 Deep knowledge
Description
Knowledge is deep when it concerns the central ideas or concepts of a topic,
subject of Key Learning Area and when the knowledge is judged to be crucial to
the topic, subject or Key learning Area. Deep knowledge is evident when either
the teacher or the students provide information, reasoning or arguments that
address the centrality or complexity of a key concept or idea, or when relatively
complex relations are established to other central concepts.
The coding question is:
To what extent is the knowledge being addressed focused on a small number of
key concepts and the relationships between and among concepts?
I have coded MouseGen with a score of 5 (4.6) as I have assessed that the knowledge is
deep because the focus is sustained on key ideas or concepts throughout the eight
modules of the program. Each module has a focus on a particular aspect of monohybrid
inheritance from an introduction to mice, their mutations and the concept of pure
breeding to an experiment which provides the results of a number of crosses with
photographs of the offspring. Students using the program have verbally expressed the
view that the program is conceptually demanding and requires their full attention. They
have also said that they understood how all the modules relate to each other.
The first suggestion made by the document is to identify and review students’ prior
knowledge as a starting place for addressing deep knowledge. The program explicitly
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asks students to use their prior knowledge to make a prediction in relation to a cross
breeding experiment between a haired and a hairless mouse. The program establishes a
connection with students’ experience of seeing mice either in a mouse trap, at a pet shop
or as a personal pet in a cage at home.
The second suggestion is that the teacher needs to identify significant concepts in
syllabuses by reviewing objectives, outcomes and content in the learn to and learn
about statements. MouseGen has been designed directly around a number of outcomes
of the HSC Biology syllabus in the “Blueprint for Life” core module. These have been
discussed previously.
The third suggestion is that the teacher needs to identify key concepts and relationships
to be addressed by asking the questions: “What do I want the students to learn?” and
“Why does the learning matter?” I have identified the key concepts and relationships
between key concepts in monohybrid inheritance and addressed these in the
development of MouseGen. Each modules addresses a key concept or concepts required
in an experimental approach to monohybrid inheritance in mice. The introductory model
for example addresses the concepts of characteristic and alternate traits, mutations and
pure breeding. The second module builds on these concepts as it investigates
combinations of crosses between haired and hairless mice. The third module builds on
the experimental results obtained in the second module as it develops an explanation for
the results produced.
The fourth suggestion is that the teacher should check that they have identified the key
concepts and relationships by asking the question: “How well does the concept or
relationship draw the content together?” In the first module the content of mouse
genetics is drawn together by the key concepts of characteristics, mutations, traits and
pure breeding for identified traits.
The fifth suggestion is for the teacher to map outcomes and content during unit planning
so that each lesson focuses on illustrating significant concepts while addressing
manageable amounts of content. This was done in an evolving manner in the
development of each of the eight modules of MouseGen and was informed by student
and teacher feedback.
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The sixth suggestion is for the teacher to connect key concepts from lesson to lesson.
Each MouseGen module links to the previous and the following module in the
development of key concepts.
The seventh suggestion is for the teacher to use learning tools in both planning and
teaching to connect, identify and clarify knowledge. A concept map was developed
before MouseGen was created which clarifies the relationships between concepts within
the complex knowledge domain of monohybrid genetics.
The eighth suggestion was for the teacher to select specialised resources correctly to
build deep knowledge and suggests experts and the use of multimedia as possible
resources. MouseGen is an interactive multimedia learning environment that was
created from my experience in using live mice to teach the basic concepts of genetics to
high school students for over thirty years. I would assert that I have become an expert in
this field of teaching and learning.
The ninth suggestion is to provide a unit or module overview for students so they can
see how the concepts fir into the overall picture. The home page of MouseGen names all
of the modules within the program and suggests a logical order of exploration based on
concept development.
1.2 Deep understanding
Description
Deep understanding is evident when students demonstrate their grasp of central
concepts. Students demonstrate deep understanding when they explore
relationships, solve problems, construct explanations and draw conclusions in
relatively systematic, integrated or complex ways.
The coding question is:
To what extent do students demonstrate a profound and meaningful
understanding of central ideas and relationships between and among those
central ideas?
I have coded MouseGen with a score of 5 (5.1) as I have assessed that almost all
students demonstrate deep understanding throughout the lessons and the program design
requires them to explore relationships, solve problems, construct explanations and draw
conclusions in a systematic way. They are required to explore a number of relationships
- the phenotype genotype relationship, the dominant recessive relationship, the gene
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allele relationship; to make a prediction of the outcome of a cross breeding experiment
and to construct an explanation if their prediction did not match the experimental data in
an application of the predict-observe-explain strategy , to provide an explanation for the
results of a number of mouse cross breeding experiments based on photographs of
parents and their offspring, to draw conclusions about the mode of inheritance of a
number of mouse characteristics, and to draw conclusions about the patterns of
inheritance of simple dominant and recessive traits over three generations involved in a
monohybrid breeding experiment.
The classroom practice guide notes that the essential difference between deep
knowledge and deep understanding is that deep knowledge relates to how content is
presented in a lesson while deep understanding is about the learning that students
demonstrate. It also notes that understanding can be demonstrated in oral, written,
symbolic or performance modes. MouseGen requires the user to apply a number of
different modes of communication to express their understanding from oral discussion
in their group work, to single words and written sentences, to symbols for genotypes.
The guide also notes the importance of providing opportunities for students to actively
engage with the knowledge. All modules of MouseGen require the users’ active
engagement. This includes making and recording predictions and then reconciling their
predictions with the experimental data, using photographs to count the number of
offspring displaying the different phenotypes and converting this data into ratios,
tossing coins and recording and analysing the results in a frequency distribution table,
establishing which trait is dominant and which trait is recessive from photographic
evidence, completing Punnett squares to show the possible outcomes of specific cross
breeding experiments, assigning genotypes to the individuals involved in a classical
monohybrid cross breeding experiment and solving a range of genetic problems at the
end of some of the modules. MouseGen is accompanied by a work book which requires
the user to complete a range of different tasks in an explicit way.
The guide notes that models or tools should be provided to facilitate deep
understanding. MouseGen provides a model on: how to complete a punnet square, how
to explain the results of a monohybrid investigation using diagrams containing
photographs of the three generations of mice involved, how to determine whether a
mouse showing a dominant trait is homozygous or heterozygous by conducting as test
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cross, how coloured half disks assist the user to understand how to determine genotype
of individual mice, how many mouse crosses between mice showing alternate traits
establish the dominant to recessive patterns that occur in monohybrid inheritance, and
how to problem solve in genetic investigations.
The guide suggests that regular assessment of understanding should be incorporated into
unit planning. MouseGen has quizzes at the end of some of the modules and a module
on problem solving to allow the user to regularly assess their understandings. Students
are also encouraged to do a pre-test and a post-test to enable them to assess how the
intervention provided by MouseGen has improved their knowledge and problem solving
skills.
The guide suggests that the unit should provide a range of opportunities within the unit
for students to demonstrate deep understanding by problem solving in a group,
developing or answering probing questions, or providing reasoned arguments for a point
of view. MouseGen regularly requires the user to solve a range of genetic problems
either individually or in a group, answer probing questions like how to increase the
number of hairless mice given you only have one hairless mouse, explain the genotype
of parents when they are presented with a photograph of parents and offspring, provide
a reasoned argument for their prediction of the phenotype of cross between purebred
haired and purebred hairless mice, determine the genotype of each individual in the
three generations of a cross breeding experiment particularly etc. The student of
genetics inherently involves a range of problem solving activities. Some of these are
straight forward problems like the determination of which trait is dominant and which is
recessive based on experimental results to higher order problems solving activities like
using a Punnet square to explain the results of crosses in terms of the genotypes of
parents and their respective offspring where probabilities have to be included in the
explanation.
1.3 Problematic Knowledge
Description
Knowledge is treated as problematic when it involves an understanding of
knowledge not as a fixed body of information, but rather as being socially
constructed, and hence subject to political, social and cultural influences and
implications. Multiple, contrasting and potentially conflicting forms of
knowledge are presented and recognised as constructed and open to question.
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The coding questions are:
To what extent are students encouraged to address multiple perspectives and/or
solutions? To what extent are students able to recognise knowledge as
constructed and therefore open to question?
I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (4.6) as I believe that it takes the approach that
knowledge is socially constructed, with multiple and/or conflicting interpretations
presented and explored to an extent that a judgement is made about the appropriateness
of an interpretation in a given context.
MouseGen requires the user to reflect on the knowledge they have developed to explain
heredity in asking them to predict the outcome of a cross between pure breeding haired
and hairless mice. They are encouraged to explain and record their personal view which
serves as a basis for their prediction. They are presented with a number of scenarios
which have been proposed by students in the past and are asked to select one of these
scenarios or to propose their own. I have observed students making reference to
comments and views expressed by their parents or grandparents about the mechanism of
inheritance but have noted that these students have presented these views in a tentative
and questioning manner. A number of students have said that the views expressed by
their relatives are an attempt to explain patterns of inheritance of particular traits in their
own families but that these views are not scientifically tested and open to question.
The guide suggests that the learning experience should provide opportunities for
students to construct their own knowledge and proposes conducting science
experiments or engaging in other problem solving activities. MouseGen is designed to
allow students to construct their own knowledge by engaging in a scientific experiment
of cross breeding different varieties of mice as is required in a monohybrid
investigation. They are provided with the results of the crosses which they have to
process to make some meaning from the investigation. A problem solving cased based
approach is adopted by the program. At no stage in the program are they instructed what
to think but are provided with data and information from which they have to construct
their own knowledge. One has to acknowledge that the study of the science of genetics
involves a problematic approach to the discipline.
The guide suggests that if it is difficult to see how the knowledge of the subject matter
is problematic to consider its history. It notes that secondary science historical
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dimensions of scientific knowledge have become part of the formal curriculum and
helps students to recognise that scientific knowledge is open to social and historical
dynamics. The history of the study of inheritance is very much affected by historical
and social dynamics. Prior to Gregor Mendel experimentation with garden peas the
view of inheritance was the blending model. When Mendel presented his findings to the
local scientific community they sat politely and no one asked any questions as they did
not understand the significance of his work in unravelling the nature of heredity. His
report remained in an obscure journal until it was rediscovered many years later. This is
an outcome of the Biology syllabus which is not covered by the software but is expected
to be discussed by the classroom teacher.
1.4 Higher-order thinking
Description
Higher order thinking requires students to manipulate information and ideas in
ways that transform their meaning and implications. This transformation occurs
when students combine facts and ideas in order to synthesise, generalise,
explain, hypothesise or arrive at some conclusion or interpretation.
Manipulating information and ideas through these processes allows students to
solve problems and create (for them) meanings and understandings. When
students demonstrate higher-order thinking, they may also generalise
unexpected concepts, ideas and products which can take the learning in new
directions.
The coding question is:
To what extent are students regularly engaged in thinking that requires them to
organise, reorganise, apply, analyse, synthesise and evaluate knowledge and
information?
I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (5.2) as I believe all students, almost most of the time,
demonstrate higher order thinking. MouseGen requires the user to synthesise,
generalise, explain, hypothesise (predict), and arrive at a conclusion and interpretation.
The user has to manipulate information and ideas and problem solve to create personal
understandings of monohybrid inheritance. The user is not given a choice other than to
be engaged in higher-order thinking as they explore the program and respond to the
question in the work book.
The guide suggests that students should be provided with opportunities to construct
meaning from information by classifying, summarising, inferring, comparing or
explaining. The program requires the user to classify phenotypes of the pups in a
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particular cross breeding experiment, to analyse the phenotype data and express it as a
ration, to summarise the patterns common to all monohybrid crosses, to infer genotypes
from phenotypes and parentage, to compare the different results of test crosses when the
parent is homozygous or heterozygous, and to explain the results of crosses in terms of
genotypes of the individuals involved.
The guide suggests that students should be provided with opportunities to separate
information, procedures or techniques into parts and determine how the parts relate to
each other. MouseGen’s home page divides the learning experience into eight distinct
but interrelated modules which are all part of the overall experience of learning mouse
genetics.
The guide suggests that questions be posed that can have multiple answers or
possibilities and ask students to justify their responses. This happens twice in the
program: when students are asked to create a breeding strategy to produce more hairless
mice and when they are asked to predict the phenotype of the mouse pups produced in a
cross between a pure breeding haired and a pure breeding hairless mouse.
1.5 Metalanguage
Description
Lessons in metalanguage have high levels of talk about language and about how
texts work. Teachers or students frequently take the opportunity to draw
attention to particular aspects of texts (e.g. word, images, symbols) either at a
key point in the lesson, or when students are obviously having difficulties in
interpretation. Such discussions will often focus on pointing out how differing
sentences, types of texts, discourses and other symbolic representations actually
work; comparing and contrasting different texts; and showing how language
and symbols can be used to construct texts, knowledge and power.
The coding questions are:
To what extent do lessons explicitly name and analyse knowledge as a specialist
language? To what extent do lessons provide frequent commentary on language
use and the various context of differing language use?
I have coded the MouseGen program with a 5 (4.7) as I believe that there is a high use
of metalanguage in the program. The science of genetics makes uses its own unique
vocabulary and this is built into the program. I have also included a module which
explains the vocabulary used in the program which the user is free to access at any time.
Another complication with the language of genetics is that words take on a different
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meaning from their everyday meaning. Most students will tell you that the dominant
trait is the most common trait rather than it being the trait which covers the effect of the
alternate trait. MouseGen in the module on the explanation of the results of monohybrid
crosses introduces the term factor before it introduces the term allele. It then uses letters
of the alphabet to represent the alleles encoding alternate traits. For example upper case
H represents the allele for the haired trait and lowercase h the hairless allele. It supports
students’ understanding of the language graphically by using different coloured half
disks. A blue half disk for the dominant allele and red half disk for the recessive allele.
It places the symbol for each allele in the centre of each half disk.
As suggested by the guide I have identified the language or symbolic features that are
essential for developing deep understanding of the key concepts: characteristics: traits,
alternate traits, pure breeding, dominant and recessive traits, factors, alleles, genotype
and phenotype, homozygous and heterozygous and test crosses. The program clarifies
the meanings and definitions with students and examines different usages in different
contexts of the term dominant. As suggested by the guide the program uses and unpacks
the specialist language of genetics using the language that students are familiar with,
and then appropriately paces the introduction of new language and usage. For example
the term factor is used before the introduction of the formal genetic term of allele.
1.6 Substantive communication
Description
In classes with high levels of substantive communication there is sustained
interaction about the substance of the lesson. Classes high in substantive
communication have three characteristics:
 There is sustained interaction
 The communication is focused on the substance of the lesson
 The interaction is reciprocal
This element identifies the quality of the communication (oral, written or
symbolic) required to promote coherent shared understanding.
The coding question is:
To what extent are students regularly engaged in sustained conversations (in
oral, written or artistic forms) about the ideas and concepts they are
encountering?
I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (5) as I believe that it requires substantive
communication and sustained interactions by the user throughout the eight modules of
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the program. The program and work book has been designed to scaffold this
communication.
The guide notes that substantiative communication can be oral written or symbolic.
MouseGen requires all these forms of communication as the user engages in group
discussions, records their perceptions, their predictions, their observations and their
explanations in sentences, responds to the questions in their work book, and solves
genetic problems including the completion of punnet squares where they need to use
symbols for the alleles involved. They are also required to collect numerical data of the
phenotype of offspring and to convert this data into ratios. The program scaffolds the
calculation of ratios from the raw data.
The guide notes that substantive communication is sustained in that the communication
continues thought or idea beyond the simple IRE (initiative-respond-evaluate) pattern
by a logical extension or synthesis where the flow of communication carries a line of
reasoning. IRE refers to a format where the teacher asks a question, a student responds,
the teacher makes evaluative comments indicating correct or incorrect responses and
then moves on to the next question or lesson segment; as opposed to the question
initiating extended dialogue on the topic or the issue. MouseGen is designed to allow
the user to suggest and discuss a range of solutions to the problem of breeding more
hairless mice, provides them with photographs of twelve cages of offspring that are
produced in all the possible crosses to enable them to establish the appropriateness of
their prediction. The program then explains a cross breeding procedure that experts in
the field carrying out a monohybrid cross would use, provides an explanation for the
patterns observed this monohybrid cross, displays photographs of the results of twelve
replicate mouse crosses, requires the user to conduct a probability experiment involving
the throwing of two coins, and then asks the user to solve a number of genetic problems
where they are presented with photographs of parents and their offspring.
The guide also suggests that substantive communication is focused on the substance of
the lesson and moves beyond the mere recounting of experience, facts, definitions or
procedures and encourages critical reasoning such as making distinctions, applying
ideas, forming generalisations and raising questions. MouseGen is designed to immerse
the user in a multimedia learning environment that encourages critical reasoning as it
engages them in a range of activities that are the essence of a genetics investigation. The
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user has to make predictions and to reconcile their predictions with experimental data if
they do not agree, to use cause and effect reasoning in constructing an explanation for
the experimental results, to apply their understanding of genetics to solve problems in
novel characteristic in mice, to make generalisations of the patterns that are observed in
monohybrid investigations, to collect, analyse and make sense of the data they
generated in their probability experiments and to see the connection between the
probability experiment they conducted and what is happening to alleles during mouse
cross breeding experiments.
The guide suggests that teachers should frame questions which require more depth in
response than the IRE format and encourage students to extend their responses to make
thinking and understanding explicit. This suggestion has been adopted in MouseGen
where students are asked to make a prediction of the outcome of a cross between a pure
breeding haired and a pure breeding hairless mouse based on what they have learnt from
their life experience. They are presented with the results of the cross and are asked to
reconcile their prediction with the experimental results. This question requires them to
make thinking and understanding explicit and is designed to challenge the blending
model of inheritance that most students bring with them to the study of genetics. They
are asked to formally record their thinking in their work book and are aware their class
room teacher will be checking their work book for completeness. This expectation
encourages students to be engaged in examining their thinking and to modify their
views of the mode of inheritance based on experimental evidence.
The guide suggests that teachers should develop opportunities and structures for
substantive communication that include working in pairs, in small group discussions
and in cooperative learning activities, to allow students to share substantive ideas about
the lesson topic. Students using MouseGen are encouraged to work in pairs or in bigger
groups and to discuss all of the questions presented by the program. They are
encouraged to record their own ideas in the work book and not necessarily the ideas of
the group.
Dimension 2: Quality learning Environment
Quality learning environment refers to pedagogy that creates classrooms where students
and teachers work productively in an environment clearly focused on learning. Such
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pedagogy sets high and explicit expectations and develops positive relationships
between teachers and students and among students.
2.1 Explicit quality criteria
Description
High explicit quality criteria are identified by frequent, detailed and specific
statements about the quality of work required of students. Explicit quality
criteria become reference points where the teacher and/or students use the
criteria to develop and check their own work or the work of others.
. The coding questions are:
To what extent are students provided with explicit criteria for the quality of work
they are to produce? To what extent are these criteria a regular reference point
for the development and assessment of student work?
I have not applied to the coding scale to the MouseGen program as I do not think it is
appropriate to the MouseGen program. How the teacher presents the program and the
reason why the class is using the program will determine the learning environment in
the class room and how students generally respond. Teachers would normally set the
standards for discussion and task completion which is independent from the program
itself. I have observed a number of classes using the MouseGen program and have been
surprised with how engaged the students have been with the tasks and exercises
contained within the program. I did note how seriously the majority of them took the
learning experience. This might be attributed in part to the inherent attraction of the
multimedia environment or the fact that they were told that the program covers a
number of syllabus outcomes. The debate in some groups became heated and reflects
students’ willingness to become involved in discussion. The guide does note that is
some lessons and activities, explicit quality criteria should not be pre-specified, but
rather allowed to develop as students are required to create their own work. I would
argue that this applies to student’s use of the MouseGen program. Students are provided
with feedback when their work books are collected and the Quizzes are corrected and
returned to them. Teachers are expected to discuss the Quiz questions and provide
feedback to the students. The problem solving module is also corrected and discussed.
These feedback activities do establish detailed criteria regarding the quality of the work
expected from the students.
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2.2 Engagement
Description
High engagement is identified by on-task behaviours that signal a serious
investment in class work. These behaviours include sustained interest and
attentiveness, individual focus on work, showing enthusiasm for the work, and
taking the work seriously. High engagement may also be evident when students
take the initiative to raise questions, contribute to group tasks and help peers.
The coding question is:
To what extent are most students, most of the time, seriously engaged in the
lesson? To what extent do students display sustained interest and attention?
I have coded the MouseGen with a 5 (n/a) as I have observed serious engagement on
numerous occasions where all of the students are deeply involved, almost all of the
time, in pursuing the substance of the lesson. This is evidenced by their expression of
enthusiasm and awe and is supported by their responses to the survey questions.
The guide suggests that students should be challenged and success should be built by
appropriately structuring learning. They suggest that this could be accomplished by
scaffolding students who need more support and designing open-ended tasks that enable
a range of responses or a variety of pathways. MouseGen is scaffolded in a number of
ways discussed in a previous chapter and being an interactive multimedia program
allows a number of pathways of exploration.
2.3 High Expectation
Description
Expectations are high when teachers (or students) communicate the expectation
that all members of the class can learn important knowledge and skills that are
challenging to them. Students are encouraged and recognised for taking
conceptual or other risks in learning. Expectations are also high when students
at all levels are expected, and try, to master challenging work whether the
challenge is intellectual, physical or performance-based.
The coding questions are:
To what extent are high expectations of all students communicated? To what
extent is conceptual risk taking encouraged and rewarded?
I have coded classes that I have observed using MouseGen with a 4 (n/a) as I believe
that most students participated in challenging work during most of the lesson. They
were encouraged to” give it their best shot” and to take risks with the assurance that
there are often a number of possible answers to breeding strategies and that often there
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is no single answer but a number of possible answers to genetics problems. Students did
come to this realisation later in the program when they were completing punnet squares
for the F2 generation and were investigating the genotypes of the haired mouse pups.
There is a 2/3 probability that haired mice will be homozygous and carry two haired
alleles (HH) and a 1/3 probability that they will be heterozygous (Hh) and carry a haired
and a hairless allele.
I did observe teachers on a number of occasions praising the students for their insights
and their group work. They understood that MouseGen formally addresses outcomes
that will not be covered by their teacher back in the normal classes and were encouraged
to make full use of the opportunities available to them to address these outcomes. I did
notice some students being hesitant in taking conceptual risks “in case they were
wrong” and have seen them asking their teachers for support in producing a breeding
strategy. The teacher had been aware of this group of students’ attitude to risk taking
and encouraged these students to engage in the activity assuring them that the program
would provide feedback as to the usefulness of their breeding strategy and that their
work book would be collected at the end of the three sessions only to ensure completing
of tasks and that each of the questions would be discussed in class at a later date to
reinforce or clarify their understandings. A teacher commented that several students did
not like the fact that they had recorded a breeding strategy in their work books that did
not produce hairless offspring and corrected their suggestion after they had discovered
the most appropriate strategy even though they knew their work books were not being
corrected by the teacher or marks collected for the purpose of assessment. A teacher of
Senior Science recently complained that three students in her HSC class of nineteen did
not complete a section of the half yearly examination as they did not want to get it
wrong.
A number of students did comment that they found the tasks and activities to be
challenging but that they did enjoy working with mice because it was so new to them
and they did appreciate a multimedia approach to the learning of genetics. I thought
many students were fascinated by the variety of mouse mutations which engaged and
sustained their interest. This view is supported by their feedback in the survey.
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2.4 Social Support
Description
Classrooms high in social support for student learning encourages all students
to try hard and risk initial failure in a climate of mutual respect. Classrooms
high in social support are characterised by teacher and student behaviours,
comments and actions that encourage and value effort, participation, and the
expression of one’s views in the pursuit of learning. If disagreement or conflict
occurs in a classroom, it is resolved in a constructive way for all concerned.
The coding questions are:
To what extent is there a strong positive support for learning and mutual respect
among teachers and students and other assisting students’ learning? To what
extent is the classroom free of negative personal comments or put-downs?
In the classrooms that I observed MouseGen being used by year 12 Biology students I
would rate social support with a 4 (n/a) as I did observe social support as being clearly
positive and supportive behaviours and comments were directed at most students
including clear attempts at supporting reluctant students. I did also observe student
support of each other. At this stage in their education students have become mature
socially and are generally task orientated. On one occasion a teacher joined the class
and participated in all the activities of MouseGen (for a university course he was
studying on the use of ICLT in teaching science). He actively sought social support
from the students and participated in all of the activities of MouseGen. This changed the
tone of the class room and enhanced student participation and enthusiasm. The students
were initially guarded in offering him assistance but within a short period of time
realised that he was a learner like themselves.
The guide suggests that the teacher should use strategies and structures which allow for
all students to contribute and collaborate. The teacher are asked to encourage their
students to use MouseGen individually or in groups of their choosing and to allow
students to change their mode of use as they see fit or revisit modules at a later time as it
is available on the school network during school hours.
The guide also suggests the design of flexible learning tasks that will allow all students
to experience success. MouseGen provides a range of difficulty of tasks and activities
from counting the offspring displaying the haired and hairless trait to tossing a coin a
hundred times and counting the different combinations of head and tails to completing
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punnet squares and establishing the genotypes of individual mice in a classical
monohybrid cross involving three generations of mice.

2.5 Students’ self-regulation
Description
High self-regulation is evident when the lesson proceeds without interruption
and when students demonstrate autonomy and initiative in relation to their own
behaviour in ways that allow the class to “get on” with learning. There is
virtually no time spent in disciplining students’ behaviour or regulating student
movements.
The coding question is:
To what extent do students demonstrate autonomy and initiative so that minimal
attention to the disciplining and regulation of student behaviour is required?
I have coded classes that I have observed using MouseGen with a 5 (n/a) as all of the
students almost all of the time, demonstrate autonomy and initiative in regulating their
own behaviour and the lesson proceeds without interruption. This element has never
been an issue in any year 12 Biology classes I observed as students realise that it is in
their own self-interest to be autonomous and self-regulating and the majority are keen to
engage with and learn from this program. Most students in year 12 are seventeen or
eighteen and are focused on their HSC examinations by the time they study the
Blueprint for Life module of the course. They perceive the program to be interesting
and engaging in itself without the consideration of it meeting syllabus outcomes.
The guide suggests that the teacher should ensure that the activities are interesting and
purposeful with clear goals that students perceive to be worthwhile. MouseGen is
designed to captivate and maintain student interest is its goals- HSC Biology outcomes
are clear to the students. Students are issue with the outcomes for each module before
they commence studying that module.
2.6 Student direction
Description
Classrooms with high student direction see students exercising control over one
or more of the following aspects of a lesson:



Choice of activities
Time spent on activities
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 Pace of the lesson
 Criteria by which they will be assessed
When students assume responsibility for the activities in which they engage,
and/or how they complete them, the activities are likely to be student-centred
(e.g. group work, individual research and practical investigation programs)
The coding question is:
To what extent do students exercise some direction over the selection of
activities related to their learning and the means and manner by which these
activities are done?
I have coded student use of MouseGen during lessons with a 5 (n/a) as I have observed
high student direction as students determine many significant aspects of the lesson
either independent of, or dependent on, teacher approvals.
MouseGen has been divided into modules which allow users the choice of which
modules to explore, the time they spend on each module and the pace at which they
work through each module. They are provided with a scaffold of the sequence of
modules they should work through but it is ultimately their personal or group choice.
This scaffolding is achieved by numbering each module in the suggested sequence of
exploration. The navigation symbols provides multiple entry and exit points.
Dimension 3: Significance
Significance refers to pedagogy that help makes learning more meaningful and
important to student. Such pedagogy draws clear connections with students’ prior
knowledge and identities, with contexts outside of the classroom, and with multiple
ways of knowing or cultural perspectives.
3.1 Background knowledge
Description
High background knowledge is evident when lessons provide students with
opportunities (or they take opportunities) to make connections between their
knowledge and experience sand the substance of the lesson. Background
knowledge may include prior school knowledge or it may include ”out-ofschool” knowledge such as local knowledge, cultural knowledge, personal
experience and the knowledge of media and popular culture.
The coding question is:
To what extent do lessons regularly and explicitly build from students’
background knowledge, in terms of prior school knowledge as well as other
aspects of their personal lives?
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I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (5.1) as I believe that students’ background knowledge
is consistently incorporated into the program and there is substantial connection to outof-school background knowledge. MouseGen is designed with a constructivist
framework of learning where students’ prior knowledge and experience is the starting
point for new learning. The program makes reference to students’ observation of mice
caught in a mouse traps and contains a photo of a wild mouse caught in a trap, their
seeing mice in pet shop and possibly their personal experience in breeding mice. It also
contains photos of some of the different mouse mutations available in pet shops and
introduces the notion of mutations as the source of these mutations from the wild type
grey mouse. It uses pet shop mice to illustrate how breeders develop mice pure breeding
for a particular trait.
3.2. Cultural knowledge
Description
Cultural knowledge is high when there is an understanding, valuing and
acceptance of the traditions, beliefs, skills, knowledge, language, practices and
protocols of diverse social groups. Cultural knowledge is high when the lessons
recognises and values claims to knowledge from multiple social groups in an
authentic, detailed and profound manner. Different social groupings are
identified in relation to the dominant Australian culture and are distinguished by
characteristic such as socioeconomic status, gender, ethnicity, race, age,
sexuality, disability, language and religion.
The coding question is:
To what extent do lessons regularly incorporate the cultural knowledge of
diverse social groupings?
I consider that coding this element is probably not appropriate to the MouseGen
program or its use in class other than to say that some students come from a culture
where mice are treated as vermin and are considered to spread human diseases. The
program does however make reference to the fashion in Chinese aristocracy of keeping
mice as pets particularly, albino mice. I have had students from Buddhist background
commenting that all life is sacred and that mice should be respected and treated kindly. I
would argue that the science of genetics transcends all cultural and social barriers.
3.3 Knowledge integration
Description
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High knowledge integration is identifiable when meaningful connections are
made between different topics and/or between different subjects. For instance,
when students address themes or problems which require knowledge from
multiple topics or subject areas, knowledge integration is high.
The coding question is:
To what extent do lessons regularly demonstrate links between and within
subjects and key learning areas?
I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (5) as I believe that meaningful connections are
regularly made between subject areas by the program and the students while using the
program. The program require students to collect and analyse mathematical data in the
form of ratios, to use fractions, percentages, or decimals when analysing punnet squares
and making predictions of the outcomes of particular crosses and in understanding the
hypothesis that was developed to explain inheritance. The specialist vocabulary of
genetics is addressed by the program with a module devoted to words and their
meanings. A historical approach is taken to develop the context of the program. It is
based on the discovery of a hairless mouse under a budgie breeder’s cage in London in
1931.
3.4 Inclusivity
Description
High inclusivity is evident when all students in the classroom, from all cultural
or social backgrounds, participate in the public work of the class and when their
contributions are taken seriously and valued. High inclusivity is evident when
the classroom is free from negative forms or prejudice and discrimination, and
thus all the individuals, regardless of their social grouping, feel encouraged to
participate fully in the lesson.
The coding question is:
To what extent do lessons include and publically value the participation of all
students across the social and cultural backgrounds represented in the
classroom?
I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (5.4) as I believe that students from all groups are
included in all aspects of the lesson and their inclusion is both significant and equivalent
to the inclusion of students from other social groups. I have never observed a student
from any social or cultural group being excluded or excluding themselves from the
experience of MouseGen. A few students have excluded themselves on the basis that
mice make them feel ill and these few students have been from the dominant culture.
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3.5 Connectedness
Description
High connectedness is evident when learning has value and meaning beyond the
class room and school. Lessons exhibit high connectedness through addressing
either a public problem or actual experience or situations that students will
confront. High connectedness is also evident when there are attempts to interact
with an audience beyond the classroom by communicating knowledge to others
(including within the school) advocating solutions to social problems, providing
assistance to people, or creating performances or products and exploring their
utilitarian or aesthetic value.
The coding questions are:
To what extent do lessons rely on the application of school knowledge in reallife contexts or problems? To what extent do lesson activities provide
opportunities for students to share their work with audiences beyond the
classroom and school?
I have coded MouseGen with a 4 (5.2) as I believe that students recognise and explore
connections between classroom knowledge and situations outside the classroom in ways
that creates personal meanings and highlight the significance of the knowledge. I have
observed students investigating their inheritance of particular characteristic from their
parents and grandparents. These students have sought to examine the traits display by
their extended family. I have observed students investigating the inheritance of
particular genetic diseases in their family (thalassemia, cystic fibrosis, muscular
dystrophy, red green colour blindness, haemophilia, Huntington’s disease, PKU) as a
follow up of what they had learnt using MouseGen. I have heard students making
predictions with regards to the hair and eye colours of the children they will produce if
they have children with a particular partner!
3.6 Narrative
Description
Use of narrative is high when the stories written, told, read, viewed or listened
to help illustrate or bring to life the knowledge that students are addressing in
the classroom. Narrative may include personal stories, biographies, historical
accounts, case studies, literary and cultural texts and performances. Narrative
does not increase significance if the stories used are unconnected to the
substance of the lesson or unproductive in terms of student learning. Narrative
may be high if there is only one narrative presented present in the lesson as long
as the narrative enhances the significance of the substance of the lesson.
The coding question is:
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To what extent do lessons employ narrative to enrich student understanding?
I have coded MouseGen with a 5 (5.3) as narrative is used throughout the program to
enhance the significance of the substance of the lesson. A historical account is given of
the discovery of the first hairless mouse mutant under a budgie cage in London in 1932
and its development by mouse geneticists into a laboratory strain of mouse that is used
extensively as a model for investigating a number of significant questions in Biology.
The program uses a narrative approach to the investigation of the hairless condition in
mice given the students have to produce more hairless mice but only have access to a
single hairless mouse from a pet shop.
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Appendix 13

Digital chromosome MERs.

I have created digital chromosome MERs to that show the same alleles physically
located on chromosomes in an endeavour to seamlessly expand Mendelian inheritance
to the chromosome theory of inheritance. I have used the same colours and letters that
were used in the half disks to represent the alleles which are shown as bands on the
chromosome MERs. A screen dump of half disk MERs and their corresponding
chromosome MERS is shown below. It is anticipated that the use of both MERs initially
in a cross breeding simulation will support students in transitioning from an
understanding of inheritance in terms of Mendelian factors or alleles that are
represented by half disks to an understanding of inheritance in terms of alleles that are
physically located on chromosomes.

Research would need to evaluate the usefulness of this strategy in assisting students to
transition from hypothetical factors or alleles to alleles located on chromosomes.
I have created a chromosome MER to represent the sex linked tabby allele in mice and
have shown a screen dump below of one type of sex linked cross.
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The different combinations of sex cells can also be shown with an animated Punnett
square which shows chromosomes and the alleles they carry.
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The animation function of MS PowerPoint is able to show the four combinations of sex
cells coming together in the four cells of the Punnett square in a simulation of
fertilisation. This is then followed by a photo of an individual mouse displaying that
particular phenotype.
I have modified the chromosome MER so that it will show linked and unlinked genes
and serve as a useful cognitive tool in both types of dihybrid inheritance. The screen
dump below shows an example of a dihybrid cross in mice in which the genes of
interest are located on the same chromosome. The gene that causes a wavy coat (wa-2)
is linked on the same chromosome as the gene that causes a short tail - the vestigial tail
gene (vt). I have shortened the symbol for these two alleles to a single letter to avoid
student confusion.

The chromosome MER’s can also be used for dihybrid inheritance with unlinked genes.
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Appendix 14

Publications by researcher in Australasian Poultry Magazine
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